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left you last month 104 miles from
Santa Fe, New Mexico, heading east
on I-40 accompanied by adog and
two cats, with 1946 miles to go to reach
Stereophile's new editorial home, New
York City. To cut along story short, I
arrived in New York (covered in dog and
cat hair). After anerve-wracking delay, so
did our furniture. We will be living out
of boxes for awhile cha Atkinson, but
that's a mere inconvenience compared
with the Great Adventure of setting up a
new listening room.
Ihad been in the Santa Fe room 12
years. It had settled around me like a
comfortable old shoe. I knew every
acoustic cranny, every acoustic nuance.
No, it was not aperfect room, but drop a
new pair of speakers or anew amplifier
into it, and Icould quickly zoom in on
what was different about the sound and
describe it to you.
But now Ihave anew room.
How bad can that be? As Iwrite these
words, Iflash on the angst Michael Fremer
and Shannon Dickson recently went
through in dealing with new acoustic environments, even when they were definite
improvements over their old rooms.
While the house we bought in
Brooklyn didn't have a suitable space
ready and waiting, we had two basement rooms knocked together before
we arrived to create aquite nicely proportioned space. Istarted modeling its
acoustics on my PC, but then people
started telling me that, with perhaps the
exception of the RPG software, the various programs are not all they're
cracked up to be. So, after getting this
issue off to the printer, I'm going to put
some carpet down, get all the books,
LPs, and CDs out of their boxes and
into waiting bookshelves, and set up my
system. I'll keep you posted on how the
process of settling into the new listening space develops.
Elsewhere in this issue you can read
reviews of products that Ithink signal the
different directions in which high-end
audio can go. Long atwo-channel kind
of guy, Larry Greenhill explores surround-sound for music in his report on a
five-channel Bryston amplifier. Ireport
on my experiences with a"convergence"
product, the CardDeluxe PC soundcard
from Digital Audio Labs, which appears
to sonically sacrifice nothing compared
with high-end digital audio components.
And Jonathan Scull listens to the third
Super Audio CD player to hit these
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shores, the Marantz SA-1.
Both SACD and DVD-Audio — the
latter finally reached the US in July—are
exciting formats. CD was intended from
the outset to be the replacement for the
cassette, not the LP, and was specified, at
least in my opinion, with a"good enough"
mindset. With these new media, consumers at last will have access to asound
source that has not been compromised,
that holds the promise of being transparent to all listeners with all kinds of music
under all conditions. This has been a
dream of mine since the 1960s.
But even as this dream is within reach,
record-industry bean counters seem
determined to take it away. As Iretrieved
my e-mail and browsed the news stories
on www.stereophile.com at the end of
each day of my transcontinental drive, I
read about how, with DVD-Audio in particular, the music signal will be "watermarked" so that someone can extract the
copyright information from the sound. An
analogy would be those translucent logos
that TV channels put in the corner of the
screen — so you can be reminded, for
example, that it is A&E that is bringing
you Poirot.
As Iexplained in this space several
months ago, because the watermarking
code needs to be retrievable afterr the music
data have been converted to analog, and
perhaps transmitted over an AM radio
link, or even compressed with MP3, the
code has to be robust, ie, high in level. And
if it is robust, it might be audible. Now, as
David Leibowitz of Veranee, the developers of the watermarking scheme adopted
by the recording industry for DVDAudio, pointed out in the August
Stereophik's "Manufacturer's Comments,"
watermarking is not as obvious as mixing
Morse code with music. The low-bit-rate
(20bps) code is disguised to resemble the
analog noise already presenr, in addition, it
is spectrally shaped to get the maximum
benefit from psychoacoustic masking. (In
very simplistic terms, the code is loudest
when the music is loudest in both the
amplitude and frequency domains.) In
addition, watermarking doesn't have to be
present all the time, nor is it mandatory
for content producers to use it on DVDAs. (SACD uses adifferent scheme that
apparently doesn't affect the music data.)
In his letter last month, Mr. Leibowitz
reminded us that in 1999 the Veranee
code was subjected to listening tests in
which pro-audio professionals, including
Stereophik's Barry Willis, took part. These
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experienced listeners found it very hard to
detect the watermarking under blind conditions (see "Industry Update," October
1999, pp29-33), though at last fall's AES
Convention in New York, at least one
engineer who had taken part in the tests
said that once the audible effect of the
watermarking code had been pointed out,
it was possible to hear it every time.
Earlier this year, the renowned English
classical engineer, Tony Faulkner, called
into question the results of the 1999 blind
test ("Industry Update," August 2000,
pp20-22), pointing out that the test
methodology was not strictly applicable
to hi-rez classical recordings. As aresult of
Tony's industry-wide lobbying, further
tests took place at London's Whitfield
Street Studios at the beginning of July,
under the auspices of the UK's equivalent
of the RIAA, the IFPI.
Tony was one of the listeners. In an email he subsequently circulated to interested parties, he wrote, "I have no doubts in
my own mind now that the Veranee
watermark is clever enough and effectively unobtrusive enough for noncritical lowto mid-fi ie, up to but excluding DVDA, SACD, and high-quality CD. The bad
news is that it was audible on poor-quality,
bandwidth-limited, archive analog material to a49-year-old engineer with acold....
For audiophiles paying extra money for a
new player and for new discs, judging by
what Iheard yesterday, the watermark
could reduce the perceived quality of
DVD-A to somewhere between agood
MiniDisc and abelow-average CD."
As watermarking is optional, Ithought
that this would represent amarket opportunity for small record companies concerned about quality. If amultinational
conglomerate decided that all its DVD-As
would be watermarked whether or not
the mark was audible, asmall company
could use the fact that it never watermarked its releases to gain market share.
But on my long drive east, Idecided that
this passive approach is not enough. As
Barry Willis said to me in an e-mail, purists
find the notion of watermarking far more
offensive than the watermarking itself.
Yes, Ido object to the idea of watermarking. If the record industry wants to
treat their recordings as commodities, well
then, by the shades of Adam Smith and
Alan Blumkin, let consumers react accordingly. Icall on Stereophile readers to
boycott each and every company that releases watermarked DVD-As and CDs.
That'll lam 'ern to mess with our music. 15
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Letters
They packed up their tents?
Editor:
Love the magazine. Keep up the good
work, especially now that all the other players have taken their tents and disappeared
into the night
Steve Nafiilan
Upland, CA
snafiila@jsd.darentontedu
Acase of mistaken identity
Editor:
I
would like awritten apology for your blatant
overuse of the "F" word in the Warren Zevon
artide in July. This is Stereophile, not FHlti If
you cannot oblige me with an apology please
cancel my subscription.
KelWohnson
johnsonkellyd@home.cont
Yes, Mr.Johnson, some use ofobscenity appeared in
Dan Durchholz's appreciation of Warm, Zevon,
but you should note that it was Mr Zevon's own,
as quoted in interviews and in the lyrics to his songs.
My goal as editor is to present the people we write
about as they are not in bowdlerized VerSiOnS. I
assume Stereophile's readers are adults who will
not be offended by the sight of words they have
doubtless heard many times before
—JA
Amen!
Editor
Amen to Jonathan Scull's response to his
peanut gallery of detractors ("Letters,"
August '00, pp.12-15). Iread slack-jawed
those tedious complaints whimpering about
his candor. Iam profoundly dubious of nearly any published review. Often Iwonder
why such avast m.ljority of reviews speak so
gently of products. It's as if something gracious must be said even when aproduct fails
to satisfy areviewer's expectations.
Simply put, my stock in Stereophile doubled upon reading J-10's review Ihave nothing against Richard Gray's Power Company,
but Ifelt that an honest and forthright opinion was being presented in its purest form;
not the watered-down mumbling of agunshy review panel, who must endlessly placate the ire of their advertisers.
J-10 disliked the 400S. Some may like it
A review is an opinion: an educated and
informed opinion, we hope, but still nothing
more or less. Iwould guess that, if polled,
Stemphile's readers would demand integrity
on the part of the writers. Must we then
reward that integrity by demanding censorship when we dislike the opinion offered,
Stereophile, September 2000

and by barraging areviewer with scornful
letters for presenting his objective evaluations with conviction and confidence?
It distresses me that readers would request
that Stereophile whitewash its reviews. Ilook
to this magazine to broaden my perspectives
on consumer audio equipment and technologies that interest me. Without honest
opinions, even when those opinions are at
odds with my own, Igain nothing. And
while bad news — abad review —is not
necessarily fun, if it's an honest evaluation,
then Iwant it —intact and as is.
Please continue your excellent work, J-10
and others. And do please disregard the childish banter of certain insecure readers who
become distraught when your honesty prevents you from simply being amirror of their
own opinions, and when, on occasion, you
must be the bearers of bad news.
A. Payne
plasmalab@earthlink.net
Spoiled yuppie losers?
Editor:
Just received the August issue of Stereophile
and what do Iread? A couple of crybabies
taking one of your boys to task for anegative review. "V/ah! Ispent my money on
this stuff, which means it has to be good. So
you're wrong, Mr. Stereophile Editor Man.
Wahr
Typical spoiled yuppie losers.
Correct me if I'm wrong, but the license
of critique extends to the negative as well as
the positive. It doesn't have to be pretty It
doesn't have to be diplomatic And, because

Letters to the Editor should be sent to
The Editor, Stereophile, 110 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floot New York, NY
10011. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@ Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
assumed to be for possible publication.
In the spirit of vigorous debate implied
by the First Amendment, and unless we
are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please
note: We are unable to answer requests
for information on specific products or
systems. If you have problems with
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
Box 53117, Boulde4 CO 80322-3117.

you drape yourselves in the flag of subjective
review liber alles, it doesn't have to be empirically correct, eithet That's your privilege.
Frankly, Stereophile would benefit from
printing more negative reviews. Balanced
journalism demands it. There's alot of crappy gear out there and your mature subscribers would like to know about it, too.
(Besides, you wouldn't want to be accused of
pandering to the almighty advertising dollar
like those mainstream mags, would you?)
Whiners, pay attention: Sterivphile is asource
of information. kis not the source, nor is it the
last word. Take what you read with agrain of
salt, and trust your ears.
Outthere"
St Louis MO
Webnanmar@aol.com
Theory agreeing with practice
Editor
Jonathan Scull's review of the Richard
Gray's Power Company power-line conditioner (Tune 2000), in which he detected little or no sonic benefit, provides a rare
instance of theory (in audio) agreeing with
practice. Idon't mean to take aswipe at Mr.
Gray, but as there are so many similar
devices competing for the audiophile's
buck, Ithink that some further discussion of
power-line theory is warranted.
Mr. Gray is quite correct in maintaining
that series resistance is the cause of powerline problems. In fact, resistance is the only
way that energy can be lost! This resistance
can be apparent (e, wire and contact resistance) or hidden (transformer coupling efficiency). It is important to note that this resistance, all the way to the power pole, adds up.
Ideal inductors and capacitors, having no
internal resistance, cannot burn up energy,
but instead store it as magnetism and electric charge, respectively. Since energy is
stored differently in each component, the
way in which energy is accumulated and
the way it is released differ. They are, in fact,
complementary devices.
The purpose of apower supply is to provide constant electric force — voltage —
regardless of the fluctuations in current flowing in the load. One source of current for the
load is the inductance of the power transformet Paul McGowan of PS Audio related,
in his May 2000 Stereophile interview, that a
small transformer does not sound as good as
a large one with proportionally greater
inductance. The difference probably arises
9

Letters
because of the greater magnetic field, as well
as the somewhat lower winding resistance.
Short of replacing transformers, can we
improve the situation? Sure. Just add inductance in series with the transformer.
Whenever the line voltage decreases, current in the transformer and in the inductor
also drops. The inductor fights the change in
aitroit by collapsing some of its magnetic
field. This momentarily boosts the voltage
provided by the power line to avalue just
high enough to restore the old current flow.
Mr. Gray does not do that, and for avery
practical reason. In addition to the extra
inductance, acoil also inserts resistance. It
takes amonster of acoil to provide both
high inductance and low resistance. Instead,
Mr. Gray inserts his inductance in parallel
with the blades of the power plug. The
problem with this solution is that it simply
doesn't work! The coil does not see any of
the current drawn by the transformer
because it has its own independent connection to the power line. Furthermore, the
lower the resistance, the slower an inductor
discharges. Since in this position, the inductor looks directly into the power station, it
will discharge slowly, indeed!
So arc we out of luck? Theoretically, no.
The power utility puts aparticular type of
capacitor across the power line in order to
reduce noise and distortion, improve regulation, and compensate for excessive line inductance. Such acapacitor senses adrop of voltage
and instandy provides aumnt to compensate.
This is exactly backward from the action of
the inductor; as is the proper hookup.
Unfortunately, applying capacitance to an
AC power line is avery tricky thing that can
easily cause death and destruction of property.
Ido not know of any manufacturer who
would dire to put such adevice on the market
That leaves us with afew safe options.
First, you can simply buy awell-designed
power filter, second, as aresult of some
experiments done several years ago, Ican
personally recommend power regeneration,
especially for the more sensitive, less powerhungry devices; third, experiment with
plugging these components into their own
power strips and placing additional loads
(lamps, etc.) across the same circuit. For
some reason, my turntable always sounded
more enticing with the CD player idling.
Finally, don't forget to orient your power
plugs for the best sound. It really does work.
Best of luck!
Bob McIntyre
Triledo, OH
sideshowhohmac@thesimpsons.corn
An AC cable hypothesis
Editor
Ifind myself amused by the often-heard
statement that cables could not possibly be
directional. The argument is based on the
10

fact that audio signals are AC signals, meaning that the voltage and current reverse
direction in the wire every cycle, and therefore they could not possibly be directional.
However, in an AC circuit the signal is not
passed by voltage and current direction but
by power direction.
In an AC circuit, power flows in one
direction only! Power flows from asource to
aload (preamp to amp, generator to light
bulb, etc.). Since power is directional and the
cables in our systems are power conduits,
they certainly could be sensitive to the direction in which power flows through them.
Anyone doubting this need look no fiirther
than the power meter mounted on the outside
of their house. If AC power is nondirectionaL
then why pay the electric bill?
_phi, Hoover
¡ii'! ovareaolcorn

tive testing techniques demonstrate nothing
scientifically. We also say that there is no
explanation in known physics of why, for
example, using silver or OFC in acable
would have any audible effect on music. In
effect, we are just warning people that not
only hasn't the case been demonstrated, but
that it doesn't even make sense. We also
sometimes point out that the profit margins
on very-high-end equipment provide a
mighty incentive for salespeople and owners to claim they are "hearing something."
Then GR gets into the whole muddled
area of quantum mechanics. Frankly, I
understand (as well as most intelligent people) that there are paradoxes in the standard
physics model. However; there is no such
paradox known to exist in the double-blind
testing model. In fact, the EPR paradox is
theoretically reproducible, over and over
Blithely unaware of the simple truth?
again —it's testable. This, incidentally, is one
Eclitoi .
of the important standards of testing scienEven though 1am aconfirmed objectivist
tifically. We know something is true when
when it comes to high-fidelity systems, I it is reproducible. Iam suspicious of anyone
continue to enjoy Stereophile. Your coverage
who doesn't report a result that can be
of music and transducers (mosdy speakers)
repeated. Yet that's exactly what the subjecis valuable enough for me to continue my
tivist audio testers strive to do: no standard
subscription. It would be nice if you took a room, no single change in system, no meamore balanced view and tested more modsurement of distances, no use of sound-level
est components, but I'm sure that I'm in the
meters, etc. At the risk of being redundant,
minority of your readers in this request.
the whole point of the EPR paradox is that
Having said all that, George Reisch's
it is repeatable; that's how we know it exists.
"Undercurrents" in the May issue really
Fourth, GR states that individual differshows acomplete lack of understanding of ences in the ability to perceive what music
testing methods as used in modern science.
"really" should sound like are what separate
Rcisch is, as usual, trying to demonstrate
him from me. Ican't hear any differences
that subjective testing is something other
between well-made cables; he can. Okay, If
than nonsense. In the subjectivist tradition,
that's the case, it's easy to prove it. Just have
he seems blithely unaware of the simple
someone substitute cables or any other comtruth that any proposition can be proven by
ponent without his knowledge in 50 trials
analogy. Let me discuss and refute each of over atwo-month period. If he can identify
his major points in turn.
in adaily diary exactly what's been done,
GR begins by trying to draw an analogy
publish it Ican be convinced. Ieven bought
between alternative medical techniques vs
aJapanese car last year after eight BMWs.
conventional medicine and subjective vs But he doesn't do this, and the manufacturobjective testing of audio components. He
ers of cables somehow never do this, etc., etc.
totally ignores the absolutely critical point,
Fifth, GR carries on about how conwhich is that the testing of these techniques
trolled tests destroy his ability to discrimiwill be done using standard double- or sinnate. Well, again, it's easy to do the experigle-blind methods. This is not an endorsement Ioutlined above and learn that he has
ment of subjective testing at all, but exactly
no idea at all of what's been changed in his
the reverse. Iagree that keeping an open mind
system. At this point, Iwould have to ask
about what might be true is important
how not knowing in advance makes him
before testing has been carried out That's
unable to hear what have been described as
completely different from saying that subaudible differences. Idon't see why you canjective observations constitute scientific
not do single-blind, single-substitution testdemonstration of afact. Incidentally, that's
ing with anumber of listeners and anumtrue even if aUS Senator disagrees.
ber of trials to determine the facts about
Second, George sets up the straw man
subjective listening tests. Why does this
that audio objectivists demand not only that
work perfectly in all other fields?
the audible differences between cables be
Finally, Reisch talks about the idea that
proved, but also that they be explained using
there may be some small fraction of the
the laws of physics. There may be those out
population who "somehow" benefit from
there who say this, but generally, he's
an alternative treatment while the majority
wrong. What we actually say is that subjecdo not Of course this is possible. However;
Stereophile, September
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N'3 383
Integrated
Amplifier

Among the extensive list of
superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems, the word "integrity"
is seldom used. But we have noted the comments from audio enthusiasts around the
world who are comfortable paying the price for Mark Levinson because of its integrity.
The new N2383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and
integrity of Mark Levinson, defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both
power and preamplifier circuits into asingle, elegant chassis. Every detail expected of
aMark Levinson component is executed with precision. Dual mono power supplies,
balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated user interface
are all there, joined in the service of performance. The N2383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal designers set out to create the first integrated
amplifier worthy of the Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it
would either live up to our standards, or it would not exist. Audition the N2383 at
your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself the integrity of our integration.

lanKTP-r
vins on-

MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORAIORMS

Mark Levinson products
are designed and rnanulactured by
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
PO Box 781
MIddletown, CT 06057 USA
Fax (860) 3461540
www madrigal corn

MADRIGAL
H A Harman International Company

Letters
when scientific testing is done, this possibility can be ruled out by using placebos, multiple trials, and alarge sample. Using probability and statistical techniques, we can
determine "how" true something is. As anyone can read, it's very common for medical
conditions like back pain to simply disappear over time. In arecent Consumer Reports
article, several of the "complaints" had 30%
"cure" rates regardless of the therapy. You
could look it up.
It's funny, because Isuspect that all of this
subjectivist nonsense really causes everyone
who is interested in accurate sound to waste
time worrying about what are, at best,
nuance issues. The frequency response of
my listening room is ±10clB and that of my
speakers is ±3dB. They also have anon-uniform polar response. So do yours! If we
want sound to be close to what's been
encoded on the CD, then we need to figure
out how to tailor the frequency response
and dispersion in our listening rooms to get
the best possible sound.
Ross Saliver
tsalinge@bellatlanticnet
Geolge Reisch discusses Mr Salinger's letter in this
issue's "Undemments" (n.47).
—JA
You're not all e-diots
Editor:
My previous lettet in the May 2000 issue,
seems to have sparked some kind of controversy. While the respondents' points against
my views are somewhat valid, it seems that
many miss the point of my initial argument
and are taking one word out of context and
blowing it out of proportion. Iam writing in
response to their complaints as well as to dearly define the target of the word that has gotten
me into so much trouble with your readers.
The adapt-or-die philosophy is one that
every business has to follow. This should go
without saying. The "bricks-and-mortar" specialty audio store Imanage does, indeed, have
an Internet business (www.audio-bydesignzom). Howevet it is separate from our
retail flout Now, before accusations of"hyp°die start flying in my direction, this Internet
store sells only used and discontinued eketonics and speakers, products we are distributors foi; and new and reconditioned raw
speakers for professional applications. Along
with sales, this site has pictures of our showroom, proving that we are an established business and not simply an office with aphone system and awarehouse by the turnpike.
As factory-authorized dealers of the products in that showroom, we are bound by our
dealer agreements not to sell their products
via the Internet or mail-ordet If these products were sold by us through either of these
means, we would be terminated as dealers.
Sure, there are many unauthorized dealers
getting these pieces one way or another and
12

selling them, but they are frequendy unable
to provide the original factory warranties or
defective-product exchange policies that
exist through authorized dealers. We, as a
business that has been around for 27 years,
stand behind every product and every customer we deal with.
On to my detractors —and Iam sure that
there were many more than what was printed in your pages. Even though Iwas hit pretty good by "a happy e-dior in your July
2000 issue's "Letters" (p.8), Iwill have to
commend him for saying, "I have never and
will never go into any store and steal someone's time knowing that Ihave no intention
of giving them my business." In the years I
have been selling high-end audio equipment, Ihave never heard anyone say those
words. Ihave frequently had time stolen, and
equipment taken out for in-home auditions,
only to lead to the customer coming back
through the door amonth later for adigital
cable to link up his Mark Levinson transport
and DAC that he bought from ashop in
Texas because he didn't have to pay tax.
The immense misconception about
"bricks-and-mortar" specialty stores is that
we don't budge on price. This is true of certain stores, but it is not the case with all. I
have no problem working with acustomer
to give him/her the right price, even if that
means matching aprice on the Internet
from an unauthorized dealer. After all, this
is business.
One element that Itouched on in my last
letter was human interaction and service.
When someone purchases asystem or piece
from me, and they have aproblem with it
that atelephone walk-through can't solve,
they have someone who will come out to
their house (on my own time) and help
them with it. Not everyone is adept at running audio systems, especially home-theater
components. Ihave yet to hear about an
Internet store providing in-home service.
Isn't that worth sales tax?
On the subject of human interaction came
my other attacks in the June 2000 issue's
"Letters." Iunderstand Mt Soriano and Mr.
Araujo completely. Both of them talked
about being mistreated by specialty stores
based on jeans and aT-shirt, or flannel, attire.
Ihave heard this complaint from many highend consumers, and Iam sorry that this has
been their experience with salesmen.
Personally, Iam avictim of reverse discrimination. Both specialty stores Ihave
managed over the past six years have avery
liberal dress code, and Iwear jeans and flannel almost every day. As aresult, high-end
shoppers look down on me. Isuppose they
are expecting the jacket and tie they are
familiar with at the BMW dealer.
As for that controversial word, "e-dioe" was
never meant to insult abroad range of con-

sumers. It was pointed at acertain group of
time-wasters and equipment-borrowers who
never give dealers the chance to be competitive (see above Levinson example). In short,
they are users, and we are the Internet
Showroom at their disposal. As asalesman
who has been on the receiving end of this
treatment all too often, Ifeel that Ihave the
right to insult this kind of person. Iunderstand
why this word made people mad, but the
people who responded to it in your pages are
not the ones it was intended foe Those guys
have alegitimate gripe against the dealers in
their areas, and these are the dealers who
need to adjust their practices. Jason Dorazio
The Speaker Shop
jmeduboblongata@aolcom
Simple Dynaco tweaks
Editor
In his July 2000 "Fine Tunes" column,
Jonathan Scull repeated his warning: "Ifyou
don't know what you're doing, consult aprofessional electrician" This excellent advice can be
made even more universal: If you don't
know what you're doing, consult aprofessional, period.
This letter is in response to Keith Lockwood's letter in the same issue ("Dynacos on
fire?," p.11), regarding my Dynaco tweak,
previously discussed in Michael Fremees
March "Analog Cornet" Ihad corresponded
with Mr. Fremer several times about my
suggestion, and urged him to listen to it
before putting it in his colurrui. Since
Michael's amp was in storage and in need of
repais, this took some time. Michael asked
for aquick rehash of the particulars just
before his deadline. My abbreviated answer
resulted in the conflicting instructions that
were printed. Murphy's Law strikes again!
Howevet anyone knowledgeable enough
to do the tweak would realize that ashort drcuit (jumping out aresistor) is the opposite of
an open circuit (cutting out the same resistor), and would ask before cutting. Those not
sufficiently knowledgeable should reread the
first paragraph, above. As Dirty Harry said,
"A man's got to know his limitations."
The 10 ohm resistors Icited on the PC-3
board do nothing but degrade the ground to
the input jacks. Were one to cut them out,
the result would be the same as partially
plugging in the interconnects: aloud hum.
Fire extinguishers? Only for those who
don't know or forget that they should turn
off or unplug their amp when it makes loud
noises for unknown reasons. And, no, these
resistors don't have anything at all to do with
the ST-70's negative feedback loops, which
consist of the 1000 ohm/1W and 47 ohm/
0.5W resistors and the 390pF capacitors, all
of which are on the PCB.
The 10 ohm resistors Mt Lockwood
wants removed go only from chassis ground
Stereophile, September 2000

Profile.
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The profile of a high-performance
loudspeaker is bold and deliberate,
yet subtle and refined. Like the
music, it is organic — flowing
naturally with purpose and structure.
Like composers and musicians, our
design and manufacturing teams are
inspired by a passion for music and
its capacity to touch the human soul.
We love our work.
Like the creators of other fine
instruments, we use technology and
experience to achieve superior
results. Our personal satisfaction
with our loudspeakers and the
applause from other music lovers
are our best measures of success*.
Sheep's wool. aluminum. Dacron ('),
titanium. Medite), copper and
KaptorË), are among the materials we
use to optimize Revel loudspeaker
systems. Cabinets, transducers and
crossover networks are developed
using the world's most advanced
measurement tools. Each
loudspeaker is calibrated to ensure
that the Revels you read about and
the Revels your dealer demonstrates
sound the same as the Revels you
have at home.

To find the location of your
nearest authorized Revel dealer
and learn more, visit us at
www.revelspeakers.com or
call 860-346-0896.
'Revel loudspeakers have received critical
acclaim throughout the world. For two of
the last three years. in the highly
competitive loudspeaker category, Revel
models have been named "loudspeaker of
the year" by Stereophile Magazine.

Revel. Northridge. California,
a division of Madrigal.
P.O.Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
Fax: 860.346.1540
www.madrigal.com
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Reviewer Buys Sample
Industry Stunned!

Digital Converters
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Aegis Series

When we send asample to areviewer
we expect one of three things to
happen:
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products from
Arcam, dCS, and
Acoustic Energy
visit our website at

8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
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them, but by extracting them from
the signal without distortion or
obfuscation -then magic occurs.
Instead of a fatiguing "hi-fi" effect,
you actually achieve asound of
greater organic wholeness. That's

2. He sorta likes it, writes a "this
product is worth considering"
review, and keeps it until
something better arrives on his
doorstep.

we were just not prepared for the last

3. He loves it, writes arave review,
and then tries to hang on to the
sample forever (or until we arrive
on his doorstep to pry it out of
his hands).

We knew he liked it. By half way
through the review he was saying
things like:

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.

e

1. He hates it, writes a review that
dumps on the product and just
can't wait to return it to us.

The one thing we NEVER expect is
to have awriter actually buy the
review sample. It just doesn't happen.
It doesn't work that way. It never has,
and it never will. Or so we thought
until we read Lonnie Brownell's
review of the Arcam FM1 CD player
in the July issue of Stereophile.

CONTACT

1,000

FMI CD23 CD Player

Loudspeakers

SEARCH

oee

"Sometimes, when Ithink of the "D"
word -detail -Ithink of too much
of agood thing. Imean false detail.
In the video realm, asimilar situation
occurs when a TV's Sharpness control
is turned up too high. What you're
seeing is actually distortion, but, still,
things look edgier -sharper, but not
accurate. A similar effect can be had
in audio by jacking up the Treble
control, in the mistaken belief that
more tizz means more "detail". But,
if you get the low-level details truly
right -that is, not by exaggerating

what Iheard with the FMJ CD23."
But, no matter how rave the review,
paragraph in which Lonnie suggests
either the Arcam Alpha 9or FMJ CD
23 as your last CD player:
"Your last CD player? You betcha.
Some day, the new high-resolution
formats will reach such astate of
maturity that you'll be able to buy
asingle player that plays them all,
along with your library of CDs, with
stunning sonic clarity. And someday
after that, there'll be enough
compelling software in these new
formats -and at popular prices to make owning such aplayer a
reasonable investment. But until that
day, you're still going to be playing
your old CDs and buying new ones.
Me too -which is why I'm buying the
review sample. Ineed akiller CD
player now."
We had to reread that several times.
"...I'm buying the review sample."
Did he really say that? We were
stunned. Lonnie, thanks for the check;
it arrived today. For the rest of you,
we suggest atrip to your local Arcam
dealer where you can check out the
CD player that's so good that even a
guy who can listen to anything he
wants for free had to buy one. Maybe
you too will find it to be the last CD
player you will ever need.

to an otherwise unused lug on the frontpanel power takeoffs. They arc not likely to
affect the amp's sonics, but their removal
does make the amp's internal wiring neater.
This tweak does work, as Mr. Fremer
pointed out in his response, or Iwould not
have submitted it for publication and he
would not have put it in his column. Anybody who does this tweak to their own ST70 will be rewarded with improved lowlevel resolution, dynamics, and bass quality
in return for an investment of just alittle
time, solder, and hookup wire.
Another freebie for owners of factoryassembled or used Dynakit units: If you are
decent with asoldering iron, re-solder all
the solder joints, especially those on the circuit board. If you built your Dynakit yourself, re-solder the circuit board. The factory
assembly, especially on the circuit boards,
left alot to be desired!
Simple little tweaks like these two arc a
great introduction to discovering that, as Mt
Lockwood so aptly put it, "It is well worth
it when you hear what awell-tuned ST-70
can dor
Alan Rauchwerger
South Hackensade, NJ
alrau1@juno.com
The pure joy of abstract musical
knowledge
Lditor:
In "Quarter Notes" in the June 2000
Stereophile (p.123), Chip Stern reviewed
Jonathan Far-alles Percussion XX (47558-6)
and Schubert's Piano Trios, Vol.1 (47553-6),
both on 24/96 DVD-Audio in the ARTS
Audiophile Series.
Where can these releases be found? Ihave
tried numerous US sources with no success.
What is the point of reviewing music on disc
without telling the reader where the release
can be found when it is difficult to locate?
Ah, of course —the pure joy of abstract
musical knowledge, which is what Sterrophile is
all about. Ishould understand: The music
on the discs themselves is but an imperfect
copy of the corresponding eternal musical
form. The perfectly attuned imagination
can attain union with the perfect musical
form through the Stereophile review; actually
hearing the music is for those lost souls who
are trapped in the imperfect materialistic
transient world of particulars. The discs are
therefore not important.
Silly me!!
Ted Moffett
Moscow ID
hnoffett@teidalro.edu
Envin Stürzer of ARTS Music Ltd. in Germany
inlimns us that dreir discs were distributed in the US
and Guiada throull Allegro, but that that relationship has ended ARTS is actively lookingfir anew disnilnetor. In the meantime, their 24/96 DVD nrordirgs main entrilable throw!, Aniazon.awn
—JA
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Some fine tunes
Editor:
After reading Jonathan Scull's February
2000 "Fine Tunes," Idecided to do something about the annoyingly springy suspended floor in my listening room.
Ipurchased two screw-type floor jacks
from my local home center —total cost $30
—and placed them under the floor in the
crawl space. Iput them at approximately
one-third points along the length of the
room and at the center of the joists. Itightened the jacks until they were snug, then
added approximately one more turn.
Results: 1) Tighter bass. 2) The room no
longer swallows up deep bass at low to
moderate levels. 3) No more foot massage.
Brian Ronne»:
blr@dmv.com
Some springy tunes
Editor:
Les Berkley and Jonathan Scull had aheated discussion in the June issue's "Letters"
regarding the advisability of reinforcing
springy floors via floor-jacking. rd like to
relate my own experiences, which resulted
in an easy, cost-effective improvement in
the sound of my system.
The springy wooden floors of the listening room in my vacation house were causing resonance excitations in the low- to
upper-bass region. This created a foggysounding overhang that robbed the system
of dynamic realism, speed, and clarity.
The listening room is not over abasement, but acrawl space (imagine abasement with a31/
2'
ceiling and asand floor).
With the guidance and assistance of my
friend David Nemzer, of New York's
Audiophile Society, we hit the lumberyard
and purchased several 8-10' 2x6s. We
crawled under the house and found the
floorboards centered under each speaker.
We nailed several horizontal pieces of
wood across three or four of the horizontal
beams down the length of the floorboard.
We then braced these beams by nailing
additional pieces of wood vertically, effectively bracing the new horizontal braces to
the sand floor.
The resulting improvement to the system
was quite noticeable: improved detail,
sharper dynamics and transients, and significantly less bass overhang. Tod cost: 40
bucks' worth of lumber and acouple of
man-hours of labor. (Actually, David sawed,
measured, and hammered; Iheld the flashlight and poured the wine.)
For those audiophiles with such crawl
spaces under their listening rooms, this is an
easy and cost-effective tweak that shouldn't
upset the This Old House crowd.
Robert Reina
robertnina@citicorp.com

hearing aid.
rest
Your first audiophile speakers should allow you
to hear things you've never
heard before, even in familiar tracks. Subtle details.
New pleasures. Hidden
depths.

Check out the new Cresta 2
from KEF, and you'll see

what we mean. According to
What Hi Fi? magazine, they
deliver "the sort of precision
and realism unknown at
this price".
Not surprising, really.
Cresta 2was designed by
the same engineers as the
legendary Reference Series,
using KEF's exceptionally
smooth, natural-sounding
25mm (1") silk dome tweeter, parrered by a 130mm
(5 /4") long throw

bass/midrange driver and a
sophisticated crossover.
Inside, unique cabinet bracing virtually eliminates distortion -and stylish chamfered cabinet edges minimise diffraction effects. And
unusually for a speaker of

this price, Cresta 2 can be bi•
wired to improve its performance still further.
No wonder the sound is so
"immensely involving". No
wonder the bass response

"They produce a sound that combines refinement and excitement in equal doses -a difficult balance indeed. Build quality
is great and their appearance is elegant, which makes the
Crestas worthy winners indeed".

has such "fine weight and
impressive power".
Concluding that "we rate
these speakers very highly
indeed", the reviewer
summed it up in two words:

WHAT HIM

*

*

*

October 1999. Group Test Winner

www.kef.com
For details on KEF Cresta Series please contact
KEF AMERICA, 10 TIMBER LANE, MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY, 07746
PHONE: (732) 683-2356 FAX: (732) 683-2358

"a steal".
Give your ears a treat.
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The experience
of sound

Industry
US: LOS ANGELES
Jon Iverson
Back when DVD players were first
released in the US, Classic Records was
among the first companies to exploit the
fact that early machines, though intended for the video enthusiast, could play a
two-channel 24-bit/96kHz audio
recording as well as movies. These early
high-resolution discs, which Classic
called DADs and are also available from
Chesky, were intended to hold us over
until DVD-Audio (then thought to be
just around the corner) finally hit the
market. More than two years later,
we're still waiting for DVD-A software,
but Classic intends to be one of the first
companies with titles available.
Working with recordings of the
Moscow State Symphony Orchestra,
Classic's Michael Hobson and session
engineer Eric Bickel report that they
have remixed two major pieces for
release later this year on DVD-A.
According to Hobson, the project began
in October '99 at two Austrian concert
venues, in Graz and Salzburg. "We
recorded aseries of performances with
the world-famous Moscow State Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Pavel
Kogan, including Shostakovich's Fifth
Symphony and Rimsky-Korsakov's
Scheherazadc."
Hobson says he secured high-quality
recordings using asix-microphone array.
"We had amain pair of left and right
microphones on the stage, rear of the

conductor, plus spot microphones located to the left and right. Plus arear stereo
pair to pick up reverberation and ambience in the concert halls." Hobson says
that these six microphones were connected via high-precision microphone
preamplifiers to 24-bit AID converters
that fed aPC-based hard-disk recording
system. This comprised three twochannel cards controlled by Samplitude
software from SEKD.
At Emerald Sound Studios in
Nashville, the edited 24/96 data tracks
were transferred directly within the digital domain to six open tracks on the
facility's Euphonix R-1 digital multitrack recorder. Outputs from the R-1
were routed directly to the facility's digital console for remix to the final 5.1channel DVD-A format. Hobson says
that "in addition to the 5.1-channel
DVD-A mix, we also recorded a24/96
stereo two-channel mix for compatibility with DVD-Video decks."
Hobson explains that "we routed the
main left and right microphones from
the stage to the DVD-Audio left and
right channels and added the output
from the far-right spot microphone,
favoring the celli and bass, to the right
channel only. The left-side spot microphone, which was aimed at the concertmaster and first violin, was routed and
level-balanced to both the left and right
buses for the DVD-Audio mix. We
blended the various onstage sources
to produce acenter-channel output."

Update
Hobson adds that the pair of ambience
mikes were routed directly to the surround-left and surround-right outputs,
while abandwidth-limited mix of all six
channels fed the "0.1," or low-frequency
extension (LFE), DVD-A output.
According to Eric Bickel, who engineered the remix, "the sound quality at
24/96 blew my mind. I've never heard
anything like it. We worked for over 50
hours on the remix session; working 24bit at 96kHz makes amajor difference
to the sound of amix —it has aclarity
and an openness that is superior to lower
sampling rates. When Imix, Iliken the
process to painting on canvas — the
more 'sonic colors' Ihave, the more creative Ican be. At 961cHz, you can hear a
new level of hues and textures that just
isn't there at 481cHz. You can place
sounds in exactly the position you want
within the 5.1-channel soundfield, and
they are highly realistic; you have more
control over frequency range, dynamics,
and sonic detailing."
US: SAN FRANCISCO
Barry Willis
DVD-Audio may be bringing highresolution multichannel sound to music
lovers, but they might be dismayed by
the format's several varieties and the
semi-compatible hardware that will be
needed to play them. That was the
impression left by alecture Iattended the
last week ofJune at Dolby Laboratories'
Presentation Studio in San Francisco.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where and who to (212) 886-2810
at least eight weeks bore the month of the
event. The deadline for the November 2000
issue is September I. Mark thefax 'ttention
Jonathan Sadl, Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax bade aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, plene
fax us again.
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ARIZONA

•Tuesday, September 26, 7pm: Esoteric
Audio (4120 N. Marshall Way, Suite 1,
Scottsdale) celebrates the release of
Theta Digital's Casablanca II. Theta's
Mary Cardas will be on hand to speak
about the product. For information, call
(480) 946-8128.
• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960, or e-mail
Az.AudioS(gaol.com.

CALIFORNIA

•Saturday, September 9, 2pm: The Bay
Area Audio Society (BAAS) will host a
joint presentation by Alan Yun of
Silverline Audio Technology (www.
silverlineaudio.com) and Joe Fratus of
Art Audio (www artaudio.com) at the
Randall Museum (99 Museum Way,
San Francisco). Featured products will
be the revised Silverline Sonata speaker
and Art Audio Jota 20W single-ended
tube amp. For further information, contact Jason Serinus at (510) 444-4169 or
17
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Update

Gene Radzik, aDolby audio application engineer for music and broadcast
applications, brought agroup ofjournalists and Audio Engineering Society
members up to date on both the history
and the state of the DVD-Audio art.
The easygoing and well-spoken Radzik
demonstrated an encyclopedic knowledge of the history of audio in aguided
tour of the subject that took us from
Edison's tin cylinders to high-bit-rate
multichannel recording in afew minutes, and devoted the bulk of his morethan-two-hour discourse to the technical aspects of DVD-A.
After several fits and starts, most of
them the result of copyright concerns,
DVD-Audio players arc finally going on
the market worldwide. Among the benefits the format will offer artists and
music-lovers are: an unprecedented
number of ultra-hi-fi channels; specifications for single-sided, single-layered
DVD-A discs with total data storage of
4.7Gigabytes of information, including
six discrete channels with afrequency
response of DC-96kHz; adata rate of
9.6Mbps (megabits/second); resolution
levels of 16, 20, or 24 bits; and sample
rates of 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4, and
192kHz. (44.1kHz is the consumer
audio sampling-rate standard; 48kHz is
the pro-audio equivalent. The higher
rates arc even multiples of the basic rates.)
Those amazing specifications are
only for the single-sided, single-layered
disc, also known as DVD-5. The format's guiding principles also make room
for an 8.5GB single-sided, dual-layered
disc called DVD-9. Two-sided, singlelayered discs, designated DVD-10, will
offer 9.4GB of storage, and DVD-18,
the two-sided, two-layered variety, will
present awhopping 17GB of storage,
using Meridian Lossless Packing (MLP)
technology.

Playing time for 24-bit/96kHz sixchannel discs will be approximately 89
minutes; 5.1-channel will play for 106
minutes; a24/96 two-channel disc will
play for 230 minutes, and a24/192 twochannel recording will go 125 minutes.
Ordinary CDs, by comparison, offer
only 650MB of storage, and only two
channels of audio at 16-bit resolution,
for an approximate maximum of 80
minutes of music. Engineers are free to
use as many or as few channels of
DVD-A potential as they wish. Some
recordings may need only the front
three channels of amultichannel sys-

for multi-story options, region controls,
or parental management. The audio
tracks can exist without video, Radzik
mentioned, as may be preferable for
DVD music discs intended for portable
players.
The DVD-A "audio image" will output compatible signals for 5.1 and Dolby
Pro Logic decoders, Radzik said, as well
as astereo "downmix" for two-channel
systems or headphone listening. Some
engineers have raised issues about the
methodology by which natively multichannel recordings can be reduced to
two-channel. They have specifically
questioned the downmix coefficients,
Radzik said. One exceptionally useful
"Real estate" allocations on feature of DVD-A is aprovision for a
user-adjustable dynamic-range control
aDVD-A disc include a
that would enable late-night listening
without the danger of angering neigh"video zone" and a"graph- bors
or family members.
Alongside DVD-V and DVD-A will
ics menu," in addition to
be a"gray area" format called DVDAudioV, which will offer DVD-V video
the "audio zone."
quality but not the ultra-hi-rez audio of
DVD-A. DVD-AudioV discs will be
tern, for example; others may use only
playable in so-called "combination"
the front and rear pairs.
players or in DVD-V machines, but not
"Real estate" allocations on aDVDin DVD-A machines. Most DVD playA disc include a"video zone" and a ers now on the market will not accom"graphics menu," in addition to the
modate the new audio formats, and we
"audio zone." The size of these zones
may see aproliferation of players capacan be varied according to artists' and
ble of playing two of the three formats,
producers' intentions, Radzik stated.
but not all. They will, however, all play
The audio zone will support six chan"legacy" CDs (as will SACD players), so
nels of 24/96 digital audio, or two
the libraries of music lovers are not in
channels at 192kHz. The video zone
danger of immediate obsolescence.
can be used for browsable still pictures
Radzik agreed with acomment from
to accompany the music tracks — afeathe audience that the budding format
ture some call a "slide show." Text offers enormous potential for confusion
information such as lyrics, credits, and
on the part of consumers. "A $200 unilinks to websites will go in the graphics
versal player would go along way toward
menu. Video specifications for the forensuring full market penetration for
mat are the same as for DVD-Video
DVD-A," remarked another attendee.
discs, except that there is no provision
When asked about Dolby's position on
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e-mail healrmn@planeteria.net. For
BAAS membership information, call
Dennis David at (415) 381-4228 or email bluedeer@value.net
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.
the-atom.com/cas, or call Carl Richard
at (860) 745-5937.
ILLINOIS

• Tuesday, September 12, 7-9pm
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(Libertyville) and Wednesday, September 13, 7-9pm (Chicago): Audio
Consultants (1014 David St., Evanston)
will host aseminar on HDTV and other
new technologies by Scott Soloway,
Resident Scientist. For further information, call (847) 362-5594 (Libertyville),
(312) 642-5050 (Chicago), or e-mail
audconev@audioconsultants.com.
• Sunday, September 17, llam-4pm,
the Chicago Audio Society will hold an
Audio Fair at the Dance Building in Des
Plaines. Buy recent and vintage equip-

ment, records, and CDs. For details,
including table rentals, call (847) 3828433 or visit www.chicagoaudio.org.
LOUISIANA

• New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing stokjoc@
hotmail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming meetings of
Stereophile, September 2000
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facture anything. That doesn't seem to be
the modern way.
Following amanagement buyout at
the beginning of the year, the Mission
operation is now acompletely independent entity. Although NXT retains
ownership of the Cyrus high-end hi-fi
brand, that operation, too, is now essentially autonomous. NXT's attention is
now firmly focused on its core business
of establishing, protecting, and licensing
the intellectual property rights to its
flat-panel speaker and related technologies. The links with DERA have been
reinforced, and now include aseparate
UNITED KINGDOM
facility working on speech-recognition
Paul Messenger
software.
One of my first "Industry Update"
Although NXT isn't amanufacturer,
reports for Stereophile (December 1996,
Vol.19 No.12) covered the Mission/ it does make prototypes. While many
of the staff are engaged on the theory of
Verity
Group's
original
public
how the panels work, how to foresee
announcement of the radical new flathow any given panel type will work,
panel speaker technology it was workand writing software so that licensees
ing on under the NXT brand name,
can make their own predictions, many
based on research originally carried out
others are working on engineering
by the UK Ministry of Defence operasamples with which to explore future
tion DERA.
Since then, NXT has expanded so
applications.
The low cost and weight of NXT
rapidly that it recently moved into a
panel speakers will be very attractive to
third building three times the size of its
makers of cars and airplanes. Add to that
predecessor. 'This was formally opened
the ability to mold the panels into comJune 9by former British prime minister
John Major, now amember of Parlia- plex curved shapes and you've got avery
ment for the Huntingdon constituency.
potent recipe for "line fit" in-car speakRecalling that he and Mission/NXT er systems. Journalists at the June 9
opening were also shown aconventionmain man Farad Azima had both
al TV in which the complex ducting
arrived in Huntingdon at around the
used to bring the sound forward from
same time, 20-odd years ago, Major
drivers inside the set's body was
wryly speculated on the parallels bereplaced by amuch simpler NXT panel
tween Farad's "bending waves" and the
on each side.
politician's "twisting words."
SoundVu, a relatively new spin on
NXT plc's growth has been spectacuthe NXT theme, uses edge-driven
lar. At the time of writing, it has amartransparent panels rather than the norket capitalization of £783.5 million, and
mal distributed-drive opaque materials.
now employs 50 highly qualified engiA prototype mobile phone, fitted with a
neers, scientists, and mathematicians.
Mind you, NXT doesn't actually manu- transparent SoundVu panel in place of
Sony's Super Audio CD format, Radzik
said simply, "DVD-A is about future
growth, not legacy support," areference
to Sony Music's huge catalog, most of
which might be remastered in the SACD
format if Sony's format gathers sufficient
market momentum.
In afollowup e-mail, Radzik mentioned that the specifications for DVDA watermarking and copy protection
have been updated. The complete spec
can be seen at www/4centity/4centity/
index.html.

Update

the top half of the phone's front cover,
was very impressive. With the volume
high, speech was clearly audible 6' away,
while at low volume there was no need
to line up the usual small area of sound
holes with your ear canal to hear what
was being said. Such aphone should
also be ideal for handheld Internet/
video use. We also saw and heard aPCmonitor sound system using atransparent SoundVu panel across the display
screen to reproduce mid and high frequencies, backed by aconventional bass
driver (separate for this demo, but

NXT doesn't actually
manufacture anything. That
doesn't seem to be the
modern way.
expected to be built into the rear of the
monitor).
Obviously, the "dispersed source"
nature of NXT-panel sound reproduction is better suited to such applications
than to high-end audio, but there's
progress on the hi-fi side too. Due to hit
the market this September at £1900, the
Cyrus Icon loudspeaker is adistinctly
ambitious and very elegant hybrid floorstander using alow-set, box-loaded conventional bass driver up to 400Hz, and
atall, slim monopole NXT panel for
the mids and treble. A demonstration
revealed several interesting differences
from conventional speakers: The coherent voice reproduction might owe
something to the crossover being set
nearly three octaves lower than usual;
and while there was no obvious stereo
sweet spot, nor was there any sign of a
treble hot spot.

Calendar
the Boston Audio Society and samples
from their publication, The Speaker, call
(603) 899-5121, visit http://boston
audio.home.att.net, or e-mail dbsytems@
ibm.net.

exclusive dealer for PS Audio,
Birdland Audio, and JA Michell
turntables. For information or to
arrange an audition, call (248) 6681400, or visit www.ensemblehome
theater.com.

MICHIGAN

•Ensemble (3160 Haggerty Rd., West
Bloomfield) is pleased to announce that
it's been appointed the Michigan dealer
for the new Integra Research line of
home-theater products. In addition,
Ensemble has been appointed the
Stereophile, September 2000

NEVADA

ePremiere Home Entertainment (2300
N. Rainbow Blvd.), Las Vegas' newest
high-end audio/home-theater store,
recently opened its doors with agrand
opening celebration, giveaways, and

seminars. Authorized dealers for B&W,
Arcam, Rotel, Vandersteen, and
Bryston. Call (702) 877-0222 for information on monthly events.
NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to the
society's newsletter, The Source For more
19
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Less hi-fi—oriented but even more
ambitious is a new product Ifound
down at CEDIA's UK show, from
German manufacturer Elac, an NXT
licensee. This is avery large, freestanding video projection screen made up of
three NXT panels alongside six 180mm
metal-cone bass drivers. Each panel uses
no fewer than six actuators to cover the
mid and treble, alongside apair of bass
drivers; the whole thing handles all
three front channels of an A/V system,
while the panels have aspecial Novalux
projection-screen surface.
Time alone will tell what impact
NXT will have on the hi-fi scene. What
is undeniable is that NXT has made
dramatic strides with its "chaos-based"
flat-panel speaker technologies in a
remarkably short time.
JAPAN
Barry Willis
For technophiles, DVD is the current
hot ticket. CD is far from dead, however. The 20-year-old format has been
given a new lease on life by Sony
Corporation, which announced in early
July the development of a technique
that will double the data-storage capacity of recordable CDs.
Intended for the computer market,
Sony's new system employs ashorter
track pitch and aminimal pit length to
increase the capacity of the discs from
650MB (MegaBytes) to 13GB (GigaBytes). Although both varieties of disc
use a standard 780nm (nanometer)
wavelength laser, the numerical aperture for the high-density version will
be raised, necessitating achange in the
optical pickup lens.
Manufacturers will be able to
upgrade their CD drives by changing
laser assemblies, according to Yoshiko
Hara of Electronic Engineering limes.

Because higher data density means a
greater likelihood of errors, an update
of the cross-interleave Reed-Solomon
error-correction code (CIRC) is also
part of the change, and requires anew
control chip.
Sony is reportedly developing a
3GB rewritable DVD, but also has a
huge interest in supporting the CD
format, which originated in the laboratories of the company's longtime
partner, Philips Electronics. In 1999,
the market for recordable CDs almost
tripled over its 1998 level, to 16 million units worldwide. Market research
organization Trend Concept, Inc. predicts that such growth will continue
this year, to as many as 27 million
units. Projections for DVD-RAM are
approximately 360,000 for this year,
according to Trend.
CD-ROM drives have been standard
equipment in personal computers for
the past three years. CD recorder drives,
or "CD burners," are now widely available at around $200, and come prepackaged with software that enables users to
back up their computer files —and to
copy music discs without the copyinhibit restrictions of some standalone
CD recorders. Some music-industry
executives have blamed the CD-R phenomenon for a slowdown in sales of
prerecorded CDs. 650MB and 750MB
recordable discs are available in bulk for
less than $1 apiece, afact that has led a
few observers to question the market
potential of high-density CDs.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The UK branch of the Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association (CEDIA) is tiny compared to its
US parent, and certainly peripheral to
purist hi-fi ideals, but my annual visit to

Calendar
information, please e-mail your mailing
address and telephone number to
annalogg@aol.com or to markjrnills@
earthlink.net.

mg to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics from September through June,
call Roy Harris at (516) 489-9576.
WASHINGTON

NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and
the Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club cater20

• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
each month. Usual start time is
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
Mercer Island. For more information,
call Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at
(206) 907-8026.

its exhibition/conference has ahabit of
throwing up some interesting stories
and developments, and Y2K's CEDIA
Expo was no exception.
The British installation business is
small but growing. This year, exhibitors
were up 25% and visitors by abit more.
Iasked Beverley Reynolds, who runs
The Audio File, arespected specialist hifi dealer based in Bishop Stortford,
northeast of London, how business was
going. Pretty well, she said, though two-

Rather more radical is the
idea of transferring all
one's favorite CDs onto
hard disk.
channel stereo hi-fi is no more than
holding its own. Whereas stereo represented half of sales ayear ago, both the
A/V and custom-install sectors have
grown significantly, each now accounting for about athird of Reynolds' total
business.
As Iwandered around the show, one
nice surprise was the reappearance of
the Mordaunt-Short brand. Things have
been abit quiet since the transfer of
ownership from the TGI Group to the
Audio Partnership at the beginning of
1999, but now M-S is back with an
extensive new range of loudspeakers
intended to strike "The perfect balance
between movies and music." Aluminum is used not only for the various
driver diaphragms, but also, most strikingly, for the front-panel finish. M-S has
also been busy developing the electronic components and software for its own
multi-room system, the Opus.
Rather more radical is the idea of
transferring all one's favorite CDs onto
hard disk, to act as acore music source
for single and multi-room applications.
'merge (www.imerge.co.uk), a new
name on the consumer-electronics
scene, has used its experience in digital
audio/video, Internet technology, and
networking to develop the SoundServer. Though fundamentally acomputer, the SS operates as astandalone
device driven by Imerge's proprietary
XiVA software.
The SoundServer is smart and userfriendly. There's adrawer for loading
CDs, which are recorded at speeds
faster than real time onto hard disk. The
machine then automatically uses its
built-in modem to dial up an Internet
database, from which it downloads the
Stereophile, September 2000

"The next best thing to being there"
is no longer an advertising cliché used
to manipulate you into buying aproduct.

Once you hear it you'll understand.

DVD-Audio. The next generation of sound.

You've heard CDs. You've

heard regular DVDs. But until you hear DVD-Audio, you're living in the past. With seven
times the information of CDs and six-channel sound instead of a wimpy two, you'll
hear music the way it's meant to be heard. Even better, our 5-disc DVD-Audio players
also play DVD-Videos and CDs. To truly understand this incredible sound, get a
demo at your Kenwood dealer. And if you still can't believe what you hear, we'll
understand. For a dealer near you, call 1-800-KENWOOD. Or go to kenwoodusa.com
S 2000 NCMM OOd LSA Co, ',oral en
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appropriate track, artist, and other relevant information about the CD. The
Expo sample used a Palm Pilot as its
controller, and the demonstration
showed how easy it was to search the
internal database to call up tracks and
compile playlists. A clever extra trick
was the option of calling up preprogrammed Internet radio stations.
The SoundServer supports various
digital formats — allowing, say, amix of
Cl) and MP3 recordings—and its
capacity depends on the choice of hard
drives. For example, three 40GB drives
can hold 230 hours of uncompressed
16-bit/44.1kHz or 2200 hours of MP3.
One advantage over "CD jukeboxes" is
the SS's virtually instant access to any
track, and the ability to provide entirely
independent access to up to 16 individual zones.
You'd think an "outsider" like Imerge
might have trouble getting its ideas
adopted by the hi-fi and custom-install
fraternity. However, it already has a
powerful ally: Linn Products has
licensed the XiVA software and is busy
getting its own hard-disk storage project
under way. Called the KIV and featuring Linn's proprietary DAC technology,
early prototypes of this were seen at Las
Vegas and CEDIA UK. The product
could well become areality by the end
of 2000.
UNITED KINGDOM
Jon Iverson
The demise of Apogee Acoustics three
years ago was one of high-end audio's
biggest losses. The company's ribbon
loudspeakers were among the bestsounding and best-looking high-fidelity
products ever made. What remained of
Apogee was picked up by a/d/s/, which
at the time made acommitment to supply parts and service for the thousands
of speakers in use, but that plan appears
to have been abandoned shortly after it
was announced. Apogee owners have
since had to fend for themselves.
Last year, we ran anotice of aNew
York-based Apogee users' group, begun
by a fellow named Matt C,arnicelli,
which at that point was the only one of
its kind. Now the situation is looking
considerably brighter. Last week, we
received anote from British audiophile
Jon Oakey informing us of his new
website, devoted to Apogee Acoustics
products: www.apogeespeakers.total
serve.co.uk/. Oakey's site is nicely laid
out and easy to navigate, with pictures
and information about many Apogec
products. "This site is intended as a
resource center for present and future
22

owners of Apogee speakers," Oakey
informed us, "with technical information, reviews, ways to upgrade the
speakers, and a link to the hopefully
soon-to-be-official repair company."
Oakey said he started the site "after
various postings on the Apogee Acoustics users group forum at www.audio
world.com made me realize that even
simple information on Apogee speakers
can be very hard to find. People have
been very helpful so far in filling in the
blanks in my knowledge by supplying
information on the speakers, pictures,
reviews, and their personal experiences
with the speakers."
Oakey encourages Apogee owners
without Internet access to contact him
at 8 Dorrington Green, Great Barr,
Birmingham, United Kingdom.
FRANKFURT, GERMANY
Markus Sauer
In the last few years the Frankfurt High
End show has established itself as the
most important European high-end
show, and this year's edition did
nothing to undermine that status. As always, the show was
well organized, and attendance
from trade and public alike was
excellent, with a marked
increase in the number of foreign trade visitors and even
exhibitors. The German show
now sets the pace for the highend business in most of continental Europe. In fact, Frankfurt
High End 2000 was so large that
a report such as this can only
scratch the surface. Michael
Fremer covers the analog side of
the show in this issue's "Analog
Corner," so I'll concentrate on
non—vinyl-related news.
Arcam showed production models
of both the DAB tuner (ca $1350) and
their DVD player (no price given), both
from the superb-looking FMJ range.
Audiodata, one of Germany's most
respected and successful audiophile
speaker companies, showed anew flagship, the $25,000 Sculpture. Concept-

Arcam's DVD player

ually, this is a three-driver/two-way
speaker, with its two midrange drivers
mounted symmetrically above and
below the tweeter, augmented by two
active subwoofers on top and below,
each sporting two drivers on the front
baffle and one driver on the back; each
bass driver is driven by its own 150W
internal power amp and fully regulated. The bass cutoff frequency can be
set at 16, 20, 25, or 31Hz, depending
on the room.
Audio Physic showed aprototype
of their new Avanti 3 loudspeaker (ca
$10,000 1). This speaker will include several new technologies. The tweeter is a
variant of the new Vifa ring radiator,
which in other Audio Physic speakers
has given truly remarkable results. The
real breakthrough, however, is said to
have been achieved in the midrange.
Audio Physic has long hypothesized
that metal-cone drivers should sound
great because of good spatial definition
and ex-plosive dynamics. In the real
world, however, cone resonances have

Good attendance at Frankfurt's High End 2000

led to unacceptably colored sound from
such drivers. Audio Physic's idea is to
mechanically pre-load the outer edge of
the metal cone. The technology is
dubbed ACD, for active cone damping,
and is applied to special drivers from
SEAS. The bass is handled by four
woofers, two on each side of the speaker, mounted in a push-push arrangement and with the lower pair working
only up to 160Hz or so. The cabinet is
highly rigid and includes several innovations that are beyond the scope of a
show report.
One of the most unusual speakers at
High End 2000 was the Rondo from
Auditorium 23 ($4200). Using a
1Iasked for the US price where applicable; otherwise,
prices are converted from Deutschmark at Si US
DM 2.05, exclusive of German VAT.
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PHYHP full-range driver from France
in ateardrop-shaped (when seen from
above) cabinet, and with thin, resonant
sidcwalls, this speaker violates practically every high-end convention imaginable, yet was recently given aglowing
review in aGerman magazine.
Probably the most important introduction from the product side was a
new range of loudspeakers from B&W.
The CDM range was left behind abit
by the latest developments in B&W's
repertoire; a number of dealers were
surprised that, after the huge success of
the Nautilus flagship range, it had been
not the next range down — the CDM
line — but the budget 600 series that
had been given the Nautilus treatment.
This oversight has been corrected with
the introduction of the CDM NT series
(NT is presumably for Nautilus Technology). The speakers look more or less
as they did, but where anormal tweeter
had been sitting on the angled top baffle of the speakers, there is now atweeter in a sculpted enclosure, as in the
Nautilus models.
Dieter Burmester showed a new
loudspeaker, the $25,000 B99, which is
asmaller version of his flagship B97;
and anew belt-drive CD player with
24/96 upsampling technology, the 001
($7000). The latter builds on the
experience of Burmester's 969/970
transport/DAC combo, which has
been acclaimed worldwide as one of
the two or three best CD replay systems ever built. The company proudly
boasts a growth in earnings of 36%,
and now exports
to 25 countries
Burmester B97
loudspeaker
worldwide.
Ceratec demoed its complete
range,
proving
once again that
B&O-style good
looks and good
sound are not mutually expensive.
Cyrus showed
prototypes of their
Icon
speakers.
which use NXT
panels
from
400Hz up, and a
dynamic driver for
woofer duties. The
finished speakers
will sell for ca
$3000. Also new
was a Silver version of the Cyrus
electronics.
Rumors of a DVD
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player have been confirmed; it will
come in early 2001.
I.Q showed anew flagship speaker,
the five-driver, four-way MD 6000
($4200), available in September. And
Krell gave the world premiere performance of its new KCT preamp.
French amplifier company Lavardin
Technologies premiered the new flag-

the musical message. He came up with
The award for best sound at the
the concept of memory distortion, statshow from areasonably priced system
ing that it is the "memory" of the silicon
goes to German speaker company
layers in modern transistors that makes
Newtronics. With a Creek CD 43
them sound less vivid than tubes, Mk2 CD player and aCreek 4330 S2
which, operating in avacuum, don't sufintegrated amp, Newtronics' Empress
fer from the memory effect. The
loudspeaker ($1650/pair) impressed
Lavardin range is the commercial realme with powerful, detailed, and not too
ization of Permes designs; the company
colored sound. Once again, the Vifa
claims to have identified nine sources of ring radiator is used for tweeter duties,
memory distortion, and to have found and four small woofers, one of them
solutions for seven of them. Judging
run crossoverless as acombination midfrom the company's success in the
range driver, provide serious fun from
extremely difficult French market, there
this small floorstander.
must be something to it. JMlab, for
Nordoses Lars Knstensen gave a
example, chose these
demo of the company's
electronics for the press
range of interconnect
presentation of their
cables for me and afelUtopia range of speakers.
low journalist, and also
Myryad showed a
of the aluminum and
very pretty new range of
titanium versions of the
electronics, slipped in
Pulsar Point equipment
between their existing M
supports. Very effective
and T series. The Cameo
— I'll just have to give
An ambitious new design from Meracus, the
range so far comprises an
both cables and Pulsar
Stella power amp, will form the core of anew
integrated amplifier (this
Points a chance in my
range of upmarket electronics.
is a British company,
system. It's also refreshafter all), a CD player,
ing that acompany can
and atuner.
show clear improveNaim demonstrated
ments in their products'
its new NAP 500 stereo
sound with ascending
power amp to excellent
price. All too often, the
effect. A pair of DBL
top version of a range
speakers showed adelidoesn't really sound betcacy and expressiveness
ter than the middle verthat had been out of the
sion; here, the difference
reach of Nain systems in
between
the
top
my previous experience;
Quattro Fil and onegreat tonal colors, too.
step-below SPM cables
The real news, however,
was actually one of the
was the introduction of a
largest.
new budget series of
NŒ showed aconelectronics that takes its
cept of ahigh-end flatstyling cues from the
panel speaker, intended
NAP 500: the NAIT 5
as a showcase of this
integrated amp, the
technology's possibiliNAT 05 tuner, and the
ties. The company does
CD 5CD player. Prices
not intend to make
are expected to rise
speakers itself, but stick
10-20% over the previinstead to research and
ous generation. This litthe licensing of its
tle lot drove a pair of Cyrus Icon louds peaker
discoveries.
Octave Power Jubilee
Nairn Intro II speakers
prototype using NXT technology
Octave showed a
well. Apparently, the
new reference power
ship MAP mono power amps
technology from the NAP 500 has
amp, the Power Jubilee, a250W tube
($7500/pair). These hark back to the
already trickled down to this new
monoblock costing $28,500/pair and
work done by French electronics engientry-level system. There'll also be a featuring a sophisticated autobias sysneer Gérard Perrot, who, under the
new version of the FlatCap power suptem; 6550 and KT88 tubes from differnom de plume Hephaïstos, wrote a ply, this time suitable for supplying ent manufacturers can be used without
series of articles in the very influential
superior juice to two components at the
external adjustments.
French magazine I:Audiophile Having same time. Finally, new versions of
Dutch company Siltech showed
heard the wonders of 300B singleNaim's small preamp, the NAC 112, preproduction models of their power
ended triode amplifiers, Perrot set out and anew power amp, the NAP 170, amp, asingle-ended tube monoblock
to discover why transistor amplifiers
were announced, the latter posing a unlike any you've ever seen. The outseemed less successful at transporting serious threat to the current NAP 180.
put tube is a very unusual design
24
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It's not the size of the dog in the fight.
It's the size of the fight in the dog.

It used to be that if you wanted alot of deep bass you had to have abig subwoofer. Not anymore. B& W's new ASW2500
measures little more than acubic foot. That means you con place it anywhere you want without it looking like aGreat Dane's
Kennel. Fire this puppy up and it retrieves deep bass with bone-rattling impact matched only by the largest of "woofers". The
ASW2500 growls powerful, accurate, bass through acombination of 1,000 watt amplifier and an ultra-long throw 10" bass
driver. Now you can get visceral, deep bass that's house-trained to be heard and not seen. Best of all, this woofer's B8W
pedigree makes it the top dog in any fight.
Available only at your authorized B&W Dealer
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"IT'S NOT EASY TO BE
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XJf/tYBA, I design
every product to be as simple
as possible.
This ensures that what you
hear at home is always faithful to music.
But, to be simple requires
careful circuit and component design. Every part must
work together to eliminate
tiny distortions that mask
musical detail.
Whether it be thermal, electromagnetic or micro-vibrational, nothing must be left
to chance. And that is why
true music lovers appreciate

i/

r
"For the money,...you'd be hard-pressed
to find more musically satisfying
monoblocks than these."
J.Scull -Stereophile Vol. 22 no. 1

YBA.
For the music ...
U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Tel.: 1-800-254-2510 /1-800-663-9352 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montréal Qc H2P 2)/V1
Tel.: (450) 585-0098 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.plurtson.com

Industry
adapted from radio usage, and, with a
special output transformer using silver
and gold wire, is said to be capable of
100W output with a bandwidth
extending to 150kHz, 120dB S/N, and
no hum or microphony. The amp uses
the lowest possible number of parts,
because each part means additional
connections, and every connection subtly alters and filters the sound. The
price? A mere $65,000/pair. A matching battery-powered preamp is scheduled for next year.
Sony premiered production versions
of their low-cost ($715) SCDXB940QS SACD player, which will
ship to Europe in July. If the DVDAudio camp doesn't get its act together
soon, SACD might actually have afighting chance. Given the fact that, during
most of 1999, SACD looked like the
designated loser in the battle of the new
hi-rez standards, this is quite acomeback. The real winners, of course, will
be triple-format machines for DVD-A,
SACD, and CD.
T+A was one of anumber of specialist manufacturers showing DVD
players. Isingle out the $1250 DVD
121OR because it is actually available, in
contrast to many designs still in the
prototype stage, and because considerable effort has been taken to make it
sound good when playing audio CDs.
Apparently, the downfall of most DVD
players is the jitter arising from the different clock levels employed in aDVD
player. The 121OR contains separate
clocks for DVD and CD modes. As
soon as the new DVD-A standard is
finalized, T+A intends to upgrade
existing units.
Theta Digital premiered the first
active showing of the Casablanca II
home theater control center, available in
September. First-generation units will
be upgradeable.
Van den Hul introduced acable for
optical digital connections, with special
lens-shaped input and output surfaces
for minimal light attenuation and jitter;
and a new interconnect called the
Integration Hybrid, consisting of metal
and carbon-fiber strands. The cable is
intended to bridge the gap between
vdH's more traditional metal cables
and their top-of-the-line carbon-fiber
products.
One major disappointment at High
End 2000 was that surprisingly few
companies seem to have come to grips
with the new possibilities of digital
amplification. Exceptions were the
Creos Digital V loudspeaker, which
accepts both analog and digital inputs,
Stereophde, September 2000

Update

and has apowerful DSP engine for both
crossover and time and frequency correction; and the Ascendo System M
speaker, intended to be driven via a
Dask room acoustics processor.
Probably the most exciting demo of
the show, however, was provided by the
new, ca $13,500 Sharp SM SX100 digital amplifier [reviewed by Michael Fremer
in the July 2000 Stereophile — Ed.].
Where the TacT Millennium employs
aPWM algorithm, the Sharp is aPDM
design that runs at the same frequency
The power triode used in Siltech's new tube
power amp

If the DVD-Audio camp

together with amatching amp, for only
$6500. Replay of aregular CD via a
pair of the small-but-excellent Elac CL
310 Jet speakers was mouthwatering:
superb clarity, dynamics, tonal shading,
and bandwidth, and no discernible coloration (under show conditions). The
only fly in the ointment was suboptimal timing, but this could have been
caused by a number of factors and
should not be held against the digital
amp. In my humble opinion, the Sharp
SM SX100 is what the future will look
and sound like.

doesn't get its act together
soon, SACD might actually
have afighting chance.
as Sony's SACD: 2.8MHz. There will
be adirect digital link, which means
that the Sharp can amplif), an SACD
signal directly. In the demo, it was driven by aprototype SACD player, the
production version of which will sell,
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ART AND SCIENCE MEET.
FALL MADLY IN
AND MAKE BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC TOGETHER.

Introducing Prelude'" MIS from Infinity. Rarely has sonic
accuracy been realized in aform so beautiful. It is indeed a
remarkable meeting of art and science.
Prelude MIS includes more than adozen cutting-edge
transducer technologies, most notable of which is Infinity's
own Ceramic Metal Matrix Diaphragms (C.M.M.D.).They are
three times as rigid as other cones, which results in minimized
internal resonances and maximized sonic accuracy.
Brushed and anodized aluminum extrusions contain
midbass, midrange and high-frequency drivers which are
mounted

atop

a real-wood

veneer, 850-watt

powered

subwoofer. The towers can be used as side or surround
channels along with the center channel to create acomplete
multichannel music and theater system.
Prelude MIS adapts well to any decor and, through
our innovative Room Adaptive Bass Optimization System
(R.A.B.O.S.'"), bass output can be electronically tailored to the
unique dimensions and characteristics of any listening room.
Immerse yourself today in the sonic art and science
that is Prelude MIS from Infinity. Contact us at 1-800-553-3332
or www.infinitysystems.com.

Infinity
H AHarman

International Company
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o much stuff, so little Sam's
Space — at home, that is. And
with so much new equipment on
the way, this month I'm going to clean
out my closet. Not that Irushed my listening, mind you.
Cambridge Audio A500
integrated amplifier
The Cambridge Audio A500 doesn't
look like much. A reviewer for the UK
magazine HiFi Choice (September 1999)
referred to the A500's "primitive" livery.
"Primitive" may be going abit far, but
the A500 sure is plain.

another manufacturer (not Cambridge
Audio) told me, there are good factories
in China and not-so-good factories.
Cambridge Audio, he told me, comes
from agood factory.
In the UK, Cambridge Audio is a
house brand of Richer Sounds —32
stores nationwide. You can check out
the Richer Sounds websitc at richer
sounds.co.uk. It's ascreamer. In the past,
they've said things like, "Musical Fidelity Mayhem" and "Marantz Madness."
True to form, "Crazy Cambridge,"
read one banner when Ilogged on at
the end of June. The A500 was selling

Tellig

for sound, build, and value. Ican hear
why, and I'll share my own impressions
in amoment. First, some specifics:
The A500 puts out 50Wpc into 8
ohms, although Crazy Cambridge touted it as an 85Wpc amp on their website.
But lees look. Aha! That's 85Wpc into
six ohms. Clever Cambridge! The HiFi
Choice reviewer found that the A500 did
well under dynamic (music-like) conditions into 4 and even 2 ohms, and I
found that it had no trouble at all driving the Triangle Antal xs speakers in our
living room. Good combination.
There are four line-level inputs, one

ecartrexe- asio

Noe
111MINISPRIM

• 0114111•

MUSA«

o

Cambridge Audio A500 integrated amplifier

On the other hand, it doesn't cost
much: $450, with, apparently, some
wiggle room for dealers to discount.
This model won't have much sex appeal
on adealer's shelf.
Appearances, though, can be deceiving. And how about that label:
"DESIGNED

AND

ENGINEERED

IN

LON-

That's what it says on
the back of the amp. To reinforce the
point, aUnion Jack is silk-screened on
the circuit board, as I saw when I
installed the optional moving-magnet
phono-board module ($60).
So you might take the A500 for a
British import. But look more closely
and you'll see asticker on the back of
the unit that whispers, "MADE UNDER
DON, ENGLAND."

LICENSE IN PRC."

That's People's Republic of China.
Now, Ihave no problem with that.
After all, China has become the largest
supplier of consumer electronics to the
US—probably to the world. And, as
Stereophile, September 2000

China has become the
largest supplier of
consumer electronics
to the US—probably
to the world.

for £199.95, including value-added tax
(VA'T) — or about $300. So why $450
here? Because it's aBritish import?
Iasked John Bevier of Audio Plus
Services, the importer, who hinted that
US dealers might not always stick to the
sticker price. As Isaid, wiggle room for
dealers to discount. So ask.
But even at $450, the A500 is agood
buy. HiFi Choice awarded the A500 five
stars (the highest rating in its price class)

of which can accommodate that
moving-magnet phono card. The card
is adoddle to install, as the Brits like to
say. That means easy. But you do need
to be careful when lining up the pins.
If Icould do it without messing up, I'll
bet you could too. But Audio Plus
Services recommends that your dealer
install it.
You'll find one tape loop and provision for asecond tape deck or MiniDisc
unit, from which you can record (via the
preamp outputs) but not monitor. Bass
and treble tone controls are defeatable,
which Idid for most of my listening.
The tone controls work over arather
narrow range, so you can't boost the
bass or cut the treble by all that much.
(In other words, you can't screw up the
sound too badly.)
Finally, there arc two sets of speaker
binding posts — a nice touch, except
that Iwasn't able to use banana plugs.
The holes where the bananas should go
29
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are covered with metal to comply with
CE regulations. The least Cambridge
Audio could do for North American
users is supply binding posts with
removable plastic inserts!
Iinstantly liked the A500's sound. I
found it detailed, dynamic, and clean,
with alifelike but not overly lush harmonic presentation: very smooth, and
free of harshness and grain. The A500
did exceptionally well (for such areasonably priced integrated) at reproducing the ambience of arecording.
The bottom end was especially
impressive. This is where you might
expect an inexpensive amp to poop out,
and many do. The A500 was extended,
tight, and tuneful in how it conveyed
the rhythmic pulse of the music.
Designed and engineered in London,
England, indeed! You know how the
British love to tap their toes — the critics, anyway. However, Iwouldn't push
my luck with adifficult speaker load,
especially in a large room. With the
B&W Nautilus 803 speakers awhile
back, the A500 strained to fill the room
with abig sound.
The phono stage?

The Cambridge Audio A500 is a
perfect choice for asecond system or a
system for aparent or child. Good for
a college dorm — the stuff looks so
drab that no one would ever think of
stealing it.
Audio fussbudgets with more money
to spend will probably want more resolution, more power. Tube aficionados
might find the sound atad lean. (In the

I'd say Iwas listening to a$750 or $800
player.
While the looks aren't snazzy, the
build quality seems up to snuff. The
drawer closed with areassuring solidity,
and all functions operated smoothly. I
especially liked the jog shuttle control
(like those on many VCRs), which lets
you fast-forward or reverse with aflick
of your wrist.
Inoted one peculiarity. With most
players, you can leave adisc in an open
drawer, go to your scat, and hit Play.
It's never too late to start
With the D500, Ihad to first close the
with vinyl, because people drawer, then hit Play. The player has
both 75 ohm BNC and TosLink outputs
(but not an RCA coax output), so
are always getting rid of
you can use it as a transport if you
decide to upgrade later on.
their records.
Upgrades, upgrades ... such atreadmill. The Cambridge Audio D500 is a
end, though, Ididn't.) While the A500
far more sophisticated deck than you
was remarkably free of grain, as Isaid, it
might assume. It features aCrystal 20wasn't so smooth that it was bland and
bit Delta-Sigma DAC (the CS4327).
uninvolving — my complaint with The controller chip and transport mechsome inexpensive integrateds that aim
anism are sourced from Sony.
to ingratiate. The A500 aims to ingratiThe heart of the player, according to
ate, too — but not at the expense of Cambridge, is aVSLI (very large scale
being abore.
integrated) circuit developed by Sony in
league with Cambridge.
This chip is said to optimize focusing, tracking,
and
the output level of
e Curia luUL WOO
the laser—all for maximum retrieval of digital
information. According
to Cambridge, the chip
increases the pickup
laser's output when finCambridge Audio D500 CD player
gerprints, scratches, etc.
are encountered on a
disc. This is said to help
Ihooked up my Rega P25 turntable,
How does Cambridge Audio offer all
decrease the time in error correction,
equipped with Goldring G1042 movthis for the price?
leading to better sound —probably the
ing-magnet cartridge, and found the
Isuspect that the reason is exactly
same reason why various CD treatA500's phono stage to be as good as it what Cambridge Audio goes to such
ments work.
needs to be: not killer, but up to the
lengths to obscure. So let's spell it out:
While the D500 comes with its own
performance of the rest of the unit, and
Made in People's Republic of China.
dedicated remote control, you can also
certainly not an afterthought.
use the remote supplied with the A500
A forethought: Even if you don't own
Cambridge Audio 0500 CD player
integrated amplifier to control both
much vinyl, why not get the phono
How 'bout some more Crazy
your amp and CD player.
stage? It's only $60. And it's never too
Cambridge?
The D500 performs to such a
late to start with vinyl, because people
Cambridge Audio's CD player,
degree that you might not hear its full
arc always getting rid of their records.
designed to match the A500 integrated
capabilities unless you use amplificaGuess what? You can scoop them up.
amp, is the D500, also for $450. But tion of very high quality. Idiscovered
You can go to garage sales. Haunt thrift prices may vary. Again, £199 at Richer this when Itried the 1)500 with the
shops. Attend library book sales. Tell
Sounds, where the list and discounted
remarkably resolving Musical Fidelity
friends that you're into vinyl. Soon
prices arc the same. If your dealer A3 CR preamp and power amp. I
people will start unloading their records
doesn't discount, you might remind
heard excellent low-level resolution —
on you.
him or her that this really isn't aBritish
beyond the ability of the A500
For $299, you can get yourself aMusic
import.
integrated amp to convey — a very
Hall MMF-2 turntable, with Goldring
Even at full ticket, the D500 offers
smooth, grainless harmonic presentacartridge included. Et voilà, you're into
outstanding value. Ihave not heard a tion, excellent bass extension (particuvinyl for about $350; and from then on,
better player for under $500. If you
larly unexpected with aplayer at this
most of your software is free.
blindfolded me and asked me to guess,
price point, where skimpy power
••••

•••••• 0.
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"...another PSB success story."
Sound & Vision

"...exceptional value and rare musicality."
Stereophile Guide to Itome Theater

r'ci4n.ERS
1 888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com

Home theater speakers specifically designed to meet
the new demands of digitally recorded soundtracks.
Today's Dolby® Digital and DTSe encoding

unique advances in sound design with the

requires both low distortion and extended

ultimate flexibility in placement so that every

bandwidth sound from all speakers in ahome

seat in the house enjoys the most realistic
sound imaginable. High Definition Theater

theater configuration. It was upon this
inviolable precept that Mirage® developed the

from Mirage. The sharpest dialog. The most

incredible new HDT system. Timbre-balanced

explosive special effects. The most magnificent

L/C/R and rear speakers — all marry together

musical reproduction. All defining the true

seamlessly, integrating Mirage's latest, most

state of the art in digital home theater sound.
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AUDMON THE HDT HOME THEATER SYSTEM AT THE AUTHORIZED MIRAGE DEALER IN YOUR AREA OR LOOK US UP ON THE W EB: www.miragespeakers.com
A DIVISI ON OF A UDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORP., 3641 MCN icou. AVENUE, SCARBOROU GH, O NTARIO, CANADA M IX IGS
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supplies are the rule), and good rhythmic drive.
This is not to dis the A500, only to
say that the D500 could be put into an
expensive, high-resolution system while
waiting to see how things sort out
regarding SACD and DVD-Audio —
that is, if they ever are sorted out, which

Ah! Tjoeb 99 CD player

Irather doubt at the moment. Isee the
D500 as a good interim standalone
player —something to buy if Ihad to
purchase aCD player now because my
present player is on the fritz.
For those looking to put together a
budget system, the D500 is terrific
news. Pair it with the A500 integrated
and add, say, the Triangle Zephyr xs
speakers (which I tried with the
Cambridge combo, along with the
Antals). Get some decent cabling and a
discount on the Cambridge gear, and
you'll have yourself afine system for
well under $2000.
By the way, the 1)500 is made in
Ah! Tjoeb 99 CD player
First things first.
Ijoeb! is Dutch for "Ah! Tube."
And that's the way it's pronounced: "Ah!
Tube." Or "Ah! Tyoob." (Don't say the j.)
Stereophile, September 2000
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The Ah! Tjoeb CD player looks like
a Marantz CD-38. (Easy to tell: Its
badge hasn't been altered.) The stock
Marantz player has been modified and
upgraded in Holland by Herman van
den Dungen of Dumb Audio. The 99 is
imported and sold directly in the US by
Kevin Deal of Upscale Audio, in

ordered for an additional $20, and a
Superc-rystal clock upgrade adds $50.
As Kevin Deal explains, the clock on
the original Marantz CD-38 is abasic
ceramic oscillator. The Ah! factory
experimented with several crystals and
found that the better ones improved the
sound quite abit, especially in the low
frequencies.
During this testing, they worked with
acrystal manufacturer in Europe and
found that the improvement was due
not just to this crystal's lower jitter, but
also to its extremely tight tolerances.
They also found that the crystal was less
affected by temperature. The Supercrystal is encased in amaterial that helps
to damp vibrations.
This product reminds me of the early
days of CD, when there were few highend players and no digital separates, and
audiophiles scrambling for better sound
turned to the kludgemeisters, some of
whom upgraded the Magnavox CDB650
with tubed output stages.
Once better players and digital separates became available, Iwasn't keen on
kludges. The problem was, you sank a
lot of dough into what was still essenUpland, California. The
tially a cheap player — lowly DAC,
basic price is $450, plus
flimsy transport, etc. Some kludges sold
shipping and handling.
You have 30 days to lis- for upward of $1000. At least the Ah!
ten, but note that Deal
Tjoeb 99 is only $450.
does not refund shipping.
Mechanically, the CD-38 worked
Moreover, he imposes a okay, except for an annoying click every
15% restocking fee. That time Iadvanced the track. The drawer
would be $67.50, plus
was about what Iexpect on asub-$200
shipping both ways. With player — flimsy — as was the crappy
the Deal deal, you could
captive power cord. Deal says that a
be out by nearly $100 if power-cord upgrade will be available,
perhaps by the time you read this. The
you decide to send the
player back. Be sure you

want it first.
The basic CD38 player is made in...
ah, let's see ... Indonesia. The onboard
DAC, which the Ah! Tjoeb factory
leaves in place, is aTDA1545A, which
is said to employ the innovative technique of continuous calibration. Icould
find no info on this, but then, Idon't
care very much.
The CD-38 isn't sold by Marantz
America, but according to Ken Kessler
in Hi-Fi News & Record Review, astock
CD38 can be rounded up in Britain for
as little as £130, where, of course, it's
taxed at 17%. The CD38 might sell for
as little as $150 if it were available here.
Upgrades to the stock player include
a joebed (oops, tubed) output stage
using two Philips military-grade 6922s
(aka 6DJ8s) and its own toroidal power
supply. There's also an upgraded main
power supply. Gold-plated output jacks
are installed. A coaxial digital out can be

Ah! Tjoeb! is Dutch for
"Ah! Tube."
new cord will attach directly to the
power block, and agrommet will be
supplied to protect the cord from the
sharp edges of the case. It will install in
minutes, Deal reassured me.
In their ad copy, Upscale Audio touts
the Ah! Tjoeb 99 with this headline:
"The best $1500 CD player costs about
$500." With this in mind, Ijudged the
Ah! Tjoeb 99 as a$1500 CD player, and,
as such, found it lacking. But it's quite
recommendable as a$450 player.
As promised, the modifications gave
me the sound of tubes —a very smooth,
sweet, pleasing harmonic presentation.
Particularly if you own asizzly solid33
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state amp, you might find that the Ah!
Patricia Barber. Oust kidding.)
Tjoeb 99 is acost-effective way to get
Iused four discs in particular, pretty
the sound of glassware into your othermuch picked out at random, but they
wise tube-deprived system.
do sound good:
No surprise that its harmonic presen•Mozart: The Marriage of Figaro
tation was smoother, richer, more
(highlights). Pier Giorgio Morandi,
rounded than that of the similarly
Hungarian State Opera Orchestra.
priced Cambridge Audio D500 (richer
Naxos 8.554172.
sound!). Sometimes, while listening, I
•Boismortier: Ballets de Village,
actually did say to myself, "Ah! Tjoeb."
Sérénade. Hervé Niquet, Le Concert
(Remember: Don't say the j.)
Spirituel. Naxos 8.554295.
Ultimately, though, with the
•Brahms and Liszt: Lieder. Thomas
Cambridge and Ah! units side by side,
Quastoff, baritone; Justus Zeyen,
and my own "ahs" notwithstanding, I
piano. Deutsche Grammophon 289
found the 99 somewhat bland and
463 183-2.
uninvolving. More than once, I fell
•Chopin: Préludes, Op.28. Ivo
asleep — not necessarily abad sign, but
Pogorelich, piano. Deutsche Graman indicator that my attention was less
mophon 429 227-2.
than riveted. The D500 gave me more
•Bing Crosby: The Chronological Bing
resolution and top-end extension, and I
Crosby, Vols. 9and 10, Jonzo Records
stayed awake more often. Ifelt that it
by way of Wig Wiggins, the North
also had better extension, drive, and
American representative of the Interpace in the bass.
national Crosby Circle. (Contact F.B.
If you want atubed sound, though,
Wiggins, 5608 North 34th Street,
the Ah! Tjoeb 99 might be your passArlington, VA 22207.)
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Rotel RCD-991 CD player

port to bliss. Ithink the player does
deliver what most people expect from a
tubed player: rich harmonics and
smooth, non-fatiguing sound.
It would be alot less expensive to
tube-ify your system with the Ah!
Tjoeb 99 CD player than to jettison all
your solid-state gear. But if the rest of
your system is tubed already, you might
be better off with, say, the Cambridge
Audio D500 —better build, more rez, a
better grip on the bottom end.
So, if not a$1500 contender, the Ah!
Tjoeb 99 is a$450 contender. After all,
there aren't alot of other tubed CD
players for under $500. Kudos to Kevin
Deal for making this player available in
the American market.
By the way, Idid my final listening
comparisons with the new Musical
Fidelity A3CR preamp and power amp
separates (review next month) —very
resolving components, indeed — and
the Triangle Antal xs speakers, for the
most part (also very resolving).
And what did Sam listen to?
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Rotel RCD-991 CD player
The Rotel RCD-991 CD player
($1299) succeeds the RCD-990, which
Bob Harley reviewed in Vo120 No.1
and Iwrote up for Vo120 No3. Rotel's
flagship CD player is robustly built and
features HDCD decoding, balanced
outputs, and adjustable dither.
Dither is noise that's added to the
music signal to improve aDAC's lowlevel linearity. Judging by the RCD991, it appears that, used sparingly,
dither can do just that. Add more
dither, which you can do incrementally in six stages, and you change the
sound in ways you might or might not
like, depending on your system and
preferences.
The RCD-990 did dither, too. But to
change the dither setting, you had to
press an awkward combination of buttons, turn off the player, then switch it
on again. With the RCD-991, you can
change dither on the fly from the player's front panel —but not, unfortunately, from the remote control.

At the low dither settings (0, 1, and 2)
Inoted excellent low-level linearity. But
when Iwent higher (4, 5, and 6) Inoted
aloss of transient attack and apparent
detail. Robert Harley summed it up in
his January 1996 review of the RCD990: dither softens the sound. The
sound became rounder, smoother —
more analog-like, if you will. The
souncistage appeared to move farther
behind the speakers. If you have an

Even without da ditha, the

Rotel RCD 991 was one
smooth-sounding player.
aggressive-sounding system, dither
might help to tame it.
Even without da didia, this was one
smooth-sounding player — if a little
dark by comparison to, say, the Musical
Fidelity A-3, which I'll get to next
month. The A-3 sounded more open
and airy, but also more lightweight. The
RCD-991 delivered bass with more
weight and impact — with greater
authority Also, the A-3 lacks HDCD
decoding and balanced outputs.
Idon't mean to dwell on dither, but it
is, after all, what makes this player
unique. (The different dither settings
are built into the Pacific Microsonics
PMD-100 HCD decoder/digital filter.)
Now, with dither settings accessible
from the front panel, you can try different clitherings for different recordings.
Got astring quartet CD that sounds too
bright? Want it to sound more analog?
Just select ahigher dither setting.
The RCD-991 uses aSony transport.
Digital/analog conversion is handled by
dual Burr-Brown PCM-63P 20-bit
DACs working in dual-differential
mode to cancel nonlinearities and
unwanted glitches around bipolar zero.
Errors are summed and canceled at the
output — less distortion, lower noise.
For balanced listening, I used a
Boulder L5M line-level preamp and
Boulder 1060 stereo power amp
(review of the power amp coming up),
and compared the balanced outputs
with the single-ended RCA outputs
(using different brands of cable, alas). I
heard aslight improvement with fully
balanced operation — specifically, a
lower noise floor and more ambient
information. If you're looking to run
fully balanced from CD player through
preamp and power amp, the RCD-991 is
an excellent choice at areasonable price.
Stereophile, September 2000
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Although it's the rare individual who is equally
talented in two endeavors, NHT's powered
subwoofers are exceptions.
Our models - SubTwo, SubOne and the
new SuperSub - use innovative circuitry to
switch between audio and video modes to
produce the optimum contours for both
music and movie soundtracks.
NHT's dedication to sonic accuracy,
flat response and dynamic range finds
full expression in this remarkable selection.

AMatter of Performance
The Sub Two's twil 10" Nubwoolers powered
by a500 watt Bob Carver/Sunfire amplifier
etch the bassinto your soul. NHT's unique
Audio/Video switch technology produces tight,
accurate, low end extension for two-channel
audio reproduction or spine-tingling impact for
multichannel home theater. The outboard
processor enables connection of two
SubTwo units for stereo operation.
The SubOne features a 10" woofer driven by 250 watts
of Bob Carver/Sunf ire amplification for powerful,
refined punch. Its outboard controller provides volume
and bass tuning functions as well as an A/V switch for music
and movie modes.

SubTwo
./
SuperSub

The compact SuperSub packs two 6.5" drivers and 150 watts of built-in power. An elegant solution for audiophile-quality
sound if space or budget is limited, the SuperSub boasts dual down-firing woofers driven by aClass AB amplifier for tight,
dynamic lows to 33 Hz. Choose music or movie contours with the A/V switch.

Real World Value

With versatile, sublime performance at real world prices ranging from $1,200 to $500, these subwoofers reinforce NHT as
the brand that delivers high-end performance without the high-end price.

NOW

HEAR

THIS

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

NHT makes acomplete line of loudspeakers for home theater, including AN towers, video satellites for center and rear channels,
and powered subwoofers. Audition them at your authorized NHT dealer today. For the NHT dealer nearest you, call 1-800-NHT-9993
www.nhthifi.com
Recoton Home Audio, Inc. ARECOTON Company 2950 Lake Emma Road Lake Mary, FL 32746 02000 Recoton Corp.
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CAD-805C
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Isn't it about
time for your pair
of 805's?
Uninterrupted production since 1992.
Rated class A in all corners of the world.
Very few things in life are uncompromising. We
are honored to count the Cary CAD-805C mono-bloc
amplifiers among them. And so will you.

CARY
diadioesign
Ike Asibio Autptitiek 8eyoKb Coisspkog+tise
111A Wooduinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

Sam's
However, this was not one of the
most exciting players I've heard — I
could have done with somewhat more
top-end extension, a greater sense of
airiness, and more ambient detail. The
RCD-991 has been available for nearly
two years, and perhaps time is beginning to pass it by. Iwas more captivated
by the newer Musical Fidelity A-3 CD
player, which Audio Advisor retails for
$995. I heard greater upper-register
extension and more air.
More detail, too? That's hard to say.
There was very good low-level rez with
the Rotel; I
just wish Ididn't have to listen so hard to hear it. Ifound the player
alittle too laid-back for my own tastes.
Boring. Bland. As if it didn't want to
take too many chances. Ifound the less
expensive Rotel RCD-971 ($699) more
involving. The Cambridge Audio
D500, too.
The Rotel RCD-991 is "MADE BY
ROTEL IN CHINA." You have to look
closely to tell because these words are
almost hidden under the captive power
cord. (For this price, Rotel should have
fitted an IEC connector. They might also
have included apolarity-inversion switch
—a useful feature of the RCD-990.)
According to Rotel's Mike Bartlett,
the RCD-991 is approaching the end

Contacts
Ah! Tjoeb, De Hifiwinkel By,
Stratumse4k 67H, 5611 NC
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. Tel:
(31) 40-211-33-88. Fax: (31) 40211-77-34.
Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box
3047, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.
Tel: (800) 663-9352. Fax: (450)
585-5862. Web: www.audio
plussservices.com. In Canada:
Plurison. Tel: (450) 585-0098.
Fax: (450) 585-5862. Web:
www.plurison.com.
Cambridge Audio, c/o Audio
Partnership PLC, Gallery Court,
Hankey Place, London SE 4B,
England, UK. Tel: (44) 171-9402200. Fax: (44) 171-940-2233.
Web: www.cambridgeaudio.c-om.
Rotel, 54 Concord Street,
North Reading, MA 01864. Tel:
(800) 370-3741 or (978) 6643820. Fax: (978) 664-4109. Web:
www.rotel.com.
Upscale Audio, 2504 Spring
Terrace, Upland, CA 91784. Tek
(909) 931-9688. Far (909) 9856968. Web: www.upscaleaudio.com.
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the rest of his family, Misha was officially classified by the US government as a
refugee —from acountry for which he
was willing to give his life, and very
nearly did. If he was bitter, he didn't
dwell on it.
I have learned a lot from Pappa
Misha and from Marina's many other
relatives, most of whom arrived in
America with nothing but their clothes
Assemblage
Chris Johnson of Assemblage, aka The
and afew sticks of furniture. It was then
forbidden to leave the Soviet Union
Parts Connection, aka Sonic Frontiers,
tells me that there will be an
with one's antiques, art, rare books, etc.
Or money. Imagine your life's savings
Assemblage SET-2A3 single-ended triconfiscated and you'll get the idea.
ode amplifier to complement the SETSo basically, after lifetimes of hard
300B Ireviewed in July (Vo123 No.7).
work, they had nothing. Younger memThe SET-2M will sell in kit form for
$899 including power tubes, making it bers of the family were able to start over
effectively $150 to $250 cheaper (at and launch careers, but for Marina's
father and mother (she's aretired denleast) than the 300B version, for which
tist), it was too late by 20 years. For
power tubes are supplied àla carte. The
them, atreat was anight out at aRussian
power-supply transformer doesn't have
restaurant or aRussian play at Abraham
to be so large for a2A3 amplifier, which
Lincoln High School. With few excepmakes the 2M version somewhat less
tions — notably Marina's Uncle Sam —
expensive to offer.
Also, Chris would like to clear up a they certainly didn't worry about having
good stereo equipment. (Somehow Sam
misunderstanding about the feedback.
knew, and manages.)
Neither the SET-300B nor the forthBut they had something far more
coming SET-2M has any global negaimportant than possessions: They had
tive feedback. However, all amps have
each other. Maybe Marina is right: To
some amount of local degenerative
understand that, you need Russian soul.
feedback. The terminology is tricky, and
Iwouldn't want aSET devotee to get With Russians — unless corrupted by
capitalism — family and friendships
the wrong idea.
come first, second, and third, above all
else. (Among new Russians, though, I
A Passing
suspect that things like stereo systems
Mikhail Lvovich Vololdionsky died on
come first. Marina and her family are
May 14.
You didn't know him, but Iwas privdefinitely old Russian.)
Misha, who became a US citizen,
ileged to do so. He was my wife,
had almost 10 years in America —
Marina's, father.
After World War II broke out, Pappa
good ones, for the most part, and years
Misha, as Icalled him, then 17, added a he would not have had in Russia,
year to his age and enlisted in the Soviet where senior citizens were regarded as
disposable by the Soviet government,
Army. He earned achestful of medals
for bravery, including three equivalents
and are by the new regime as well. He
neither asked for nor wanted much.
of our Purple Heart.
He had his dog, on whose account he
After the war, Misha enrolled in the
almost didn't emigrate. He had family
Russian equivalent of business school
and friends, many of whom emigrated
and rose to become the director of one
to Brooklyn at the same time; he was
of the largest food stores in Leningrad,
surrounded by those who loved and
the Gastronome, on Nevsky Prospekt,
respected him.
next door to the main Melodiya record
Suffering from heart and kidney
shop. It was ahigh-stress job in ways
problems, Misha died quickly but quiyou cannot imagine, and eventually led
etly during his afternoon nap on
to aheart attack.
In November 1990, retired, disilluMother's Day.
Thank you, Pappa Misha, for remindsioned, in poor health, and in need of
open-heart surgery that he could not ing me that material possessions — such
obtain in the Soviet Union (he wasn't as the ones Iwrite about and you read
important enough), Misha emigrated to
about each month —aren't everything,
and for giving me perspective.
Brooklyn with his wife, Tamara, and his
It's hard for me to obsess over speakthen-single daughter, Marina — the
er cables now or worry that my system
same Marina whom Imet 16 months
later and married ayear after that. Like
isn't the absolute or ultimate.

of its product life cycle. Will its successor be as robustly built? Offer
adjustable dither? Have balanced outputs? It's too early to say. Meanwhile, if
the Rotel RCD-991 appeals to you
because of its solid build quality and
rich, analog-like sound, now might be
the time to buy.
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Exclusive Omnipolar technology
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(DM 4500), 1 with its original antiqueof"it all sounds the same," and of mindhat's June without a hi-fi
looking SPU integrated cartridge/headnumbing passivity in the face of same
show? With Stereophile's
shell, is back in production. khas aloyal
exhibition put on hold for among many in the industry who
following in Germany, but Idoubt the
should have spoken up sooner.
2000 while emap usa sorts out future
American market would support it. One
Not so in Germany, where there's
possibilities — Manhattan in May 2001
was mounted on Loricra&s facsimile
is the most probable place and date — I enough interest in audio — without
edition of Garrard's classic 501
flashed on High End 1996 in
turntable, which is driven by an idler
Frankfurt, Germany, aJune show I'd
For arelatively
wheel. Dirk Sommer, the astute editor
attended and reported on in this colof Image Hi-Fi, reviewed the 309i, along
umn. German audiophiles were still
small country, Germany
with Ortofon's SPU Royal N and GM
heavily into vinyl back then, so why
cartridges, in the January/February issue
not hit High End 2000?
has abig audio industry.
of that magazine. But don't ask me what
Sure enough, the show is still held at
he thought — ich spreche Deutsch nicht.
the Kempinski Hotel, outside FrankAnalog oldsters will rememfurt; and sure enough,
ber the precision, Swiss-made
German audiophiles are still
Breuer Dynamics toneann,
into vinyl — and still seem far
also once again in production.
more intense about audio than
Ispotted the Type 8 (firstAmericans. Iguess you could
place winner of Image Hi-R's
say Germans are more
Millennium Award for toneintense, period, but it was
arms) on aBrinkman Balrefreshing to attend a conance turntable. The Brinksumer show where the demomans were among the most
graphics appeared to be all
impressive-looking designs I
over the map. There were
saw at the show, in terms of
plenty of young people, a
both mechanical design and
healthy smattering of elderly,
build quality. I'd love to hear
and turntables all over the
one in my system. Speaking
place — makes and models
of arm resurrections, the
you've probably never heard
British Hadcock is also back
of or seen.
in production.
For arelatively small counIt was one thing to walk
try, Germany has abig audio
into aroom and find an interindustry. While Idon't have
esting new turntable I'd never
sales figures, and can't tell you
heard of—like the seemingly
whether the trends are movshockproof,
electric-blue
ing up or down, one indicaFuchs, which sells for DM
tion is the proliferation of
17,000 with unipivot arm
magazines: five big, sumptu(DM 5300 for the aim, DM
ously produced publications
12,000 for the turntable), but
More fun than the Magic Eight Ball, Verdiers Gyrascope is arecord weight
and a few small ones. Most
in some moms Ifound brands
prominent are Audio, Image and strobe light all-in-one.
I'd never heard of—like
Hi-Fi, Stereoplay, Audiophile,
Acoustic Solid, which showed awhole
video augmentation — to support full
and HiFi & Records. It would be worth
line of'tables including the Solid Machine
lines of equipment you won't find
learning to read German just to be able
imported to America, such as Fischer and
Small, the Solid Machine, the Solid One,
to devour these mags, all of which can
the Solid Round, and the Solid One to
Fischer, Audio Agile, and T+A Audio
be found on mainstream German news(I'm not making that last one up). But One. Like the Brinkmans, the Solids
stands. But even if you can't read
appeared to be unique, well-engineered
German, mags like Image Hi-Fi and HiFi because my agreement with Stereophile's
designs, not just plinths fitted with bearGerman correspondent Markus Sauer
& Records are worth perusing for the
ings and slabs of machined acrylic.
was that Iwould stick to analog, I'll get
stunning photos and layouts alone.
Another company showing sophistioff of his toes and let him cover the rest
Such an impressive print lineup
cated-looking analog products was
of the show elsewhere in this issue.
shows you how sad the situation is here,
where, currently, there's Stereophile and a
Analog at High End 2000
few small audio magazines. We contin1 Throughout this report, halve the amounts in
Ihutschmarks for the approximate value in SUS.
Ortofon's vintage 309i 12" toneann
ue to reap the bitter harvest of decades
Stereophile, September 2000
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Analog
Pluto Audio, founded in 1974. Pluto
displayed three "handcrafted" turntables — the 10A, 11A, and 12A (DM
11,800) — and three tonearms: the 5A
Special (DM 8000), 7A Special, and 9A
Special. No acrylic here, either. Pluto

(DM 7795 with SME 3009), the multimotor Quintessence (DM 55,000), and
the Fat Bob (DM 7300) —it seemed to
me that "looking cool" had been the
main design rationale. Lots of gleaming
chrome and acrylic arranged in various
thicknesses and layouts, but compared to
my reactions to some of the more
intensely engineered 'tables I saw, I
walked away from the Transrotor room
unimpressed ... but starry-eyed.
I A few German brands are imported
Stateside, including Amazon (by Audio
Advancement) and, of course, Clearaudio (by Discovery Audio), both of
whom were at the show. Amazon likes
unipivots: they showed with both the
Danish March and American Immedia
RPM-2 tonearms. Amazons feature
sophisticated motor drives, including an

Corner

Another cleaning machine, far smaller
and more conventional, was being put
through its paces at the Blue Danube
Records booth. The hand-built
machine operates much like aVP! HW17, with afluid reservoir and pump, a
bidirectional platter, a fluid applicator
wand, and avelvet-lined suction tube,
but the Blue Danube refines afew of the
17's rough spots. The gear-driven platter
is quiet and of ultra-high torque (it's
unstoppable), and the label-wide record
holddown clamp includes arubber surround that prevents cleaning fluid from
accidentally spilling onto the label — a
very good idea. The design of the suction
tube/housing interface makes changing
tubes for records of different diameters
really easy. With the VPI, you have to
change everything. This convenient,
well-thought-out, high-quality cleaning
machine is sold factory-direct for $1000,
only from Blue Danube Records, agiant

Iwalked away from
the Transrotor room
unimpressed... but
starry-eyed.
used-record store (blue.danube(eunet.
at) located in Tulin, Austria, on the
Danube near Vienna.
According to owner Christian
Bierbaumer, Blue Danube has 10 rooms
Three 'tables at Frankfurt's High End 2000:
and two floors of audiophile-quality
Pierre Lumé's Audiomecca (top); Audio Agile's
records—more than 250,000 in all—in
Blue Moon (center); and one from Cleadight
a clean, well-organized environment.
Audio (bottom).
He told me that 30,000 LPs arrive every
month from around the world, and that
I'd need three days to thumb through
option for battery-powered operation.
everything. The store also sells used
Clearaudio's room contained turntables
familiar to many Americans. Debuting at audio gear. The RCA amps used by
the show was the Champion, a'table that Wilma Cozart Fine are there, along with
begins life as asimple polished acrylic walls of vintage gear. Record collectors
from around the world visit the store,
plinth/thin acrylic platter design with an
outboard motor and Rega RB250 arm, Bierbaumer told me as Ipored over the
upgradeable to adual-plinth affair with a few dozen boxes filled with vinyl treasures (many from America, including an
much heavier, taller platter, stainless-steel
impressive cache of vintage Mercuries)
standoffi, and, of course, ahigher price.
'tables make use of titanium, stainless
he'd schlepped to Frankfurt from his
No doubt this 'table will find its way to
steel, and other metals, as well as Kevlar
store. Of course, Ibought afew.
America.
and ceramics.
Despite the overload of homegrown
Clearaudio also introduced aprotoIhave no idea how German audio
turntables, many models from around
type of aunique if somewhat unwieldy
critics rate Transrotor, which probably
the world are imported into Germany,
exhibited the most extensive lineup of vacuum record-cleaning machine. The
including Basis, Spotheim SPJ, Avid,
spinning LP is lowered into afluid bath
turntables at the show, but after inspectSimon Yorke, Thorens, Immedia
where it is automatically brushed on
ing most of them — including the
(which showed a new, RCA-jack-out
both sides, lifted out, then dried on both
Leonardo RT (DM 2666 with Rega arm
update of its RPM-2 arm, so you can
sides — all in about aminute. The conand Goldring cartridge), the Galileo Klar
choose your own phono interconnect),
cept was really attractive; Ihope the fin(DM 3300), the Aquila Gold (DM
and Pierre Lurné's Audiomecca
ished product will be quieter, more
14,000), the Pianta SL80 (DM 14,650
designs, the Romance and the J1/SL5
with SME 3500 or 3012 arm) and S compact, and better built.
Stereophile, September 2000
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linear tracker. Iran into the guys from plex curved-back enclosure. Audio
introduced here sometime this fall —
Roksan, who promised a review
Physic sources its cabinets from the same
thanks in part to the strong dollar.
sample of a brand-new 'table they're
Scandinavian outfit that supplies B&W
Unfortunately, the dealer's room was
about to introduce.
and many other speaker companies. You
pretty awful and the CD player was too,
But there were still more German
don't think most of these speaker guys
though the few LPs we heard, played on
turntables on display, including the
— even the biggest names — do their
an Amazon/March/Lyra Parnassus
Symphonic Line, the Clearlight own woodwork, do you? Sonos Faber
D.C.t combo, sounded quite vivid and
Audio, the Audio Analog
spacious — in the Audio Physic
Rotation Ti, and the Audio Agile
tradition.
Blue Moon and Verve. In fact,
Best sound at this show?
vinyl remains so highly regarded in
Well, the Avantgarde horns
Germany that the used market is
sounded more coherent (espevery thin; there are few used-vinyl
cially the horn-cone woofer
shops compared to, say, the UK.
integration) and less colored
Apparently, most collectors didn't
than I've ever heard them at a
unload their LPs when CDs were
show, but the two best rooms I
introduced, and of course in the
heard were those of Chord and
East, CDs never war introduced.
Einstein. Istayed in each for well
Who said Communism was all
over an hour, playing the two
bad? (Save your right-wing ink —
compilation CD-Rs I'd brought
I'm joking.)
along: one made from the
A few columns ago I
Rockport/van den Hul
reported on the Kingston
Colibri/ARC Reference
Dub Plate lathe for cutting
Phono/Ref 2 preamp
your own LPs. There's
combo, the other with the
another home cutting
same chain but substitutlathe coming soon: the
ing the Lyra Helikon carVestax VRX 2000 Vinyl
tridge. In most rooms,
Recorder, which looked
heads turned and jaws
like aneat product, though
dropped
as
listeners
the actual cutting head
demanded to know on
was not on the machine.
what equipment I had
On Saturday Iventured
made those discs.
off-site to alocal dealer to
The superb-sounding
see and hear the new
Chord room featured the
Scan-Tech-built
ConMicromega data CD
noisseur 4 line-level pretransport, Chord DSP1500
amplifier and separate
pulse-array DAC, CPA
phono section, as well as a
3200 preamp,
1400B
prototype of the brand-new
450Wpc monoblodcs, and the
Audio Physic Avanti loudspeaker.
Wilson-Benesch Act II loudThe two Connoisseur units,
speakers. My young host, while a
housed in handsome wood encloan of '60s music, had never
sures, share acommon outboard
heard much of it on vinyl. Iwish
power supply. You can buy one
Ihad apicture of his face as he
with power supply and add the
listened to an original British
second later. The design, by Petr
Parlophone pressing of the
Mares and Jonathan Cart; features
Beatles' "Mother Nature's Son"
awhite paper's worth of innovaand "Everybody's Got Sometions that are best left to the
thing to Hide (Except Me and
review (which Ihope will happen
My Monkey)," aDecca ffss rentoward the end of the year). The
dering of the Stones' "Gimme
exact price has yet to be
Also on display at High End 2000: two German tables
Shelter," alacquer of the Who's
announced, but it will probably Symphonic Line (top) and Transrotor's Aquila Gold (center) and
"Baba O'Riley," and a whitethe high-quality cleaning machine from Blue Danube (bottom).
be around $16,000 for either box
label promo of Van Morrison's
and the power supply, and anoth"Domino." The guy was
er $9000 for the second box, bringing
does, of course,2 but look at the prices!
stunned into analog submission. Iwas
the total cost to $25,000 for line stage,
Then again, look at the woodwork!
thoroughly captivated by the Chord sysphono stage, and power supply.
Though the new Avanti is afar more
tem's grip on the music.
As for Audio Physic's new Avanti, it
substantial design than the model it
My custom CDs elicited the same
features apair of 8" woofers, and apair
replaces, the price will drop from
response in the Einstein room through
of metal-cone midrange drivers with
$10,000 to around $8000 when it's
Einstein's The Last Record Player (a CD
aluminum phase plugs, and aring radiaplayer), The Tube preamp, and apair of
tor tweeter, all of which are built into an
Final Cut OTL monoblocks driving a
absolutely stunning and incredibly corn2As does Thiel.
— JA
pair of Odeon Tosca loudspeakers. The
42
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Part One — Balance.
At Rotel, our engineers put all of their circuit designs under the microscope.
Why? We believe that every small improvement made here will make a
significant difference to your listening enjoyment. It's an engineering
philosophy we call Balanced Design. What's Balanced Design? It's aholistic
approach to manufacturing that involves parts selection, circuit topology
and critical evaluations. We select premium grade components and
build our own custom wound transformers. We lay out the
circuitry to maximize the performance potential of these
critical parts. Finally, we listen, then tweak the design
until it's absolutely right. Each and every one of our
products, from power amplifiers to DVD players, receives
this same meticulous attention to detail. You can assemble
abasic hi-fi system, aone-touch, multi-room musical
marvel, or create abreathtaking home theater system with
confidence. We have acomplete range of outstanding

RB-99 IPower Amplifier
Its resolution of detail and overall neutrality hint at o
performance level that one would expect from an amp
costing two or three times as much. -

products backed by a5° year limited warranty. Balanced Design
components from Rotel. Hear them at your nearest authorized dealer.

-Stereophile.Vol.22 •No.8

Phone 978.664.3820 -Fax 978.664.4109 -vevw.rotel.com
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make into awhole by bringing all parts together

Introducing the new

11IIEL SW1 Subwoofer
using SmartSub"' Technology
The most advanced subwoofer ever for total sonic integration
•Perfect integration with any speaker with Smart-Match technology (patent pend.)
• Correction of wall and corner placement problems with Smart-Room filter (p.d(ni twin! )
•Eliminates thermal compression distortion with Smart-Power design (parent pend
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•Smart-Match Technology:

•Smart-Room Filter:

Innovative crossover/
controller can be adjusted to

The SW1 can be easily
adjusted to completely and

automatically and perfectly

accurately eliminate room

match the SW1 to your main

interaction problems for any
placement—without

speakers, regardless of brand,
for seamless, coherent sound.

complicated measurements.
•Smart-Power Design:

•The SW1 is powered by a

Unique electronic circuitry

600 watt, switching mode

corrects for compression

amplifier for clean,
undistorted reproduction and

distortion due to the heating

high output.

of the drivers' voice coils for
more dynamic low

•The powered SW1 system is
completely modular. You can
use one or multiple
subwoofers with only one
crossover/controller.

The SnmrtSub - SW1 uses two very high
output, very low distortion 10-inch drivers
with aluminum diaphragms, short coil/long
gap motor systems, 204b magnet structures,
and aspecial high excursion suspension to
effortlessly reproduce the most demanding
sources with incredible

frequency reproduction.
•All circuitry in the crossover
is duplicated for true stereo to
provide better imaging than
mono submx)fers.

THIEL

Ultimate Performatice Loudspeakers
Call, write, or visit thielaudio.com for our 40-page full-line brochure and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
DUEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 859-254-9427 •e-mail: mailtighielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Analog
last so captivated me that I'm getting a
pair for review soon. This system
fiat-out rocked and was probably my
favorite at the show ... though the
Chord/W-B was close behind.
In the Gradient/GarnuT room I
compared the CD of "Boy in the
Bubble," from Paul Simon's Graceland,
with the CD-R cut from the Rockport.
Not even close! Of course, the CD dates
from 1986, when A/D conversion was
basically an exercise in noise pollution.
Meanwhile, the Gradient Revolutions,
which feature open-baffle dipolar bass,
proved their design merit by producing
some of the finest bass Iheard at the
show, and in the smallest hotel room.
Finally, some of the most fun Ihad in
Germany was in Stereoplay magazine's
large demo room, which featured the
Sharp SM-SX100 digital amp. The
German reviewer was as impressed as I
had been by the sound of the amp, and
after the demo and speech —
in German, so Ididn't understand a
word — Iwent up to him to say that my
review of the Sharp was about to appear
in the July 2000 Stereophile.
"No! Zet iss impussible!" he cried.
"Nut zis! Vee heff ze vend eggsglusive
"I guess not," Itold him. "My review
will be in print in afew weeks."
Accepting the unacceptable, he
looked at me. "Veil, you didn't review
zis one! Zis unit is special!"
Oy, audiophiles ... they're the same,
all around the world.
Three Great Gadgets
With an installed base of who knows
(Roy Gandy, that's who) how many tens
of thousands, the decision to market
Rega accessories and upgrades is anatural. And given that Rega toneanns
come with abase that does not include
adjustable VTA, there are anumber of
aftermarket devices for adjusting VTA
on Rega arms, including those from
VPI and JA. Michell. Basis makes one
too, but the newest one, the Easy Riser,
from Germany's Incognito (distributed
in the US by Rega importer Lauerman
Audio Imports), is easily the best and
most convenient. It's also only $50.
A tonearm is actually more rigid and
better locked in place with an Easy
Riser than without. To install the ER,
remove the locking nut, unscrew the
cable-strain relief, pull out the arm, and
screw the threaded ER onto the arm's
mounting shaft. The Easy Riser is so
thin that, even with it screwed on, the
mounting shaft still fits through the
plinth hole. The fit is now tighter, however, and thus more secure, and the arm
Stereophile, September 2000
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model is good for 53 lbs, and the heavyduty 15" by 19" version supports up to
175 lbs. In case you're unfamiliar:
Seismic Sink isolation platforms are supported by air bladders. They're quite
effective under electronics (especially
tube gear), CD players, and turntables.
Itried astandard 3D Sink under the
Michell Gyrodec, which is itself suspended (via springs), and didn't like the
results: There was aloss of focus and
Atonearm is actually
solidity. But under the Music Hall
MMF-5, which has isolating elastomers,
more rigid and better
and under the new Rega P3 (the replacement for the Planar 3), the improvelocked in place with an
ments were noticeable: better overall
focus and tighter bass. Ialso thought I
Easy Rider than without.
heard an improvement with a3D Sink
under my Marantz DR-17 CD burner,
shaft; when you raise the arm even a but it wasn't as clear-cut an improvement. Unfortunately, my reference Ayre
few millimeters, the bottom of the
K-1 preamp and the Audio Research
threaded shaft disappears up into the
Reference phono stage and Reference 2
hole and there's no way to use the lock
line stage are so tall that, in my racks,
nut. Fortunately, Lauerman Audio
there was no room under them for Sinks.
Imports includes a special nut that
I'd promised aphono-stage shoot-out
reaches up into the hole to grab and
lock the end of the shaft. If you're a for this column, but High End 2000 got
in the way, and it's just as well — afew
Rega owner wishing you could easily
new phono stages have arrived in the
adjust VTA without having to hack up
interim, which should make competiyour plinth, you now can, for $50.
There's also help on the way for that tion even keener. What did the 3D
Sinks do for these slimmer phono
Grado/Rega hum problem ... but more
stages? Next time...
about that next time.
Apex, the American importer and distributor of Verdier turntables, sent along
the Verdier Gyrascope (sic), adramaticIn Heavy Rotation
looking $500 cylindrical aluminum
1) Yo La Tengo, And then nothing
record weight that doubles as astrobe
turned itself inside out, Matador
light. Place it on the spindle one way and
150gm LPs (2)
it's aweight. Turn it over and two series
2) The Byrds, Sanctuary: Rarities
of holes drilled around the cylinder's cirand Alternate Takes, Sundazed
cumference glow yellow, thanks to
180gm LP
embedded LEDs and abuilt-in battery.
3) Gene Clark, With the Gosdin
The holes are spaced to create 45rpm
Brothers, Sundazed 180gm reisand 33 1/
3rpm strobes: when the platter
sue LP
rotates at speed, the lights "stop." A fun
4) Louis Armstrong, Satchmo Plays
toy, agreater conversation piece than the
King Oliver, Classic 180gm reisMagic Eight Ball, and it really works.
sue LP
From The Cartridge Man in the UK,
5) Johnny Coles Quartet, The
maker of that reasonably priced electronWarm Sound, Classic 180gm
ic stylus gauge, comes the Cartridge Man
Digital Level Gauge. It, too, slips over the
reissue LP
6) Carla Bley/Steve Swallow, Are
spindle hole: You level your turntable
We There Yet?, WATT/ECM
until the horizontal and vertical digital
readouts both show "0." You can use it to
CD
7) Tom Lehrer, The Remains Of,
level anything, but it works particularly
Rhino CDs (3)
well on turntables. Price: about $300.
8) David Chesky, The Agnostic,
Distributed in the UK by Moth Group.
Cheslcy CD
Finally, there's a new, much more
9) Blonde Redhead, Melody of
effective Townshend Seismic Sink, called
Certain Damaged Lemons, Touch
the 3D Sink because it works horizontaland Go CD
ly and vertically. The 15" by 19" model is
10) Free, Songs of Yesterday, Island
good up to 40 lbs, which should be sufCDs (5)
ficient for most CD players, preamps,
and some turntables. The 18" by 22"

mount now sits in athreaded shaft.
To raise the arm, you loosen the locking nut under the plinth and rotate the
hex-shaped top plate. The adapter even
includes astick-on gauge that lets you
know how high you've raised the arm.
The only problem: either the new P3's
plinth is thicker, or die latest version of
the RB300 arm has ashorter threaded
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"Remarkable!"111.110,,- M.S., Atlanta GA

•Yes, we're delivering the goods.
Cur production is now in full swing.

•And our customers are telling us
they really like what they hear.

P■ 3A DAC
High Resolution 24/96-24/192-DSD
Digital-to-Analog Converter -$699 ,,,,, i
,

The quotes below are just the tip of the iceberg.

•You can take a pair for a test drive
in your own system and let us
know what you think.
Order direct,

risk-free.

30-day money-back guaran-

"What first impressed me about
P•lA is the tremendous definition,
especially in the lower end..."
- J.P., Milwaukee WI

tee.
If ycu ctn't lc:ve it, return it.

"Boy, was Iblown away...
The sound was smooth,
smooth, smooth...
It was the first time Ireally
could identify some of the
acoustics in which the
recording took place.
The P• 3A is simply a
wonderful DAC. It sounds
smooth and liquid with
voices, enlarges image depth
and height, and provides high
resolution, yet, it's even better
in combination with the
P•JA in all those aspects..."
-V.H., Cupertino CA

"If Ihad heard the P•IA
and didn't know what it
cost, I'd have expected
$3000-4000 based on the
level of sonic improvement.
The best $950 Iever spent
on audio!"
- J.S., Lancaster KY

P.1 A Digital Correcton Engine
DSP-based Resolution Enhancement
Loudspeaker+Loudspeaker/
Room Correction System -S950 ,, p
Upgrades your 16-Bit 44.1 CDs
to the new 24-Bit 96KHz standards

"The P•JA is aremarkable product. It cleans up the
whole sound in an astonishing way!
The bass is tighter, the midrange is free ofgrain and the
treble is clearer It's aremarkable improvement. Wow!!!"
-P.W., Sweden - on the PalA with interpolation/upsampling only

Want to learn more?

See our newly-designed website!
Order yours direct with a 30-day money-back guarantee.
Call or visit our website today

www.perpetualtechnologies.com
toll-free (877) 543-7500
Perpetual Technologies, LLC
voice (303) 543-7500 • fax (303) 543-7200
email us at sales@perpetualtechnologies.com

Undercurrents
George

II

knew that someone would find the
Achilles' heel in my musings on
medicine and subjective testing in
May's "Undercurrents." As Ross
Salinger notes in his letter in this issue
(pp.10-12), the parallel Idrew between
medicine and audio goes only so far. To
be admitted to the halls of medicine,
alternative medical techniques are tested
with blind tests. But subjective audiophiles usually eschew blind tests.
For Mr. Salinger, that's aproblem, and he generously outlines a
new kind of blind test to challenge me and other audiophiles:
"Just have someone substitute
cables or any other component
without his knowledge in 50 trials over a two-month period."
Then, he suggests, we would
know "the facts about subjective
listening tests," at least as far as
my slightly alloyed golden ears
are concerned. Mr. Salinger
believes that Iwould have "no
idea at all of what's been changed
in [my] system."
The proposal cleverly circumvents a standard criticism of
blind tests. I can't complain
about the fact that Imissed, say,
the differences between 99.9%
and 99.999% pure copper cables
because Iwas distracted by the
curtains, the program material,
or unfamiliar components in the
test setup. I'd stay right at home with
my beloved audio system. But I'd still
have to keep a"daily diary" in which I
would, in effect, review the performance of my system. Never knowing
for sure if Mr. Salinger's blind-test elves
had swapped acomponent or cable or
tweak while Iwas out, I'd have to listen
critically and make an entry in my
diary during (or just after) every listening session.
Mr. Salinger doesn't think this is
problematic. How, he asks, would "not
knowing in advance" what has been
changed in my system make me less
able to hear the sonic effects that most
audiophiles attribute to tweaks or cableswaps? Ihave an answer for that, but it's
not asimple one. The saying goes, "for
those who believe, no proof is necesStereophde, September 2000

sary; for those who don't, none is possible." Fortunately, the saying is about
God, not blind tests. So here's an argument (prooPs underrated cousin) to
show that blind tests stink — even Mr.
Salinger's audiophile-friendly version.
For argument's sake, consider asensuous experience different from listening to music: making love, having sex,
whatever you want to call it. Suppose

some connoisseurs claim that very small
factors — say, the precise angle of ahaircut, the fiber content of clothes, eating
certain foods, using certain soaps, or
other small tweaks —make small but
important differences in their amorous
experiences. For them, they claim, it
matters whether their partner uses
99.9% vs 99.999% pure soap.
The arguments would be familiar.
Skeptics waving the banner of science
would say that these effects are illusions. Science understands alot about
sexual behavior, and these variables just
don't enter the picture. Nor do they
find that their own libidos start percolating when their spouses or lovers
experiment with the tweaks in question. But they're open-minded, even to
the idea that they work for only some

Reisch

people ("golden- ... "). They'll believe,
they say, when the alleged effects of
these tweaks are shown to hold up
under blind tests.
At first, the connoisseurs are enthused. "Blindfolds! Great idea!" But
then the reality sinks in. Following Mr.
Salinger's proposal, they will live their
lives as they normally do while elves
secretly and systematically adjust the
variables in question. They will
keep a diary describing their
experiences. As best they can,
they must say whether one of
these performance-enhancing
variables has been changed and,
if possible, specify what that
variable is. After two months,
the skeptics will collect the
diaries, analyze the results, and
look for statistically significant
correlations.
This test would be just about
useless. Assuming they're wearing any, put yourself in the subject's shoes. During the test,
you'll have something new on
your mind: "How am Idoing?"
you'll ask yourself. "Is this particular sensation new, or something I've experienced before?
Yes, it's different, Ithink. I'll
have to find aword for that later
on when Iwrite in my diary.
Oh, and what's that fragrance —
is my partner using adifferent
soap tonight? Hmmm. Not sure about
that one. But something seems different.
Could this be a'statistically significant
correlation'?" And so on ...
If such an inner monologue doesn't
strike you as the opposite of an aphrodisiac, then you're unique, or too young
to be reading this magazine. This test
would put adamper on the phenomena
it was designed to measure. When those
diaries are collected and analyzed, they
would have entries like "not quite as
much fun ... not going so well since this
lousy test began."
Now, before objectivists go to their
computers and fill John Atkinson's
e-mail account with letters about how
stupid Iam, Iam not claiming that listening to recordings and the pleasures of
the flesh are equivalent (though there's
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Varistrand —
Hyper-pure copper

Interconnect

The latest analog interconnect based on proven
KIMBER KABLE technologies and design goals.
Features include GyroQuadratic — field geometry,
WBT-o144
RCA type connectors

VariStrand — ,Hyper-pure copper conductors and
DTC insulating technology. 3-D imaging, ambience,
bass power, and immunity to EMI are noticeable
attributes of Hero, drawing you into the music
by correctly presenting the harmonic structure and
emotion of the actual performance. Hero single-ended
features precision machined WBT RCA type connectors.

Teflon''' dielectric

Hero Balanced features "studio grade" XLR type
connectors with silver plated contacts.
One meter pair
Add or subtract

525.00

.
1.4.o.00

for each stereo half meter.

ocie

The most intimate union of amplifier and loudspeaker.
Twenty years of avant-garde engineering and

Sixteen discrete
conducting mediums
(9awg /6mm 2)

manufacturing enables KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables in High End audio.
The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and TriFocal (triwire)
cables allow signal to flow untouched by external
vibration and RF influences. Each model has been
engineered and precisely manufactured by KIMBER
KABLE to deliver the highest fidelity while maintaining
a conservative price.
Monocle X -%580 eight foot pair•
Monocle XL -$880 eight foot pair•
'Price includes WBT connector-,

WBT Spade Lugs ‘

KIM3ER KABLE
kel

1I
I

.Sine
275/ South

1900 West

• Ogden

Utah

\ alit

la
Twenty four discrete
conducting mediums
(8awg /8.3mmi)

e fe!

I9 79

84401 • 8o1-621-553o

• fax 8o1-627-698o

• www.kimber.com

Undercurrents
something to the idea of aural sex). I'm
saying instead that this test would interfere with the behaviors it attempts to
measure in much the same way, and for
similar reasons, that Mr. Salinger's test
would make it harder to hear the effects
of tweaks and cable swaps. In both
cases, most test subjects would fare
poorly. But that would have less to do
with their abilities than with this interference. It's simply more obvious in the
former case than in the latter.
The interference arises because sensations and perceptions are as psychological as they are physiological. Experts
say the mind is the main sex organ, and
it has to cooperate in the right way with
the rest of the body. Everyone knows
what Elvis Costello meant when he
sang, "The spirit is willing but Idon't
believe in miracles" (from "Boy with a
Problem," on Imperial Bedroom, reteleased on Rykodisc RCD 20278).
The mind and body have to cooperate when listening, too. Take the common wisdom that audio systems sound
better late at night. One explanation is
that AC power is cleaner at that time
because of lower demand on the power
grid. But it could also be because of
lower demand on the mental grid. For
me, the day is over, the phone's stopped
ringing, and the promise of several
hours' sleep is acondonable buffer between me and tomorrow. I'm relaxed,
and then Ioften do my best listening.
That's when the characters of individual
recordings, cables, or speaker positions
(if I'm in the mood to tweak) stand out
the most. On the other hand, if I
indulge in aquickie listening session
during the day, my system is more likely to sound dull and hi-fi-ish. It could
be the power grid, but Ithink the problem is closer to home: my conscience.
Then Elvis sings, "The ears are willing
but Ido believe I've got a deadline
tomorrow .... "
How relaxed could Ibe were Ialways
wondering whether Mt Salinger's elves
had visited my listening room? Whenever Inotice something about the sound
quality that seems novel — and, remember, we're talking subtle effects here (no
one doubts that swapping speakers
makes an audible difference) — how
can Ihelp but wonder if it's due to the
elves, my state of mind, the wax in my
ears, the condition of the power grid, or
what-have-you? It might even be aquality that's been there all along (in the system or in the recording) that Ihad simply never noticed. I'd be reasoning, supposing, analyzing, and, as aresult, distracted from the intimate one-on-one
Stereophile, September 2000

session Iwant to be having with my
audio system. It just wouldn't be the
same. If it could talk, my system might
ask me if something were wrong. It
might even accuse me of infidelity.
Mr. Salinger's test is more demanding
than it sounds. It requires you (ideally)
to do two things at once that exclude
each other. One cannot listen and write
(or think about writing) at literally the
same time. When I'm thinking about
some difference Iseem to hear — questioning if it's really new, fishing for the

Could there be
an undiscovered
personality type that
leads some into
pornography and others
into audio journalism?
right adjective, etc. — and actually jotting down my thoughts, Iwill not be
then listening to my system. It would be
like trying to eavesdrop on two conversations or listen to two songs at the same
time. Your ears take them both in, but
the mind can make sense of only one at
atime. The best you can do is switch
back and forth.
Mt Salinger's test requires asimilar
dexterity. The problem is not missing
segments of music, but the switching
back and forth between two states of
mind. Returning again and again to my
notepad and to these questions about
what the elves may have done would
prevent me from fully sinking into that
relaxed but focused state of mind that's
the hallmark of agood (late-night) listening session.
Unfortunately, the language of the
debate obscures this point. The issue is
not whether or not some audiophiles
have "golden ears" in the same way that
some people have good teeth or low
cholesterol. Those qualities can be measured objectively at any time you like.
Golden-eared audiophiles have ears and
auditory nerves that function well and
are good at extracting information from
what they hear. That's the mental, psychological side of things that blind testing interferes with.
Nor are these circumstances unique
to audiophiles. I doubt that Mr.
Salinger's test "works perfectly in all
other fields" and that audiophiles
uniquely (and suspiciously) shy away

from testing situations. Take food critics,
poets, actors, or even audio engineers
and ask them if they'll submit to controlled test situations designed to validate (or refute) their claims about their
expertise. As long as they know that
they'll be working in an environment
outside of their full control, that variables will be changed behind their
backs, and that their self-observations
will later be scrutinized and analyzed,
most will act, think, and perform differently. No matter how benign you try to
make it, it's still atest, and people don't
like tests. Many will self-consciously
fear that they are making mistakes, will
be distracted by that, and won't carry on
naturally.
None of this counts against Mr.
Salinger's observation that audiophiles
can be full of hot air about sonic differences among components and cables.
As he notes, there are lots of reasons and
incentives to tell big-fish stories. But
that issue has nothing to do with my
point. Logic compels us to admit that it
could be true that some audiophiles (at
least) may clearly be able to discern subde differences in one frame of mind, but
not when they know that they are taking part in atest. Skeptics may doubt
this interpretation all they like, but they
can't disprove it. To be fully effective,
Mt Salinger, your test needs to eliminate this awareness. But without that,
there's no diary describing listening sessions. And without diaries there are no
data, and there is no test.
Still, there's something unsettling
about my argument. If audiophiles
avoid blind tests for these reasons, what
are we to make of audio reviewers? In a
way, they spend their professional
hours in testing situations. They listen
to components, live with them, and
compare them in just those ways that, if
I'm right, diminish one's auditory acuity. Of course, the test anxiety is lower
because they control precisely what's
changed in their systems. Nonetheless,
their observations are published for all
the world to read and criticize. That
would make me nervous.
There are always exceptions — even
with my fictional blind tests of sexual
performance. While the tiger in most of
us would be subdued by the task of
keeping aregular journal, some would
jump at the chance. They'll do fine
when sharing every detail with others,
even — or especially! — if surrounded
by lights and cameras. Could there be
an undiscovered personality type that
leads some into pornography and others
into audio journalism?
Ca
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THE WORLD'S FIRST AIV COMPONENT WITH
THX SURROUND EX ,DTS EXTENDED SURROUND 6.1 DISCRETE,
DTS EXTENDED SURROUND 6.1 M ATRIX, AND
DTS NEO:6 M ATRIX SURROUND DECODING
Denon, the industry leader of world's-first innovations
in home theater sound, proudly introduces the AVR-5800
A/V receiver - the most remarkable home theater
component ever developed. Powered by Analog
Devices' SHARC 32 bit floating point DSP processors
in a dual SHARC configuration, along with Analog
Devices' reference 24 bit, 192 kHz DACs (16 DAC
channels), the AVR-5800 is prepared for the future of
home theater and music surround sound like no other.
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World's First dts ES Extended Surround 6.1 Discrete:
" " — The AVR-5800 is the world's first AN component
equipped with dts ES discrete 6.1 decoding,
DISCRETE
providing dramatically improved surround
sound panoramic reproduction and imaging localization.
Like dts 5.1 channel surround sound, the Surround Back
channel of dts ES 6.1 is provided in atrue discrete configuration,
providing superb 360 degree surround sound reproduction,
with both Music 6.1 and Movie 6.1 surround decoding modes.
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World's First dts ES Extended Surround 6.1 Matrix:
dts ES 6.1 Matrix decoding combines dts 5.1
eS decoding along with dts' own matrix decoding
dts
,.
algorithm, to provide outstanding 6.1
MATRIX
reproduction of dts ES-encoded 5.1 sources.
Unlike other components that combine dts 5.1 with a
"generic logic" function to extract the surround back channel
information, the AVR-5800 is the world's first to incorporate
dts 5.1 decoding combined with dts-developed high accuracy
matrix algorithm for optimum dts ES 6.1 matrix decoding.
World's First dts Neo:6 Matrix Decoding:
Featuring the newest dts matrix technology,
the dts Neo:6 matrix decoding function provides
dts
up to 6.1 channel surround sound from
Neo:6
conventional stereo sources such as CD, tape,
FM, TV or any other analog or digital stereo source.
Two modes are provided: Neo:6 Cinema for movie soundtracks
and N
Music for stereo music sources.
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THX Surround EX and THX Ultra Certified:
In addition to the left surround and right
surround channels, THX Surround EX derives
asurround back channel from EX-encoded
programs, and also features Lucasfilm THX re-equalization of
the surround back channel, along with time delay and bass
management functions. Proudly bearing the THX Ultra logo,
the AVR-5800 satisfies the strict standards of Lucasfilm's
THX Ultra certification requirements governing performance,
features, surround processing accuracy, fidelity, stability into
low impedance speaker loads (even down to 3.2 ohms),
and ease of operation. In addition, THX 5.1 and 4.0 postprocessing enhancements enrich the motion picture soundtrack
reproduction, providing timbre matching, re-equalization,
precision time delay control, dynamic surround decorrelation
and superior bass management.
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7 Channels Of THX Ultra-certified Amplification.
170 Watts Per Channel:
The AVR-5800 features an equal power 7-channel amplifier
section, with identical amplifier design on all 7channels.
High current, low impedance drive-capable discrete power
transistors are used for each channel, with THX Ultra-certified
performance into virtually any speaker combination, optimized
for superb fidelity and dynamic range with demanding
motion picture and music multi-channel sources.
Dual 7.1 Channel External Inputs:
Prepared for the future, the AVR-5800 is equipped with not
one, but two 7.1 channel external inputs, providing full
future format upgradeability. You can connect up to two
multi-channel sources, such as DVD-Audio and another
future multi-channel source at the same time.
Plus:
•Denon's exclusive ALPHA 24 bit DSP processing with 16-24 bit
stereo digital audio sources.
•9assignable digital inputs, plus 1for laser disc (AC-3 RF
demodulator).
•3sets of component video inputs for highest quality video
sources. 8Video inputs with composite and "S" video switching.
•Dual Surround Mode speaker switching; 1pair for movie
surround, 1pair for music surround.
•2Multi-zone outputs. Multi-zone 1provides stereo audio and
composite video to asecond zone, and Multi-zone 2provides
stereo audio to athird zone.
•IEEE 1394 Firewire prepared. RS-232C serial port for connection
to external whole-house control systems.

Comes With Denon's Aktis RC-8000
Remote Control System:
It's anew freedom. Denon's Aktis RC-8000 remote
control system lets you control your home theater and
other-zone components from anywhere in your home!
With both infrared (IR) and radio frequency (RF)
capabilities, the versatile and powerful LCD touchpanel
learning remote can control up to 23 different devices
right through walls. Easily modify, edit and update the
backlit LCD touchpanel -even activate asequence of
system startup and shutdown commands at the touch
of abutton. The RC-8000 LCD touchpanel remote and
RC-8001ST charger/RF base station are supplied with
the AVR-5800.

DENON
first name in digital aucliii

Mai
tAucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All Rights Reserved. Surround EX is ajointly developed technology of THX and Dolby Labs, Inc., and is
...Used under authorization. All trademarks and registered trademarks and logos are owned by their respective holders.
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atrademark of Dan
DENON ELECTRONICS, 19 CHAPIN ROAD, PINE BROOK, NJ 07058-9777 •973-396-0810 •WWW.DELDENON.COM
Visit www.del.denon.com and download AVR-5800 and RC-8000 product information and owner's manuals.
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'; A smart, sleek, supercharged MOTOR TREND debuts September

2000

Since 1949 Motor Trend has been the magazine America trusts
for all things automotive. From the most coveted awards —
Motor Trend's Car, Truck and SUV of the Year —to the most
vehicle road tests by any magazine, we've earned the title of
the world's #1 automotive authority.
MASTER VOLUME

Now, Motor Trend announces its biggest news yet: We're

• si

unveiling anew model of our own —an improved, restyled
Motor Trend debuts with the September

2000
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issue! What to

expect? A fine-tuned "vehicle" designed to bring you more
of what you want most:
More Pages

and enhanced graphic appeal

Better Paper

for sharper reproduction

More Coverage

the voice readers rely on

More News-to-Use

even more road tests
insightful car care tips
more expert opinions

Plus

awealth of exciting extras!
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Don't miss the new —improved —Motor Trend!
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For more information, to subscribe or to order your two free

eel
fee

trial issues call (Soo) Boo-6848 today!
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free trial issues

AVR-5800

Road test the new Motor Trend - FREE!
e ister for two free trial issues
www.mo or ren .com
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ost people who now listen to tube
amplifiers began with a transistor
amp, and know from experience
that atube amp of agiven measured
power output sounds louder than its
nominally identical transistorized
equivalent. The unofficial consensus is that you need two to
four times the transistor power to achieve the same loudness
as you would using tubes. In other words, given the (subjectively) undistorted sound level a25W 1tube amplifier can
provide, if you want the same loudness from solid-state
technology you would have to replace it with at least a50W
transistor amp.2
There has been much speculation about the reasons for
these differences between measured and perceived perfor1While 25W may be the filament power-consumption figure alone of many big
American tube designs, in Europe it is quite anormal figure for the output power
of atube amp. European speakers are just more sensitive, as well as being faster and
livelier to boot. Ido my normal listening on either ahomebred 30015 single-ended
amplifier outputting some 10W (the exact figure depends on your tolerance of
T1-11)); or apair of 40-year-old modified Philips power amps delivering about
4Wpc (measured) —ELM push-pull in triode mode, class-A, no overall feedback.
And
not ashamed to confess that the Philips are sometimes replaced by their
baby brother with an output of 1.6Wpc.
2This comparison assumes similar circuit topologies: both class-A, both push-pull.
Otherwise, the volume difference will be greater. At the same measured power,
class-A will sound louder than class-Il, single-ended will sound louder than pushpull, etc.
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mance. The oldest is probably the one that points out that
tube amps tend to clip rather softly, whereas most transistor
amps clip hard. So when you drive your tube amp into clipping, the occasional peaks will be compressed and rounded
off— not chopped off, as would happen in atransistor amp,
which is subjectively far more objectionable. Of more recent
date are hypotheses that it is the different harmonic-distortion spectral contents of the two technologies that account
for the perceived difference in loudness.
'Mere is probably some truth in all of these ideas, but in
the last months of the past century Ireserved acouple of
days to examine an idea that had been triggered by the CD
Touch, recorded by my friend and colleague Eelco Grimm
for cable manufacturer Siltech. It turned out that there is a
directly measurable explanation for the discrepancy.
Edwin van der Klei of Siltech and Eelco Grimm arc both
audio purists, which is why they worked together on this
project. Siltech wanted to celebrate their new G-3 cable
(gold-dotted silver), which was used in the recording. Tube
microphones were used, and the mike amp was Siltech's
own tube preamp. During the mastering process, Eelco
found that, even though the processing was being done in
the digital domain, whatever processing he tried had adetrimental effect on the sound quality. He tried slight limiting
to lift the average loudness to amore acceptable level, but
even though this was done exclusively in the digital domain,
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it still degraded the sound.
He tried level-shifting using
Sonic Solutions, Meridian 518,
and Wave Renaissance EQ.
He even tried 1-bit level-shifting on the data files using a
specially written program.
Everything degraded the
sound. The many kinds of
noise-shaped dither tried
also led to the conclusion
that "simplest is best." In the
end, van der Klei and
Grimm decided to use no
processing and leave the
recording as it was, and
apply flat dither when truncating from the master's 20
bits to the CD's 16 bits.
On Touch you hear percussion music performed by

Fig.I

25W transistor amp into 8 ohms, sinewave just into
clipping, I7V peak (positive), 5V/vertical div.

puzzling perceived dynamic performance of tube amplifiers,
and Ifinally did what Ishould have done along time ago: I
hooked up my oscilloscope to one of the speaker outputs of
my 300B amp and observed the screen while Touch was
playing.
Holy Moses. Isaw something like 30V peaks from an
amp that, when driven with sinewaves and loaded with an 8
ohm resistor, never showed more than a14V peak — more
than twice the voltage assumed technically possible. You'd
need a50W transistor amp to realize the same peaks my
9W 300B launched without wincing at my speakers.
However, Ididn't know how to shoot apicture of such a
moving target, and Idon't own adigital 'scope. To record
this behavior for history, Icarried the amps to my car and
drove to the magazine where Grimm works as atechnical
editor, and where they have an Audio Precision System
Two. We loaded the amps with 8ohms and fired avariety
of pulse-like signals at them, but never arrived at more than
1.4 times the peak voltage observed with a steady-state
sinewave near clipping. Iwas disappointed and puzzled.
What was happening here?

Fig.3

11W 3008 SE tube amp into 8ohms, sinewave just into
clipping, 14Vp (positive), 10V/vertical div.

r1 El

Fig.?

25W transistor amp into Audio Note Eloudspeaker, 0:05
into track 1of Touch, driven to maximum produced I8Vp,
5V/vertical div.

asingle player. Percussion instruments by their nature are
extremely dynamic. On practically all commercial CDs,
compression is used to render this dynamic signal suitable
for playback in ahome environment, but the dynamics on
Duch are left unsullied by compression. As aresult, its average level is very low. Play Touch with your volume control at
its normal setting and you'll hear almost nothing—but
some peaks come within 0.5dB of clipping. [I listened to this
CD and was astonished by the dynamic range captured by Eelco
Grimm—and yes, it plays very quietly.— Ed]
Listening to this CD renewed my curiosity about the
56

Fig.4

11W 3008 SE tube amp into Audio Note Eloudspeaker,
0:05 into track 1of Touch, driven to maximum produced
36Vp (negative), 10V/vertical div.

Back home, Idecided not to give up yet. But to be able to
do further research Ihad to have adigital oscilloscope with
amemory and aprinter output. Icalled Hewlett-Packard
and learned that they were in the process of changing the
brand name of their measuring equipment to Agilent (and
to reserve the H-P name for computer peripherals). Of
course they would lend me a'scope; would a500MHz, 1gigasamplesecond model be enough?
A few days later Ipicked up the HP54615B, plus an
HP33120A function generator. It didn't take long to become
familiar with all the buttons and menus, and after some trial
Stereophile, September 2000

runs Istarted measuring for real. The floor was soon littered
with printouts; I'll share the most revealing with you.
First, Iloaded a25W transistor amp with 8ohms resistive. It clipped at almost 17Vp (peak) on a continuous
sinewave (fig.1). (Note that the vertical scale used here is
5V/division.) Ithen connected the amp to my main speakers (Audio Note E's) and cued Touch to five seconds into the
first track, where the percussionist hits atambourine very
hard — so hard that, during recording, he broke two tambourines. The 'scope was triggered to capture the first 8ms
of this stroke, which sets off atrain of pulses at basically
600Hz — so Ialso chose 600Hz as the frequency for the
sinewave measurements. The result is about 18Vp (fig2).
This slight increase can be explained by the fact that this
amp is not fully class-A, implicating that, under pulse conditions, the power-supply voltage will be slightly higher than
when driven with acontinuous sinewave.
Ithen simulated the tambourine stroke by an 8ms train of
600Hz sinewaves, then tried asingle-period 600Hz burst,
then adifferent speaker as aload, then 8ohms and bursts,
then tried to push the amp harder (to see if there was any-

ook at that
36Vp in the negative half of the
picture — it would take an 80W
class-A transitar amp to allow such a
voltage excursion!
on the CD until no further increase in output occurred. Igot
fig.4: certainly distorted in comparison to fig2, although I
could hear nothing at all problematic. But look at that 36Vp
in the negative half of the picture — it would take an 80W
class-A transistor amp to allow such avoltage excursion!
Fig.4 also suggests that if the 300B output stage were dimensioned differently and optimized for these transient conditions

.00V

500k

k

1. I

Fig.5

4W EL84/triode-mode push-pull tube amp into 8ohms,
sinewave just into clipping, 8.5Vp, 5V/vertical div.

Fig .7

25W transistor amp with 3.5 ohms in series with output,
system into 8ohms, sinewave just into clipping, 12Vp,
5V/vertical div.

Fig.6

4W E184/triode-mode push-pull tube amp into
Audio Note Eloudspeaker, 0:05 into track 1of Touch,
driven to maximum produced 15Vp, 5V/vertical div.

Fig.8

25W transistor amp with 3.5 ohms in series with output,
system into Audio Note Eloudspeaker, 0:05 into track Iof
Touch, driven to maximum produced 17.5Vp, 5V/vertical div.

thing "beyond clipping"). In every case, Iended up with the
same 18Vp.
Ithen connected my 300B amp and repeated the tests,
with the 'scope's scale set to 10V/div. Fig3 shows that this
amplifier went into mild clipping (estimated THD 3%) into
8 ohms at 14Vp for the positive, least-clipping side, and
11Vp negative. This suggests amaximum output power of
11W RMS. Doubling the amp's input voltage produced
heavy clipping at 17Vp positive.
Ireplaced the 8ohm load with the speaker and tried to
see how far Icould crank up the volume with this passage
Stereophile, September 2000

instead of the usual steady-state sinewave condition, the heavy
positive clipping could have been avoided. This deserves
investigation, but that means awhole new project...
Ithen tried to simulate the tambourine stroke with
600Hz single-sine and 8ms bursts. The results were roughly similar into the speaker load, but the amp bottomed out
at 19Vp into an 8ohm resistor. Itried the Touch-at-0:05 signal and the 8ohm load: same 19Vp. So it had to be an interaction between the tube amp and the speaker. Iconnected a
different speaker, an old Wharfedale Denton 2XP, and got
an astonishing 39Vp.
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"Does real wood
sound better than vinyl?"
Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
"I t's common sense: Awooden speaker sounds better than avinyl
speaker. Or does it? Actually, aspeaker's finish is just that—a thin
layer covering the speaker enclosure. Most speakers are covered in
'wood colored' vinyl. Even so-called 'real wood' speakers usually use
thin wood %ewers instead of solid hardwood.
Cabinet Construction 101
What's really important to speaker sound is what's underneath the
vencer or vinyl finish. Speaker enclosures should be rigid and non-resonant. Solid construction ensures aspeaker that doesn't hum, sing or
buzz along with your music. (Leave that to
your tone-deaf brother-in-law.)
The most common enclosure material is
particleboard: pressed and glued wood
chips. 'M)ical speakers use 3/4" particleboard; some are even thinner. Better speakers
use amaterial called NIDF ("Medium Density
Fiberb)ard"): adenser, less resonant (and
costlier) material than particleboard. The
enclosures on my speakers have braced
3/4" MDF side walls. Ilike to make the
front panel, or 'baffle,' even thicker-1
inch—to suppress unwanted cabinet reso
'lance where it's most likely to occur; on the
driver mounting surface.
The Knuckle Test
How do .
01.1 tell if aspeaker is well built?
Retailers frown on customers taking display
speakers apart to see what they're made of, so leave
your screwdriver at home and use your knuckles.
Knock on the side, front and back panels of the
speaker. Listen for anon-resonant '
(good) or ahollow 'boing.' (

'bob« .is bad.) Pick the speaker up; heavier speakers aren't automatically better, but it improves the odds that the speaker is well made
and accurate.
Real Wood for the Price of Real Vinyl
If it doesn't sound any better than vinyl, why did we bother to wrap our
new RTi Series bookshelf and floor-standing speakers in beautiful
wood veneers? For the same reason my wife Amy made me get rid of
my beanbag chair and black-light posters: because looks count The
new Polk RTi speakers are available in Maple, Cherry and Black Oak
wood finishes. But you won't pay apremium for all this beautiful
wood. Our in-house, state-of-the-art, computer-controlled woodshop
allows us to give you real wood-veneer for the same price as vinyl. And
since we know how much you care about sound qualitç the
new RV Series include the most technologically
advanced components we've ever offered. I
lear (and
see) them today at aPolk dealer near you. Call
(800) 377-7655 ext. 162 for more
information about the RuiSeries speakers.
Free Handbook
Call 18001 377-7655 ext 101 for
acopy of our 2000 Speaker
Catalog and a
free copy of the
Home Theater
Handbook.
It's full of great
unbiased home
theater advice."
NEW!

The RTi Series.

Featuring dramatically
improved performance
and your choice of
three real wood finishes.
, Pictured: Matt Polk with
;• the RT800i towers in
real cherry wood veneer.

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service
Monday

(800) 3 -765

Friday 9:00am to 6:00prn EsT.

vvvvw.polkspeakers.comis

Speaker Specialists®

ick aspeaker that,
impedance-wise, looks like an 8ohm
resistor (the theoretical ideal!) and your
tube amp will sound restrained.
Herein lies akey to another mystery: It is well known that
tube amps, and especially single-ended variants, are choosy
with respect to the speaker they have to drive. High sensitivity (preferably >90dI3/W/m) is anecessary condition, of
course, but not asufficient one. Pick aspeaker that, impedance-wise, looks like an 8 ohm resistor (the theoretical
ideal!) and your tube amp will sound restrained.
By now Ihad grown pretty curious about how my 4W
push-pull triode would fare. Fig.5 gives the 8ohm situation:
Vp is about 8.5V. (As this is alower-output amp, the vertical
scale is again back to 5V/div.) Defining clipping as 3%
THD, the 'scope indicates a 42W RMS power rating.
Pushing further leads to hard clipping at 10.5Vp output.
Playing Duch at 0:05, the speaker load managed to produce
fig.6, with apositive Vp of 15V —not as shocking as with
the 300B, but this still implies almost adoubling of the Vp
under steady-state conditions, and represents aquadrupled

transient output power. With the Denton 2XP, the peak
output was 15.5V — very close to that of the 25W transistor
amp. (Not bad for atiny triode, eh?) Irepeated the simulation tests, but nothing new emerged.
The interaction between speaker and tube amp haunted
Inc. Both tube amps operated without overall loop feedback, meaning that their internal output (source) impedance
was about 3.5 ohms, compared to an effective 0ohms for
the transistor amp. What if Iadded an external 3.5 ohm
resistor to the latter? Ile output under steady-state conditions would fall, of course. See fig.7: Vp is now 12V against
the 17V measured earlier directly at the output. But with a
speaker hooked up, the maximum peak voltage on liwth
was 175Vp positive (fig.8).3The transistor amplifier's output
at clipping had increased almost by afactor of 1.5.
However, the little push-pull triode still fared better at
1.8x, and the 300B SE was supreme at 2.6x. So there's
more at work than just the output impedance. Magnetic
energy stored in the output transformer? Unlikely: I
would have seen it at work with an 8ohm resistive load
also, and Ididn't. 4
So tubes do something special transistors can't. But we
already knew that, didn't we?
3Compare this to tig2 and note that, in both cases, the transient output level into
aspeaker load is almost the same regardless of the presence of the external 33 ohm
resistor —nothing gained, nothing lost. Would this externally modified transistor
amp now suddenly sound tubelike? Anyone care to try?
4While measuring earlier with the Audio Precision. Idid Nee a 1.4x increase in Vp
with pulse-like signals, Ism as Iwas disappointed 1made no printouts. Stupid. And
haven't since been able to reproduce this result 1,,ing the
gear. Ihave no due
why. Frustrating.
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found the well-made
Harmonic Technology
line of cables and
interconnects competitive
with the best he's heard,
"and areal bargain to boot."
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7.1...6.1...5.1...3.1...2.1...2.0...ready
If you want performance, we've got your number.
Some systems sound fine with music; others sound fine with movies. It is arare
occurrence when you can have the best of both worlds in one package. Monitor
Audio does just that. High-end performance is yours in any configuration, from 2channel stereo presenting awide deep image that can almost be touched to the most
demanding 7.1 digital home theater.

"This is one of the best home
theater speaker ensembles that
I've ever heard. ...Go buy these
speakers."
Home Theater
"A huge sound in asmall package
... atremendous buy that should

Speed and accuracy are achieved by the use of our proprietary C-CAM drivers
which are made from the lightest, most advanced material used in cone technology
today. Monitor Audio's own skilled craftsmen construct the Silver Series from the
ground up using the finest real wood veneers.

provide many hours of enjoyment,

For the first time, the new Monitor Audio IW-S4 in-wall offers high-end
performance that virtually disappears. The enclosed MDF cabinet allows you
predictable sound in any wall and ensures that sound won't travel from room to room
like ordinary in-walls.

dynamics of a Dolby Digital
soundtrack, the Monitor Audio
system answered with aresounding
'bring it on!"

British High-End never looked or sounded so good.
So whether you prefer music or movies, we're ready when you are.

0

MONITOR AUDIO

no matter what your musical bent"
Audio Revolution
"When asked to re-create the

Audio Magazine
"The imaging was amazing —the
kind of imaging that keeps me
listening..."
The Sensible Sound

905 .428 .2800

www.monitoraudio.com
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nthe past, my brother and Iwould talk
on the telephone
about twice a year,
but now that Ihave a
computer and e-mail, he
sends me messages almost
every day. Recently he's been
very excited about his new
audio/video system.
"I love my new sound system," he writes. "It sounds
really great! Only problem
is, my new receiver has AC3 and my DVD player and
my satellite receiver are old.
They don't have AC-3."
wIlat's great. How's the
family?"
"They're fine. What
should I do about my
receiver?"
"Well, Iguess you'll have
to get a new DVD player
that handles AC-3. Make
sure it has aprogressive-scan
video output. The new satellite receiver should also output AC-3 and progressivescan. And make sure it can
process HDTV When are we getting together?"
A week later, he says, "Wow, Ihave all this hi-tech equipment, but my six-month-old rear-projection TV doesn't
handle high-definition."
"When you bought that TV, Itold you to make sure it
was HDTV, but you said it didn't matter. Now you need a
new TV Want to meet next week?"
The next day: "Wow, the hi-def picture Iget on my
brand-new rear-projection TV is really amazing and the
sound quality of the AC-3 is great, but now Ihave acool
new toy, aTiVo. I'm too busy with my new system to get
together — Ihave to figure out how to use the TiVo."
"I know about HDTV, DVD, and MP3. Iknow about
Devo and diva; Devo was arock band from the '70s. A diva
is an alien with blue skin and the voice of an angel. She mes-

merizes the audience while
their space-age cruise ship is
attacked by apack of angry
dogs. What's aTiVo?"
"Get with it, sis! You're
living in the Dark Ages. A
TiVo is ahard-drive-based
television recorder and controller. It can automatically
record your favorite program and delete the commercials. You better do
some research and learn
about this!"
Ihave to ask: "Did you
get an MP3 player yet?"
"What's an MP3 player?"
"Better do some research,
Mt Techno-Wiz."
"What is it? Iwant one!"
I decide to leave him
hanging. Rwget it, Isay to
myself. Go o me and listen to
some musk
Iwalk to my music room
and close the door behind
me. I caress the smooth
metal housing of my highpowered single-ended amp
and sniff at my preamp's
glowing tubes, my nose tingling at their warmth. Am Ia
music-lover or an equipment-lover? That is the question.
My thoughts wander back to my brother's e-mail and his
new obsession with technology He plays the guitar and
loves jazz and rock. With alittle encouragement, maybe
he'll develop alove of high-end stereo systems.
The turntable catches my eye, and once again Igaze in
wonder at its heavy platter and sleek tonearm — though the
turntable technology was invented acentury ago, the basic
design remains unchanged. In my mind's eye, Isee a
turntable platter spinning, its motion reminding me of the
earth spinning on its axis and Newton's theory of gravity
The tonearm is amechanical masterpiece, adelicate balance of weight and counterweight, Ihold it gently in my
hand and think of Newton's Laws of Motion, now

Am Ia
Music-Lover
or an
EquipmentLover?
Gigi Krop
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9B ST

Hearing is Believing... Feel the Emotions

Bryston's 9B ST delivers extraordinary quality to your entire home theatre surround sound experience.

Feel the emotions: be shocked, be happy, feel sad, scared out of your wits, surprised, be moved,

be excited, feel like you want to cry with joy. The Bryston 9B ST amplifier will awaken all of your emo-

tions in asimple elegant package designed to provide 5channels of uncompromised sound quality.

Tel 1-800-632-8217

Fax 705-742-0882

www.bryston.ca

rendered approximations by recent advancements in scientific theory. Ilook at my CD player and contemplate the
invention of computers, the Internet, the development of
digital technology. I'm living in the computer and information age; all of the CD's data can be stored on atiny computer chip — amazing.
Thoughts of the new physics come to mind. I've always
hated math, but I'm fascinated by the
new theories of physics. After 30
years, I've finally learned that rational numbers are whole numbers,
like 3, 10, and 250, or decimals like
0.50 or 025 — so exact and unquestionable. Well-defined and orderly,
these numbers remind me of my
bank, and people lined up in neat
rows: the account holders' line, the non-account holders'
line, the information line, etc.
Then Ithink of irrational numbers, like Pi and ewith
their infinite stream of decimals, and am reminded of my
friends and family. Their behavior is unpredictable, the
choice of possible responses to them infinite and chaotic.
Physicists call the degree of disorder in the universe
"entropy." Irrational numbers don't have asimple solution;
their complexity gives rise to the Theory of Chaos — auniverse of randomness guided by acreative force.
Since the beginning of civilization, musicians and composers have called on this creative energy to produce beautiful melodies, harmonies, and rhythm. It's the music that
sets our spirit free. The beauty of the music is the raison
d'être of high-end audio.

Ifind myself dusting off an LP of Debussy's La Mer, with
Charles Dutoit conducting the Montreal Symphony
Orchestra. Iturn up the volume and the music engulfs me,
washing away the tension of atough day in the chaotic reality of the new millennium.
In my reverie I'm standing on abeach, asurfboard under
my arm. (This is truly miraculous — Ican't swim.) The sun
beats down on my body as Ipaddle
out to meet the waves. The ocean
roars in my ears as Iset my balance
and feel awave carry me along in a
rush of speed. Ifeel the moon's gravitational pull as the wave rushes
toward the beach. Iexperience the
energy and magnificence of nature at
work —the same energy that sends a
stream of electrons from the electric socket, through the
power cord, and into my amplifier to result in beautiful music.
Now I'm on stage, standing on apodium before the
Montreal Symphony. Iraise my aims, point the baton, and
the orchestra plays the opening bars of this beautiful piece of
music. The notes of La Mer race through my mind as Iurge
the orchestra to join together in creative ecstasy. The magic
of the music casts its spell on musicians and audience. Icue
the bass section and feel the deep rumble in the pit of my
stomach. Icue the brass section, but before Ihear asound, a
voice calls to me —
"Gigi, it's four in the morning and you're asleep on the
couch. Please turn off the music and come upstairs."
Am Iamusic-lover or an equipment-lover? That is the
question.

AmIam usic-lover
or an equipment-lover?
That is thequestion.

Soliloquy

High

Fidelity
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Loudspeaker Company

• USA
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"... the CT-120 is one of the few subwoofers I've tested
at any price that could produce clean output at 20 Hz ..."
Stereo Review, June 1998
Tom Nousaine

The Redefinition

ot High Definition.
Great home theater starts with excellent bass.
And Velodyne has defined bass for over 15
years. Now introducing the Classic Home
Theater System. Start with aCT Series
subwoofer. Add four compact, high performance front and rear speakers and amatched
center channel and you've just built a
seamless, high definition home theater
experience. Hear it at adealer near you.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web www.velodyne.com

neil firm
Stephen L. Betts

II

ew Zealand-born singer-songwriter Neil Finn's
musical journey has included several side trips, but
he's rarely been off track for long. In 1985, the phenomenally crafty songwriter derailed his new-wave band,
Split Enz, and headed in amore pop-oriented direction with
Crowded House. Buoyed by their biggest hits —"Don't
Dream ft's Over," which reached No2, and "Something So
Strong," another Top Ten track from their eponymous 1986
debut album (Capitol, 46693) — the trio became an
American and international sensation in the late '80s. But
three subsequent albums chock-full of solid, quick-witted
pop failed to recapture that early success in the States, and
Crowded House called it quits in 1996.
But even as Finn began his solo career with the release of
the amusingly titled Try Whistling This (Sony/Work 69372)
in 1998, the Crowded House legend refused to die. Fans
familiar with Finn's live shows clamored for more, knowing
that several House tunes remained unreleased. In late 1999,
Finn relented and compiled the posthumous Afterglow
(Capitol 43524). The 13 tunes on the new CD date from
1985 to 1994, but, to the sheer delight of Crowded House

ALITTLE CROWDED
HOUSE-CLEANING
fans — and to Finn himself—they sound just as new and
exciting as if written and recorded last week.
"k's kind of acontradictory thing," Finn said during a
recent phone interview from his New Zealand office. "It
was nice to discover that there were alot of things in the
vaults that were worthy of release that Ihad completely forgotten about. Then, when Icompiled and mixed afew of
them up, it started to sound to me like it was going to be a
really good record. On the other hand, you don't want to
spend all of your time working on old stuff. There was the
feeling of Well, I'm really mostly concerned with getting on
with something new. But, man, it would be good to round
this off, and these songs deserve to be heard.'"
Chief among the songs deserving to be heard is the luscious ballad, "I Love You Dawn," which Finn composed for
his wife and had originally recorded for the album that
became Woodfare (Capitol 46682). Another highlight is the
soaring "I Am In Love," which Neil says was probably passed
over initially because of the directness of its title; along with
the affectionate home demo of "Lester," written for Finn's
faithful Dalmatian following alife-threatening mishap.
The rest of the material is less direct and/or personal, but
Finn's delicate touch remains on such tracks as "Recurring
Dream," which became the title of the band's 1996 greatest
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"t HERE'S NO RHYME OR
REASON TO IT. SONGS COME
WHEN THEY COME. GENERALLY
WITH A DEADLINE, THAT HELPS
A LOT." - NEIL FINN

hits compilation, though the song itself wasn't included on
that disc. And from drummer Paul Hester comes the wacky
ode to TV, "My Telly's Gone Bung" — it will never rank as
aclassic, but does serve to remind listeners that Crowded
House was, indeed, agroup effort.
Although Finn has been in two high-profile groups, has
occasionally recorded with his brother Tim, and continues a
successful solo career, he admits that Crowded House
remains the basis of his international reputation.
"I don't mind, because it's all good stuff and I'm proud of
it. The only odd thing is that I've had distinct cutoff points
between one entity and another, and in most cases Idon't
venture between songs on stage. Though Ido actually
always throw in afew old ones."
In preparation for his follow-up to Try Whistling This,
expected later this year, these days Finn enjoys working
more in his home studio.
"There are more options to recording now. You don't
have to necessarily have asong worked out if you're working in adigital fashion, like ProTools or something. You can
get aspirited take that may be wrong in structure or some
detail, and you can edit it up afterwards alot more easily
than you used to be able to. You could always do that abit
with multi-tracks. But basically nothing's changed — agood
idea's agood idea. You can't dress up aturd, as it were. If you
haven't got agood song, or agood groove going to start off
with, no amount of technology's going to help you out."
When it comes to gadgetry, Finn admits he's "no 'tech
head'," though he is fascinated with the applications of fancy
new devices.
Stereophile, September 2000

"Things sort of accidentally end up on my desk and I'll try
them out, like little pedals and stuff. But I'm not somebody
who admires the specifications of these things."
As asongwriter, Neil Finn has drawn the occasional comparison to Paul McCartney, and has worked with another
obvious inspiration, the Byrds' Roger McGuinn, with
whom he's recorded ahandful of Byrds cover tunes.
As for future volumes of unreleased Crowded House
tracks, Finn says don't count on it... though afew choice
cuts could be just amouse click away "for enthusiasts, and
not really for general release." He's in the process of building awebsite on which Crowded House demos and various other recordings will be available for downloading.
Called "nilfun.nee" (Finn says that's how his name is pronounced in New Zealand), the site is ahighly entertaining
multimedia experience. Several other Split Enz, Crowded
House, and Neil Finn fan sites are currently active on the
Internet, and fans continue to snap up the odd bootleg
recording.
Where ideas and desires for future projects will lead, Finn
says, "There's no rhyme or reason to it. Songs come when
they come. Generally with adeadline, that helps alot.
Having arecord coming up means you crank it on abit. But
months go by and Idon't write anything, so it's not aregular or dependable thing."
Finn says his family life "and other things going on in
New Zealand" keep him from working constantly, but once
he starts writing and recording, he buckles down abit.
"I'm not very prolific," he laughs, "but Ikeep crankind
them out."
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Could all these music lovers be wrong?
Please forget everything we've

speaker I've heard employing horn-loaded drivers. The

told you!

sound of massed choral voices was particularly sump-

You don't have to take our

tuous, the speaker conjuring an eerie apparition of the

word for it. Here's what other

original event. A true achievement. Not to be missed."

leading manufacturers, review-

—Andrew Chasin, Groovenoise.com

ers, and audiophiles are saying
about the New Avantgarde

"I walked into the Nirvana and Wavelength Audio

Series 2.0 Hornspeakers—

room to be greeted by apair of eye-popping Avantgarde loudspeakers. This was my first experience with

"These speakers (UNO 2.0)
are so good, it's scary."
—Gordon Rankin,
Wavelength Audio

these horn loudspeakers and Iwas rewarded with a
positive experience. The midrange did not have that
cupped-mouth, hollow sounding hoot that most
people associate with horn loudspeakers. In fact the
midrange was open and clear with aslight warmth

"The new Series 2.0 Avant-

to the sound that added balance to the overall

gardes have raised the refer-

sound... this system will really change audiophiles'

ence level for loudspeakers."

perceptions of good sound."

—Geoffrey Poor,

—Gregory Kong, CES 2000 report, planethifi.com

National Sales Manager,
Balanced Audio Technology

"Absolutely Amazing.... The response of those who
have heard the unbroken-in speakers (DU0s). Imag-

"It's true; Ispent a consid-

ine after they are broken in."

erable amount of time audi-

—Jamal Instrum, Foss Audio

tioning the Duo 2.0 at the St.
Tropez... The combination of

"Needless to say, they are awesome. Itotally agree

clarity, lack of distortion, and stupendous dynamics

with your premise that the music's message comes

was most impressive. Easily, Best Sound at Show, and

through! Two quite obvious events convinced me:

Imean anywhere in Las Vegas!"
—Dick 0/slier, CES 2000 report,
EnjoyTheMusic.com

1) Iconstantly tapped my feet while listening—
even to music Inormally wouldn't listen to.
2) When it became time to leave, Ireally didn't
want to go. It was leaving the music that was trau-

"Heard the DUO 2.0s for myself and totally agree—
they are truly stunning. Yes—one of the finest sounds

matic.
They are certainly everything you said they were.

at the show as well as anything I've ever heard...

Idon't ever recall listening to any speakers that were

period!!"

more totally satisfying."
—Bill Wells, The Audiophile Voice

—Dr. Ron Stroud

"The Avantgarde Acoustic room...afforded me my

"I have NEVER experienced anything that seems to

first listen to the stunning DUO Series 2horn loud-

so closely tie the listener to the emotions the artist is

speaker. Driven by all BAT components, the DU0s

expressing. It was as if you were wiring your preamp

sounded glorious, and far less colored than any other

to my brain. Sound staging, timber, speed, dynamics

are all there, but these horns do something else to

the living room, and conveying the emotion of asolo

the listener that Ihave never experienced.

performance.

Iwas overwhelmed, especially with the sad, emo-

Electrostatics now have aserious contender in the

tional music we were playing at first. Indeed, Ifound

transparency stakes. These horn systems are so

them powerful—emotionally..."

revealing...it's hard to imagine using anything else.

—Dr. Patrick Conner

My favourite reference speaker is now ousted in

"As far as soundscape and imaging goes, the UNOs

swayed by people telling you they don't perform and

ability to "pressurize," or fill my room with a full

are coloured. These speakers make music in away

and complete soundscape, was awe inspiring....

that you simply can't argue with."

favour of these music-making devices. Don't be

Imaging was... properly sized and each instrument

—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK

also had its own sphere of acoustic reverb (or "hall
sound").... Depth was realistically portrayed of
course. Even more amazing was how well the UNOs
in my room disappeared to the point that, when dictated, instruments/sounds were easily produced outside the speakers (and not just between them)

We double-dare you. Find out what
you've been missing.
What you thought you knew is about to be
changed forever.

The upgraded SUB 225 CTRL PRO as supplied

Hear the Avantgarde Series 2.0 Hornspeakers. To

with my pair of (Series 2.0) UNOs sounded very fast

find out where, call us Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.

and clean.... The UNO is the very first speaker where

And be sure to request our FREE InfoPak (over 50

Ifelt my prized M+K MX2000 subwoofer was never

pages filled with vital information).

needed during pipe organ or music's other low fre-

In the Atlanta area, call us at 770-777-2095.
Demonstrations by appointment.

quency needs.
These speakers are so transparent that they will,
Irepeat, will tell you about the synergy of your system or lack thereof. In my listening room the UNOs'
unbelievable all out clarity and immense dynamic capabilities was enough for me to part with my own
hard earned cash. You just might too. In the end what
really matters is that you... Enjoy the Music."
—Steve Rochlin, EnjoyTheMusic.com
"Up until now Ihave had reservations about horns.
...As a consequence Ihad expected the DU0s to

It's About the Music...

sound coloured, ultra-dynamic, and to acertain extent the sum of two rather obvious parts. That is
not the case.
...They can exhibit stunning ranges of subtlety, dynamics and ultimate loudness...exemplary imaging to
recordings... pretty much seamless top-to-bottom even
frequency response in-room...very uncoloured...transparency that many speaker systems are still striving
for. They have an uncanny presence and immediacy
...dynamic range matched more closely to real life than
anything else Ihave heard.

wc ,

Avantgarde-USA uc
6445 Calamar Drive

Cumming, GA 30040

So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best

770-777-2095

Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

else has come close to recreating the power and fi-

E-mail: hornguys«iaol.com

nesse of afull organ, or bringing afull orchestra into

www.avantgarde-usa.com
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onvergence. There, I've said it. I boundaries between component cateswore Iwasn't going to use the "C"
gories as completely as the CardDeluxe
word, but when you're faced with
does, you have little choice.
writing about aproduct that smashes the
"But it's only aPC soundcard," Ihear
you groan. "What's the big deal?"
The big deal is that while soundcards —
since the very first SoundBlaster — have
Description: PC soundcard with PCIaimed low with respect to sound quality,
bus computer interface, one pair of
and have often failed to reach even that
balanced inputs, one pair of balanced
standard, the CardDeluxe (and some
analog outputs, digital (S/PDIF) input
other new cards Iintend to write about at
and output, 64Fs delta-sigma D/A
alater date) represents ano-compromise
converters, 128Fs delta-sigma A/D
attitude to computer sound that is worthy
converters. Sample rates supported:
of an established high-end audio compa22, 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96kHz. A/D
ny. Iwas impressed with what Isaw and
and D/A resolution: 24 bits maxiheard of aprototype CardDeluxe at an
mum. Nominal analog input and outAES Convention acouple of years back,
put level: +4dBu, internally switchso when Digital Audio Labs contacted me
able to -10dBu. Nominal headroom:
in fall 1999 about areview, I
jumped at it.
15dB ref. +4dBu. A/D specifications:
The CardDeluxe is asmall printed circuit
board that plugs into one of aPC's PCI-bus
slots. Unlike regular soundcards, it does not
offer aMIDI port or FM synthesis. What it
does offer are two channels of balanced I/O
using TRS (tip-ring-sleeve) '4" phone jacks,
and two channels of S/PDIF digital I/O
using RCA jacks. It also offers 24-bit word
depth, asample rate of 96kHz, an optional
AES/EBU digital interface adapter ($50),
and an extension port to word-sync it with
other CardDeluxes so that an inexpensive
PC can be used as ahigh-resolution multitrack digital recorder. Its specifications offer
virtually state-of-the-art A/D and D/A
conversion, using delta-sigma converter
chips from AKM. The fact that the CardDeluxe retails for less than $600 can be
explained by the fact that its manufacturer
doesn't have to sell you the two most
expensive parts of an audio component the
power supply and the chassis.

fault device for record and
replay. But even though the
Windows Device Manager
reported no interrupt or
address conflicts, Ioccasionally experienced the
No Sound Syndrome.
Itherefore reinstalled the
CardDeluxe in aless-wellspecified PC: a Pentium
MMX running at 166MHz,
which is the minimum
computer recommended by
Digital Audio Labs (DAL). I
upped the RAM to 64MB
and added asecond, 27GB
IDE hard drive that Ipicked
up cheap at Office Max,
then a third 10GB SCSI
drive. (That you can never
have too much hard-drive
space has been my experience from the Sonic Solutions audio workstation that
Iuse to edit, mix, and master the Stereophile CDs.) The
CardDeluxe proved perfectly reliable in this PC.
The card saves sound files
as standard two-channel
PCM WAV files. It deals
with 24-bit data in the same
manner as the Sonic by saving each word as two 16-bit
bytes, which is inherently
wasteful. (See what Imeant
by hard-drive space?) And,
at the highest sample rate of
96kHz, you're writing data
to or reading it from the
hard drive at more than 6
megabits/second. This might be too much
for older drives.

Installation
The first PC in which Iinstalled the CardDeluxe, a350MHz Pentium Pro, already
had an integral soundcard on its Intel
motherboard. The Windows 95 plugand-play feature made installation
straightforward. All Ihad to do was, when
prompted, insert the diskette with the
driver software, and select — from the
Windows Control Panel's "Multimedia"
submenu — the CardDeluxe as the de-

Sound
Imainly used the CardDeluxe to output
882kHz- and 96kHz-sampled digital audio
data to the Mark Levinson No30.6 D/A
processor during my regular review auditioning. The DAL performed sterling service in this role, though Ifound that redocking the datastream with adCS 972 maximized sound quality And it was kind of cute
to hear the mighty Levinson gear reproducing all the various Windows sounds. The

Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
±0.05dB. Channel separation: 110dB
at lkHz. Dynamic range: 110dB ref.
4dBu. Full-scale S/N ratio (A-weighted): 110dB ref. 4dBu. Full-scale
THD+noise: -104dB. D/A specifications: Frequency response: 20Hz20kHz, ±0.25dB. Channel separation:
110dB

at

lkHz.

Dynamic

range:

114dB ref. 4dBu. Full-scale S/N ratio
(A-weighted): 114dB ref. 4dBu. Fullscale THD+noise: -100dB. Supplied
accessories: 3.5" setup diskette, 20pin inter-card cable, installation guide.
Minimum computer requirements:
166MHz Pentium or equivalent with
32MB RAM (64MB recommended),
running Windows 95/98 or NT 4.0
(SP3 or higher). Windows VVAVcompatible audio application such as
Sound Forge, Cakewalk, Cubase VST,
CoolEdit, FastEdDit, etc. Hard-drive
performance will dictate how many
tracks can be recorded and played
back simultaneously.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0-120-00992 (PCI Rev. 004, PCB
Assembly Rev. D.03, FPGA Rev. 2,
FPGA Code Ver. 1.04.0011).
Price: $595. Approximate number of
dealers: 10.
Manufacturer Digital Audio Labs, 26th
Avenue N, Suite 102, Plymouth, MN
55441. Tel: (612) 559-9098. Fax: (612)
559-0124. Web: wm.w.digitalaudio.com.
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A Deluxe Card
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Equipment

Report

John

Atkinson

31 Audio Labs CardDeluxe PC soundcard

Win98 opening noise was envelopingly
nippy, suggesting that they're not all pocketprotected nerds up in Redmond.
The analog outputs offered no clue that
the DAC chips were housed in a PC
rather than astandalone processor of highend pedigree. The basic presentation was
full-bodied, with good low-frequency
extension and definition. Going from CDstandard playback to my now quite extensive library of 24/882 and 24/96 WAV
files, the improvements in transparency
and sonic ease were readily apparent
through the CardDeluxe. Listening to my
Stereophile, September 2000

882kHz masters of Robert Silverman's
Beethoven sonata cycle, due to be released
this month on the Canadian OrpheumMasters label, was deeply satisfying.
As well as WAV files, Iauditioned
some commercial 24/96 recordings
through the CardDeluxe's DACs using a
Panasonic A-120 DVD player's S/PDIF
data output. Compared to the Panasonic's
internal DACs, the CardDeluxe's presentation sounded fuller, with aconsiderably
smoother midrange and a more solidsounding presentation.
As good as the CardDeluxe's analog

outputs sounded, they were no match for
the $15k Levinson's. For amore relevant
check, Idid some level-matched comparisons using the soundcard's digital output
to drive the $450 Musical Fidelity X-24K
D/A, which Ireviewed in February 1999.
On some live 24/96 drum recordings, the
differences were very small: the CardDeluxe's bass was fuller and more extended, the MF's perhaps better-defined. On
my hi-rez piano masters, the differences in
sonic character were more apparent. The
distinction in the bass remained the same,
though Iwould give the edge in LF solidi71

Anything Else Is
Just Lip Service.

Dediew4e04% Se4z€4
We'll understand if your jaw drops when you hear the new
Mordaunt-Short Declaration Series System 500 Home Theater
loudspeakers. After all, this complete system conveys the
sonic impact of both music and today's dynamic movie
soundtracks with spectacular authority.
Mordaunt-Short's 30 years of critically acclaimed
loudspeaker design expertise has been combined with
THX Select certification to create a powerful and unique
system featuring integrated powered subwoofers, exclusive
driver technologies and many refinements.
LUC.161,11M

The System 500 is now available at
select audio/video specialist retailers.

IHX
tit IC:

The Perfect
Balance Betwœn
Movies and Music
Mordaunt-Short Declaration Series loudspeakers are designed
and engineered in Great Britain and assembled in the USA.
distributed by Marantz America, Inc., Roselle, Illinois 60172 •Telephone: 630-307-3100
www.mordaunt-short.com •THX and THX Select are registered trademarks of Lucastilm Ltd.
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ty to the PC card, the Musical Fidelity having asomewhat exaggerated upper bass.
But the standalone processor gave both
slightly less upper-midrange "clang" to the
sound of the big Bósendorfer, and abetter-fleshed-out sense of space. And on
Sara K.'s "Brick House" (from Hobo,
Chesky CH DVD177), K.'s distinctive
voice revealed alittle more grain from the
CardDeluxe than from the MF. But while
the sonic characters of the two D/As were

Audio

Labs

CardDeluxe

different, their presentations were sufficiently similar in absolute quality (other
than the PC card's flatter soundstage) that
Icould reverse my preference for the
Musical Fidelity by boosting the volume
of the CardDeluxe by ldB.
Iused the card's analog inputs mainly to
archive LPs and aging open-reel tapes to
88.2kHz/24-bit WAV files. While the
CardDeluxe's ADCs were not as deathly
quiet or as grain-free as the professional

dCS converters Iuse for the Stereophile
recordings, they were amazingly transparent and detailed, considering the enormous difference in price.
One thing that should be remembered
when recording straight to hard drive is that
your PC should be booted up "clean": No
screen savers, no utilities that decide to
"image" ahard disk at arbitrary intervals.
You want nothing else going on while you're
streaming the data to disk. Even then, at the

blue trace in fig2 shows aspectral analysis
of a1
kHz tone generated in the digital
domain by the Dscope and dithered to 20bit word length. Its noise floor lies approximately 11dB below that of the CardDeluxe's A/D converter, suggesting that
the latter achieves slightly better than 18
bits' dynamic range. This is still excellent,
and some of the analog noise might indeed
be due to the Audio Precision generator.
The digital input appeared to be transparent to the input data; ie, the data words
stored on the computer's hard drive were
the same as output by the digital source. (I
understand that this is not always the case
with inexpensive soundcards.)
Turning to the balanced analog outputs,
the source impedance was 598 ohms across the audioband, and absolute polarity
was correct with XLR inputs wired with
pin 2hot. Channel separation was better
than 120dB below 1kHz, and though
some slight capacitive coupling between
channels reduced this to around 100dB at
20kHz, this is still superb performance.
To test the D/A converters, Imainly
used 44.1kHz WAV files played back
with CoolEdit 2000. This gave one anomaly, visible in fig3 —a graph of the CardDeluxe's frequency response with and
without pre-emphasized data. While the
response is superbly flat with regular data,
driving the card with pre-emphasized
data, both from the WAV file and from an
external CD transport, gave the top

response, which shows that the appropriate de-emphasis was not being applied. I
checked that the "emphasis" flag was correctly set in the external source datastream. It was, su l4:esting that this flag was
not being recognized by either the CardDeluxe or CoolEdit 2000. But given that

Measurements
I looked first at the DAL CardDeluxe's
A/D converters. The analog input
impedance was 10.8k ohms across the
audioband, dropping very slightly at
20kHz. With the card's jumpers set to the
higher of the two output levels (this is
how Idid all my auditioning), the analog
input clipped at 7V RMS in, equivalent to
7.06V out, and 16.9dB above anominal
1V output level. Fig.1 shows the complete
A/D/A frequency response at three sample rates: 321cHz, 48kHz, and 96kHz. The
audioband response is flat, but at the highest sample rate the top-octave output
droops alittle at both frequency extremes.
The CardDeluxe converters output 24bit data words, but without cryogenic
freezing of the circuits and ultra-low
impedance topologies, there isn't an analog circuit yet designed that can achieve a
full 24 bits of dynamic range. Not that this
matters — while the practical limit that
can be currently achieved is around 20
bits, digital data with atrue 20 bits of resolution should be sonically transparent to
all listeners under all conditions.
The red trace in fig2 shows ahighresolution spectrum of the digital data
produced by the CardDeluxe's A/D converter driven by a1
kHz analog sinewave
from my Audio Precision System One.
(The digital data were analyzed by a
PrismSound Dscope II, which has sufficient mathematical dynamic range to
examine 24-bit data.) The noise is below
-140dBFS, and though distortion components can be seen at two, four, five, six,
seven, and eleven times the fundamental
frequency, the highest in level of these —
the second harmonic at 2kHz — is still an
astonishing 111dB below full-scale. However, sidebands at ±250Hz can be seen
surrounding the 1
kHz peak, as well as
some lower-frequency components,
including one at 60Hz. But at -113dB,
this is of only academic interest.
Though fig2 indicates better than 16-bit
dynamic range for the CardDeluxe's analog
inputs, it is not quite up to the best. The
Stereophile, September 2000
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Fig.2 Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, A/D
spectrum of IkHz sinewave, DC-22kHz,
at —1.7dBFS (red trace); and of digitally
synthesized, TPDF-dithered, 20-bit IkHz
sinewave (blue). (Linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, D/A
frequency response with (top) and without
(bottom) de-emphasis at —12dBFS,
44.1kHz sampling (right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.1

Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, A/D/A
frequency response at -1dBFS with 32,
48, and 96kHz sampling (right channel
dashed, 2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, D/A
'6-octave spectrum of dithered lkHz
tone at -90dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit (top) and 24-bit (bottom) data,
44.1kHz sampling (right channel dashed).
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Digital
high sample rates and word depths, Ioccasionally got adropout in the new file,
which might have been due to the drive
not keeping up over along period of time.
New, high-rpm drives are what you need.
Summing Up
though the Digital Audio Labs
CardDeluxe generally offers superb measured performance — astonishing performance, considering how little it costs in
Even

Audio

comparison to high-end audio gear — the
fact that it must be used in the hostile electronic environment of aPC did make its
presence known in the narrow-band jitter
analysis (see "Measurements" sidebar).
Does this behavior correlate with the
slight treble graininess Inoted from the
card's analog outputs? It's impossible to
say. And, of course, this problem can be
circumvented by feeding the CardDeluxe's S/PDIF data output to asepa-

Labs

CardDeluxe

rate high-end digital processor.
What Ium say is that, at $595, the CardDeluxe is the most cost-effective way of
making aPC an integral part of ahighend system. You can use it to make your
own 24/96 recordings while we all wait
for DVD-Audio. And for archiving your
precious LPs onto cheap-as-dirt CD-Rs,
look no further. You can pack between 15
and 18 minutes of 24/96 WAV data onto
aregular, computer-grade CD-R.

Measurements
the chances of the CardDeluxe being used
to decode pre-emphasized data are very
small, Idon't see this as aserious problem.
FigA shows at/3-octave spectral analysis
of the CardDeluxe's analog output while
it decoded 16- and 24-bit WAV files representing a dithered 1
kHz tone at
-90dBFS. The increase in word length
drops the noise floor by around 15dB,
which implies excellent dynamic range —
one of the better-performing DACs I
have measured. There is anarrow 60Hz
peak in the left channel's 16-bit trace, but
as this is not present in the 24-bit trace, I
assume this is atypical. Repeating the test
with 16- and 24-bit "digital black" data
revealed the presence of ultrasonic noise
from the sigma-delta DAC's noiseshaping.
However, the drop in the audioband noise
floor with the 24-bit data was now almost
18dB, implying superb absolute performance around the 19-bit level.
Linearity error was also very low: less than
SM. C.001.• 110.14 • 40.11.100 040104,04 V vs • 11640 04101
.
500

1dB to well below -110dBFS. As aresult of
the low noise and superb linearity, the CardDeluxe's re-creation of an undithered 16-bit,
11cHz tone at -90.31dBFS (fig.5) is essentially perfect, clearly showing the three discrete
voltage levels described by the digital data.
When it came to distortion, the CardDeluxe's analog outputs were pretty much
bombproof. Driving a full-scale 50Hz
sinewave into 600 ohms gave the spectrum shown in fig.6. All the distortion
components are below -100dB, which is
below the Audio Precision's own floor.
Intermodulation distortion (not shown)
was also very low, with the 1kHz difference component lying at -100dB.
So far, the CardDeluxe measured as well
as the $11,000 Accuphase DP-75V CD
player, reviewed in the July issue. But
despite such excellent readings, the DAL%
jitter performance was disappointing. I
assess jitter by driving the device under test
with data representing ahigh-level tone at
11.025kHz, with the least significant bit
toggling at 229Hz. Iuse the Miller Audio
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Research analyzer to average sixty-four
32k FFTs on the device's analog output.
The resultant narrow-band spectrum
for the CardDeluxe's analog output is
shown in fig.7. The actual jitter level is
respectably low at 552 picoseconds p-p,
with the highest-level sidebands at
±260Hz (marked with apurple "3" in this
graph), which is suspiciously close to the
frequency of the sidebands seen in fig2.
Data-related jitter (indicated with red
numeric markers) is actually quite low, the
±229Hz sidebands contributing just 47ps
to the total. But the CardDeluxe's noise
floor features a lot of narrow spectral
spikes (blue markers) that cannot be due
to jitter, as they are not pairs of sidebands.
Irepeated the measurement using aPS
Lambda transport tt drive the CardDeluxe's S/PDIF input. The jitter level
rose to 846ps, mainly due to an increase in
data-related sidebands and the appearance
of astrong pair of sidebands at ±15Hz. But
the noise components were still apparent.

500.
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Fig.5 Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, D/A
waveform of undithered lkHz sinewave
at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.6 Digital Audio Labs CardDeluxe, D/A
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz,
at OdBFS into 600 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Marantz SA-1 SACD player

A

tlast, aSACD machine from
someone other than Sony! This
time, it's aMarantz — the Reference Series SA-1, described as anocompromise "ultimate-quality" player.
Man, is this thing gorgeous! The SA1weighs in at ahefty 40 lbs, liveried in
rich, satiny champagne finish. It's a
front-loader, the drawer set to the left
of acentral circular display. The green
tint of the display window perfectly
sets off the bronze-tone feet and the
golden luster of the machined aluminum-alloy top, side, and front panels. Makes aguy wanna stroke it! I
swear Iheard it purr ...
The SA-1's display is easy to read
from adistance, and bright red LEDs set
below the track info indicate SACD or
CD mode. Large Play, Stop, and Pause
buttons smartly echo the display, to the
right of apair of smaller SACD/CD
and Display On/Off buttons. Below
them is adiscrete row of Open/Close
and Track Advance/Back switches,
with the remote sensor last in line. The
slim, golden-hued remote echoes the
elegance and functionality of the control
interface.
Around back, two single-ended
RCA plugs sit above aparallel pair of
XLR balanced output connectors. A
small graphic next to the XLR
explains the wiring layout. In what
Marantz amusingly calls the "USA
System," pin 2is cold, pin 3hot. The
SA-1 also ships with pin 2hot and pin
3cold — the actual US standard — but
that's referred to as the "European System"! Ya gotta chuckle —it's not quite
aglobal village yet.
A pair of digital outputs (TosLink
and coax S/PDIF) are fitted to the
rear panel. A datastream only appears
at these outputs when the SA-2 is
playing a regular CD; there is no
SACD information, even downsampled/decimated. Finishing it off,
there's an IEC mains-in socket and the
same Filter switch (Standard/Custom)
as in the Sony SCD-1. Ileft this in its
Standard setting to avoid problems
with associated components, thus
restricting the SA-1's ultra-highfrequency output.
Stereophile,

September 2000

Marantz SA-1 SACD player

Technical Features
The SA-1's technical details were very
hard to come by. But, as the Iron Chef
puffs while bowing, "I did my best..."
The interior looks like aCartier jewelry case —Frank Lloyd Wright would
feel almost at home. Heavy-duty
mechanical construction damps internal resonance and mechanically induced jitter with a copper-plated
double-layer steel bottom plate and
shock-absorbent mounting feet. Behind
the drive and toward the chassis' center,
in acylindrical polished copper housing, sits ashielded toroidal transformer
featuring "Super Core Ring" technology. A cross-section of the core reveals it
to be oval, not just another oblong
lump. A separate transformer drives the
fluorescent display.
It was obvious from the get-go that
the SA-1's drive mechanism was special:
precise-sounding and very quick in
action. The laser pickup ramps up fast,
like asquarewave; it's off, then it's on,
scooting around doing your bidding,
more atomic clock than Swiss watch.
Even the ToC comes up fast. The
sounds of precision relays accompany
every control function, the tray's motor
practically shouting "high torque!" It
respects your time, babe.
The drive features an aluminum
diecast tray with diecast zinc parts and
base chassis. The optical pickup has dual
lenses for reading CD, SACD, or dual-

layer media. In fact, the SA-1 will even
read CD-Rs. The "Optical Transducer"
is covered with what appears to be a
perforated copper shield. The circuit
diagram shows the signal exiting the
drive on various CD and SACD data
lines to various filter/selector arrays,
arriving shortly thereafter at the four
TDA1547 1-bit Dual Bitstream DACs.

Description: Two-channel Super
Audio CD player. Frequency range:
2Hz-100kHz.
Frequency
response:
2Hz-50kHz,
±3dB.
Dynamic range: 109dB. THD:
0.0012%. Analog outputs: singleended RCAs at 2.2V RMS; balanced XLRs (pin 3 hot) at 3.9V.
Digital outputs: 74 ohm S/PDIF on
RCA and optical on TosLink
(44.1kHz, CD only). Power consumption: 33W.
Dimensions: 18" (458mm) W by
5.25" (133mm) H by 14.375"
(365mm) D. Weight: 39 lbs.

Serial number of unit reviewed:
MZ000015040055.
Price: $7500. Approximate number of dealers: 500.
Manufacturer: Maranta, 440
Medinah
Road,
Roselle,
IL
60172. Tel: (630) 307-3100. Fax:
(630) 307-2687. Web: www.
marantz.com.
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Damn, just when I
thought it was
sale to take anap
With the recent introduction of our new, patented Multiwave
Technology, powering your audio video equipment with your
home's conventional AC sine wave power is now virtually obsolete.
Others will forever be stuck trying to deal with the status quo
because they cannot generate new power. PS Audio customers have moved on.
The PS Audio Power Plants are the only audio AC power
regenerators in the world. And only PS Audio has Multiwave, so
no one but aPS customer can move forward into this exciting
new revolution. The results are simply stunning.

VVWW.PSAUDIO.COM

Sandi°

Call us toll free at 877-772-8340 for
more information and upgrades

11011111••••111.

...between technology & music'
Nordost Corporation 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702 U.S.A.
Tel: 508-879-1242 Fax: 508-879-8197 email: nordostflatline@msn.com
Nordost (UK) Limited Unit 7. Aber Park Industrial Est. Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX U.K.
Tel: +44 (0) 1352 730251 Fax +44 (0) 1352 731273 email: enquiries@nordostuk.com

Web site: www.nordost.com
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Marantz
SACD uses Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) technology at asampling rate of
2.8224MHz to deliver atheoretical frequency response of DC to more than
100kHz, with greater than 120dB of
dynamic range. DSD is analogous to the
music's waveform, encoding it as a1-bit
pulse train. (For amore detailed explanation of how SACD works, sec JA's
technical sidebar in my Sony SCD-1
review in the November 1999 issue,
Vo122 No.11, p.96.)
According to product manager
Satoshi Suzuki, although the SACD
specification is 120dB, the signal/noise
ratio of asingle TDA1547 DAC7 module is 106dB. "There are two pairs of
1DAC7s for each channel. We shift the
DSD data one word (a half cycle of
sinewave) and send that shifted data to
the second DAC7 and mix the output.
This is effective at reducing noise associ-

SA- 1

ated with noise-shaping because the
data shift changes the phase of the
noise." In Cl) mode, an 8x-oversampiing digital filter sends the 16bit/44.1kHz signal to the same array of
eight Bitstream DACs.
But no matter how good the power
supply or the DACs, nothing really happens without a good analog output
stage. Some have criticized Sony for the
parts-bin mentality evident in the SCD1's output stage, well-built though it
may be. However, without dissing Sony,
Marantz explains that they use premium
capacitors and other components for
maximum sonic purity.
Suzuki: "Marantz believes that slew
rate is extremely important for reproducing the wide-range frequency
response of the SACD specification. So
we use HDAMs—High Definition
Amplifier Modules. The SA-1 uses eight

of them: six are dual HDAMs in differential configuration, and four function as
analog filter amplifiers. The output data
from the dual-differential DAC7 modules is sent directly to these four
HDAMs. In addition, two dual HDAMs
are in the unbalanced output, two ngular
HDAMs in the balanced output circuit."
What the heck is HDAM, anyway?
"Normally, the output stage in an
unbalanced circuit is designed with
discrete parts, but then it's very hard
to make it completely symmetric.
Our HDAM module has a wellbalanced positive and negative circuit
in asingle package. That way, both
channels are :favorably processed."

the unbalanced response at -12dBFS,
with and without de-emphasis; the
curves overlay exactly, implying minimal error. The slightly higher source
impedance in the low bass gave rise to a
very slight rolloff (-1dB at 9Hz) with a
low 600 ohm loading. This can be seen
in fig2, which shows the balanced
response. Crosstalk was very slightly
higher from the balanced outputs and in

the R-L direction (fig3). It was basically buried in the noise floor over most of
the audioband.
Fig.4 shows a1/
3-octave spectrum of
the SA-1's balanced outputs while it
decoded CD data representing a
dithered lIcHz tone at -90dBFS. Level
error is minimal, while the noise floor is
low. The linearity (fig.5) is also excellent. As aresult, the player's reprodution

Operation and Music
Using the SA-1 was nicely intuitive. The
SA-1 defaults to SACD if you feed it a
dual-layer disc, but you have to hit Stop

Measurements
Iperformed afull set of measurements
on the SA-1 using CD data, then
repeated aselect few of the tests using
Sony's "tentative" test SACD. The
Marantz's maximum output level from
CD was 2363V unbalanced and 4.72V
balanced, both above the CD Standard's
2V RMS. From SACD, the maximum
level from the balanced outputs was
lower, 4.41V. The XLRs were wired
with pin 3hot, the opposite of the AES
standard, and so inverted absolute polarity. The unbalanced outputs did not
invert polarity. The output impedance
was consistent over most of the
audioband, at 99 ohms unbalanced and
198 ohms balanced, rising to 104.5
ohms and 209 ohms, respectively, at
20Hz. Error correction was excellent,
the player coping with gaps in the CD
data of up to 1mm in length without
audible glitches.
The frequency response was identical
from both sets of outputs. Fig.1 shows
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Fig.4 Marantz SA-1, 1,-octave spectrum of
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Fig.3 Marantz SA-1, channel separation (from
top to bottom): 12-1., balanced; R-L,
unbalanced; L-R, balanced; L-R,
unbalanced. (10dB/yertical div.)
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Fig.5 Marantz SA-I, left-channel departure from
linearity, 16-bit data (2dB/vertical div.).
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seven models of RCA type plugs, six models of RCA type sockets, three models of

Functionally Perfect
Fifteen years ago, WBT developed and began producing connectors

Our products feature exclusive, innovative details which allow them
to function and perform like no other connector:

SlapOL.

for the audio sector. Today, WBT is recognized as a leader in connector
quality and can be found as OEM equipment on many of the finest
cables and equipment produced worldwide.

• Adjustable, locking RCA type plugs are more adaptable to fit any
RCA type socket
• RCA type sockets feature spring loaded internal contacts
• Bananas with expandable tips for asecure fit
• Spades have built in damping features to prevent vibration and loosening
• Binding posts that allow secure fastening of spades without tools
For more information, please contact us or visit our website
WBT-USA
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Marantz
before it'll reinitialize in either format.
Ihad anumber of CD dupes of SACD
releases on hand, including: Blues Quest
(AudioQuest Music AQ-CD1052 and
AQ-SACD1052); The Very Tall Band, with
Oscar Peterson, Ray Brown, and Milt
Jackson (Telarc CD-83443, sanie for
SACD, a hybrid); Miles Davis' Miles
Smile (Columbia/Legacy CK 48849 and
CS 65682) and Kind of Blue (Columbia
CK 52861 and CS 64935); Dave
Brubeck's Time Out (Columbia CD
52830 and SME SRGS4535); and the
Steve David Project's Quality of Silence
(DMP CD-522, SACD-04).
SACD-only recordings (some of
which Ihave on LP!) included Miles
Davis' My Funny Valentine (Columbia/
SME SRGS4503), Charles Mingus' Ah
Um (Columbia CK 65512), Thelonious
Monk's Straight, No Chaser (Columbia/Legacy CK 64886), Mahlees Sym-

phony 1with Leonard Bernstein/NYP
(Sony Classical SRGR718), Boulez Conducts Ravel (Sony Classical SS 89121),
Bach by Glenn Gould, Mozart by Murray Perahia, Isaac Stern, Vladimir
Horowitz, and Dave Brubeck's 40th
Anniversary Tour of the UK (Telarc
CD/SACD 83440-SA).
When Ilistened to dual-layer hybrid
recordings, Ilistened to both SACD and
CD layers on the Marantz, then flipped
the discs into the Accuphase DP-75V
24/192 upsampler and the Linn CD12.
When Iauditioned SACD-only releases
that Ialso had on CD, Idid the same. Listen, switch, listen, switch ... where am I?
Would the promise of SACD be realized in this pretty, pricey player? Slowly
Iturned, step by step ...
Tasting and Judgment
"The Compact Disc was agood idea,"

SA-1

proclaims a booklet found in Sony
SACD recordings. "This is even better."
Ismiled wryly, like Chairman ICaga on
Iron Chef In any case, SACD is obviously amaturing format, evidenced by the
20 or so SACD-only discs on hand, not
to mention agoodly number of duallayer discs.
Auditioning made it clear that the SAl's sound was extremely transparent. For
instance, the player showed very little
sympathy for anything less than stellar in
the playback chain. Only the right cables
(Cardas Golden Reference balanced or
TARA The One/Air One single-ended),
the right preamplification (Mark Levinson Reference No32), the right amplification (Krell 350Mc monoblocks), and
just the right speaker cable (Cardas again)
would do the trick through our JMlab
Utopias. This was something of apain in
the ass, but Isensed from the start that it

Measurements
of an undithered 1kHz sinewave at
-9031dBFS (fig.6) is essentially perfect;
the three discrete voltage levels and the
band-limiting Gibbs Phenomenon
"ringing" are easily discerned.
Harmonic (fig.7) and intermodulation (fig.8) distortions were both very
low, with the third harmonic the major
constituent (if you can call something
just above the -100dB level "major").
The balanced output evinced slightly
stem*. Ur entr Sat

...n .w.
• 4031«/Sedeldadle Sys •

more even-order harmonics, as well as
some higher odd harmonics.
Turning to SACD playback, fig.9
shows the SA-1's frequency response at
-3dBFS, with the back-panel switch set
to Standard (bottom traces) and Custom
(top traces). Both traces feature extended ultrasonic response, but this was
more extended at the Custom setting:
-3dB at 45kHz vs 36kHz.
DSD encoding also offers greater

dynamic range and resolution than
CD's 16/44.1kHz LPCM encoding.
This is shown in fig.10, the spectra of
low-level lkHz sinewaves at -90dBFS
and -120dBFS. The audioband noise
floor is significantly lower than it is
for CD playback (fig.4), and the tone
at -120dBFS can easily be seen above
the noise.
Only when it came to distortion did
the SA-1 do anything less than superbly
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data (linear frequency scale).
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PAM La31
Pass Labs X150
2Stage Patented Super
Symmetric Design
Gain: 30 dB
Power Output:
150 watts maximum @ 1%
THD, 1kHz, 8ohms

www.passlabs.com
The web site for audio information featuring, product
information, technical articles and do-it-yourself projects.

Dynamic range:
145 dB (random noise
floor to peak output)

Pass Laboratories, PC) Box 219, 24449 Foresthill Rd, Foresthill, CA 95631

The revolutionary TacT TCS is the World's first
fully upgradable and fully digital audio processor.
It is the most advanced and versatile of its kind,
offering 10 individually configurable channels
and TacT's proprietary Room Correction System.
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Marantz
was worth the chase, and so applied
myself to the task.
Istarted with the SACD-only edition
of Bruno Walter's 1959 recording of
Mozart's Symphonies 38 and 40 with
the Columbia Symphony Orchestra
(Sony SRGR703). Revered though the
"Prague" may be, it's No.40, K.550, that
does it for me. From the first moment of
the first movement Isat entranced,
mouth agape. Notes: "Massed strings are
particularly well served. The engagingly
sweet highs arc nonetheless very finely
delineated. It's very liquid and dead-on

acoustic, the strings so real in that slightly
piercing way that can be heard at alive
event, yet still sweet and attractive. So
deep, so wide, so transparent —the air and
tonal color are extraordinary!" Iclosed
my eyes and settled in. 'The truth is, I
haven't listened to acomplete symphony
on record in years. But from the first
notes, Ihad no choice but to listen
through to the end, completely bound to
my listening chair.
Ilike to kid myself that I'm pretty
jaded, but listening to this SACD
proved an over-the-top musical experi-

SA- 1

ence. Clarity, coherence, and palpability
usually come at some slight cost with
most other audio devices. Not with the
SA-1. I've enjoyed components that take
over the acoustic space of our listening
room before, but never so comprehensively as this! In fact, listening to the
Andante of K.550 completely redefined
"transparency" for me.
At symphony's end, Isat and thought
about what I'd just experienced. Irealized that there wasn't asingle element of
the presentation that didn't wipe CD's
clock. Scale, dynamics, imaging, air, bass,

Measurements
on SACD playback. Fig.11, for example,
shows the spectrum of afull-scale 1
kHz
tone, where some higher-order odd
harmonics can be seen. These are still
low in level, however, and might well be
from the test disc. (Note that the higher
noise floor in this graph is due to the
Audio Precision System One's internal
A/D converters.)
To assess aplayer's jitter, Iplay atest
CD-R with a high-level 11.025kHz
tone to which has been added the LSB
toggling on and off at 229Hz. Ithen
perform anarrowband FFT analysis.
Sony's test SACD doesn't have this test
signal, but does include aDSD-encoded
11.025kHz tone at OdBFS. Fig.12 shows
the spectrum of the player's output as it
decodes these data.
The only jitter sidebands present are
at ±120Hz (dark blue "3" markers) and
±16Hz (purple "1" markers), while the
noise floor is superbly low in level. Isuspect that the ±120Hz sidebands are
encoded on the disc, as they are not present on asimilar spectrum taken while
the SA-1 decoded diagnostic CD data
(fig.13). The highest-level jitter sidebands are now data-related (red markers), though other sidebands can be seen
at ±15Hz (purple "1") and ±336Hz
(purple "3"). The absolute jitter level
was 149 picoseconds p-p, one of the
lowest Ihave measured.
The SA-1 offers state-of-the-art CD
playback, while its analog section is low
enough in noise and high enough in linearity to allow much of what DSD has
to offer to emerge unscathed from its
output jacks.
—John Atkinson
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Loudspeaker Cables

Subject: Iam DELIGHTED!
Ijust purchased and installed apair of your
Micro Purl interconnects between my pre-amp

and amplifier. What did Ihave to lose with your
three week full refund offer? NO WAY are you
getting these cables back! They have been in
my system for only 24 hours and Isimply cannot
believe the improvements in bass, reduction of
midrange glare and clean accurate highs.
Acoustic bass, vocals, cymbal shimmer are so
impressive Iam awestruck. Ishould also mention
that the cables previously in my system cost
three times more than the Micro Puns!
Hearing is believing and there's no doubt that
your cables are far superior to anything Ihave
tried in my system before.
Thank you for a superb product!

Dean Zolubos, May 2000
Methuen, MA

Almost every day we receive letters like this from gratified
customers who invariably ask: "How is it that your products
trounce other cables that cost many times as much?" The
answer is not that our cables are too cheap - it is the others
that are too expensive.
Audio cables, just like other merchandise, are marketed and
priced to maximize profits, and we at Alpha-Core are neither
fools nor philanthropists. We can easily demonstrate stunning
benefits from just a one-meter pair of Micro Puns not only
with High End gear but also with honest quality $500 -$1,000
systems. We will much rather sell 10,000 pairs at a price we
find reasonable and fair than 100 pairs at a price we only can
call ridiculous.
We believe that even declared High End audiophiles are now
looking for value, and we will not have one product for the
masses and a functionally identical "Signature Series" in
fancy makeup at 10 times the price.
However, if you feel more comfortable paying $500 for a
one-meter pair of Micro Purls, we will take your money and
we even will give you a framed receipt for your wall. After all,
the customer is always right!
Visit us on www.alphacore.com and take a stroll through our
web store or call us toll free at 1-800-836-5920.

Prices start at:
Micro Purl interconnect cables
Copper, RCA, 1 meter pair s78.00

Alpha-Core, Inc.

915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
203-335-6805 (USA) Fax: 203-384-8120

GOERTZ M -1 speaker cables
Silver Spades, 6 ft. pair s114.50

pha-Core •GOERTZ •Micro Purl •Alpha-Core •GOERTZ •Micro Purl •Alpha-Core •GOERTZ •Micro Purl

EGGLESTONWORKS: ANDRA
"1997 Loudspeaker of the Year"
-Stereophile

rE
m.)
EGGLESTON WORKS
435 South Front St. •Memphis, Tennessee 38103
Telephone: 901.525.1100
Facsimile: 901.525.1050

The essence of music is emotion.

Web: www.egglestonworks.com
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Marantz
midrange, highs — more, better, best!
Whew.
Iturned next to the Steve Davis Project's Quality of Silence and played my
favorite track, "One Two Free." I've
mentioned the acoustic bass and drum
work found here in other reviews, but
comparing the CD to the SACD stood
my hair on end. Notes: "Utterly free of
artifacts, thrilling, tight, and impactful
—just so damn acoustic!" There's some
mighty deep bass in this track that chuffles out of the speakers as Davis stomps
his kick-drum pedal. Tom Jung of DMP
explains that it's produced by Davis'
heel thumping the raised platform on
which the drums are set. More notes:
"I've never heard it sound so visceral
before! 'Transparency' as an ascribed
quality of audio no longer exists; SACD
goes beyond 'bracketing' concepts such as
that. It's alive in front of me beyond any
ability to describe!" Linear and wideband, the frequency response didn't
jump out at me in any particular way —
exemplary in every aspect.
Want to listen to afun dual-layer
recording? Try Monty Alexander's Stir It

Associated Equipment
Digital source: Accuphase DP75V CD player (upsampling to 24bit/192kHz), dCS 972 D/D converter and dCS Elgar D/A processor at 24/192.
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
No32 Reference, Krell KCT.
Power amplifiers: ICrell 350MC,
Cary CAD-1610-SE, and Linn Klimax Solo 500 monoblocks, Forsell
Statement.
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopias.
Cables: Digital: XL0 The Limited, RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnects: TARA The One/Air
One, Cardas Golden Reference,
Linn Silver. Speaker: TARA The
One, Cardas Golden Cross, XL0
The Limited. AC: Synergistic
Designer's Reference Master Couplers Squared.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
Plant AC line conditioner, Signal
Guard platforms, Black Diamond
Racing shelves and cones, Nordost
Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air Mass
and Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal
amp stand, equipment racks, cones,
and cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
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Up: The Music of Bob Marley (Telarc CD83469-SA). Call it Island Music, Marley
with ajazz twist. It's an excellent recording, each piano note precise, clear, and
tonally full, zero overhang anywhere, the
whole presentation coherent beyond
belief. No, the music isn't very challenging, but in my view, music can (should?)
convey love-of-the-moment as well as
deep intellectual profundity.
The bass was tremendous—very controlled, tight, extended, and powerful.
The organ sounded open and happy on
top, per my notes, sweet but oh-so-clear,
fresh as amountain stream. While this
recording is pretty awesome in CD
mode, after I'd heard it in SACD mode,
the CD level lost something of that wonderful clarity and transparency. Notes:
"Again, there's not asingle sonic parameter where SACD doesn't kill CD!"
The Very Tall Band with Oscar, Ray, and
Milt, is one of my favorite Telares. Cue up
"Bass Solo Medley" and close your eyes.
Some jackalope starts coughing afew seconds into the track and the poor hack
never shuts up, but for sure you'll feel like
reaching for anapkin to wipe yourself
down. Switching to the CD layer on the
Maranta, the coughing head was still fairly
startling, but turning to the music—yes, I
know, it's about the music—I found the
sound slightly thicker, more veiled, less
coherent in some elemental way. The presentation was Still attractive, although Ipreferred the Accuphase and its upsampled
24/192 output. In general, at higher listening levels, CD was slightly less refined than
SACD, abit harder to take. Not that the
sound turned hard—it was just harder to
listen to cranked way up. In fact, rather surprisingly, Ipreferred single-layer SACDs
or CDs in comparison to their dual-layer
equivalents in all the players. But ultimately, there was no comparison —SACD was
that much better.
Kind fBlue made the Krells run
kinda hot! Notes: "With the SACD version there's alimitlessness to the music:
awide and very deep soundstage, soaring tonality, horn ripping but still sweet,
very communicative." Switching to the
Sony SBM CD on the SA-1, Ifound it
less wide and free, but still possessed of
an abiding and powerful bass line.
Everything about the presentation was
"good," but Ilost something of the
excitement and involvement.
Listening to the SACD version of
Mighty Sam McClain's "Too Proud," from
Joe Harleys BluesQuest, Inoted avery special illumination from the midrange up, a
subtle openness that moved my soul
(according to my effulgent notes). Vocals,
both =le and female, were entirely open,

o

SA- 1

palpable, and captivating on SACD. As a
format, it never missed.
Now what?

There was some kind of metaphysical

change that came over me every time I
listened to the SA-1. Call it relaxation, an
inner acknowledgment that, yeah, that's
music. It wasn't just my intellectual self
that recognized it; there was some kind
of physical reaction that let me relax into
the music. For me, the SA-1 completely
fulfilled the promise of SACD.
While Ididn't have the Sony SCD-1
on hand for direct comparisons, I'd have
to say that, in SACD mode, Ipreferred
the Maranta. The Sony was more opulent, more eager to please, especially
given the adjustable filters for CD playback. The SA-1 was entirely more purist
in its presentation.
As regards to 16/44.1 media, well.. .1
still prefer upsampling on both the
Accuphase and the dCS 972-driven
Elgar. But there wasn't asingle recording Ididn't enjoy more in SACD mode
when that choice was available, and by a
wide margin.
"How's that Maranta?" agood friend
demanded. Before Icould draw breath
to answer, he was proclaiming, "Before I
buy digital again, I'm waiting for aplayer that'll do it alit' Ithink he waits in
vain. Such amythical beast, in my view,
will never be made.
The wild card in all of this is the 20grand Linn CD12, asample of which
has been resident in our system of late. I
noted in my Krell 350Mc monoblock
review in August that 16/44.1 just didn't
do it for me anymore, but to that Imust
add acaveat: the Linn CD12 is an incredible player! Idon't understand why it's so
great, but it is. It, too, embodies something of that awesome clarity found in
the SACD-driven Maranta, if still shaded toward PCM sound. Compared to
SACD, even upsampled 16/44.1 sounded abit more "reconstructed" and unnatural. Which, in fact, it is.
The SA-1 made discovering music a
thrill again — the very thing audiophiles
live for. Some say we reviewers worship
too much at the Altar of Equipment.
But for me, the foundation, the basis,
the kernel of my love affair with the
High End is fundamentally linked with
some higher need — spiritual, mathematical, Ijust can't say — to receive the
music into my mind and body. Taking
things at face value, and ignoring for the
moment whether CD and SACD masterings are the same or not, the Maranta
SA-1 always moved me that way. Iloved
it. Iwill miss it.
ga
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Magnum Dynalab Ltd
8 Strathearn Ave Unit 9,
Brampton. ON, Canada, 1.61 419
(905 )791-5888
(800 )551- 4130
In the USA
575 Kennedy Road.

MAGNUM

Cheektowaga. NY, 14227

dynalob

(800 )551- 4130
e-mail

magdyn 4 myna.com

Web site

www magnumdynalab corn

Some of the world's most respected recording
industry professionals rely on Nova
loudspeakers. This includes engineers and

EAR

producers with countless Multi-Platinum &

THE MUSICAL
TRUTH!

Gold credits as well as a succession of #1 Hits.
These industry icons trust Nova products to
bring out the musical truth in each recording.
Hear the truth for yourself. Hear it with Nova!

Nova Audio, Inc.
Tel: 713-466-1880
Fax:

713-856-0278

www.novaaudio.corn
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Report
Rubinson

SB Link DAC Ill D/A converter 8, P1000
Power Base power supply

I

Prelude
tell in love with the
original Link DAC,
as was obvious from
my review in the January 1999 Stereophile. I
said that "the Link redefines entry into highquality digital sound,"
as it provided excellent
sound and 24-bit/
96kHz conversion for
the remarkably low
price of $349. It is as
firmly ensconced in
Class C of "Recommended Components"
as it is in my weekend
system, where it tames
the digital signals from
my DMX receiver and
my trusty old Pioneer
PD-7100 CD player.
Since that review appeared, everyone
seems to have gotten on the Link bandwagon, even as the price has inched up
to astill-remarkable $399 for the Link
III. The Link II rearranged the circuit
and afforded some opportunities for
onsite upgrades. The Link III continues
this process by providing for userinstallable enhancements, including upsampling (with rates of up to 132kHz!),
HDCD decoding ($199), virtual 3D
Surround Sound ($149), and, in the
near future, the ability to handle
192kHz-sampled signals, one of the
standards for DVD-Audio. On paper,
this makes the seemingly modest Link
III as prodigiously potent as any DAC
on the market.
Not content to rest on their technical
laurels, MSB has also revealed adeepset tweako streak. The Full Nelson version —named after Carol Nelson, the
MSB sales rep who arranged to get the
mod into production — transforms the
unpretentious Link HI with wholesale
component swaps that preempt much
of what the cottage-industry modifiers
do for aliving. The major effort is put
into the analog stages, including 2%
Wima PP caps in the output filters, 75ohm low-inductance Caddock ceramic
resistors, and ultra-high-speed AD827
Stereophile,

September 2000

MSB Link DAC III D/A converter

precision op-amps. Signal-path resistors
are replaced with Roderstein 1% helical
metal-film resistors, and the internal PS
rails are upped from 8V to 12V. Finally,
an AES/EBU digital input replaces the
TosLink of the stock Link III.
The Half Nelson version ($385)
includes all of the above enhancements
except for the AES/EBU input. Unlike
the user-installable options referred to

Link DAC III D/A converter: Solidstate D/A processor with S/PDIF coax
and S/PDIF TosLink digital inputs
(AES/EBU input with Full Nelson
Upgrade), one pair analog bypass
inputs, 8x-oversampling digital filter,
and 24-bit D/A converter. Sampling
rates: 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96kHz.
Frequency range: DC-20kHz (CD
data). Dynamic range: 106dB. Signal/noise ratio: 106dB. Channel separation: >95dB. THD+noise: 96dB.
Stopband attenuation: -82dB. Analog outputs: 2V RMS eOdBFS.
Dimensions: 17" W by 1.75" H by
14" D. Weight: 18 lbs net.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
A10000886.
Prices: Link Ill, $399; Full Nelson up-

above and below, the
Full Nelson and Half
Nelson upgrades arc
done only at the MSB
factory
In addition to the
Full Nelson treatment,
my review sample of
the Link III came supplied with the Upsampling Option, plus, as
the icing on the cake, a
large and optional external power supply.
Although it has the
same footprint as the
Link III, MSB's P1000
Power Base significantly outweighs the
DAC.
A fully tricked-out
Full Nelson Link III
with P1000 Power
Base seems to be as far as MSB's imagination can push the basic circuit.
Beyond this, MSB offers full-credit
trade-ins of the Link III against their
admittedly non-budget, multipleD/A-processor Gold and Platinum
DACs.
Exposition

The Full Nelson Link III arrived in the

grade, 8485; Upsampling Option, $199.
P1000 Power Base: High-capacity
power supply, providing ±22V @
900mA, -12V d 900mA +12V @ 1.8A.
Dimensions: 17" 111/ by 1.75" H by
14" D. Weight: 25 lbs net.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None noted.
Price: $299.
Approximate number of dealers:
Not disclosed.
Manufacturer: MSB Technology
Corporation,
14251
Pescadero
Road, La Honda, CA 94020. Tel:
(650) 747-0400. Fax: (650) 7470405. E-mail: info@msbtech.com.
Web: wwvv.msbtech.com.
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now-familiar pizza box looking very
much like its predecessors. A new LED
on the front indicates the potential for
192kHz sampling, while another,
labeled Option, indicates the presence
of an HDCD signal (full brightness) or
upsampling (half brightness), if these
options are installed. A new toggle
switch on the back selects Normal or
Upsampling operation, and an XLR
connector for AES/EBU input replaces

the TosLink jack.
Basic setup and operation are as simple as possible: Connect an input or
two, connect the outputs, plug in the
power supply of your choice, and power
up. There's auto-switching of inputs and
no power switch, so the Link III is
always ready to go.
My experience of the Link III just
out of the box was fine, but MSB insisted that the upsampling claughterboard

be returned for arevision. This gave me
an early excuse to open the chassis and
see that the original Link's clean, compact layout has been retained, with lots
of internal space left for other add-ons
that MSB might think up. It also confirmed the presence of the fancy parts
that are the basis of the Nelson
upgrades: Because many of the upgraded parts are larger than the standard
ones they replace, the overall appear-

Measurements

F

or most of these measurements I
upsampled the 44.1kHz data to
96kHz, which was how KR preferred to
audition the MSB Link III. When Istuck
with 44.1kHz data, Isay so in the text.
Although KR had problems getting
the Link III to lock on to AES/EBU
datastreams, Ihad no problems with
the Audio Precision's XLR digital output. The Link III also had no problems
locking on to the 96kHz-sampled
S/PDIF data output of aPanasonic A120 DVD player playing DADs or the
data output of a RadioShack 3400
portable CD player.
As seems always to be the case these
days —presumably because no one wants
to be the quietest player in the store —the
Link III's maximum output level of
2275V was higher than the CD standard's 2V RMS. This was sourced from a
low 51 ohms across the audioband, and
the unit didn't invert signal polarity.
The Link III's frequency response
with 44.1kHz sampling, with and without pre-/de-emphasis, is shown in fig.l.
With apre-emphasized signal, there is a
tiny presence-region boost apparent and
slightly more rolloff at 20kHz, but this is
inconsequential. What is more significant is the rise in the very low bass. Will
this be audible? Hard to say, as human
hearing is insensitive in this region. However, the "contour lines" in the human

sensitivity curve are very close together 44.1kHz sampling, and the noise floor
in this region; this slight boost might be
reaches -50dB at 180kHz. But with the
heard on appropriate program material.
unit set to upsample to 96kHz, the
Upsampling to 96kHz didn't change
ultrasonic rise in the noise floor is
the response —although, of course, nei- pushed an octave higher, which might
ther did it add any information above
have positive subjective consequences
the CD's Nyquist frequency of with some amplifiers.
22.05kHz. Channel separation (not
Even with upsampling, the Link Irs
shown) was excellent at better than
linearity was superb, as shown in fig.4.
115dB below 2kHz, and with aslight Any level error remains below ldB
rise above that frequency.
Fig2 shows a 1/
3-octave spectral
analysis of the MSB's analog output
while decoding data representing a
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS. The
peak at 1kHz just kisses the -90dB
mark, implying low linearity error.
Increasing the data word length from 16
bits (top traces) to 24 bits (bottom
traces) gave about an 8dB lowering of
the noise floor above lkHz, less below
lkHz, and no change below 70Hz or
Fig.3 MSB Link DAC III, 'A-octave spectrum of
so. The Link III accepts 24-bit data, but
-I LSB, with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data and 44.1kHz sampling (top), 96kHz
its dynamic range is ultimately limited
sampling (bottom) (right channel dashed).
by the output stage's analog noise compared with state-of-the-art (and much
more expensive) digital processors.
Extending the measurement bandwidth to 200kHz and changing the data
to -1LSB DC gave the graph shown in
fig3. The MSB's D/A chips use noiseshaping to achieve their resolution, as
revealed by the rapid rise in ultrasonic
noise. The left-hand trace was taken at
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MSB Link DAC III, CD frequency response
with (top) and without (bottom)
de-emphasis at -12dBFS, 44.1 kHz sampling
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 MSB Link DAC Ill, 'A-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit (top) and
24-bit (bottom) data, 44.1kHz sampling
(right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 MSB Link DAC Ill, waveform of undithered
¡kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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MSB
ance of the board is not as tidy as on the
No Nelson versions. (My only cavil is at
the flying leads for the rear-panel
switch.) The daughterboard came back
from the factory in aweek and was
installed without problems.
Theme and Variations
As with any device offering so many
options, it was difficult to determine
how each of those possibilities con-

down to -115dBFS, with noise then
revealing its presence as an increase in
positive error. As a result, the unit's
reproduction of an undithered 1kHz
sinewave at -90.31elBFS (fig.5) was
excellent, if not quite to the standard
achieved by the Maranta SACD player
reviewed elsewhere in this issue.
Increasing the word depth to 24 bits
gave awaveform more closely resembling asinewave (fig.6), though now
some DC offset, or perhaps very-lowfrequency noise, makes an appearance.
Regarding linearity, the MSB was virtually free from harmonic (fig.7) and
intermodulation (fig.8) distortion —
only when it came to jitter did the
processor seem to stumble alittle. I
assess jitter by driving the device under
test with data representing ahigh-level
tone at one quarter the sample rate
(11.025kHz), over which has been overlaid the 16th bit toggling on and off at a
rate of 229Hz. Using the Paul Miller
analyzer, Iaverage sixty-four 32k FFTs
on the device's analog output to get a
narrow-band spectrum. The analyzer
software then searches the FFT bins for
symmetrical pairs of sidebands on either
side of the 11.025kHz tone.
The result for the Link III is shown in
fig.9. The grayed-out trace is with the
unit set to decode 44.1kHz directly. An
enormous boost in the noise floor can be
seen on either side of the tone, and the
measured jitter was 3030 picoseconds
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tributed to the end result. How much of
the Link III's performance was due to
the improvements to its design, how
much to the Nelson mods? Ihaven't
auditioned aNo Nelson Link III or a
plain-vanilla Link II, so Ican only say
that, even with the stock power supply
and upsampling defeated, the Full Nelson Link III was an advance on the original Link DAC.
The charms of the original's trans-

parency
and
immediacy
were
retained, joined by a newfound
smoothness and sense of ease in the
upper frequencies. The midrange
seemed unchanged, but, allied now
with an improved top end, was better
appreciated. For example, while Ipreferred the California Audio Lab
Sigma II DAC's rendition of female
singers to that of the original Link
(see my review in the July 2000

(ps). However, though this measurement
was repeatable, Iam not sure that it really shows what is happening. You can
never eliminate the possibility that there
is some strange interaction between the
device under test and the test gear.
Switching in the 96kHz upsampling
gave the black trace in fig.9. The
absolute level of the jitter dropped to a
respectable 165ps, which compares
favorably with the 229ps Imeasured for

the original Link DAC. There are some
data-related sidebands present, indicated
with red numeric markers, but perhaps
the most significant aspect of this graph
is the broadening of the central peak,
due to low-frequency random jitter.
Paul Miller has suggested in the past
that this kind of measured behavior correlates with a broadened perceived
soundstage, at the expense of areduction in perceived "pace." -Joins Atkinson
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Fig.9 MSB Link DAC III, 96kHz upsampling, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal
(11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz. PS Lambda transport connected via 6' Apature S/PDIF cable.
(Grayed-out trace is same conditions but without upsampling.)
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The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise and flexibility of control...
and should be considered among the finest line preamps available today...
The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can convey areal '¡ump' with
no loss of detail or focus: Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999.
"Simaudio deserves recognition as asolid state brand of first rank, alongside
well known luminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson." Moon P-5 ik
W-5 -International Audio Review #80 -1999.
"The Simaudio Moon P-5/W-5 is truly aworthy world-class reference-level 'statement' design package: David Robinson -Positive Feedback -Vol. 8k2, 1999.

111

can enthusiastically recommend the Moon 1-5 one of high-end audio's
undiscovered gems." Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999,
The 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best.' Doug Schneider -Soundstage! -May 1999.
'The key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,
and freedom from noise." P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
“... This is the cream of the crop so far. At its price, it is definitely one to
check out: I-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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Lawrence Paquette Drive, Champlain NY 12919 U.S.A
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Optional Totem "Beak" tuning system
—discover its amazing ability on any speaker.
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DISCOVER...
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MUSiCAliTy...
SpEEd...
ANd Soul sEcoNd TO NONE
AT ANY PRICE.

ACOUSTIC
Si 100/pr.
40Hz to 23kHz
± 3dB with proper
placement
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$1500/pr.
<39Hz to 2IkHz ± 3dB

13000/pr.
<33Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB

4665, Bonavista avenue, Montreal (Quebec)
H3VV 2C6 CANADA
Tel: (514) 259-1062

Fax (514) 259-4968

www.totemacoustic.corn
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MSB
Stereophile), Iwould now give the nod
to the Link III.
There's been some discussion in the
general press, including the New York
Times, about the sound and balance on
Dave's True Story's second album, Unauthorized, in its Chesky release (113189).
Played on either of my systems via the
Link III, Ifound arichness and immediacy in Kelly Flint's voice that was significantly better than on their first album,
while the balance of voice and instruments was near ideal. (I can't vouch for
how it might sound on a$100 boombox.) The CAL Sigma II's midbass made
the album's rendition abit fuller than the
Full Nelson Link III's. Consequently I
preferred the Link III as barely more
natural and balanced on my main system, and the Sigma II for my slightly
leaner weekend system. The differences
were that system-dependent; they
weren't much. On the other hand, the
added fillip of upsampling did put alittle
more daylight between these two.
So Ipushed the hot button and
invoked the Upsampling Option. The
upsampling daughterboard comes with a
25MHz oscillator and will upsample
input signals to 96kHz. The Option
LED is illuminated at half-brightness
when the switch is flipped, but the
"96kHz" LED lights up only with an
active source. (An alternative 33MHz
oscillator, also provided, allows for upsampling to 132.3kHz. With this oscillator, there is no appropriate LED indica-

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: Meridian 50824
and 800 CD players, Mark Levinson No.360 and CAL Sigma H
DACs.
Preamplifier: Sonic Frontiers
Line-3, Z-systems rdp-1 digital
preamp-equalizer.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1 with Rev.A modifications,
Sonic Frontiers Power-3.
Loudspeakers: Revel Ultima
Studio.
Cables: S/PDIF digital: Apogee
Wyde-Eye, Illuminations D-60.
AES/EBU digital: Apogee WydeEye, Straight Wire. DAC to preamp: Cardas Golden Cross, Straight
Wire Maestro II. Preamp to power
amp: Cardas Cross, JPS Balanced
Super-Conductor 2. Speaker:
AudioQuest Granite.
—KahriatiReeinsm
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DAC

Ill

tor: Only the Option LED and the lack
of afrequency LED to accompany the
music signals the oscillator's operation.)
Because switching is graceful and
quiet, one can A/B between normal
and upsampled operation on the fly. I
usually left the switch up, as there was
no downside to the upsampling. All
the felicities of the original Link, the
Nelson tweaks, and the P1000 Power

The Link is the obvious
upgrade route for all
the aged but functional
CD players still doing
yeoman's duty.
Base were conserved, and augmented
by the now-familiar enhancements of
upsampling: a greater sense of the
unity and discreteness of individual
instruments and voices. Unfortunately,
Imust grope into the inner reaches of
my equipment rack to do this: the
switch is on the back of the chassis.
Not only is such placement annoying
to us obsessive assessors, it is inconvenient for anyone who wants to decode
HDCD discs — the Upsampling Option is not simultaneously compatible
with the HDCD option! Either/or is
what you get, and the switch in the
back doesn't make it easy.
Whether the source was my ancient
Pioneer CD-7100 or the Meridian Reference 800 CD player, the upsampling
Link III was adelight. With the Pioneer, Ire-experienced the feeling, with
greater delight, that the Link is the obvious upgrade route for all the aged but
functional CD players still doing yeoman's duty. This young/old combo
made a respectable and enjoyable
source. With the support of the Meridian 800, the Link III was even better.
(Anyone surprised?)
But better than the DACs in the
megabucks 800? Wishful thinking.
There was aconsistent advantage to the
800 in terms of the perceived delicacy
of details, the richness of the voices in
the rear of the soundstage, and the
closeness of the sound as the volume
was raised. At low levels, both the Link
III and the 800 were similar in perspective. But, as Iturned up the wick, the
Link III output seemed to loom forward from the speakers, while that from
the 800 stayed where it belonged.

& P1000

Power

Base

This was particularly noticeable playing an excellent recording of Mahler's
Symphony 3 (Glen Cortes, Manhattan
School of Music Symphony Orchestra,
Titanic Ti-252), aconcert recording in
the huge Riverside Church. Recording
engineer Jerry Bruck has achieved the
nearly impossible in balancing the
impact anal clarity of the direct sound
with the hall's monumental ambience.
Via the Link III, it was glorious, but the
instruments and voices bloomed and
the ambience lost some specificity as I
approached lease-breaking levels. The
Reference 800 handled it with aplomb.
Of course, there's more available to
Link users. When Iunplugged the
hefty but ordinary stock power supply
and connected the P1000, the Full Nelson Link III took another step up. I
can't fault the noise performance or the
tonal balance with the stock power supply, but the P1000 seemed to extend
and reinforce the Link's lower reaches.
Iknow, Iknow — there probably was
no actual extension (unless John Atkinson measures it, of course!). But the
impression of greater power and weight
was considerable.
The opening brass-and-drum irruption of Bernstein's Candide Overture (Eiji
Oue, Minnesota Orchestra, Reference
Recordings RR-87CD) was startling in
its impact, the bass tight, clean, and palpable even without HDCD decoding. The
original Link, itself no slouch in the bass,
also benefited from the addition of a
P1000. The Power Base is the most costeffective option, as it elevates the performance of any Link DAC.
Final Variations and Coda
Three loose ends to tie up:
First, MSB offers the option of
manipulating the amount of analog filtering on the outputs. Stock Link Ills
come with two jumpers per channel
and "rather heavy filtering [of] the outputs to achieve perfect measurements."
My Full Nelson version had only one
jumper set, a suggested option for
"those who prefer greater dynamics
and attack." Ifound two jumpers in my
computer-parts bin and confirmed
MSB's prescription: One pair is just
right for the Nelson version, but may
not be for the plain-vanilla Link.
Second, I briefly auditioned the
optional 33MHz oscillator for the
upsampler, but its effect was marginal. I
used it for awhile, then switched back
to the 25MHz chip, noting no appreciable differences.
Third and most significant, Iconnected the balanced output of my Z-systems
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MSB
rdp-1 digital preamp-equalizer to the
AES/EBU input that distinguishes the
Full Nelson from the Half Nelson Link
III. At first, this simply did not work.
The DAC would not reliably switch
from the S/PDIF input, and when it
did, there was acacophony of buzzes
and zizzes, but no music.
Had Itried this earlier, Imight have
sent the whole thing back to MSB, but
by now Iwas in the final countdown. I
powered down the Link, disconnected
it completely, and ran off to the country
for the weekend. When Ireturned, I
connected the AES/EBU input, the
analog outputs, and, finally, the P1000
Power Base —no S/PDIF. On powerup, the Link III buzzed and zapped for
two or three seconds, then, miraculously, locked on to the signal. Gorgeous
sound pealed forth.
Wow and double-wow! Ihad left this
feature for last, as my experience is that
the audible differences between AES/
EBU and S/PDIF are at best minor, and
usually irrelevant. Not so here. By far, I
obtained the most musical and impressive performance from the Link III via
AES/EBU. Ireveled in awonderful live
recording of Handel's Messiah (Anders
Ohrwall, Swedish Radio Symphony

Link

DAC

III

Orchestra, FIM XRCD 2000), aperformance recorded in 1982 by Bertil Alving, who was responsible for the famous
LP Cantate Domino. The transfer of the
analog masters to XRCD is breathtakingly beautiful, and the AES/EBU
input revealed it in the integrity of the
voices and their individual and corn-

Few products short of
aSwiss Army knife
offer the versatility and
options of the Link III.
bined placements in the reverberant
space. It was also nice via S/PDIF, but
AES/EBU had more power, life, and
space. Upsampling was simply not
needed. Who'd a-thunk it?
Encore
Ithought the original MSB Link was an
unbeatable value. Iwas wrong. The
Link III is even better, and more exciting. The sound qualities of the Full and
Half Nelson versions are excellent and

& P1000

Power

Base

fully justify the prices. As for the other
sonic goodies, the P1000 and the
Upsampling Option are both desirable
and cost-effective. Add them all up,
however, and the price approaches
$1400, so alittle prioritizing might be
called for. If you're thinking about
plonking down all that cash at once,
there are many other DACs to consider,
including MSB's own Gold Link and
Bel Canto's DAC 1.
But few products short of aSwiss
Army knife offer the versatility and
options of the Link III. Irecommend that
you start with the Full Nelson version if
you want to realize the frill potential of
the Link III. Unless you're sure you'll
never have an AES/EBU source, pass up
the Half Nelson and go all the way.
As for upgrades, the P1000 is the
mandatory next step because it lets the
AES/EBU Link really sing. Upsampling? Nice but not essential.
HDCD? Useful but not urgent. Virtual
3D? Not for me. 192kHz processing? I
can hardly wait.
You make your own choices with
the Full Nelson/P1000 version of the
MSB Link III: agreat DAC that can
play anything today, and is adaptable
for the future.
IZI
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Avantgarde Acoustic Uno
Series Two loudspeaker

y

ou've probably seen the ad in
Stereophile: a very personal
account by Avantgarde-USA
president Jim Smith, describing how,
during a30-year career in high-end
audio, he had become increasingly disappointed with conventional loudspeakers' ability to communicate the
emotional impact of live music, and
how he found the answer with the
Avantgarde horn loudspeakers. It's
advertising copy in the best l-liked-itso-much-I-bought-the-company tradition — with the exception that Smith
did not actually buy Avantgarde
Acoustic, but did become their North
American distributor.
Stereophile's policy is to have total separation (a "Chinese wall," in publishing
parlance) between the advertising and
editorial departments: amanufacturer's
status as an advertiser does not determine whether its products are reviewed,
and has no influence on areview's content. However, all advertising is intended to draw the reader's attention to the
product, and, in this reader's case, the
Avantgarde ad certainly fulfilled its
function. Iwas intrigued.
The ad reminded me that Ihad spent
afair amount of time listening to some
Avantgarde speakers (I'm not sure if
they were the Unos or the Duos) at HIFI '97 in San Francisco, and had thought
then that if Iwere ever to review ahorn
speaker —a product category for which
Ipreviously felt little affinity —it would
have to be an Avantgarde. Should Igive

Description: Three-way, floorstanding
loudspeaker with midrange and treble
horns and powered sealed-box subwoofer. Drive-units: 1" horn-loaded
inverted-dome tweeter, 4" hornloaded midrange driver with 2.5"
dome, two 10" cone woofers. Crossover frequencies: 220Hz, 3500Hz.
Frequency
range:
220Hz-20kHz
(midrange/treble), 22Hz-300Hz (subwoofer). Sensitivity: >100dB. Nominal
impedance: 8 ohms. Recommended
power: >5W. Power handling: 100W.
Subwoofer amplifier power: 200W.
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Avantgarde Acoustic Uno Series Two loudspeaker

an Avantgarde review more serious
consideration now?
Checking Avantgarde's website, I
noted that the Uno and Duo had been
revised within the past year, and that a

Dimensions: 57" H by 22.5" W by 28"
D (mid/treble); 22" H by 12" W by
22.5" D (subwoofer). Weight: 153 lbs.
Finishes: Standard: polished white
ABS Uno), SUB225 CTRL PRO subwoofer in Nextel; horns in metallic
lacquer, add $1000; subwoofers in
matching lacquer, add $1000.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
07020011/12.
Price: $10,970/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 20. Warranty: 10
years for material fatigue, 5 years for
color coating, 1year for all electronic

new, higher-performance subwoofer
was now standard with the Duo and
optional with the Uno. It was looking
more and more as if this might be a
good time to review these speakers. All

components.
Manufacturer: Avantgarde Acoustic
Lautsprechersysteme GmbH, Nibelungenstrasse 349, 64686 Lautertal,
Germany. Tel: (49) 6254-306-100. Fax:
(49) 6254-306-109. Web: www.avant
garde-acoustic.de. E-mail: avantgardeacoustic@t-online.de. US distributor:
Avantgarde-USA, 6445 Calamar Drive,
Cumming, GA 30040. Tel: (800) 9449537, (770) 777-2095. Fax: (770) 7772108. Web: www.avantgarde-usa.com.
E-mail: hornguys@aol.com.
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Avantgarde
that remained was the phone call to
reviewmeister Jonathan Scull (who
promptly approved the project) and to
decide whether to go for the Uno or the
Duo. The Duo (although not the latest
version) had already been reviewed by
Martin Colloms in Vo121 No.6, and the
Uno is said to be more suited to smaller
listening rooms, like mine. After adiscussion with Jim Smith, Idecided to go
with the Uno, but with the upgraded
SUB225 CTRL PRO subwoofer. My
adventure in the world of horns was
about to begin.
Description and Design
As horn fans are wont to point out, the
first loudspeaker (Emile Berliner's) was
a horn, and horns have an inherent
advantage over any other type of loudspeaker in their ability to produce the
most sound with the least electrical
input. Horn critics counter that while
efficiency was important when amplifier outputs were restricted to the 2-5W
range, high efficiency is no longer
required now that much more powerful
amplifiers are available, and that horns'
high efficiency comes at the price of

colorations (frequency-response and
phase anomalies) that detract from the
accuracy of reproduction.
Avantgarde's response to these criticisms is that, regardless of available
power, horns' high efficiency confers
benefits in dynamics and low distortion,
and that careful design can reduce horn
colorations to anegligible level. The
Avantgarde speakers feature aspherical
horn construction, which is said to yield
exceptional uniformity and integration
of the response in the vertical and horizontal planes. The horn is made of ABS,
amaterial chosen for its neutral resonance behavior, resistance to temperature- and humidity-induced changes,
and because it can be manufactured to
high tolerances — all factors that are
critical to performance. The only downside is that the manufacturing process is
quite expensive.
The Avantgarde Uno is technically a
hybrid: asealed-box cone subwoofer
supplements the horn-loaded midrange
and tweeter modules. The midrange
driver is a4" unit with a2.5" dome, covering the range from 220Hz to 3500Hz,
and was developed especially for the

Acoustic

Uno

Uno. In the original Uno, the tweeter's
sensitivity was lower than that of the
midrange, which required anetwork to
lower the midrange sensitivity by 1.5dB.
The Uno Series Two has a new
tweeter that matches the midrange in
sensitivity, so that the midrange is now
driven directly by the amplifier, with no
electrical crossover. The midrange driver's physical design produces an acoustical rolloff of 12dB/octave above 3.5kHz
and 18dB/octave below 220Hz. The
tweeter's response potentially extends
down to 1kHz, but it's rolled-off by a
12dB/octave crossover at 3.5kHz so that
it matches the mid-range. The crossover
uses high-quality polypropylene-foil
capacitors, air coils, and metal-oxide
resistors. The tweeter has an oversized
6.5-lb magnet, and its claimed powerhandling capacity is more than 100W.
The new SUB225 CTRL PRO subwoofer, optional with the Uno Series
Two (the speaker is also available with
the 217 PRO subwoofer, at a$1000 saving, but Jim Smith strongly recommends the 225 CTRL PRO), represents
amajor design effort to have asubwoofer that matches the horn drivers in

Measurements
response, taken at the manufacturer's
for these measurements, and you can
recommended microphone distance of
see that the module's -6dB point indeed
sured the Uno. (For logistical reasons, I lies at 20Hz.) The first thing to note is
that, at the extreme settings, quite large
measured adifferent sample, delivered
rotations of the control introduce very
tg, Santa Fe by Casey McKee.) The
little change in the response, while in
DRA Labs MUSA system Iuse inhabthe center, even small rotations make a
its an ancient 486 computer, and it
huge difference. Optimizing the subturned out that the monitor and comwoofer setting will need a delicate
puter were plugged into asurge suptouch on this control. Second, note that
pressor with sufficient series resistance
at the more extended settings, the
to introduce aground loop. And at an
subwoofer extends almost an octave
estimated 102.5dB(B)/2.83V/m voltage
higher in frequency than the indicated
sensitivity, the Uno faithfully revealed
"220Hz." This has implications for the
the problem.
Fig.2 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, nearfield woofer
speaker's setup that can be seen in the
responses with crossover set at its
As well as its astonishingly high senmaximum (220Hz), minimum (90Hz), and
next graph.
sitivity, the Avantgarde speaker will be
three intermediate frequencies.
Fig.3 is the Uno's quasi-anechoic
an easy load for the partnering amplifier to drive: its impedance (fig.1) hardly
I I111111i
I II
drops below 8 ohms, with amainly
resistive phase angle. The small peak at
191cHz will be due to the tweeter's primary dome resonance, but the impedance plot is otherwise free from the
narrow peaks usually seen with ahorn•
loaded speaker.
i 11111
I
Fig2 shows the nearfield response of
the subwoofer module with the
Fig.3 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, anechoic
crossover set to 220Hz (top curve) and
response on design axis at 63", averaged
90Hz (bottom curve) and at the three
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
Fig.1 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, electrical
indicated intermediate frequencies.
for microphone response, with the nearfield
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
woofer response plotted below 150Hz.
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
(The extension switch was set to 20Hz
Bob Deutsch, Ialso had problems with AC noise when ImeaLike
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efficiency and sonic character. The two
10" subwoofer drivers are apparently
quite special: 3" voice coils, 15-lb highenergy magnets (BL-force factor of
more than 19 newtons per ampere, if
that means anything to you), 0.71"
excursion, each driver with apowerhandling capacity of 250W (RMS), and
asensitivity of 95.0dB. The subwoofer
drivers are connected in parallel, yielding an efficiency of over 100dB, thus
matching the horns' efficiency. The
enclosure is of 1.2"-thick MDF, with
very rigid construction.
Integrated with the rear panel of
each subwoofer is the PA101 power
amplifier/crossover. The amplifier puts
out 200W and is optimized for bass
reproduction, with ahigh damping factor to control the drivers. The PA101
also features what Avantgarde refers to
as avelocity-controlled driver feedback
system. This is not a conventional
servo control using an acceleration sensor on the driver, but atype of equalization that varies with changes in sig-

nal level and frequency.
The final step in the production of
each 225 CTRL PRO is the tweaking
of the driver control circuit, taking into
account variations in the characteristics

constant 6dB/octave filter at 18Hz to
protect the system from damage. I'll
take bass quality over quantity any time,
so Iused the 20Hz setting. The PA101
takes the signal from the amplifier
speaker output rather than the preamplifier, which is said to preserve the
main amplifier's tonal and dynamic
Although the Uno is the
characteristics, enhancing the integrasmallest Avantgarde,
tion of the subwoofer with the rest of
the range. (REL subwoofers use the
it's still apretty big speaker same approach.) The subwoofer amplifier presents ahigh impedance load, so
that takes up a
driving it draws anegligible amount of
power from the main amplifier.
considerable amount of
When it comes to describing the
Uno's appearance, I'll forgo taking up a
floor space.
thousand words and leave the task to
the photo accompanying this review.
of the specific drivers. User controls Although the Uno is the smallest
include potentiometers for subwoofer Avantgarde, it's still apretty big speaker
level and crossover frequency (variable
that takes up aconsiderable amount of
from 90 to 220Hz, 12dB/octave), and a floor space, and it's not exactly visually
switch that allows selection of 20, 25, or
unobtrusive. Ifind the form-follows30Hz as the low-frequency extension
function honesty of its industrial design
point (12dB/octave), with an additional
quite appealing; the Uno looks like a

Aneasurennents
63". (A similar measurement taken at
my standard 50" distance differed only
in the low treble, and then only regarding the heights of the peaks and dips.)
The measurement axis was again the
manufacturer's recommendation: midway between the center of the midrange and tweeter horns, asensible 36"
from the floor. The lack of energy in the
lower crossover region is most likely
due to interference resulting from the
overlap of the midrange horn and the
woofer. It suggests that the woofer
would integrate better at this relatively
close distance if its electrical polarity
were to be inverted. Unfortunately, the
need to return the measurement sample
of the Uno to its Austin, Texas owner
before Icould process the measured
data meant that Icould not further
explore this aspect of the speaker's performance. But if you're bothered by a
thinness in the Uno's lower mids, I
encourage you to experiment by changing the polarity of the speaker leads
connecting the woofer terminals to the
upper-range units.
Higher in frequency, though there
are aseries of small peaks and dips evident, the overall balanced trend is very
flat-certainly the flattest Ihave personally measured with ahorn speaker.
The very top octave is slightly hotter
than the region below, which Icould
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Avantgarde
they're shipped, afact the instructions
fail to point out. The speaker consists of
three parts: midrange horn, tweeter
horn, and subwoofer, which are all
attached by long bolts to three metal
posts. There are three sets of holes in the
posts, allowing the horns to be mounted
at different levels depending on the
height of the listening seat. The highest
mounting position is recommended
unless the listening seat is very low, and
this worked well in my situation. As
delivered, the weight of the entire
speaker, including the subwoofer, is supported by the posts, which have feet that
allow the speaker to be moved around
with relatively little difficulty.
Once the speakers are optimally positioned, aset of four supplied spikes can
be screwed into the bottom of each subSetup
Given the Uno's size and unusual woofer. The posts' feet are removable,
dimensions, unpacking and setting up a giving the speaker more solid support. I
pair of them was not as much of achore followed this procedure and found that
as Ihad anticipated — once Ifigured out the installation of spikes improved genthat the midrange and tweeter have to eral focus and tightened the bass. The
be switched around from the way Uno can be single-, bi-, or tri-wired;

speaker, not aspeaker masquerading as
apiece of French Provincial furniture.
The finish on the review sample was
the standard white polished ABS, with
the subwoofers in gray Nextel. The
speaker is also available with the horns
and sub in matching automotive metallic lacquer finishes, which boosts the
price by as much as $2000 — abit steep,
if you ask me. Iquite like the standard
white ABS — even if the midrange horn
does bear acertain resemblance to a
Yamaha Sousaphone. The quality of
fit'n'finish is exceptional, confirming
Avantgarde's claim that their products
have much in common with Porsche,
Leica, Mercedes-Benz, and other examples of German craftsmanship.

hear in the nearfield as just aslight
emphasis to the hissy MLSSA noise
when Iwas measuring the speaker.
However, Inote that RD was not bothered by this excess high-treble energy,
which means that in-room, it might
well be compensating for the speaker's
off-axis behavior.
Ihave shown the Avantgarde's lateral
off-axis behavior in two ways: fig.4
shows the actual responses to the speaker's sides; fig.5 shows just the differences
between the off-axis responses and the
central, design-axis response. First, note
the flare to the speaker's sides in the

lower midrange. The cancellation notch
between the midrange and the woofer
occurs exactly on-axis and becomes less
deep off-axis.
Second, note that, with the exception
of the upper crossover region, the "contour lines" are very even. The physical
design of the two horns and the frequency ranges they cover have been
carefully chosen to given aconsistent
radiation pattern. It can be seen that the
midrange horn does have aslightly
wider dispersion than the tweeter horn,
however, the latte?s output falling uniformly by 24dB approximately 45° to

-

dB
12.0

Uno

short pieces of cable are supplied for
joining the different modules if singleor biwiring is used. For all my serious
listening, Iused Nordost SPM biwirc
speaker cables, one pair connected to the
midrange and the other to the tweeter,
with the supplied Avantgarde wire linking the midrange and the subwoofer.
Iinitially set up the Unos in the living
room, just to give them some playing
time until the arrival ofJim Smith, who
had offered to come by for avisit to help
carry the speakers upstairs to my listening room and check that they were
working properly. The Uno is heavy (the
subwoofer alone weighs 100 lbs) and
awkward to get ahold of, so taking them
up the narrow set of stairs to my listening
room involved a certain amount of
weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth.
Once in the listening room, they
were placed in what is my more-or-lessstandard position, along the long side of
my 16' by 14' by 7.5' room, forming an
angle of about 70° from the listening
position, toed-in to point almost exactly

the speaker's sides. All things being
equal, this would tend to make the
speaker sound rather dull in large, overdamped rooms. But given the on-axis
rise in response, the speaker's highs in
more typical rooms will actually tend to
sound better balanced as aresult.
In the vertical plane (fig.6), the high
frequencies are well-maintained in the
±10° shown. However, various peaks
and dips occur off-axis in the low-treble,
suggesting that the listener sit with his
or her ears on the intended axis.
In the time domain, the Uno's step
response (fig.7) appears to indicate
that the tweeter is connected in
inverted electrical polarity, the midrange and woofer in positive polarity.
And not surprisingly, given the physical displacement of the drive-units,
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Fig.6 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on design axis,
from back to front: differences in response 10*-5* above axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*--lcr below axis.
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Fig.7 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, design-axis step
response at 50" (5ms time window 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Mark Levinson's* new company is
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RED ROSE M USIC
come and record. Our visitors compare
the event with the reproduction. Despite
its modest size and price, the Red Rose
R3 ribbon speakers sound more like the

Red Rose brings you quality and
simplicity.
High fidelity means "highly faithful."
This old fashioned phrase means alot
to us. It is the basis of our work. If a
product is highly faithful to music
then it doesn't have to be modified,
upgraded or discontinued. The way
to protect our customers is to make

event than anything we've heard, except
our RI Reference ribbon speakers ($45k
per pair; Model 1Reference mono amps,
$20k per pair). Most people simply don't
need anything more than the R3's.
The R3's ideal companions are the Red
Rose Model 2Amplifier, Model 3
Preamplifier, Silver 1interconnects and
336 speaker cable, with aSony SCD1
CD/SACD player.

sure our products truly reproduce
music faithfully. This is why we have
a9' concert grand piano in our retail
store in New York. Great musicians

"One afternoon, aconcert pianist walks into Red Rose Music
on Madison Ave., plays the store's 9' concert grand piano, is
recorded and played back on the spot. No eq, no mixing, nothing.
The sound coming out of the speakers is exactly like the event itself.
Ibought the system."
The Red Rose R3 ribbon speaker
Size: 16 x7.5 x9.5
Price: $3000 per pair.
Speaker cables: Red Rose 336
Price: $5 per foot
Model 3 Preamplifier, $3000
Model 2Power Amplifier, $3500

Red Rose means putting love in the world.
943 Madison Ave. NY NY
www.redrosemusic.com

Quality and simplicity.
Get the point?

10021 (212) 628-5777
*the man

Avantgarde
at the listening seat. The distance from
the listening position to the midrange
driver (the driver itself, not the front of
the horn) was about 9.5'.
Jim Smith had brought along aV3octave spectrum analyzer, which was
useful in tweaking the subwoofer levels.
My room has acloset with louvered
doors on one side, which tends to create
aL/R bass imbalance; the Uno's subwoofer's level and frequency controls
were able to correct this to aconsiderable extent. Subwoofer phase is reversible by the simple expedient of
reversing the subwoofer cable connections; Ileft the sub in phase with the
midrange and tweeter. The horns' controlled dispersion (narrower than that of
direct radiators) is supposed to make
them less sensitive to room acoustics;
this may be so, but apair of RoomLenses placed to the outside of each speaker
still resulted in areduction of "room
sound" and awider soundstage.
The Uno's powered subwoofer allows
the use of main amplifiers with much
lower power; unfortunately, it also
means that there are two more amplifiers in the system with greater opportunity for ground loops. And, sure enough,

when Ifirst set up the speakers in my listening room, Igot all sorts of buzzing
and humming noises coming through
the midrange horns and the subwoofers.
In my experience, the only way to solve
ground-related noise problems is to try
different grounding and hookup arrangements (each piece of equipment
grounded/ungrounded; preamp, power
amp, and subwoofer amp plugged into
the same outlet/different outlets) and
hope that some combination works. The
Uno's sensitivity is about 13-15dB higher than that of the average audiophile
speaker,' which means that noise as well
as signal will be correspondingly higher.
In any case, Iwas able to get groundrelated noise down to an acceptably low
level by grounding some of the equipment and letting the rest float.
Sound
One of the most thought-provoking
articles to have appeared in Stereophile in
recent years was Markus Sauer's "God Is

1 The average audiophile speaker's sensitivity is
85-07d0. according to John Atkinson's article. "Measuring Loudspeakers," in VoI21 No.11. also available in
the "Archives" section of www.stereophile.com.

Measurements
the speaker is not time-coherent.
The cumulative spectral-decay plot
(fig.8) is quite hashy, but this is not, I
suspect, due to resonances but to the
presence of early reflections. The lip
of the midrange horn, for example,
is clearly in the tweeter's acoustic

environment.'
All things considered, there is nothing to be ashamed of in this set of
measurements. Although he used
horns, the Avantgarde Uno's designer
has clearly overcome many of the traditional problems of horn speakers.
—John Atkinson

1Ihave come to believe that the most important
thing in designing ahorn speaker is to make sure that
each horn-loaded unit is not asked to operate over a
wide frequency range, thus allowing the traditional
problems to fall outside its passband. In addition, the
predictable nature of the horn environment would
seem anatural for L)SP correction.
—JA
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Fig.8 Avantgarde Acoustic Uno, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime)
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In the Nuances" (Vo123 Nos.1 and 2).
Taking another run at the perennial
problem of defining what it is exactly
that we want from amusic-reproduction system, Markus argued that the
main reason people listen to music is to
have an emotional experience. He presented experimental evidence (from a
doctoral thesis by Jürgen Ackermann)
to show that some audio components
are markedly superior in their ability to
produce an emotional response in the
listener, and that this emotional
response is afunction of subtle factors in
the reproduced music, factors that are
difficult to identify by the sort of critical
analysis normally performed by audiophiles and reviewers.
Markus' example was of the superiority of an analog,/tube system over a
digital/solid-state one in producing an
emotional response to the music, but
he might well have been talking about
the Avantgarde Uno. There was something utterly compelling about this
speaker's presentation of music, something that produced an emotional
response in away that rendered almost
pointless the analysis of sonic attributes
commonly used by audiophiles and
audio reviewers. The Uno drew me
into the music, focusing my attention
on expressiveness in the playing and
singing rather than on audiophile concerns like detail, soundstaging, tonal
balance, etc.
Emotional response to music is avery
personal matter. Listening to "Make
Our Garden Grow," from Candide,
played over acar radio affects me more
profoundly than The Beanie Boys' Greatest
Hits played over the world's best audio
system (or live, for that matter). However, whatever kind of music you like —
yes, even the Boys — my bet is that
you'll find it more involving with the
Avantgarde Uno.
If Iwere to attempt to analyze the
Uno's appeal in audiophile terms, the
obvious starting point would have to be
dynamics. The Uno could play loud, very
loud—and live music is sometimes very
loud. Of course, given sufficient power,
some conventional (ie, non-horn) speakers are capable of high sound-pressure
levels, and speaker designers have started
paying more attention to this attribute.
(The Vienna Acoustics Mahler, which I
reviewed in Vo123 No.4, and the Paradigm Reference Studio/100 v2, reviewed in Vo123 No.6, are good examples of this trend.) However, the way the
Uno presented high levels seemed qualitatively different. It wasn't just loud; it
was eordessly loud.
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Avantgarde
There's the obvious automotive analogy of 200hp from a 6-cylinder vs
200hp from a4-cylinder engine. Even
more apt is the comparison of asinger
with anaturally big voice vs one with a
smaller voice who is able to produce a
big sound through sheer effort: Both
singers can produce the same volume,
but the one who doesn't have to "push"
to get the effect is more pleasant to listen to. With the Uno, there was never
any sense of "pushing," and no dynamic
compression as things got louder.
Martin Colloms reported that the
Avantgarde Duo has extremely low distortion; Iexpect the same will prove
true of the Uno. The effect of this low
distortion was an absence of volumedependent strain, and Ioften found
myself playing the system louder than is
my custom. Played at realistic levels,
Reference Recordings' Big Band Basie
had avisceral impact, the combined
weight of the brass filling the room with
apower and punch that were simply
breathtaking.
But the ability to produce high SPLs
with low distortion was only part of the
Uno's dynamic capability. The speaker
was also able to project agreat sense of
quickness and dynamic tautness at moderate and low levels. The sound was very
direct, as if the speaker was being driven
directly by the signal, with no intervening electronics —an effect that may be
related to the fact that there's no
crossover between the amplifier and the
midrange driver. In demos, there's atendency to want to show off the speaker's
ability to play loud, but the Uno doesn't
have to be played loud to sound dynamic.
A friend who admits to preferring
levels considerably lower than the typ-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12 turntable (fully updated), Linn Ittok
tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx
cartridge.
Digital sources: PS Audio Lambda
II CD transport, Muse Two NinetySix and Bel Canto DAC1 digital
processors, Rotel RCD-991 CD
player.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate, Cary SLP50B (with shunt volume control).
Power Amplifiers: Cary 2A3SE
monoblocks, Balanced Audio Technology VK-60, Bryston 9B-ST, YBA
Intégré DI
Cables: Digital: Illuminati Orchid,
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ical audiophile — and who promptly
asked me to reduce the volume from
the blow-the-man-down demo level —
said that he was most impressed by how
the Uno maintained adynamic feel
even while playing at a"background"
level. At every level, the ebb and flow
of musical expression — je, microdynamics — was communicated with a

ial task, but Avantgarde has done an
admirable job, given the size and price
constraints. (The $38,000 Avantgarde
Trio has ahorn woofer andfourSUB225
CTRL PRO subwoofers, crossed over at
alower frequency than with the Uno.)
After suitable tweaking of the subwoofer controls, the midrange/subwoofer blend was quite good, and the
subwoofer came close to matching the
midrange in tautness and agility.
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of
With every CD and LP
the Uno's ability to present music was
Iplayed, the Uno led me
the way it seemed to transcend limitations in the quality of the source materito feel that the music,
al. Poorly miked recordings, worn LPs,
early digital transfers that Ihad disperformance, and
missed as harsh-sounding — all came
across as much more listenable, and at
recording were all better
times were stunningly lifelike. The Uno
was singularly lacking in hardness and
than Ihad realized.
grain, which lent an utter ease to the
quality of reproduction. (The associated
precision that went beyond any other equipment Iused for most of my listening, which included the Cary 2A3SE
speaker I've had in my listening room.
Dynamics are all well and good, but monoblock amplifiers and Bel Canto
aloudspeaker can't be described as a DAC1, made a major contribution
here.) A CD transfer of Mario Lanza's
high-fidelity device unless it's able to
produce an accurate reproduction of radio show, recorded in mono in the
early 1950s (When Day is Done, RCA
the tonal characteristics of musical
63254-2), had me thinking that if Lanza
instruments and voices. The Uno did.
were to miraculously appear in my lisInstrumental and vocal timbres were
tening room, this is just what he'd sound
extraordinarily lifelike, and there was
like. (Actually, this CD sounds better
impressive tonal neutrality across the
than most of Lanza's later studio recordfrequency range, bass and treble evenly
ings.) With every CD and LP Iplayed,
balanced with the midrange. The
tweeter managed the difficult trick of the Uno led me to feel that the music,
performance, and recording were all
being sweet and revealing at the same
better than Ihad realized.
time. Bass extension held up well to the
The Uno's ability to present recordlow 20s, with lots of power on tap
ings in afavorable way didn't mean that
when required.
it wasn't revealing the differences in
Matching a direct-radiating subrecordings or associated components. In
woofer with ahorn midrange is no trivfact, the Uno's levels of clarity, transparency, and detail exceeded those of
any other speaker of my experience.
Whatever differences there were in the
sound of recordings and equipment, the
Kimber Illuminations D-60. InterUno allowed me to hear them. Howevconnects: Nordost Quattro Fil,
er, unlike speakers generally regarded as
TARA Labs The Two. Speaker: Nor"analytical," it didn't thrust them at me
dost SPM Reference, TARA Labs
in away that interfered with the music.
The Two. AC: TARA Labs Decade.
Listening to the original cast recordAccessories: PS Audio P300 AC
ing of Hair through other speakers, I'd
synthesizer (used with preamplifier,
always thought that they must have
analog and digital sources), Bright
recorded it with bandwidth- and
Star Little Rock (atop CD transport),
dynamics-limiting filters. Through the
Nordost PP4 Ti and PP4 Al Pulsar
Uno, all of this was plainly audible
Point component supports, Arcici
when Ideliberately tried to listen for it,
Suspense Rack, PolyCrystal amplifier
but unless 1made areal effort to switch
stand, Furutech RD-1 CD demagnemy mind into the analytic mode, Iwas
tizer, Auric Illuminator CD treatable to simply enjoy the work as adated
ment, four Argent RoomLenses.
but tuneful piece of'60s nostalgia.
—Robert Deutsch
The Uno also allowed me to hear the
differences among the various dither
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Avantgarde
settings of the Rotel RCD-991, and the
beneficial effect of giving CDs the Auric
Illuminator2 treatment. The nature of
the Uno is such that it revealed more
clearly the effects of tweaks and component differences that might otherwise
have been obscured, but its sound was
so involving that Iwas less tempted to
be forever tweaking or wondering if
something needed to be changed in my
system to get me closer to that everelusive live sound.
Being used to the standard-setting
soundstaeng and imaging capabilities of
the Dunlavy SC-IV/As, and knowing
that this is not usually considered to be
horn speakers' particular strength, I
thought Imight find this aspect of the
Unos' performance disappointing. As it
turned out, the Unos were able to
throw an extremely wide soundstage,
with life-size images well-defined within the stage, lacking only the last bit of
imaging sharpness provided by the
Dunlavys. Listening position was not
ultra-critical; in fact, Iwas able to get a
good semblance of asoundstage when
sitting directly in front of one of the
speakers. (The soundstage was much
better in the sweet spot, of course.)
Initially, Ihad the impression that the
2Iheartily agree with Lonnie Brownell's endorsement
of the Auric Illuminator in the most recent "Recommended Components" (April 2000). One by one, as I
play them, all iny CDs are getting the Auric Illuminator
treatment.

images were somewhat larger than life,
but this turned out to be an artifact of
the tendency to play the speakers at levels louder than usual. The sense of
depth and accuracy of placement in the
soundstage was excellent; Iwas able to
differentiate clickers at the 60', 70', and
80' distances in the depth test of
Chesky's second jazz sampler and test
CD (Chesky JD68).

The music presented by
the Unos was so vibrant,
so compellingly natural,
that whatever coloration
was occasionally
noticeable seemed like a
small price to pay.
And what about those infamous
"horn colorations"? Virtually absent.
The Uno certainly did not have the
megaphone-like sound that people
associate with horns, nor did it sound
nasal, honky, or forward. From time to
time Iwas aware of some resonance/
unevenness in the lower midrange that
may have been due to the horn loading,
but its magnitude was low enough that

A Dilemma
rom early on during my time
II with the Unos, Istarted thinking
F
that here was aspeaker that had

what it takes to dethrone the
Dunlavy SC-IV/A as my reference.
Continued experience reinforced
this notion, but, as Ithought about
its implications, it became clear that
the selection of areviewer's reference speaker has to involve more
than personal preference.
In addition to delivering sound
quality, areference component also
has to be suitable for reviewing purposes. Alas, the Uno's design —high
sensitivity, integral powered subwoofer — makes the speaker too
different from the type of loudspeaker owned by most Stereophile
readers, so that reviews of electronics (especially amplifiers) done with
the Uno would have limited generalizability. The speaker's size and
shape are such that shifting them in
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and out of the listening room to
accommodate other speakers would
not be practical. And yet, Ididn't
want to give up the sound of music
as presented by the Unos. What to
do ... what to do ...
Could Iset up asecond audio system in the living room as an alternate reference? (I already have a
home-theater system in the basement.) You'll recall that's where I
first set up the Unos, and they
sounded pretty good there, too. But
that was on a temporary basis.
Would my wife, Beverley, accept
them as along-term part of our living-room décor? Iknew that she
really liked these speakers, but did
she like them that much?
Her response: "Only if Ican play
my records more often!"
Jim Smith is getting acheck. The
Unos are staying here.
—Robert Deutsch
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it really didn't bother me. The fact is
that every speaker has some characteristic that you will either get used to or
find increasingly annoying. Some speakers avoid coloration in the usual sense,
but have akind of blandness that robs
the presentation of excitement. The
music presented by the Unos was so
vibrant, so compellingly natural, that
whatever coloration was occasionally
noticeable (and it was only occasionally)
seemed like asmall price to pay.
Homs'n'SETs
There is ahistorical association between
horns and single-ended triode (SET)
amplifiers, an associatio.n that continues
in the minds of many audiophiles today.
But does buying the Avantgarde Uno
mean having to get rid of whatever
amplifier you're using now and buying a
SET? And, in general, is this speaker so
fussy about the quality of the associated
components that only the best — je, the
most expensive —will do?
The answer I'd give to both questions
is "Not necessarily." Because SETs have
low power (except for ones using exotic
tubes), they have to be used with highefficiency speakers such as horns, but
there's no reason to believe that the
opposite holds true.
As it happened, most of my listening
was with Cary 2A3SE monoblocks
(much beloved by Sam Tellig), which
are prototypical SETs. They certainly
have the genre's famed midrange magic,
with awonderful liquidity and asense
of space and openness. Although the
rated output is only 5Wpc, they played
quite loud enough for me, and the
sound was so musically tight that Ican
well understand the devotion that some
audiophiles have for the horn/SET
combination.
However, if Istart to get analytic
about it (there Igo again ... ), Ihave to
admit that the bass was somewhat on
the mushy side, and there was some
compression of dynamics at the high
levels the Uno is capable of. The
Balanced Audio Technology VK-60
(60Wpc, a modern bridged-SET
design) had more extended, tighter
bass and greater dynamic headroom,
and its midrange was almost as good as
the Cary's.3
In both cases, the preamplifier was
the $6000 Convergent Audio Technology (CAT) SL-1 Ultimate, with adigital
front end costing $3-$5k, and power
amps in the $4-$5k range — not quite
price-no-object, but still pretty expensive. (The $1895 Cary SLP-50B preamp
proved a credible alternative to the
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CAT: very sweet-sounding and musical,
if less transparent and extended at the
frequency extremes.)
To check out what the Uno might
sound like with more moderately
priced components, Iset up asystem
consisting of a Rotel RCD-991 CD
player ($1395) and YBA Intégré DT
integrated amplifier ($2345, 50Wpc).
Cables were still the pricey Nordost
Quattro Fil/SPM, but Iwanted to keep
this part of the system as aconstant. The
results were more "mainstream" in

At

times, the sense

CAT preamp/Cary amp combination
had an acceptably low noise level with
the Uno, but the CAT driving aBryston
9B-ST, an amplifier with extremely low
inherent noise but high gain, resulted in
annoyingly audible tube noise coming
through the speakers. (The same preamp and amp with Dunlavy SC-IV/A
or Vienna Acoustics Mahler speakers
was dead quiet.) I'm told by Bryston's
James Tanner that lowering their amplifier's gain is asimple internal modification involving the addition of some
resistors; Iassume this to be the case for
other amplifiers as well.

Conclusions ...
The illusion of "liveness" in reproduced
sound is adelicate perceptual phenomemusicians had somehow
non dependent on the source material,
equipment, room, and time of day, as
appeared in my listening
well as the listener's mood and expectaroom and were performing tions. Ihave experienced this illusion in
the past with some speakers in my system, but only rarely and in afleeting
for me was quite spooky.
manner. With the Avantgarde Uno, it
was afrequent occurrence, and persisted
for longer periods before something
tonal balance (less warmth, brighter)
about the sound acted as areminder
than the tube-based systems, but were
that Iwas listening to arecording.
very satisfying overall.
At times, the sense that these singers
In general, I'd say that if you have a
and musicians had somehow appeared
predilection for acertain type of ampliin my listening room and were perfier design (solid-state or tube, singleforming for me was quite spooky Was
ended or push-pull, Class Whatever),
this merely coincidence, or fortuitous
there's agood chance that it can be
system synergy? Idon't think so. The
mated with the Uno. When you're
effect was too consistent, and held up
shopping for an amplifier to match the
with changes in associated equipment.
speaker, keep in mind that the one with
the lowest power in agiven amplifier The Uno created the illusion of "liveness" better than any other speaker I've
line is likely to be more than adequate,
had in my listening room. In fact, Ican
and usually sounds better than its higherthink of few speakers I've heard anypowered siblings.
where at any price that sounded as conTwo technical aspects of the compatvincingly "live" as the Uno. At just
ibility between the Uno and associated
under $11k in the standard finish, the
equipment that have to be considered
Uno is not inexpensive, but its sonic
carefully are preamplifier output level
rivals cost very much more, and the
and amplifier gain. The Uno's high senUno's high sensitivity means that you
sitivity makes the amount of residual
don't need an expensive high-powered
noise in associated components critical,
amplifier to drive it.
and some preamp/amp combinations
In selecting aspeaker, especially at
that work well with less sensitive speakthe highest levels of performance, indiers arc problematic with the Uno. The
vidual likes and dislikes play important
roles. Some people may be bothered by
3The combination of the CAT preamp, BAT power
the Uno's residual horn coloration,
amp, and the Unos resulted in afairly high level of
AC buzz coming though the speakers that Iwas
even though its magnitude is small. I
unable to eliminate through changes in grounding,
wouldn't suggest buying a speaker
etc. The CAT preamp is unbalanced, so connecting it
based only on the recommendation of a
to the BAT power amp requires RCA-to-XLR
adapters. In theory, this arrangement is not ideal, but
reviewer —even if the reviewer is me!
it produced very little AC buzz when using Dunlavy
What Ido suggest is that anyone who
SC-IV/As, so the difference might have to do with
the Avantgarde's higher sensitivity, or may represent
can afford speakers in this price range,
one of those mysterious system interactions. Balanced
and even those who can also afford
Audio Technology's VP of marketing Steve Bednarski
and sales manager Geoff Poor both own Avantgardc
speakers of the price-no-object variety,
speakers, and Jim Smith uses BAT equipment in some
give the Uno a serious listen. It is
of his demos, so I'm pretty sure the Uno can work
simply that good.
well with all-BAT electronics.
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Audio Research Reference Two
line preamplifier

A

udio Research's first 21st-century,
audiophile-quality line-stage
preamplifier combines retrotech vacuum-tube amplification and
power-supply circuitry with innovative,
remote-controlled gain, balance, tape
monitoring, and signal routing. The
price is also 21st-century: $9995. As in
ARC's Reference phono section, the
Reference Two's four vertically mounted circuit boards result in asingle, relatively tall chassis.
The fully balanced gain section, rated
at 2V RMS balanced (maximum output
is 30V RMS) and 1V single-ended, uses
eight specially selected Sovtek dualtriode 6922 tubes, while the onboard
power supply consists of a5AR4 rectifier tube, with the resultant DC regulated
by a6L6GC and a6922.
In place of traditional mechanical
potentiometers or stepped attenuators,
the volume and balance controls are
spring-loaded on/off switches that control the electronic attenuator's 125 steps.
Turn the volume control quickly in
either direction and release, and the
level rises or drops by asingle step. Hold
the switch to the left or right and the
gain increases or decreases continually,
measured by asuccession of LEDs surrounding the gain and balance knobs on
the unit's face. There are far fewer than
125 LEDs around the knobs —the level
and balance can be changed by many
steps before any change is reflected in
the LED display.
Similar spring-loaded electronic
switches control the eight selectable
inputs and the seven-position tapemonitor facility, giving you the option
of listening to one source while taping
another. Four toggle switches control
power, muting, balanced/singleended in, and phase. Once configured,
a memory feature automatically
switches between single-ended and
balanced inputs as you switch through
the input choices.
The slim, compact remote control
duplicates all of the front-panel controls
except for the balanced/single-ended
switch, which, after the initial input configuration, you won't need to adjust anyway. With volume and source remoteStereophile, September 2000

Audio Research Reference Two line preamplifier

controllable, the Reference Two is a
reviewer's best friend.
Continuing along Audio Research
tradition, the rear panel's right-channel
row of inputs and outputs is placed
above the left-channel row. Don't ask
me why; everyone else does the opposite. Whatever: the chassis-mounted
RCA and XLR jacks are generously
spaced and easily accessed. In addition,
there are two sets of Main outs, a
Record out, and an IEC mains jack.

Description:
Remote-controlled,
fully balanced, vacuum-tube preamplifier. Tube complement: eight 6922
dual-triodes; in power supply, one
each 5AR4, 6L6GC, and 6922. Voltage Gain: 18dB balanced, 12dB single-ended. Frequency response:
0.5Hz-60kHz, -i-0/-3dB at rated output. Hum and noise: 20pV RMS
residual IHF-weighted noise output
with gain control set to its minimum
(100dB below 2V RMS balanced
output, 97dB below 1V RMS SE output). Distortion: <0.015% at 2V RMS
balanced output. Output impedance: 400 ohms balanced, 200
ohms single-ended. Recommended

Everything about the solidly built
Reference Two has been designed
for the convenience of the wellheeled audiophile able to buy such
an expensive product — everything
but the 16 screws he or she will have
to remove to get to the circuit boards
and install the tubes. Hopefully that
inconvenience won't have to be
repeated for many years! While ARC
thoughtfully provides ahigh-quality
screwdriver, Iwas happy to have a

load: 20k ohms minimum resistance
and 2nF maximum capacitance.
Input impedance: 132k ohms balanced, 66k ohms single-ended.
Dimensions: 19" W by 7" H by 15.5"
D. Weight: 31 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
99490010.
Price: $9995. Approximate number
of dealers: 60. Warranty: 3 years,
parts & labor; 90 days, tubes.
Manufacturer: Audio Research Corporation, 3900 Annapolis Lane North,
Plymouth, MN 55447-5447. Tel: (763)
577-9700. Fax: (763) 577-0323. Web:
www.audioresearch.com.
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powered screwdriver (set to minimum torque) for the task.
Operation and Sound
The Reference Two is not intended to
be left on continually, but about an
hour's warmup time is needed before
it's ready to give you all the music it's
got. If you buy one and want to listen
after ahard day at the office, switch it on
before dinner — though it will play after
about 45 seconds.
'The remote is apleasure to use, and,
with its phase-inversion and inputselection capabilities, offers genuine
21st-century convenience. Thankfully,
AR chose not to adapt acheap, plastic
mid-fi remote — an insult to the purchaser of a$10,000 preamp —nor did it
encase the remote in a weighty,
unwieldy aluminum sarcophagus. The
Ref 2's remote is lightweight, unobtrusive, and won't tire your wrist muscles.

Iused the Ref 2 in single-ended
mode and once broken in and warmed
up, it sounded like anything but the
proverbial "straight wire with gain." ft
definitely had its own sound. Iconfirmed this by connecting my EAD
DSP9000 Mk.3 processor directly to
the power amplifier via its internal
digital/analog volume control, then
through the Ref 2.
The Reference Two definitely
changed the sonic landscape, but in
ways that were subtly euphonic and ultimately pleasurable, even after long-term
listening—especially after long-term listening. Given that most recordings are
too bright and too edgy, and most mikes
too tipped-up on top, this is not necessarily abad thing. If you like tubes,
you'll like the Ref 2. If you don't... you
still might like it.
Like aplush, comfortable chair, the
Ref 2 put asoft cushion around the

music's bottom end —not so cushy that
the deep bass sank in and disappeared
into the foam, but enough to add a
warm, comfortable, enriching envelope. Sort of like tube gear in the days
of yore, but with no disruption of the
timing of bass events. If that sounds to
you as if the bass was slightly fat, fair
enough — but the Ref also added a
whompin', stompin', explosive bass
dynamic that was downright nuclear in
its attack. Soft and mushy this bass
wasn't! (Thank you, Yoda.)
The net effect was big, dynamic,
rhythmically lithe bass that was just
slightly larger than what was in the signal fed to the Ref 2. No doubt with
some loudspeakers this might lead to
overload or oversize, but through the
Sonus Faber Amati Homages, which do
not offer tight, overdamped bass to
begin with, the results on great bass-rich
recordings (like Davy Spillane's Atlantic

ohms unbalanced, though these figures
did rise at the bottom of the audioband
to 625 and 750 ohms, respectively.
As aresult, the bass rolled off early
into the very low 600-ohm load (fig.1,
bottom trace), though into the more
typical 100k ohm load (top trace) the
Reference Two offered excellent extension at the low-frequency extreme. The
high frequencies were slightly curtailed
into both loads, at -1.5dB at 20kHz. As
MF noted, "the Ref 2's top end was ever
so slightly soft."
Channel separation (fig2) was excellent, but the ubiquitous 6dB/octave rise
in crosstalk with frequency due to
capacitive coupling can be seen in this
graph. (Double the frequency and you
get double the crosstalk.) Channel separation was slightly worse in the balanced mode, presumably because then

you have double the number of signalcarrying paths.
Distortion at 1V output into 100k
ohms was very low in either mode
(fig.3), though the unbalanced THD
was alittle higher overall, perhaps due
to the contribution of noise to this
result. Figs.4 and 5show the spectrum
of a50Hz sinewave at 2V in unbalanced

Measurements
measured the performance of the
Reference Two in both full singleended and full balanced modes. Maximum voltage gains were 15.2dB balanced in to balanced out, and 13.8dB
single-ended in to single-ended out.
With asingle-ended input, the maximum gain available from the balanced
outputs was just under 20dB. The preamp was non-inverting from both sets
of outputs. The unity-gain settings of
the volume control were 2:00 balanced,
2:30 unbalanced.
The preamp's input impedance varied from 52.5k ohms (unbalanced at
20kHz) through 66.5k ohms (unbalanced, bass through upper midrange)
and 163k ohms (balanced at 20kHz), to
235k ohms (balanced, bass through
midrange). The output impedance was
basically 440 ohms balanced and 270
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Fig.3 Audio Research Reference Two, distortion
(%) vs frequency at 1V into 100k ohms,
balanced (bottom) and unbalanced (top).
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Audio Research Reference Two, balanced
frequency response at IV output with
volume control at maximum gain into
100k ohms (top below 100Hz) and 600
ohms (bottom below 20kHz). (0.5dB/
vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Audio Research Reference Two, channel
separation with volume control at its
maximum, from top to bottom: R-L,
L-R, balanced; R-L, L-R, unbalanced
(I0dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Audio Research Reference Two,
unbalanced spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 1V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Bridge) were always musically effective.
Bass never sounded smothered, syrupy,
uncontrolled, or unnatural. Rock-band
kick drums on great recordings like The
Clash's Sandanista (British CBS FSLN
1), while rich and full-sounding, had
plenty of slap and texture without
becoming rhythmically or tonally soggy.
This sort of rich bass performance
would probably stick out like an
unwanted hangnail if it wasn't so well
connected to the higher registers. The
Ref 2's performance above the bass was
also subtly more vivid, warm, and harmonically enriched than the incoming
signal, but only slightly so: full bloom,
no stem rot. The result was acoherent,
fertile, BIG picture — the fundamental
opposite of the best solid-state preamps,
like my reference, the Ayre K-1 x. To
some ears and with some associated
components, such gear can sound overly damped below and knife-sharp-thin

on top, just as, to some, the Ref 2will
sound overripe. That's why there's more
than one high-end audio manufacturer,
and why some experienced ears prefer
Krell, others Conrad-Johnson, though
the two companies' sounds are at opposite ends of the sonic spectrum.
Iborrowed afriend's 1980s-vintage
Audio Research SP11, and it sounded
far less "together" than the Reference
Two, with punched-up upper mids, a
thin "hot" band in the treble, anoticeable warm zone in the midbass, and
generally far more of a"hi-fi" sound.
Highly regarded in its day, the SP11
can't compare to ARC's latest effort.
Compared to the fresh-out-of-thebox Ayre K-1 x(updated from the K-1
with the new power supply), the Ref 2's
top end was ever so slightly soft, taking a
bit of the metallic edge off of cymbals
and the hard ringing of bells. One of my
favorite test tracks for this is John Ren-

bourn's exquisitely recorded Sir John A
lot of (Transatlantic TRA 167), which
features afabulous acoustic guitar and
crystalline finger cymbals and glockenspiel. The Ref 2took abit off the topend extension and "ring" compared to
the K-1x, but not enough to harm the
astonishing clarity and illusion of reality
of the percussive events, or to slow or
soften the attack of Renbourn's guitar,
which sounded slightly more rich and
woody through the Ref 2.
That compliments both products,
which fall just to either side of the "neutral" line. The Ref 2 sounded fast. It
kept up with the K-1 x, while sounding
somewhat richer and more fully fleshedout. This is not to say it sounded better
or worse; it all depends on your taste
and associated gear.
The Reference Two was quiet for a
tube preamp, with just atrace of thin
white noise when no signal was fed it —

and balanced modes, respectively. Now
it is the balanced result (fig.4) that has
slightly higher THD, with the second
and third harmonics around -70dB
(0.03%). Note also the presence of an
AC supply-related component at
180Hz (-76dB, or 0.015%), presumably
due to magnetic coupling. The only
harmonic of significance in the unbal-

anced spectrum (fig.5) is the second, at
-74dB. While the 180Hz component is
gone, a120Hz electrical hum can now
be seen at -90dB (0.003%).
Intermodulation distortion in either
mode was very low. Fig.6 shows the balanced result at 2V output into 100k
ohms; the lkHz difference tone lies at a
low -80dB (0.01%).
Finally, the Reference Two can output very high levels of low-distortion
signal into high impedances. Fig.7
shows the THD+noise percentage
plotted against balanced output voltage into 100k ohms bottom trace) and
600 ohms (top trace. The preamplifier doesn't clip
defined as I%
THD+N) until 35V into the higher
load! And note how the increase in
distortion above the "knee" in the
traces is quite gradual, indicating soft
clipping behavior.

Perhaps more important, note how
the THD+N figure drops with increasing output voltage below 2.5V. This
reveals that the figure below 2.5V output is actually dominated by noise, and
that this noise will be lowest around the
voltage where the partnering power
amplifier itself starts to clip. This is sensible design. The preamplifier clips earlier into the unrealistically low 600ohm load, but it should still drive many
power amplifiers into clipping before it
clips itself.
The unbalanced result is shown in
fig.8. The distortion is alittle higher and
the maximum voltage swing about half
that of the balanced mode. Nevertheless, there are still enough low-distortion volts available to drive most power
amplifiers to their limits. —John Atkinson

Fig.5 Audio Research Reference Two,
balanced spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 1V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Audio Research Reference Two,
balanced HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Audio Research Reference Two, balanced
distortion (%) vs output voltage at
lkHz into 100k ohms (right) and into
600 ohms (left).

Fig.8 Audio Research Reference Two,
unbalanced distortion (%) vs output
voltage at IkHz into 100k ohms (right)
and into 600 ohms (left).
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aucJiotruth 61 audioquest cables!

Interconnects available JadaTurquoise.Topaz.Coral.Viper.Python.Anaconda
NEW CABLE
Speaker Cables available Type 4.CV4SlaleBedrock.Granite.GibrattarCaldera.Voicano
LINES!
All Digital 8 Video Cable also available'
PT-6 8 PT-8 Tonearms
$CALL Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2 orr cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $4999
S-4 Silver Tonearm Cable NEW' Tremendous upgrade for the PT-6 tonearm!
SCALL
.SorboGel Little Feet (set of 4) $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet (set of 4)549.99 New!

Creek Phono Stages: 013H-8/9 Headphone Amps: 0814-11 SCall
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

NOW ONLY $109.99

The ultimate burn-in and demagnetization Disc! ACMOte

Gruv-Glide II -

Ingrroves sound, removes static, improves tracking, records and styli last longer

RECORD SLEEVES INNER

$21.99

-530/100 OUTER -$20/100 JPN Reseabble -$30/100
r-•

1022

RD.
46064

ROLLING BARREL

PENDLETON,

IN

PHo

TURNTABLES:

P, • ;,• Prices For aha VPI Turntoble Models ,

HW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic plotter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgradeable to HW-19 Mark Ill ($5991/ HW.19 Mark IV ($11991
H1N-19 MARK
-Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor 8 armboard, black acrylic
10Ib platter and spring suspension
11W-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing 8 spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic platter.
sleremeit

$CALL
!MALL

KAU.
ARIES and NEW! ARIES BASIÇ -Near TNT performance' Requires only o 2T ic 16'
space. Aries Features TNT 3 plotter, bearing & motor. Aries Basic features HW19JR platter,
bearing, 2 piece clamp 8 TNT 3 motor! Both with block acrylic finish & upgrodablilty!. $0111.
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by o solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
SCAM
*CALL

TNT SERIES 3.5 & à -The ultimate in turntable technology.

TONEARMS:
THE JPAW MEMORIAL 10 & NEW! 10,4 VPI has designed an
all-out affordable tonearm reference that is extraordinary in its
ability to extract information from on LP's grooves. Soundstoge is
wide 8. deep with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of
image solidity & top to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also
available in 12 8. 12.5 version for TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061
10 and 12 versions fully upgradeoble to new 10.5/12.5.
NEW LOWER PRICE! ASK ABOUT OUR ARIES/JMW COMBO!

CLEANING MACHINES: =Len
"lite emound the //Il -16.5 to be an outstanding
perjormer. The word surfaces an» micoaseripi,ally clean & are so pristine they loaL
Indio Magazine

HW-16.5 -SCall!!!
110 or 220volt

Features: Self-comained liquid pump: Applies
and vcruln net aril at sanie time; Bi,
st,hbutton controls: "The
on ihe market!"
HW- 17F - SCall!!!

HW-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirect onal cleaning!!

Semi-Automatic

Ltd. Time Offer!!!

Cooling Ion

ACCESSORIES:

Ltd. Time Offer!!! I

THE RETURN OF THE MAGIC BRICK
$49.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter.
SCall
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
KALI. STROBE DISC •Set turntable speed $17.99
NEW DELRIN/SS RECORD CLAMPS - SCALL CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl)
$9.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIESII

SUMIKO

CARTRIDGE 81 TURNTABLE

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

• ORDER TOLL FREE: ollMb
1-800-782-3472 mlir
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com

PC-6 Arm'. SCall

•Add Surniko Blue Pt. Special' SColl
FREE expert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCall
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE'
Upon teQUeSt

•NEVI• The Wave Guide

VISA

fa

All ....,,,
,,i. acst.ourtarat'ompocietc,

FOR INFO (765) 778-271 5
,...'','.:',,nr:;:.'.`..r..*:,,s.;"'..••
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

SALE!!!

TURNTABLES:
SCALL NEWI Pespective, Wood Classic, Model 2 ..SCAL
SCALL Pro-lect 1.2 Turntable
SCAL

150+pager3" U.S.A. /55" INTL.
CATALOG J FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
Methods available: U.S. Priority Mail, UPS Ground, 3-Day Select,
2nd Day Air, Next Doy Air. Cost is based on number of items and
total weight. Coll, E-Mail or Fox for quotes.
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL OR
FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!
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Research

its bass would have to be nearly out of
control. Or, one's room would have to
have a serious "bump" in its lowfrequency acoustics.
The Sonus Faber Amati leans toward
rich and lush in the midrange, and is
slightly reticent on top. Yet the combo
of the Amatis, the Reference Two and
Reference phono stage, the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300s, and every frontend Itried, analog or digital, was magical. And the Rockport Technologies
System III Sirius turntable took this
assemblage to overwhelming, nearorgasmic levels of sonic pleasure with all
varieties of music.
The Reference Two managed to
take the edge off of unpleasant recordings — that is, all too many of them —
without spoiling or diluting the sonic
wonders of great recordings. It conveyed the woody weight and majesty of
agrand piano, while preserving the
instrument's felt-on-metal percussive
attack, better than any preamp I've
heard. With the speed-perfect Rockport in the system, the combination
yielded the most realistic piano sound
I've heard from recordings, in terms of
tone, dynamics, and, especially, space.
It's amatter of balance, and balance was
Put It All Together and ...
The Reference Two's sonic parts were the Ref 2's strongest suit.
The Reference Two's rhythmic
impressive, if not perfectly neutral. It
had character, but because of its superb presentation was convincing without
overall balance, not what Iwould call being stiff, its image focus sharp withnoticeable flaws. A lean speaker would out being edgy, and its portrayal of
probably mate well with the Ref 2, a image size appropriately big, solid,
plummy one not so well, but to be a and robustly three-dimensional, all
truly bad match aspeaker would have without bloat. The Ref 2's tonal balto almost be off the richness scale, and ance, while slightly soft on top and

afar narrower spectrum than the usual
"tube rush." Still, there was aslight price
to pay for the raised noise floor compared to the best solid-state preamps: on
classical recordings, lower resolution of
very-low-level information such as
back-of-the-stage reverberant events;
and on pop and rock, ade-emphasis of
electronic studio effects. The latter was
actually ablessing; most of this studio
detritus is not supposed to be so obvious
in the mix, and isn't with the kind of
gear it's usually played through.
Dynamics at both ends of the scale
were among the best I've heard,
rivaled only by the Sharp SM-SX100
digital amplifier: explosive at the loud
end, nuanced and capable of revealing
fine gradations below. The Ref 2
never unraveled on orchestral crescendos, maintaining spatial and tonal
integrity. Its rendering of small-scaled,
delicate dynamic movement gave life
to some recordings that previously had
seemed to fade into aglaze as the
musical detail descended in level. The
Reference Two delivered this sensation of living music even at relatively
low volume levels.

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Simon Yorke
turntable; Graham 2.0 and Immedia
RPM2 tonearms; Rockport Technologies System III Sirius turntable;
Lyra Helilcon and van del Hul Colibri cartridges.
Digital sources: Musical Fidelity
X-Ray CD player, Marantz DR17
HDCD recorder, EAD DSP-9000
Mk3 DAC.
Preamplification: Audio Research
Reference and Zanden phono stages,
Lyra Arion step-up transformer,
Ayre K-lx preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage, ProAc Future 1.
Cables: Phono: XLO Signature 3.1.
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Interconnect: Yamamura Millennium 6000, Silver Audio, Wireworld
Gold Eclipse. Speaker: Yamamura
Millennium 6000, QED Silver Spiral. AC: Yamamura Quantum, Electra Glide, JPS Labs.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 AC conditioner, Sounds of
Silence Vibraplane active isolation
platform, Townshend Seismic Sink
1-3D, Finite Elemente Pagode and
Z,oethecus equipment stands, Symposium Rollerblocks, Vibrapods,
A.R.T. Q dampers, D.J. Kasser Black
Diamond Racing cones, Walker
Valid Points, Shakti Stones, Shakti
On-Lines, ASC Tube Traps, RPG
BAD and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Frerner

Reference

Two

slightly rich on bottom, was, overall,
as musically neutral as I've heard, with
the frequency extremes complemented by agorgeous, liquid midrange.
And the preamp's dynamic presentation was aclear stand-out.
That's why the Reference Two was
equally at home with rock, jazz, classical, and every other genre of music I
played through it. Unlike the Jadis RC
JP80 MC Mk.II (reviewed in the
December 1998 Stereophile), which
was gorgeous when fed classical music
and at aloss with rock's rhythms and
electric bass foundation, the Ref 2
sailed through every musical challenge Iset it. I've heard that the Ref 1
could sound lean, if super-detailed,
and the original Ref 2abit ripe and
stuffy. The current version of the Ref
2, which is what Ireviewed, has atube
complement that must pass anew, rigorous cherry-picking procedure, along
with afew other changes.
Conclusion
It's only aline section and it costs
$10,000, but the Audio Research Reference Two looks, feels, behaves, and
sounds like a$10,000 product. It combines the best of the old technology
— including tube rectification and
regulation, super-dynamic presentation — with the signal-routing and
remote-control features demanded by
today's affluent audiophiles, including
remote phase inversion and fully balanced operation. The extra gain and
added quiet should only improve
what is already the most crediblesounding, musically poised preamplifier I've heard.
True, the Ref 2seemed to ever so
subtly enrich what it was fed, but this
was done with such magical sleight of
hand that Iremained unaware of the
behind-the-scenes sonic activity. Inever
wished for more or less while listening,
whether it was the Eurythmics' hornblasting "Would ILie to You?" or the
RCA Soria LP edition of 71w Horowitz
Collection, aset of remarkably cleansounding vintage mono recordings from
the mid-1940s through the mid-'50s.
The result was that the Ref 2remained
in my system for months; Iforgot about
it until Ihad to send it to JA for measurement.
If you can afford it, and if its seamless
though quite distinct sonic stamp fits
your system, room, and your particular
idea of what sounds real in the artificial
world of recorded sound, you'll find the
Audio Research Reference Two areliable, long-term musical partner.
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Trade-in
your old cables toward
Sonic Horizon.
Call for details

Sonic Horizon
Handcrafted Audio Cables

weece-G°'1‘
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Skyline Power Cord

Skyline Interconnect Cables

We are currently acceptingyour
-old cables as trade-ins toward
any Sonic Horizon product.
Sonic Horizon Most all brands will be accepted.
Agreat way to discover the
$17 9Y5 I!newt pair
superb Sonic Horizon cables!
Skyline is unquestionably the highest value interconnect in the
The new version 3.0 Skyli ne p
ower cordi
san i
ncredibl e va l
ue!
I
tma k
es ot h
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line, with sonics and features normally f
oun di
nf
ar more
expensive cables. It features HSO EGC silver/
co pp er
$300 power cords look like... well, y
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now w h
at we mean .I
tfeatures
conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, MSC conductor techno l
ogy,
th
e HSO-EGC conductors, dual independent groun di
so l
ate dshi eldsw i
t
h
proprietary STATCORE technology, and genuine WBT
multiple RFI-Zero noise suppressors, Teflon dielectric, and the proprietary Zprecision machined locking RCA plugs. Call us today and find
Star treatment. And then there are the plugs, the part that some cord
out how easy it is to upgrade. More info at www.sonichorizon.com manufacturers really try to avoid talking about. Skyline is fitted with the state
of-the-art Audio Grade WATTaGATE 330 AC plug and 350 IEC plug. You

Hurricane Interconnect Cables

simply can't get better plugs than the WATTaGATE. Purchased as parts, the

It was named for areason..,
plugs alone retail for $176, and they are worth it! For more information on
Hurricane interconnect cable
Skyline V3.0 power cord, please visit www.sonichorizon.com
literally blows away the
Sonic Horizon competition! And once you hear
Daybreak Power Cord
Hurricane, you'll be blown away
$99. 95
as well. Features include HSOEGC silver/copper conductors, Teflon/Air dielectric, proprietary
Z-STAT treatment, and genuine WBT precision machined
locking RCA ilugs. More info at www.sonichorizon.com
111,11.1" p.111"

Hurricane Speaker Cable

$299.
95 8 '
pair
Sonic Horizon

•True Shotgun Design
•Silver/Copper HSO-EGC Conductors
•Teflon & Air Dielectric
•MSC -Multi Spectrum Technology
•Proprietary STAT-CORE Technology
•WBT Precision Machined Banana Plugs

Speaker Stand CLOSEOUT

The Sonic Horizon Daybreak is by far our best selling power cord of all time.
And with good reason. The Daybreak power cord is an amazing value. It
compares easily with other brands of cord selling for as much as $200. Its
features include noise canceling geometry, EGC conductors, dual
independent ground isolated shields, dual RFI-Zero noise suppressors, and
the proprietary Z-Stat treatment. It's fitted with the excellent Hubbell 5266
AC plug and Schurter IEC plug. It's an extremely flexible cable with amere
8mm diameter. And with its 13AWG aggregate size and massive shielding,
it's ideal for everything from power amps to CD players.

When it comes to speaker stands, Atacama Audio
is one the most respected names in Europe. They
are known for their excellent engineering, sturdy
construction, elegant design, and uncommonly
affordable prices. Despite their relatively low retail
Learn more about the superb line of Sonic Horizon
price, the '
SE" series is considered by many to be
one of the best performing speaker stands
handcrafted cables at: www.sonichorizon.com
available. At our current sale prices, the "SE"
Interconnects •Speaker Cable •Power Cords
stands are simply aphenomenal value. Sand and/
or shot filling is required with these stands as it is
Power Strips •Video/Digital Cable, all with 30 day trial.
actually part of the design rather than just an
Honest cables at an honest price, the first time around!
afterthought. For more information visit the
"Links" page at our web site (hcmaudio.com).
Atacama Audio SE 24" Stands $109.95pr (List $210) MIT Z-SERIES POWERLINE PRODUCTS
Atacama Audio SE 28" Stands $139.95pr (List $230) Huge sas jugs on factory B-Stock units • Call Now!

«Atacama audio •

Now it's easy to find all of our Closeout, Demo, and Used
cables. Just go to:

www.cablecloseouts.com
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Call today for prices on avery
limited stock of these fine units.
Sale includes Z-Stabili zer MK-II
Z-Iso Strip, Z-Iso Duo, Z-Iso HC
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e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

We ship
anywhere in
the world!

Equipment
Larry

Report
Greenhill

Bryston 9B-THX five-channel
power amplifier

B

right April Sunday sunshine s'
beams through the bay window
of my listening room. The light
catches four loudspeakers on stands,
two stacks of electronic equipment, a
small video monitor, black cables strung
behind furniture, and apile of freshly
opened DVDs. Isit in the center in a
large, overstuffed chair covered in blue
velvet, listening to an array of six loudspeakers and aTV monitor playing The
Haunting's DTS soundtrack. The floor
rumbles as the sounds of creaking timbers come up from below.
Now it's late June and I'm looking
back on my metamorphosis. Like other
middle-aged American males, Ihave
reinvented myself. Ihave shed my skin
and tried not to look back.
Big words, right? No, Ihadn't taken
up bungee jumping, hang-gliding, or
racing aBMW 2001-series M3 (not
that I'll turn down any offers). What
had been tempting me more and more
was the thought of being engulfed by
the sound of aDVD-based multichannel audio/video system. Auditioning
the Bryston 9B-THX —a hot new fivechannel, solid-state A/V power amplifier — seemed like an easy entry to this
brand-new technology. Or so Ithought.
The transformation took some doing.
Ihad to learn anew audio language, tear
down my two-channel system, install
new speaker cables and interconnects,
run onscreen system configurations on
DVD decks and A/V processors, and
realize that my expensive built-in wall

Description: Five-channel, solidstate, power amplifier. Output power
into 8 ohms: 120Wpc (21dBW),
20Hz-20kHz, 5.0.5% THD (FTC). Output power into 4 ohms: 200W minimum continuous (23dBW). Frequency response: not rated. THD+noise:
0.007%, 20Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB. Intermodulation
distortion:
0.002%,
60Hz+7kHz
mixed
4:1.
Noise:
-107dB, input shorted, dB below
rated output, 20Hz-20kHz bandpass.
Input impedance: 15k ohms, balanced or single-ended. Input sensitiv-
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shelves were woefully lacking in space
for gear. No more Rutter Requiem —I
now use a brand-new set of DVD
source material (see sidebar, "Welcome
to the Real World"). Armed with acopy
of Len Schneider's superb Guide to Better
Hi-Fi and Home Theater and leaning on
Denon's David Birch-Jones and Lexicon's Bart Lo Piccolo for A/V technology phone support, Idove in.
How did Ifeel? Not too bad — say,
like the moment after Neo takes the red

pill and is disconnected from the Matrix
in the film of the same name.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. This is
areview of the Bryston 9B-TI-IX. Iasked
to review this product because the word
on the street was that it might be the best
Bryston amplifier since the 7B-ST monoblock. The 9B-THX arrived well before I
completed the surround-sound installation, so it started its audition in twochannel mode. Ireally liked what Iheard,
but the best was yet to come.

ity: balanced input regular, 2V in for

Serial number of unit reviewed:

100W into 8 ohms; balanced input in
+6dB switch position, IV in for 100W
into 8 ohms, unbalanced input, IV in
for 100W into 8ohms. Output impedance: not given. Damping factor: not
given. Power consumption: typically
100VA, all channels idle; 900VA, all
channels at full power into 8 ohms;
1600VA, all channels at full power
into 4 ohms.
Dimensions: 17" (425mm) W by
5.25"
(131.25mm)
H by
17"

900407 (listening); 900858 (measuring).
Price: $3695. Approximate number
of dealers: 200. Warranty: 20 years.
Manufacturer: Bryston Limited,
P.O. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive,
Peterborough, Ontario K9.1 7Y4,
Canada. Tel: (705) 742-5325. Fax:
(705) 742-0882. US: Bryston Service U.S.A., 30 Coventry Street,
Newport, VT 05855. Tel: (802) 3341201. Fax: (802) 334-6658. Web:
www.bryston.ca.

(425mm) D. Weight: 75 lbs (33.8kg).
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Beefy Construction
The 9B-THX is amassive solid-state
amplifier, much of its heavy iron coming
from five large toroidal transformers and
astiff, rigid, reinforced-steel chassis that
would seem to make the product reliable enough to last twice as long as its
20-year warranty. The model is designed
to last in professional audio installations,
where ruggedness is amain virtue.
Thermal pathways had to be carefully
laid out. It's not unusual for a9B-THX
to be mounted by its front panel in a
rack and transported in atruck for hours
over rough dirt roads to the next gig.
While removable, the plug-in channels
are clamped down by capping plates to
prevent anything from getting loose

inside the chassis. Should amodule fail,
the bad channel can be repaired by
simply removing the old module —

The 9B-THX is designed
to last in professional
audio installations,
where ruggedness
is amain virtue.
transformer/circuitry/output stage/heatsink — and plugging in areplacement.
The 9B-THX's 75 lbs make it the second-heaviest Bryston amplifier in pro-

duction, outweighed only by the very
new, 600Wpc 14B-ST
A Roscoe S-1 Square recess screwdriver is required to loosen the 30 countersunk Robertson machine screws that
fasten the 9B-THX's top panel to its
chassis. These screws fit snugly into the
chassis' threaded steel inserts by means of
alocking thread-sealer that lowers vibration and increases structural stability.
The 9B-THX is the most densely
packed Bryston product I've seen. Five
large modular amplifier-channel motherboards consume all available interior
space. These line up vertically, like plugin computer cards, fitted into gold-plated
edge connectors. Each channel module's large toroidal power transformer is

Measurements

I' he five-channel Bryston 9B-THX is

the first multichannel amplifier I've
measured for Stereophile, so Ihad to
scramble alittle to get five identical
dummy loads. Even then, the Audio
Precision System One Iuse can measure
only two channels at atime, so Igenerally looked at just one channel. However,
for the power testing Idid drive all five
channels for the 8ohm measurement,
and two for the 4ohm result. Although
the 9B has atip-ring-sleeve balanced
input connector for each channel, Itested it only using its singled-ended RCA
inputs. Ialso didn't measure channel
separation — mea culpa— but, given the
amplifier's independent-module construction, Iwould be astonished to find
any significant crosstalk present.
The 9B-TI-IX was preconditioned by
being driven (all five channels) at onethird power for one hour. This maximally stresses an amplifier with aclass-B output stage, and, after the hour, the exposed
edges of the Bryston's internal heatsinks
were too hot to keep my hand on, implying atemperature higher than 60°C
(140°F). The chassis, however, while hot,
was not too hot to be touched, implying
sensibly arranged heatsinking.
The amplifier was non-inverting via its
single-ended input. The voltage gain measured 292dB into 8ohms, a100mV input
resulting in apower delivery ofjust over
1W into 8ohms. The input impedance
was suitably high at 47.6k ohms from the
bass through the mid-treble, this dropping
to 415k ohms at 20kHz. (On the suggestion of areader, we are now measuring input impedance across the audioband
rather than just at lIcHz, as we used to.)
The output impedance was avery low
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0.04 ohms except at 201cHz, where it rose crate this graph (just below visible clipto astill impressive 0.07 ohms.
ping with this demanding signal). Note,
As aresult, there will be hardly any
resistive divider interaction between the
amplifier and the speakers it drives. This
can be seen in fig.1, where the smallsignal frequency response was hardly
0
affected by the simulated loudspeaker
load. The bass is extended to the 10Hz
lower limit of the graph, while the highs
roll off above the audioband, reaching
their 3dB-down point around 1801cHz.
0OS
010
Not surprisingly, the small-signal
Bryston 9B-THX, small-signal 10kHz
101cHz squarewave response (fig2) was
squarewave into 8 ohms.
essentially perfect.
As can be seen in fig3, the 9B offered
very low distortion, except at higher frequencies into 2ohms. What distortion
was present was primarily the innocuous
second harmonic (fig.4), but observe the
very high power required to lift the distortion waveform out of the residual
noise. Both the low level of the distortion and its second-harmonic nature are
confirmed by fig.5, while fig.6 shows
that intermodulation distortion products Fig.3 Bryston 9B-THX, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 4kHz):
are conspicuous almost by their absence,
4W into 2 ohms; 2.83V into simulated
even at the very high power used to genloudspeaker load; 2W into 4 ohms; and
0 15
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Bryston 9B-THX, frequency response at (from
top to bottom at 20kHz): 1W into 8ohms,
2W into 4 ohms, and 2.83V into dummy
loudspeaker load (0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4

Bryston 9B-THX, IkHz waveform at 200W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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mounted on edge just behind the front
panel: except for the common AC cord,
the 9B-THX is acollection of completely
separate amplifiers in one chassis.
The circuit boards are very-highquality double-sided glass epoxy with
component-designator screening. Soldering is done by hand to avoid damaging the PCBs with the 800° necessary
for automated wave soldering. Soldered
and other gas-tight mechanical connections are used for signal circuits, while
the power supply uses high-quality
push-on connectors.
The 9B-THX is derived from Bryston's 3B-ST, reviewed positively in these
pages in October 1996 (Vol.19 No.10).
The modules' design was further devel-

oped, in Bryston's PowerPac series, as a
120W ($795) amplifier mounted on a
flat plate that could be attached to the
back of aspeaker to make it apowered
monitor. For the 9B-THX, this singlechannel amp was transformed into a
thin, 17"-long computer plug-in card.
The card's length keeps the front power
supply agood distance from the rear
input stages, to minimize hum.
But Bryston's Stuart Taylor decided
that the 9B-THX required more than a
reshaped circuit board. For example, the
grounding is far more complex than the
schemes found in Bryston's two-channel
amps. All five amplifiers are first
grounded separately, then connected
through alarge bridge rectifier. Dual 25-

amp diodes keep differences between
channels to less than 1V.
Besides electrical hum, five toroidal
power transformers squeezed into asingle chassis can generate abit of physical
noise. To combat this, aspecial grade of
steel was selected for each toroid's core.
Furthermore, the filter capacitors are
mounted to the PCBs using 5-pin
rather than 3-pin connectors, so that no
torsion of the amplifier will easily twist
the filter cap off the board. The filter
capacitors, selected for longest life, are
guaranteed to run at 105° for 5000
hours. The 9B-TI-IX is designed to shut
down if it reaches atemperature that
would make the filter caps exceed 70°F.
This extends their mean time between

however, the suspicious rise in the spectral noise floor around the peaks that
represent the 191cHz and 20kHz tones. I
have no idea what this will mean subjectively, but I'd prefer that it wasn't there.
Even with all five channels driven, the
9B-THX more than met its 120Wpc
output power specification, the left-hand
trace in fig.7 revealing that it put out
approximately 160W (22dBW) into 8
ohms at our standard 1% THD+N clipping point. Ididn't have enough highpower resistors to simultaneously test all
five channels into 4ohms, but with two
channels driven, 260W (21.1dBW) was
available (right-hand trace). (Ignore the
sawtooth effect in this graph. With the
very low distortion and noise offered by
the Bryston, these discontinuities in the
traces are due to the Audio Precision's
automatic range-changing.)
To test the 9B's ultimate power, Iused
the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler, which drives one channel of the
amplifier under test with alow-duty-cycle
lIcHz toneburst (10 cycles on, 400 cydes
off). This more closely approximates how
the amplifier will behave with amusic sig-

nal. Fig.8 reveals that, under these dynamic conditions, 227W was available for 1%
THD (horizontal magenta line) into 8
ohms (black trace), 410W into 4ohms
(red), 680.5W into 2ohms (blue), and

967W into 1ohm (green). The latter is
equivalent to acurrent delivery of 31.1A!
This excellent set of measurements
indicates solid, reliable engineering.
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Fig.6 Bryston 9B-THX, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 128W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.7 Bryston 9B-THX, distortion (%) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top at 2kHz) 8ohms and 2ohms.
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Fig.5 Berton 9B-THX, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 200W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Bryston 9B-THX, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms
(real), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Welcome to the Real World

W

atching The Matrix on the
home-theater system Iused
to review the Bryston 9B-THX was
a kick. The sound was highly
dynamic, extended, and effortless,
and the visual action was non-stop.
Laurence Fishburne, who plays the
prophetic leader, Morpheus, says,
"Welcome to the real world" after
the hero, played by Keanu Reeves,
undergoes arigorous education that
teaches him anew way of thinking.
Neo was re-educated the Hollywood way: kicked, stomped, tossed
against walls, shot at, and thrown off
buildings. While not as vigorous, my
multichannel education got my
attention just as firmly.
Although I've uncrated and positioned huge 250-lb loudspeakers and
wrestled sharp-finned 100-lb amplifiers up my stairs, their installation
always followed one simple rule.
Like Noah's Ark, everything came in
pairs: two channels, two main loudspeakers, two interconnects, two
pairs of speaker cables. With the
advent of the CD player, all nonspeaker components for two-channel stereo can be stacked, if necessary, in a single, central column.
With monoblocks like the Bryston
7B-ST, the amplifiers can be placed
on the floor behind the two loudspeakers, so the large speaker cables
are run out of sight behind the
equipment stack to behind the loudspeakers. One can minimize the
clutter of speaker cables and interconnects by running them behind
the speakers and the equipment
stack without major renovations of
one's living-room walls or floors.
This is not the case with multichannel. Six-channel systems obviously can't follow the Rule of Pairs.
Furthermore, there is much more
equipment in the simplest multichannel system than is found in acomponent stereo system, even if one owns
monoblocks. Where to put it all?
Ifound Icouldn't stack alarge
television monitor, a five-channel
amplifier, avideo processor, asubwoofer, and acentral-channel loudspeaker in one neat array. As they say
in the counseling business, who goes
on top? The amplifier and TV monitor are both heavy, and should go on
the bottom. Yet the amplifier runs
hot and can't be stuck under all those
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other boxes. Icould put it on the
floor .... but the system's six lm interconnects keep the amplifier closely
tethered to the Lexicon MC-1
processor. The sizes of these boxes
differ greatly, so one can't make a
neat little Tower of Hanoi. On avisit
to Sony's cavernous retail store in
Manhattan, Ilearned that they install
their home-theater control centers in
huge credenzas. Ididn't have room
for ahuge credenza and all the loudspeakers necessary!

HDT-FCH-1 used for the center
channel. The rear-channel speakers
were placed on stands next to the side
walls and 5' 6" behind my listening
chair. On Lo Piccolo's advice, the
Velodyne HGS-18 remained as my
powered subwoofer.
Then there were the speaker cables.
Iprefer very-high-quality audiophile
speaker cable sourced from such manufacturers as PSC, Audiolink, and
Coincident Speaker Technology, but
their heavy spade lugs were thicker
than the 4" slots in the plastic shrouds
of the 9B-THX's binding posts. Of the
The Matrix's Neo was
cables in my cable box, only Sumiko
OCOS cable's spade lugs were thin
re-educated the Hollywood enough for the rear-channel speakers,
and only Mark Levinson HF-10 for
way: kicked, stomped,
the front channels. Bryston's Chris
Russell says this problem has been
tossed against walls ...
corrected in current-production 9BWhile not as vigorous, my THXs: the shroud slots have been
enlarged to 5/
1
6" wide.
multichannel education got
Finding the optimal video outputs of
the Theta Carmen required me to
my attention just as firmly. RTFM (read the factory manual). I
hadn't initially, and so got to enjoy Run
So Imade two stacks, starting with Lola Run in pure black and white. Setthe Velodyne HGS-18 subwoofer on ting the Theta Carmen's composite
the bottom. Then came a Mark video outputs to Component turned
Levinson No.334, for using Revel my color monitor into ablack-andSalons as my two front-channel speak- white TV. Toggling to Composite
ers when I needed a huge bass returned color to the screen. Ithen had
response (no more than three times a to decide on the digital audio output
day!). Then came the Mirage HDT "PCM Only" or "PCM/AC-3/DTS"?
FCH-1 center-channel unit, the The latter position was the only one
Theta Carmen DVD player, and the that let me listen to my DIS demo disc.
Lexicon MC-1 digital controller.
The next lesson was simple: Hook
Finally, atop everything, Iperched — up the center channel and ask queslike acherry on an ice-cream sundae tions later. As an aging two-channel
— avery lightweight Panasonic 13" man, Ihadn't hooked up the center
video monitor. (The stack wouldn't channel at first. Impulsive and eager
accommodate the weight or width of to hear what my DTS demo DVDs
my 27" Sony Trinitron.) The Bryston sounded like, I'd connected the frontwent in asecond stack, sitting by itself channel speakers, fired everything
on apiano bench next to the sub- up, and put on track 3of the DIS
woofer. That gave it good ventilation demo disc —a scene from The Hauntand easy accessibility for wiring loud- ing. Iheard lots of smashing glass,
speaker cables. But it wasn't pretty.
creaking doors, blowing wind, and
After the electronics were installed, rumbling thunder — everything but
Ifollowed Bart Lo Piccolo's advice
Catherine Zeta-Jones' voice. Ihad
and made certain that the front-, cen- transformed Hollywood's technologter-, and rear-channel speakers all ical masterpiece into asilent movie!
came from the same manufacturer. I Wiring up the center channel
temporarily replaced the Revel Salons uncorked the missing dialogue.
and B&W 805 Nautiluses with
To fully test the Bryston 9B-THX, I
Mirage HDT-FCH-1 front-channel needed brand-new source material.
loudspeakers 11' apart and 10" from None of my "Records To Die For"
the listening chair, l' from the rear were going to give me discrete chanwall, and about 3' to each side of the nels and video signals, so Ibought a
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selection of DVDs and DTSencoded CDs featuring wide-ranging special effects or music. Among
the former, Ifound many that were
revealing and enjoyable: The Bone
Collector (Universal DVD 20716),
Kiss the Girls (Paramount 331887),
The Long Kiss Goodbye (New Line
N4446), Godzilla (TriStar 231129),
Saving Private Ryan (DreamWorks
84433), Run Lola Run (Sony Picture Classics 04014), The Fifth Element (Columbia Pictures 82409),
The Matrix (Warner Bros. 17737),
and Blade Runner (Warner Bros.
12682). For DVDs with strong
musical content, Iturned again to
Run Lola Run, then Digital DTS Surround Demonstration DVD 4(DTS
DVD 99121). For DTS-only source
material Ilistened to Holses The
Planets (Telarc 20CD-80466) and
Don Henley's The End of Innocence
(Geffen 69286-01062-2).
Finally, Ilearned that listener
participation differs greatly between multichannel and twochannel systems. A surroundsound home-theater setup had me
involved every minute. Ifind twochannel audio at its best to be a
more meditative experience in
which Iliterally sit back to savor
the intricacies of the stereo soundfield: its depth, breadth, threedimensionality, transparency, and
effortlessness. With no visual signal, Iclose my eyes and become
gradually more and more involved
with the music. To enjoy the experience, Ihave to bring more to it.
Surround sound was dramatically
different. Ihad to be more active, as
it took two remotes to control the
system: one each for the Theta
Carmen and Lexicon MC-1. Isat
forward and was pulled into the
action instantaneously, because all
my senses were activated. Paradoxically, in another way, Ihad to do less
work to get into this very active
experience. The sound, instead of
being the main component, is only
apart of the experience. The soundstaging was around me instead of in
front, and that enhanced the
involvement. All these factors made
the multichannel, multimodal
experience exciting and different,
but not necessarily better than twochannel audio.
-Larry Greenhill
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failures to 400,000 hours. Such overdesigning is necessary to justify Bryston's
20-year warranty.
The 9B-THX's five 60V rails could
really pull down the AC voltage on
startup when large amounts of current
are needed to initially charge the electrolytics. Bryston uses asophisticated
soft-start circuit to prevent the 9B-TI-IX
from tripping your home's circuit
breakers. The startup components and
circuit are placed on the sixth board, at
the far right of the chassis.
The 9B-THX resembles other Bryston amplifiers in sporting pairs of handles fore and aft. The front panel is of
'4"-thick sculpted aluminum with two
narrow horizontal grooves; the two front
handles are similarly grooved. Because
the faceplate is buff-finished with afine
abrasive like jeweler's rouge, its surface is
very smooth to the touch. Besides the
company name, the only lettering on my
review sample's face were two logos:
"THX" and "ST" The former is selfevident, the latter are the initials of Bryston's circuit designer, Stuart Taylor.
Amplifier functions are addressed by
asquare pushbutton power switch and
five bicolor power-indicator LED.
These glow green while the unit is powered, turning red only when the amplifier is clipping or suffering an internal
fault. The clip-sensing circuit uses a
comparator to detect signal distortion,
clipping, short circuits in cabling, excessive DC, or supersonic signals.
The rear panel is laid out in simple
fashion. At extreme left sits the detachable AC connector and the remote
turn-on input. The remainder of the
rear panel is divided into five narrow,
identical panels, each with clearly printed instructions in white lacquer that
make it possible to set up the 9B-THX
without having to consult the written
instruction sheet. There is aswitch to set
the channel to an unbalanced RCA
input, or to balanced or balanced +6dB
inputs. The balanced input uses adualfunction connector by Neutrik that
takes a balanced XLR plug (pin 2
positive) or aTRS ("tip-ring-sleeve")
balanced 1/
4"
phone plug (tip positive).
Each amplifier's output uses anew
speaker binding post (rated at 60 amps)
that allows you to insert one banana
plug in the back while screwing another
into the same post from the top. These
binding posts have been designed to
meet the rigorous CE standard, which
changed the spacing of speaker binding
posts from 19mm to 25mm or more.
The posts themselves are plastic-shrouded
so fingers can't get to the contacts when

9 B-THX

the amplifier is playing. The first 9BTHXs came with slots in the plastic
shrouds to allow for V4"-thick spade-lug
connectors. Speaker-cable manufacturers quietly exceeded that thickness —as
Ifound out (see sidebar, "Welcome to
the Real World"). Current-production
9B-THXs have 5/
1
6"-wide slots for their
speaker binding terminals.
The ST logo signifies that the 9BTHX has the latest Bryston circuit
innovations. These include lower powersupply impedance, adistortion-lowering
input buffer amplifier 28% more energy
storage, improved power-transformer

Following asteady
stream of massive
two-channel audiophile
amplifiers, the relatively
compact Bryston 9B-THX
spelled relief.
layout, shorter lead lengths, and improved signal isolation. Compensation
for capacitive loads is provided by asingle
loop of wire in the output stage. The new
toroidals are precision-wound, each with
exactly the same length of double wire.
After bench-testing, the 9B-THX
gets agrueling 100-hour factory burn-in
consisting of asquarewave input signal
clipping the amp into acapacitive load.
In theory, this load draws an infinite
amount of current on the rising leg of
the squarewave, stressing the power
supply to the max. Unlike aresistive
load, which dissipates all the energy as
heat, acapacitive load feeds back the
entire signal into the amplifier, which
puts maximal stress on the output
stages. The driving signal is gated one
hour on and one hour off, this cycle
repeated many times. This heats up the
amplifier, cools it, and heats it again, the
resulting expansion and contraction
exposing any loose connectors and
shaking out any devices subject to early
failure. After burn-in, each 9B-TI-IX is
again bench-tested, and the results are
shipped with the amplifier.
The ground trembles with its force
Following asteady stream of massive
two-channel audiophile amplifiers, the
relatively compact Bryston 9B-THX
spelled relief for this reviewer. During
my auditioning, Iplaced it atop aMark
Levinson No334 stereo power amplifier. Rated at approximately the same
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Bryston
power, the Levinson was 1.6 times as
expensive, almost 1.5 times as heavy, just
as deep, twice as tall, and yet had three
fewer channels! For someone used to
doing the audiophile amplifier-lift —
deep breath, bend at the knees, lift
straight up to protect the back —moving the 9B-THX's 75 lbs around was
downright easy.
It might be compact, but the 9BTHX packs plenty of punch — my
notes on first hearing the Bryston
through the Dynaudio Evidences I
reviewed last May testify to its speed
and power. Like the 4B-ST and the 3BST Iwrote about several years ago, the
9B-THX's strength is in the power
region of the audio spectrum: the midbass and bass. The 9B-THX delivers
fast, powerful, well-defined midbass,
and low bass with depth, extension, and
solidity. It combines snap and slam,
allowing the listener to perceive both
the low-frequency energy and the
tightness and definition of the leading
edge of the bass pulse. Playing back
two-channel audio through the Evidence towers, it excelled in its focused
imaging, absence of midrange grain,
and extended, transparent highs.
As amultichannel amplifier, the 9BTHX was superb. DVD recordings of
live concerts benefited from its speed,
punch, slam, and rhythmic drive. For
half the listening test, Iset the Lexicon
to treat the Mirage front- and rearchannel speakers as "Large" (ie, driven
full-range). After 45 minutes of Godai!la's thunderous footfalls and the pound-

ing techno beat of Run Lola Run, the
Bryston's internal heatsinks were quite
hot. But the sound remained open,
transparent, clean, and revealing of
detail, as made evident by concert
DVDs. The opening drum beat of the
Eagles' Hotel California (DTS DVD
99121) made my room shudder. Similarly, the extremely deep bass-guitar

The Bryston 9B-THX
is asurprisingly
powerful amplifier
with strong dynamics.
chords dominated the opening of Sheryl
Crow's Am IGetting Through concert
DVD (DTS DVD 99121).
The multichannel experience placed
me in the center of the action. The surround activity in Chapter 12 of Godzilla
made the front-to-back action — as
when the dinosaur approaches from the
front channels, passes over the hero, and
leaves via the rear loudspeakers —completely convincing. A similar front-back
fly-by gripped me as the attack helicopters chased Godzilla through the
streets of New York.
After several hours of listening, I
pushed the 9B-THX until the front
panel's LEDs occasionally flashed red.
While the sound exhibited the expected compression, refusing to get

Associated Equipment
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Theta Carmen and Denon
DVM-3700 DVD/CD players, Lexicon MC-1 Controller.
Tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic; Rote! RH-10; Magnum Dynalab MD-102, 205 Sleuth
RF amplifier.
Preamplificafion: Krell KBL preamplifier, Mark Levinson ML-7A
preamplifier with L-2 phono section, Duntech MX-10 moving-coil
preamplifier.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks, Denon A/VR-4800.
Loudspeakers: Mirage HDTFC H-1, HDT-RB -1, Dynaudio
Contour 3.0, Dynaudio Evidence,
Revel Salon, B&W 805 Nautilus,
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Velodyne HGS-18 powered subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnects: Bryston,
Krell Cogelco Yellow, PSC Pristine
R30 silver-alloy (all three balanced);
Coincident Speaker Technology
CST-IC, Randall Research, Ukralink
Performance, Mark Levinson HFC
(with Camac connectors) singleended; 75 ohm Silver Starlight and
Ultralink Digital Pro digital coax.
Video: Ultralink Videophile Pro
Composite, Ultralink Videophile Pro
Silver S-video. Speaker: Levinson
HFC-10, Sumiko OCOS, Ultralink
Excelsioç Coincident Speaker Technology CST1, PSC Pristine R-50
biwired double ribbons.
—Larry Greenhill

9B-THX

louder, it didn't become brittle, analytic,
hard, or distorted.
The midrange was excellent. The
pace'n'rhythm of Run Lola Run's throbbing teclmo score became an integral
part of the movie, its brush strokes on
synthesized drums driving Franka
Potente's tireless running. Iheard the
individual notes from the several guitars
in Hotel California more clearly and distinctly than ever before; they refused to
be homogenized by the conga drums in
the selection's opening.
To hear subtle amplifier differences,
it was necessary to replace the front
Mirage speakers with 250-lb Revel
Salons, driving them alternately with
the Mark Levinson No.334 or with
two 9B-THX channels. This revealed
differences in the uppermost ranges.
While the Bryston 9B-THX sounded
clean, fast, and very dynamic, it was not
as transparent as the much more expensive No.334 driving these exquisite
$15,000/ pair loudspeakers. The Levinson was also more defined and etched
playing the guitar accompaniment to
Roy Orbison's "Pretty Woman" on
DTS's Demo Disc IV.
Conclusions
My listening revealed the Bryston 9BTHX to be not only a surprisingly
powerful amplifier with strong dynamics, but also the equal of more expensive solid-state amplifiers in its ability
to deliver powerful midbass, wide
dynamic contrasts, and involving vocal
reproduction.
Bryston's 9B-11-1X is abeefy, rugged,
reliable home-theater amplifier whose
20-year warranty and midpoint price
make it areal value. It's powerful, built
to last, and appears to be very easy to
service. Sonically, it resembles the other
ST Brystons, particularly the 3B-S'T's
midbass punch and solidity, and equals
top two-channel audiophile amplifiers
like the Bryston 4B-ST and 7B-ST
While these two-channel stereo amplifiers have slight edges in transparency,
high-end openness, and soundstage
depth, they can't deliver the Bryston 9BTHX's ultra-clean power to five separate loudspeakers. Such pristine power
makes it aperfect choice for someone
who wants to have ahome-theater system, yet have abasic amplifier for multichannel music-only recordings.
So sit forward and join the action: Put
on aDVD and enter the new world of
multichannel home-theater sound. The
9B-THX five-channel amplifier took
me there on that bright spring day in
April. It could take you there, too.
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Robert
tinctive pronunciation of "Bay-toe-yen."
'd been to the Mississippi Delta and
The dudcwalk made its first appearance
seen both of Robert Johnson's graves.
in the set's third number; but the old
I'd stood at the crossroads where he
flames that had first ignited rodc'n'roll
made his deal with the devil. I'd been to
were there from the first Dressed in the
Graceland, Tupelo, and the other Elvis
captain's hat he's begun to favor àla Count
shrines. rd immersed myself in Elvis lore
for several features written for the May Basie and his old bandmate pianist
2000 issue of this magazine. But some- Johnnie Johnson, ared shirt covered in
glittering green palm fronds, and arather
how Iknew there was still another jourshort pair of long pants he joked were his
ney in my personal quest to soak up the
son's, Berry turned in aloose, clowning
history of rock 'n' roll.
performance that amused both himself
That peculiarly American music has, as
and the adoring crowd. His daughter
most music people know these days, fallen
Ingrid sang backup and played harmonica,
on strange, hard times. Judging from the
songs now being written and the talent cur- while her husband, Chuck Clay, played
rhythm and lead guitar
rently deployed, the music has lost its muse.
Astru 14.2 eis on for the soul of rock, and the
outcome is still very much in doubt
Chuck Berry was once
Which was why yours truly was sitting
in aplane winging its cramped but onanormal joe. Hell,
time way toward the belly of the beast —
he wanted to be
St. Louis, Missouri—to see how much
juice the author of "Johnny B. Goode" still
ahairdresser.
had left in his tank at age 74.
Berry wrote most of rodc'n'roll's classic
One aspect of Berry's genius is his abilnumbers: "Roll Over Beethoven," "Thirty
Days," "Back in the USA." He's also one of ity to write whitebread, crossover-friendly
lyrics about kids and cars. As he's grown
the finest lyricists the movement ever proolder he's changed many of these and
duced, a killer guitar player (when he
added more than afew risqué notes. The
wants to be), and a marvelously dear
best of the naughty lyrical ad libs, which
singet Two new albums, the budgetare still rated G compared with Eminem's
priced The Best of Chuck Berry (MCA
rantings, came in "Reelin' and Rockin' ": "I
MCAD-11944) and the more comprehensive two-disc set Chuck By: The Anthology looked at my watch and it was half past
two /She says she don't, but Iknow she
(MCA 088 112 304-2), provide ample evido.... Ilooked at my watch and it was
dence of Berry's seminal influence.
quarter to four /She said Wait aminute,
Several months earlier, my old friend,
Chuck, Iwant alittle more'.... Ilooked at
Stereophik writer, and St Louis-area native
my watch, it was aquarter to five / I
Dan Dturhholz had mentioned that Berry
didn't know if Iwas dead or alive."
plays amonthly gig at asmall St Louis
Thoroughly enjoying his own silliness,
dub. We arrived on Delmar Avenue.
There, on asidewalk inlaid with brass stars Berry laughed as hard as everyone else.
Recently, Iwas confronted in conversarepresenting abaroque gumbo of St Louis
tion for the first time with Hannah
heroes —playwright Tennessee Williams,
Arendes phrase "the banality of evil."
bowler Dick Weber, Civil War general
William Tecumseh Sherman, and one of Although most famously applied to Nazi
war crimes, the phrase works in amuch
baseball's greatest warrior-kings, Bob
less menacing way to describe as well the
Gibson — stands Blueberry Hill, Joe
devils who created the devil's music.
Edwards' shrine to rodenioll.
Watching Berry cavorting, injecting
Downstairs in The Duck Room,
goofy asides, switching guitars with his
named for Berry's signature stage move,
son-in-law when he broke astring —seewith abig smile and that "ra-dah-dah-deying Berry play abig solid Fender instead of
dey-dey" double-stringed guitar lick he
his usual Gibson hollowbody was atreat
can play in his sleep, rock'n'roll's living
— Iwas struck by the fact that, like Elvis,
Manhattan Project launched into "Roll
Over Beethoven," lingering on his still dis- Berry was once anormal joe. Hell, he
Stereophile, September 2000
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wanted to be ahairdresser. In the 1987 film
Hail! Hail! RodenRoll he even said that he
still kept up his beautician's license, just in
case. Elvis drove atruck. They may have
started arevolution, but they weren't revolutionaries. They just loved the attention.
And the cars. And the gurls, gurls, gurls.
Oh yeah, and they loved the blues—the
lowdown, dirty blues, which, when you
add abackbeat, become what poor old
Alan Freed called "rodenioll."
Like Elvis, Berry dabbled in evil. For
Elvis it was buying Cadillacs at 4am and
watching chimps perform sex acts. For
Berry, young girls, C Mies, and tweaking
his lyrics were the allure. According to The
New Rolling Stone Encyclopedia ofRock &Roll
he "brought a14-year-old Spanish-speaking Apache prostitute from Texas to check
hats in his St. Louis nightclub and after he
fired her she complained to the police."
That tangle, led to two trials, the second of
which landed him in jail for two years for
violating the Mann Act. In 1990 he had
another run-in with the law over possession of marijuana and abunch of now infamous videotapes apparently shot in a
women's restroom at his amusement park,
Berry Park. But these are just the sort of
low budget, banal evils you'd expect from
aformer truck driver or hairdresser.
The problem today is that, in abusiness
in which records are now "product," the
whole process can be evil of the sort that
saps imagination and exhilaration. Being a
rock musician is now acareer choice, as
opposed to something you're inexplicably
inspired to do. Too many assume they're
pros from the start. Too many players buy
MC Hammees mansion before they've
even become proficient at playing an
insnument, let alone have written asong.
I'm sure this also applies in some degree
to jazz, classical, and other musical genres.
For many, music is no longer something
that's in their bones, the kind of itch that
would propel them to show up at the
Cosmopolitan Club and start singing, as
Berry did, or run down to Sun Studios
before Sam Phillips had hung up the
phone, as the famous legend about Elvis
has it. Now it's about money, marketing,
and only occasionally about music.
Perhaps afew more deals with the devil
down at the crossroads wouldn't be such a
bad thing.
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aural depiction; stripped down to the
bare bones, The Conga Kites offers an
intimate glimpse into the syncopated
THE CONGA KINGS
spiritual epicenter of Latin music.
Giovanni Hidalgo, Candido Camero, Carlos Patato"
Valdes, congas, vocals; Joe Gonzalez, bongos;
Clark Terry, arepository of trumpet
Guillermo Edghill, bass; Nelson Gonzalez, John
knowledge and inspiration, has been a
Benthal, tres; Mauricio Smith, flute; Jose Francisco
leading light in jazz since the 1930s: a
Valdes, claves; Hermengildo Olivera, Jr., Nelson
Gonzalez Ill, Luis Roso, vocals
solo and section mainstay of big bands
JD193 (CD). 2000. David Chesky, Ray Santos, prods.;
as diverse as those of Lunceford,
Barry Wolifson, eng. DDD. TT: 68:45
Ellington, Basie, and the old New York
CLARK TERRY: One On One
Tonight Show, apioneer on the flugelClark Terry, trumpet; Monty Alexander, Gerri Allen,
Kenny Barron, Tommy Flanagan, Don Friedman,
horn; a colleague and source of
Benny Green, Sir Roland Hanna, Barry Harris, Eric
inspiration to Dizzy Gillespie and Miles
Lewis, John Lewis, Junior Mance, Manan
Davis; and abeloved figure whose senMcPartland, Eric Reed, Billy Taylor, piano
.10198 (CD). 2000. David Chesky, prod.; Barry
sibility is synonymous with the joy of
Wolifson, eng. DDD. TT: 66:08
jazz and the music's rich cultural
diversity. Of late, time has danced a
THE CONGA KINGS -L.
oo often in the past, audiophile
two-step with the master; weakened by
records have been concerned
diabetes, he requires assistance getting
with showcasing some aspect of
on and off stage, and his sight is failing.
recording technology than shining the
But he remains indomitable at 79, his
pristine light of sonic purity on the perwit and chops intact (and then some).
formers and their music. Lately, though,
On the evidence of One On One,
it seems as if some audiophile imprints
Clark Terry can still cut any trumpeter
are growing more probing and advenon the planet.
turous in their choice and presentation
Terry is the Johnny Hodges of the
of material. In these sessions — recorded
trumpet —the last word in relaxation
aweek apart in December 1999 at St.
and efficiency at producing apure tone.
Peter's Episcopal Church in Manhattan
His articulation and intonation are
by producer David Chesky and engiimmaculate, and, switching back and
neer Barry Wolifson —the quality of
forth between trumpet and flugelspiritual interaction is at such ahigh
horn— as if in one horn combining the
level that it reflects back on the technolextended low end of atenor voice with
ogy, resulting in two of the most aurally
the piping top end of asoprano — he
involving, musically vital recordings I've
fashions aseamless continuum of song,
ever heard.
shading his melodic lines with an endEach session documents tribal elders
lessly expressive vocabulary of vocal
in intimate settings at the autumnal
whinnies, shakes, hums, buzzes, slides,
peak of their powers. The degree to
slurs, growls, and shouts.
which they succeed is atestament to
One On One portrays this limitless
how moving and powerful the audioexpanse of tonal nuances and shadings.
phile aesthetic can be when placed in
Where The Conga Kings has aslightly
service to the music. Be it the ritual
distant perspective, One On One is
rhythm chants of The Conga Kings or the
Elsewhere, on Chano Pozo's breathtakingly intimate, as revealing of
harmonic/melodic glory of trumpeter
the acoustic space as it is of each pairing
Clark Terry in One On One's impro- "Nagüe," one enjoys more closely the
vised convocations with the cream of sensation of around-robin percussion of Terry and pianist. It's all framed
the modern jazz piano, these recordings discussion. But arrangements such as against a lushly detailed, sonically
celebrate musicians who possess a "Descarga de los Reyes" (where only expansive piano sound, the two instrugenius for producing distinctive, the bass player remains) and the title cut ments seeming to breathe in tempo
(where each man introduces his own with the room decay.
personal sounds.
And what alovely range of repertoire
Between them, Candido Camero tuning and touch) prove more effective
and Carlos "Patato" Valdes represent a at differentiating among congueros: and mood Terry and friends achieve.
Hidalgo on the left, "Patato" on the Terry's spacious phrasing over Monty
century of experience in traditional
Afro-Cuban musical forms and jazz right, Candido in the middle. There's Alexander on "L.O.V.E." evokes the
hybrids, while Giovanni Hidalgo is something very spare, earnest, and root- deceptively easygoing rhythmic intensiamong the most prodigious and respect- sy about these performances and their ty of Nat King Cole, while his buttery

Chesky Records

ed of the younger congsteros. According
to the notes, this was a one-mike
recording; on performances such as
"Tumbando Caña," with dual tres
(analogous to 12-string acoustic guitars),
flute, bass, and chanting vocals, this
offers adry, slightly distant perspective.
It's as if you were witnessing astreetcorner band —the sounds of the three
congueros tend to blend, though this is
probably as much abyproduct of their
individual masteries and ensemble sensitivities as of any conscious decisions.
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Quarter
tone and fluttering phrases on Billy
Strayhorn's "Intimacy of the Blues"
(with Kenny Barron) illustrates how
effortlessly (well, efficiently) the sly old
fox exerts his will over this most recalcitrant of horns. Sir Roland Hanna offers
a properly symphonic intro to Eubie
Blake's "Memories of You," and Terry
responds with aformal operatic vibrato,
his shadings all the more effective for
how centered his fundamental tone is
on the horn. Of particular joy to me is
how Terry employs air flow alone to
evoke the rhythmic buck and wing ofjo
Jones' hi-hat cymbals, before engaging
Junior Manee on muted horn in
homage to the good groove and timeless blues feeling of Lester Young,
Harry "Sweets" Edison, and Buck
Clayton in flotation above the Basie
rhythm section. And Eric Reed's
rollicking left hand inspires the trumpeter to dig deep into the unspoken
traditions that pre-date the recording
age ... much as his deep, sustained tone
on the conclusion to "Skylark" (with
Marian McPartland) bespeaks asound
that will go on and on in our hearts
without limit.
One On One is the most soulful, original, involvingjazz recording experience
I've had in along time. If you invite
Clark Terry and friends over for dinner
and drinks, your loudspeakers will
thank you again and again.

Classic Records

a

CASINO ROYALE: Original Soundtrack
Burt Bacharach, composer, conductor; Dusty
Springfield, vocals; Herb Alpert 8. The Tijuana Brass
ColGems/Classic DAD 1033 (24/96 DAD). 2000. Phil
Ramone, prod.; lack Clegg, eng. MD. Tr: 34:33

H

ere's the oddly appealing
soundtrack to one of the campiest pieces of tripe ever committed to film. Legendary director John
Huston should be mounted on abarbecue spit —affording him the opportunity to brown evenly on all sides as he
spins in his grave — as only partial
karmic payment for this hopelessly
dated, self-indulgent bit of '60s kitsch.
Burt Bacharach's music is acuriously
vaudevillian mix of elements, and I
assume that it is the audiophile classic
status of Dusty Springfield's "The Look
of Love" that tril4lered Classic's decision
to single out the movie soundtrack for a
24/96 portrayal. Not that it isn't an
interesting audio experience —I found
myself involuntarily charmed by many
of Bacharach's melodies and effects, not
the least of which is the bouncy title
Stereophile, September 2000
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Springfield's husky, diaphanous phrasing (answered in kind by Ronnie Scott
on tenor sax àla Stan Getz) is the last
word in sex-y. This DAD conveys
Springfield's palpable physical presence
as she floats suggestively in amentholated acoustic space, centered and so far
forward she's practically in your lap.
Gulp ... check, please.

MM..

Columbia/Legacy
tune as depicted by the dual-trumpet
front line of the Tijuana Brass. (And yes,
when Iwas achild, there was acopy of
Whipped Cream and Other Delights in our
house. Ideny any culpability in its procurement.)
There are lots of nice "arranger"
touches (all very '60s, man), such as the
blaring tuba combined with electric bass
on "The Big Cowboys and Indians
Fight at Casino Royale," and the use of
percussion and harpsichord on the
reprise of the main theme. Still, this disc
hardly contains the kind of sonic thrills,
chills, and big extended frequency
gestures that would recommend the
kind of meticulous attention usually
paid aClassic audiophile reissue. Phil
Spector, Brian Wilson, and Frank Zappa
all did it better.
But when you think Burt Bacharach,
you think Hal David and astring of perfectly crafted pop tunes, none more
appealing or enduring than Dusty
Springfield's classic take on "The Look
of Love," an alluring, Latin-jazz-styled
ballad. There's alovely give and take
between aratchet-like percussion sound
in the left channel and those trademark
Bacharach piano chords in the right, and

MILES DAVIS: Miles Smiles
Miles Davis, trumpet; Wayne Shorter, tenor sax;
Herbie Hancock, piano; Ron Carter, bass; Tony
Williams, drums
CS 65682 (SACO). 1967/1998. Teo Macero, Michael
Cuscuna, prods. MD. TT: 41:45

B

ythe grace of God and a$0.99
price tag in a Woolworth's
record bin, this was one of the
first 10 jazz records Iowned, and it
endures as awatershed in the evolution
of the post-modern sensibility. Even
more than ES.P., Miles Smiles is amilestone in the recorded evolution of this
ensemble, and marks the point where
Miles finally unleashed them for a
full-frontal assault on the avant-garde
firmament, the leader himself jumping
in head first and finding the water just
fine. Tony Williams and Ron Carter
combined to create a spring-loaded
groove so buoyant and flexible that an
infinite number of rhythmic permutations could be superimposed on top of
it, and soloists Davis, Shorter, and
Hancock responded with epic improvisations that were the last word in structured freedom —a telling response to
those post-bop antediluvians who were
seeking to transcend traditional harmonic and melodic architecture, as well

Reference System
Analog source: Rega Planar 3
turntable, Grado Reference Master
phono cartridge.
Digital source: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player, Sony
SCD-777ES SACD/CD player.
Preamplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista and A3, Blue Circle BC3
Galatea.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300 and A3, Mesa Baron.
Loudspeakers: Joseph Audio
RM7si, Soliloquy S10 powered subwoofer.
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Resolution Reference

Mk.II and Designer's Reference
(with Discrete and Active Shielding).
Speaker:
Synergistic
Research
Resolution Reference Mk.II and
Designer's Reference biwires, JPS
Superconductor Singles. Synergistic
Research Master Control Center.
AC: Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference 2 Master Couplers, JPS
Labs ICaptovator.
Accessories: Signal Guard II
Isolation Stand (turntable); Shakti
Stones; PolyCrystal Cones; Argent
Room Lens; EchoBusters Bass
Busters, Absorptive and Diffusive
Panels.
-Chip Stern
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as aswinging metric pulse. On Miles
Smiles, the Prince of Darkness and his
Justice League of American improvisational superheroes proved that you
didn't necessarily have to abandon jazz
basics to enjoy life beyond the Earth's
gravitational field.
One could write a thesis on the
nature of these tunes and their treatment, but for "Quarter Notes" fans it's
the sonic revelations of the new SACD
format that are of greater import, and
which sent me searching my archives
for earlier editions with which to compare and contrast: an old LP, the original
1992 ADD CD issue, and the 1998
Super Bit Mapping remastering for the
Miles Davis Quintet: 1965-1968 boxed
set. (This SACD is presumably derived
from the last version.) Iconcentrated on

space. This was particularly noticeable
in the more natural qualities of
Hancock's piano on "Circle," which
tended to sound flattened and congested in its earlier digital incarnations. The
overall sound was both warmer and
more spacious, and when Williams'
drums and cymbals exploded, their
spread into space was more contained
and natural. What most impressed me
about the SACD was that sounds didn't
seem quite as directional in relation to
the speaker drivers, and that the palpable (there's that word again) sense of
Davis' physical presence front and
center in the original four-track mix
made the hairs on the back of my neck
dance with delight.

appreciate Davis' love for the textures,
dynamics, and melodic possibilities of
the multiple percussion kit, particularly
the cymbal —an incredibly complex
musical instrument, and one that rarely
gets its due in the recording studio this
side of aManfred Eicher recording.
On languorous readings of the old
chestnuts "I Thought About You" and
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes," Davis
shades the harmonic development with
a variety of scrapes and side-stick
accents on his flat ride cymbal, punctu-
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THE STEVE DAVIS PROJECT: Quality of Silence
Steve Davis, drums; Tim Ries, soprano sax; John Hart,
guitar; Andy LaVeme, piano; Drew Gress, bass
SACD-04 (SACD/CD Hybrid Disc). 1997. Steve Davis,
prod.; Tom Jung, prod., eng. DOD. Tr: 51:37
JOE BECK/AL1 RYERSON: Alto
Joe Beck, alto guitar; AS Ryerson, alto flute; Steve
Davis, percussion
CD-521 (CD). 1997. Tom Jung, prod., eng. DOD. Tr:
52:05

've always had asweet tooth for
DMP founder Tom Jung's vividly
detailed digital recordings. Impeccably produced and right on the cutting
edge of recording technology, they're
the band's locomotive version ofJimmy dynamic and extended in ways utterly
Heath's "Gingerbread Boy" and Davis' convincing in amusical sense, even if
spectral ballad "Circles," wherein the label's sonic signature failed to
Hancock's piano functions in amore or suggest any of my beloved analog
less traditional manner.
artifacts, and some of DMP's early
As Isuspected going in, the 1992
musical output were atad conservative
version showed evidence of helpful for my tastes.
hot-rodding in the form of equalizaNow, with these two rich-sounding
tion, to enhance the attack of the bass releases — one an adventurous exploand the brilliance of the cymbals. Also, ration of group improvisation and percompared to the subsequent reissues, cussive dynamics, the other an elegant
the imaging was less than stable — the lyric convocation of two unusual instrumore intense Williams' drum dynam- ments — I'm happily able to give
ics, the greater their tendency to wan- myself over to the nuances Jung
der across the center divide. However achieves with Direct Stream Digital
unnatural, the effect was pleasing com- technology. The single-bit process
pared to my old LP, which was dull and offers greater information and extendboxy, Williams' snare strokes sounding ed dynamic range, both on astraight-up
as if his drum was made of Styrofoam. SACD hybrid disc and in comparisons
The sound from the 1998 boxed set with traditionally noise-shaped 16-bit/
was much more smooth and natural, 44.1 kHz CD.
though it still had atouch of dithery
Quality ofSilence is just that: an explodigital gleam.
ration of sound in which the space
The SACD sounds visceral, open, around each note is as telling as the note
and engaging on so many levels that I itself. Some of the playing is so imbued
hardly know where to begin, but Ikeep with aquest for stillness and solitude it
coming back to the analog quality of the
makes Bill Evans sound like the Sex
soundstaging depth, the stability and Pistols — I'm talking musical haiku
detail of each image within the acoustic here. A drummer myself, Ican really
7
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ated by pithy rolls and open splashes of
the hi-hat with his foot. Sometimes he
even shakes abrush in mid-air to create
abent, Dopplerish sound. To capture
such delicate nuances, Tom Jung
employs afair amount of level, though
without hot-rodding things, and depicts
the drums' lateral dimension in abroad

soundstage that nevertheless sounds
perfectly in scale and natural.
Elsewhere, on "One, Two, Free" and
"Freedom," Davis explores the possibilities of pure texture and pulse, while on
"Yesterdays" and "I'm Old Fashioned"
he investigates the Latin implications of
the kit while still leaving oodles of space
for his bandmates and the listener to fill
in the blanks. The sense of the band
being right in the room with you is
downright unnerving.
Stereophi/e, September 2000

Quarter
Guitarist Joe Beck is aveteran of the
fusion wars of the '60s and '70s — he
was the first electric guitarist to record
with Miles Davis, and later co-led aterrific quartet with the late reed virtuoso
Joe Farrell. Beck employs an alto guitar
of his own design with aspecial tuning
scheme and three separate outputs for
tri-amping. This allows him to play
deep, full bass lines through one amp
and split the signal on his four melody
strings with a stereo chorus, and to
employ chordal voicings and impressionistic clusters more usually associated with pianists. In fact, Beck's instrument sounds like a more expressive
cousin to the venerable Fender Rhodes
electric piano, with its stereo vibrato
effect. Ali Ryerson's throaty, deepsounding alto flute gives the duo's conversations arich vocal dimension, with
awarm lower midrange that's fat and
engaging.
Alto is aprobing, intimate recital that
focuses on arrangements of standards,
and in which one musician's voice is an
extension of the other's. (Steve Davis
provides percussion on half the tracks.)
According to the liner notes, it also
marks the first commercial use of DSD
recording technology. Using acopy of
the DMP Does DSD SACD sampler
(SACD-02), Iwas able to compare CD
vs SACD renditions of "Summertime"
and "'Round Midnight," and while it's
interesting how much of the harmonic
detail and spatial dimension of DSD
survives the dithering down, SACD's
extra degree of detail and top-andbottom frequency extension are stunning —particularly the pinpoint detail
and resolution of individual images, as
blended together on acapacious soundstage and in relation to (this is hard to
convey in words) the acoustic space
itself. The effect is vividly real, totally
involving, and utterly non-fatiguing in
the best analog sense. Iguess digital is
finally coming of age.

Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
DUKE ELLINGTON: Blues In Orbit
Duke Ellington, piano; Ray Nance, trumpet, violin;
Matthew Gee, Jr., trombone, baritone horn; Booty
Wood, trombone; Johnny Hodges, alto sax; Jimmy
Hamilton, clarinet, tenor sax; Paul Gonsalves, tenor
sax; Harry Carney, bass clarinet, baritone sax;
Jimmy Wood, bass; Sam Woodyard, drums; others
Columbia/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 757 (SACD).
1959/1999. Teo Macero, prod. AAD. TF: 36:25

B

lues In Orbit is the single Super
Audio Compact Disc to be
released by this trend-setting
audiophile imprint before they went
Stereophile, September 2000

under, and there were still plenty of
copies in circulation as this issue went
to press. While the disc contains less
than 40 minutes of music, it's astunning example of the analog-like resolution qualities that distinguish this
emerging format.
Recorded in two quickie late-night
sessions at Columbia's famous 30th
Street studios in December 1959, Blues
In Orbit captures the Ellington band at
its most loose and casual, in an off-thecuff blowing session distinguished by
blues, blues, and more blues. Of course,
the Ellington band on auto-pilot represents adifferent level of achievement
than what's generally found on your
garden-variety blowing session, and of
this album's eight Ellington/Strayhorn
tunes (plus three contributions from
Jimmy Hamilton and Matthew Gee,
Jr.), five come in at less than three minutes — truly remarkable, considering
the level of detail and nuance packed
into each chart and solo.
Compared with a 1988 Columbia'
Legacy LP cut from adigital master, this
SACD lifts a veil of compression to
illuminate all sorts of details. But, again,
it is SACD's portrayal of the actual

Notes

experience asense of air moving heads
in an acoustic chamber.
Unfortunately, the three excellent
bonus tracks included on the mostrecent LP issue are missing from this
version; it's aclose call as to whether or
not you'll want to wait for Columbia/
Legacy to get around to afresh SBM
and/or SACD release.

Naim Records
MIKE MELVOIN/CHARLIE HADEN/BILL HENDER SON: The Capitol Sessions
Mike Melvoin, piano; Charlie Haden, bass; Bill
Henderson, vocals
CD 025 (CD). 1999. Mike AAelvoin, prod.; Ken
Christianson, eng. MD. TF: 72:71

T

he joys and pitfalls of the audiophile recording process are well
illustrated by this generally satisfying disc. Engineer Ken Christianson's
abilities as atwo-mike analog minimalist have been amply documented and
praised in "Quarter Notes" past.
Recording in such anaked, unforgiving
format as minimalist miking is analogous to water-coloring on Japanese rice
paper, as alluded to in the original liner
note for Miles Davis' Kind of Blue.
acoustic space —the sound of silence, so
to speak — that is most revealing. In The margin for error is zero; the medium compels you to get it right on the
"In aMellow Tone," the leading edges
first pass.
of Jimmy Wood's bass transients are
Such a minimalist approach often
reproduced with lifelike rhythm and
inspires a more intimate relationship
pacing, so that gratuitous frequency
between musicians and the acoustic
boosts are unnecessary. Likewise, you
space, and that is bassist Charlie Haden's
can practically hear inside Sam
favored modus operandi: make adjustWoodyard's cymbals, as all components
of attack and decay are rendered in a ments on the fly, or incrementally after
each playback. That means some of
distinct manner from the complex mix
these performances are alittle ragged
of overtones.
around the edges, and while I'm sure
Yet it all coheres as asingle sound; on
the tracks on this disc are not sequenced
the LP, it's more or less asteady metalin chronological order of recording, on
lic clink-a-dink. You can experience the
the first cuts Mike Melvoin's piano
true range of the drummer's touch for
the first time; when he drops soft sounds a tad grainy and flat, while
Haden's dulcet bass tones could have
accents on his bass drums, you not only
benefited from sharper focus. That
feel the weight, but hear a note and
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focus seems to happen on "Here's
Looking At You," and then, on
"Haunted Heart," the decongestant
kicks in on Melvoin's mellifluously
voiced piano. We get more of asense of
the piano's being in an acoustic space —
not just lateral articulation, but depth of
detail in terms of reverb trails and overtones, particularly on the bell-like bass
notes and crystalline chords that conclude the performance.
Once everything settles in, The
Capitol Sessions is a warm, engaging
recording, though vocalist Bill Henderson's contributions are not to my taste.
Melvoin's harmonic richness makes
performances such as the last track,

"La Luna Negra," very satisfying,
though Ifound myself returning to the
more boppish fare: the opening "Bud's
Open," and "52nd Street." And
Christianson really captures Haden's
warm, round tone and big beat on
"Blues for Leroy," amoving dedication
to the West Coast bass master, Leroy
Vumegar.

Sony Classical
KENNEDY: The Kennedy Experience
Kennedy, violin; Dave Heath, flute; Kate St. John,
oboe; Emma Black, Gerd Sutyak, cello; John
Etheridge, guitar; Doug Boyle, guitar, dobro; Rory
McFarlane, bass
Sony Classical SK 61687 (CD). 1999. Nigel Kennedy,
prod.; Jacquie Turner, prod., eng. DDD? Tr: 55:12

W

here is it written that acoustic
instruments must be recorded as they actually are? What
of sonic paintings, in which the microphones are paintbrushes and the recording medium itself is the arr, where the
goal isn't to create an authentic ambient
event, but to record acoustic sources
with microphone gain and hit the tape
hard enough to convey aperspective
larger than life — one analogous to
electric instruments?
Stereophile, September 2000

Those who've already dismissed
Kennedy more for the cut of his hair
than that of his jib will likely be scandalized by such notions. Such is the fate
of "classical" musicians who seek to
reach out beyond the immediate
congregation. Still, in taking on the peacock's array of sounds and colors that
was Jimi Hendrix, Kennedy has conjured up some surprisingly visceral performances. Of particular interest to
followers of "Quarter Notes" should be
the manner in which The Kennedy
Experience takes advantage of the interaction between room sound and
acoustic instruments by reconfiguring
things in that no-man's-land where few
audiophiles deign to tread: the mixing
console. Hello?
Kennedy adapts melodic variations,
harmonic ornaments, and elements of
color and mood suggested by Hendrix's
original arrangements of these songs,
and recasts them in the primeval manner of some Druidic rite. Kennedy's
folkish arrangement of "Little Wing"
expands on the Native American overtones that often animated Hendrix's
music; he comes swooping out of the
dense ensemble mists with double and
triple stops, a broad, vocal vibrato,
expressive glissandos, and whistling
bowed overtones —all idiomatic to the
violin, yet suggesting Hendrix's extended electrical tonal palette. And with a
nod to Sirs Paul McCartney and George
Martin, Kennedy incorporates Scottish
folk airs into "1983 ... (A Merman I
Should Turn to Be)," an extended
rhythmic dance that would do Steve
Reich proud —even as Kennedy tosses
off trademark Hendrix quotes from
"The Star-Spangled Banner" and
"Strangers in the Night."
Kennedy often hot-wires the sonic
balance, using acoustic instruments to
create unconventional "psychedelic"
tonalities ("Fire," "Purple Haze"). Yet on
his truly lovely arrangement of
"Drifting," he employs a variety of
acoustic perspectives to achieve ashimmering curtain of woodwind and harplike guitar colors, floating through it all
like some learned gypsy forging aspiritual connection between the avant
garde and folk elements Kennedy obviously hears in Hendrix and his other
beloved 20th-century archetype, Béla
Bartók. It's aprovocative mix, searching
and edgy, yet grounded in modalities
and traditions that pre-date purely classical approaches. While not everyone's
cup of tea, The Kennedy Experience is a
provocative recording, and areal workout for your system and psyche.
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Jimmy Scott
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I
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nApril 1955, Jimmy Scott, whose
name at that time carried the prefix
"Little" but whose voice was anything but, cut aversion of "Imagination"
for Savoy Records. The singer, then 30
years old, cut loose on the Burke—Van
Heusen standard, pouring on the volume while showing signs of an odd,
irregular concept of phrasing.
Forty-five years later, on his newest
album, Mood Indigo, the world is treated
to the same singer — his voice no
longer the lithe, elastic wonder it once
was, but the wisdom of age and that
angular phrasing now turned into an

Having long ago outgrown the
"Little" prefix to his name,
singer Jimmy Scott now
towers over the jazz
lansdscape.

artform all Scott's own — in atotally
different yet equally affecting version of
the same congenial standard. In
between those two covers, Scott has
lived through several lifetimes worth of
calamity and triumph.
Scott was born in 1925 in Cleveland,
Ohio with acongenital glandular condition, Kallmann's Syndrome, that gives
his voice aunique, almost adolescent
tinge that means it's often mistaken for a
woman's voice. His life as ajazz singer
has been filled with ephemeral turning
points and bitter dead ends. While
Scott, as ajazz singer, is as gifted as the
very greatest —Billie Holiday, Dinah
Washington, Louis Armstrong, Nat
King Cole — his struggles with labels
and his own sometimes ja l4
Ied personality mean that his recorded legacy is
remarkably slim. While some of his
recordings are out of print, the fact is
there simply weren't that many of them
in the first place. He's made nearly as
Stereophile, September 2000

many recordings since his 1992 comeback on Sire Records as he did in the
more than 40 years before. Scott's talent
is asingular one; his career is an unfortunate example of how cruel the music
business and humanity can be.
According to Billy Vera's liner notes to
his new boxed set, The Savoy Years and
More... (Savoy Jazz 92857-2, 3 CDs,
1999), Jimmy Scott's first recordings
seem to be four tracks he cut for
Universal Records in 1949. The masters
of two of these recordings were later sold
to Savoy, but cannot now be located.

Scott's first widely available recordings were available on and off over the
years on reissues of albums by Lionel
Hampton, of whose band Scott was
briefly amember. These tracks have
recently been reissued on Little Jimmy
Scott: Everybody's Somebody's Fool (GRP
GRD-669, 1999). Opening with four
cuts from a1950 Hamp-led session for
Decca, this 15-track mid-price collection fills acrucial hole in Scott's discography. It's filled out with eight tracks
recorded in 1952, split evenly between
sessions done for Decca subsidiary
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Building
Coral by the orchestras of Billy Taylor
and tenorman Lucky Thompson. The
slow, seductive title track, which
reached *6 on the 1950 Billboard R&B
chart, remains Scott's highest-charting
single. The 25-year-old
singer, whose voice was a
tad huskier and alot less
nuanced than it would
become, earnestly croons
words that, legend has it,
were presented to him
backstage by afan. This
SCOTT
promising start also established from the first
that Scott's lifelong forte
would be ballads. Another
highlight is arousing version of "Wheel
of Fortune," then abig hit for Kay Starr
and recorded by Dinah Washington
and others.
Many of the details that would
later mark Scott's style, from the big
windup and delivery at the close of
"Come What May" (with unknown
accompaniment) to the expansive,
upper-range singing and stretched
phrases of "Why Was IBorn?," are
present in these first sessions. None
of the disc's three previously unreleased tracks are remarkable,
although asolo in "Do You Mind If I
Hang Around?" by Stan Getz, who
was then holding down achair in
Billy Taylor's band, is worth alisten.
A 1996 remastering by Erick Labson
Kas given these tracks new sonic life.
Scott left Hampton following the
above recording session and briefly
joined Paul Gayten's band, with
whom he recorded Regal Records:
Live in New Orleans (Specialty SPD2170-2,1991). While primitive sonically (think of amediocre radio
broadcast), this live set includes aclassic
introduction —"the guy who really
gave whipped cream its personality, the
voice with the kiss" — and such performances by Scott as "When Your Lover
Has Gone," in which he demonstrates
the soaring power his voice had in the
early days.
In 1951-52 Scott again jumped labels
— as would become habitual in his
career — this time to Royal Roost, then
to Decca/Coral (see above), then back
to Royal Roost. Nine of the sides from
his second stint with Roost open the
Savoy boxed set, and while none is a
musical revelation, these tracks are significant additions to Scott's discography,
having been previously available only
when released, as singles. Then, urged
to sign with Savoy Records by A&R
man/producer Fred Mendelsohn, afan,
Stereophile, September 2000

Scott began to cut tracks for the label in
1955 with Mendelsohn producing.
One of the saddest music-business
archetypes involves black artists signing
away their freedom — and any hope of
fair compensation — to
unscrupulous white labelowner/entrepreneurs.
Because of the subsequent lawsuits that effectively extinguished his
career for atime, Scott's
contract with Savoy is
one of the great turning
points in the singer's
artistic life.
Still, The Savoy Years is
an essential part of any Scott collection.
But be prepared—it has more than a
few oddities, and its focus on ballads
(many in dated arrangements) can get a

bit too lugubrious for extended listening. Most of these tracks, however, have
the considerable sonic advantage of
having been recorded in the Hackensack, New Jersey studio of engineer Rudy
Van Gelder.
Scott's first sessions
for Savoy were the most
star-studded, including
bassist Charles Mingus
and tenor player Budd
Johnson, who turns in a
masterful solo on "Everybody Needs Somebody,"
atune semantically and
emotionally akin to Scott's first hit.
In "Why Don't You Open Your
Heart," from the same session, what
sounds like a police siren can be
heard screaming past the studio.

a Library

The rest of the 66 tracks on the
Savoy box —nine of them previously
unreleased — find Scott developing his
style: lagging behind the beat, stretching lyrics into near-infinity, adding gobs
of open space, and booming out lines
that then trail off in apowerful, sustained vibrato.
The Savoy recordings also mark the
beginning of efforts to project Scott's
voice into other, usually inferior settings, in this case the musical whirlwind
of the mid- to late-'50s: rock'n'roll.
While it's fascinating to hear Scott pick
his way through abluesy midtempo
number like "I May Never" or asaxhonkin' rocker like "I Need Some
Lovin' Baby," it's clear not only that this
is awaste of agreat voice, but, more
important, that the singer's heart was
just not in it.
Critics have often been split over
Scott's Savoy output. The most frequent complaint has been the
relentlessly slow pace: with afew
exceptions, Scott cut only ballads for
Savoy. And, like Billie Holiday and
most other black singers, he was
saddled with some less-than-stellar
material, which in all but the most
banal cases he nevertheless managed
to find atranscendent angle on. In
addition, many of the sleepwalking
arrangements were goofy the day
they were recorded. In "I'm Afraid
the Masquerade is Over" Scott
almost drowns in waves of violins.
Despite the singer's exertions, the
happy violins and plink/plunk raindrop guitar line in the 1960 recording ofJerome Kern's great "Just the
Way You Look Tonight," or the
plucked strings on the already silly
"Blue Bird of Happiness," make
these tracks simply ridiculous. With
certain exceptions like Mingus (four
tracks), drummer Kenny Clarke (four
tracks), and guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli
(four tracks), the quality
of the accompanying
groups also declined the
longer Scott was with
Savoy. In some cases
even Scott, at this time
still finding his way
stylistically, is too over
the top, too strident,
opting in a tune like
"Never Peace of Mind"
for power when finesse
might have added more to the interpretation.
But it's also true — and taken for
granted by longtime fans — that the
Savoy tracks are the recordings that first
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t 75, most musicians — and
most regular folks, for that matter — want to take their foot off the
pedal and cruise: settle in for awelldeserved rest. But not jazz singer
Jimmy Scott — he's got plenty of lost
urne to make up foc
"You gotta keep busy," Scott says
one July afternoon from his home in
Cleveland. "After being in the business for so long, hey babe, it's an
active business and you keep yourself
up to that kind of activity. Once
you're grown to it, it's hard to sit
'down. It's really hard to sit down."
Scott doesn't want to sit down
because he remembers very clearly
what it's like to have to sit down — to
be beaten down by the greed and
small-mindedness that often infect
the music business, and that stunted
his career. Since his "rediscovery" in
1991, Scott's story has become acherished part ofjazz history.
A singer with abright future who
in 1950 had a #6 R&B hit with
"Everybody's Somebody's Fool," Scott
saw his career plunge into atailspin in
the '60s thanks to bad contracts, illconceived albums, and, most of all,
lawsuits between his record labels. By
the late '70s and early '80s, the
diminutive singer, whose distinctively
feminine tone is due to agenetic hormonal imbalance called Kallmann's
Syndrome, was back in his hometown
of Cleveland, working on the loading
dock of the local Sheraton, determined to give up singing —and destined, it seemed, to be little more than
afootnote in jazz history.
But it was the funeral of one of his
greatest champions that brought the
then-dormant Scott back to life. By
the mid-'80s, many people, including
knowledgeable jazz fans, assumed
Scott had died. Jet magazine even
printed his obituary. But in one of
jazz's great happy accidents, Scott
showed up in 1991, very much alive,
for the funeral of legendary songwriter Doc Pomus, where, with the
help of Mac Rebennack (Dr. John) on
organ, he wowed acrowd of recordlabel execs with a rendition of
"Someone to Watch Over Me."
Quickly signed by Sire Records
head Seymour Stein, Scott cut the
defining record of his career, 1992's

KEEP

All the Way, and became the celebrity
du jour. Fans old and new clamored
for tickets to Scott's suddenly sold-out
performances. He sang backup on a
Lou Reed record, was asked by Bruce
Springsteen to sing in the film
Philadelphia, and even appeared briefly
as aghost on David Lynch's exotically
hip TV series, Twin Peaks. When Alec
Baldwin and Kim Basinger asked him
to sing at their wedding, the re-emergence ofJimmy Scott was complete.
Like all show-biz tides, Scottmania

BUSY!"

words of the song that he's singing, but
at the same time he does it without a
lot of self-conscious artistry. He lets the
song happen to him in anatural way
more than any other vocalist or instrumentalist I've ever worked with."
Mood Indigo features an all-star set
of backing musicians that includes
pianist Cyrus Chestnut, bassist
George Mraz, and drummer Grady
Tate, as well as Scott's own working
band of pianist Michael ICanan, bassist
Hilliard Greene, and drummer Victor

Once you're grown
to it, it's hard to sit
down. It's really
hard to sit down.

has since subsided. Fortunately, however, the singer's career has continued
to prosper, if at amuch slower pace.
Earlier this year, the vocalist, still very
crazy after all these years, inked adeal
with Berkeley, California-based
Milestone Records, which has just
released Mood Indigo, an album that
represents areturn to form for this
greatest of all living jazz singers.
Produced by new 32 Jazz label head
Todd Barka'', Mood Indigo is Scott doing
what he does best: using his gift for
phrasing and his deep well of sadness
and reflection to transform standards
into amusical art unlike any other.
"Jimmy can mirror alot of the sadness
of human life, the ups and downs of
human experience, without feeling sorry
for himself," Barkan said in arecent
interview from his New York office.
"When he sings `Smile,' Ireally
believe him. What it is is the honesty
of his expression. He becomes the

Jones. The album also benefits from
the instrumental contributions of guitarist Joe Beck, and of alto saxophonist and old friend Hank Crawford.
But, like any Jimmy Scott album,
the focus on Mood Indigo is on the
voice and awe-inspiring phrasing of
its star, who seems very happy with
his new situation.
"Musically it's been apleasurous
thing. When [labels and producers]
don't want to accept your thoughts
about the expression of music, it makes
it hard because you're not letting loose
as you would like to. I'm not talking
about ignorant stufE Fm talking about
something colorful and musical."
"Colorful" and "musical" are apt
descriptions of what Scott has done
since he began traveling with vaudeville acts, like shake dancer Estelle
"Caldonia" Young, before World War
II. A native of Cleveland, James Victor
Scott was born in 1925 into afamily of
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10 children. His mother was killed
when he was achild, and he and his
siblings grew up in foster homes. He
arrived in New York in 1947 to sing at
the Baby Grand, at the invitation of
boxer Joe Louis. A couple of years
later he joined Lionel Hampton's big
band, with whom, in 1950, he cut his
first and still biggest hit, "Everybody's
Somebody's Fool." In 1955, Scott
signed afateful record deal with Savoy
Records, for whom he cut more than
60 sides, some of them minor jukebox hits, between 1955 and 1960.
In 1962 it looked as though the
singer was going to get abreak when
Ray Charles founded his own label,
Tangerine Records, and decided to
produce and play on aScott album.
But the resulting album, Falling in
Love is Wonderfirl, never had achance.
After afew thousand copies had been
shipped, Savoy owner Herman
Lubinsky sued, claiming Scott was
still under contract to him. Unwilling
to wade into alegal slugfest with the
legendarily pugnacious Lubinsky,
Charles put the record on the shelf;
which is where it remains. Two subsequent sessions for Atlantic met similar fates, also thanks to Lubinsky's
legal wranglings. A last-gasp 1975
session for Savoy proved difficult and
unsatisfying. It was then that Scott
headed home to Cleveland.
To this day, he remains convinced
that the Tangerine record would
have broken him out to alarger audience. In the past few years, though
rumors abound that the legendary
tapes may finally see the light of day,
the fact that they remain unreleased
continues to frustrate Scott.
"Listen, it was one of the ones, 'just
knew when Idid this album with Ray
Charles, people would see the brighter
side of what Iwas about musically.
And it was the kind of record that
would do that. rve been waiting for
this man [Charles] to make adecision.
I'm in the dark because Idon't know
why he is sitting on it like this.
"I know he was being misled
about it from the get-go, because all
of asudden he stopped preparing to
release it. The next thing Iheard it
was being sold [as abootleg made by
collectors, who'd managed to find a
copy from the album's original
release] under the table in different
little stores. People were paying two
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and three hundred dollars for it. I've
had people come up to me [at live
shows] and say, 'I know you're going
to sing this song 'cause Ipaid two
hundred dollars for this record.' "
After the miracle at Doc Pomus'
funeral and the subsequent All the
Way, Scott made two more discs for
Sire/Warner Bros.: Dream (1994) and
Heaven (1996), the latter acontroversial and not entirely successful collaboration between Scott and pianist Jacky
Terrasson. In 1998, after Scott and
Warner Bros. parted ways, the singer
was signed by atiny New York-based
indic, Artists Only! Records, with
whom he cut Holding Back the Years —
another experiment that, like Heaven,
featured Scott singing modern music,
this time by Prince, Mick Hudcnall,
Bryan Ferry, John Lennon, Elvis
Costello, and Elton John and Bernie
Taupin. Holding Back the Years was a
brave attempt to find new fans that
had the unintended effect of confusing his old admirers.
Scott says that while he enjoyed
trying out new music on Heaven and
Holding Back, he's glad to be back
singing standards like "Imagination,"
"Smile," "How Deep is the Ocean?,"
and the album's title tune — the
music he knows and loves best.
"Well see, Mood Indigo .
.. these
were all beautiful, peat tunes, baby.
There were eras and times when
these tunes were real big, okay, and
the memory of folks. All you do is
bring alittle memorabilia back. Hey,
it's time.
"It's about life, isn't it? It's about
life, babe. You hear so many commercial gimmicks, it's ajoy when
music lovers can listen to something
about life. So we just step back to
what was and what could be, really."
At this point in his career, what
can still be ahead for Jimmy Scott?
What goals remain unfulfilled, what
songs unsung?
"There's alot, baby," he says with
aserious tone. "Aging ain't nothing
but anumber, and it has proven to
be very true: If you keep your mind
clear and prepared to accept the possibility, you get through, you get
through, and I'm too keyed up now
to stop."
—Robert Baird
For more on Jimmy Scott, scc Richard J. Roscn's
interview in Vo122 No.4.
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established Scott's reputation as asinger,
and that remain the bedrock of his legacy. Performances like "When Did You
Leave Heaven," "Someone to Watch
Over Me," and "Sometimes IFeel Like a
Motherless Child" are two-fisted, takeno-prisoners, tours de force. Other
musicians certainly listened. Frankie
Lymon, to name perhaps the most obvious example, borrowed liberally from
Scott's style.
A brief 1958-59 stay at Cincinnati's
King Records (the results of which are
currently out of print) was followed by
an unsatisfying return to Savoy. The '60s
were adecade of immense change all
across the musical spectrum, but for
Jimmy Scott they were alost cause — 10
years of bitter disappointment, when he
fell from being asinging star on the
verge of abreakthrough to, by the late
'70s, aman ready to give up his dream.
In 1962, Ray Charles signed Scott to
his newly formed Tangerine label, and
together they recorded Falling in Love is
Wonderful. Unfortunately, Savoy owner
Herman Lubinsky sued, claiming that
Scott was still under contract to his
label. The result: except for afew thousand copies (mostly DJ promos) that
squeaked out, Falling in Love was pulled
from the shelves and remains unavailable to this day. Anyone lucky or clever
enough to obtain acopy of this rare and
wonderful album (I have aCD-R of a
scratchy LP) knows that the legend —
that this was the album that would have
broken Scott to alarger audience —
may well have been true. Featuring gorgeous though not overwrought arrangements, the album (with its kitschy,
loungey Sixties cover art) does provide
beautiful and sympathetic surroundings
for Scott's extraordinary voice. "Why
Try To Change Me Now" "Someone
To Watch Over Me" and "They Say It's
Wonderful" are just afew of the knockout performances on this sadly aborted
project.
Brokenhearted by Savoy's litigious
intransigence, Scott then made two
albums for Atlantic, the first of which,
1969's The Source, was pulled from
shelves after more legal saber-rattling by
Savoy. These developments forced
Neshui Ertegun, in 1972, to pay for a
second set of Scott/Atlantic sessions that
he and everyone else knew would never
be released. Those tapes didn't even
receive aproper album title and were
instantly shelved. In 1993, Rhino
Records, as part of their Atlantic and
Ateo remasters series, released Jimmy
Scott: Lost and Found (Rhino/Atlantic R2
71059), which adds five tracks from the
139
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unreleased 1972 sessions to five tracks
Scott continued to toil in near-obscufrom The Source. With the addition of rity until 1991 when he was "discovtwo cuts presumably from the same era,
ered" at Doc Pomus' funeral (see side"This Love of Mine" and "Our Day
bar). The first fruits of his new record
Will Come," Lost and Found has since
deal, All the Way (Blue Horizon/Sire/
been reissued in the Bravo Profiles
Warner Bros. 26955-2, 1992), proved to
series as AJazz Master: Little Jimmy Scott be the crown jewel of Scott's recording
(Rhino Special Products R2 75698), as
career. Unlike Billie Holiday and many
part of aspecial promotion between
of the other great black
Borders Books and the Bravo Network, jazz singers, Scott
celebrating the airing of arecent docufinally got his shot
mentary on Scott.
at making afirst-class
Like the Tangerine sessions, the
record in a modern
Atlantic albums show Scott's voice at its
studio with peerless
peak. Produced by Joel Dom and folmaterial arranged by
lowing the engineering lead set by Rudy Johnny Mandel, Dale
Van Gelder (the voice placed front, cenOhler, and John Clayton.
ter, and very forward), these sessions are
The project was directed
also the first recordings — the Charles
by askilled and sympasessions not withstanding — in which
thetic producer, Tommy
arguably the best musical formula for
LiPuma, and featured an A-list group of
showcasing Scott was finally set: sparse
sidemen, including pianist Kenny
instrumentation that keeps time; unob- Barron and, reprising the roles they
trusive, bare-bones arrangements; lots played on Scott's 1969 Atlantic sessions,
of open space; and the kind of meanderRon Carter and David "Fathead"
ing pace that allows Scott to weave and
Newman. Best of all, it was for alabel
jab his distinctive way through asong.
that, for the time being, was solidly
Performances from these sessions —
behind him.
like "The Folks Who Live On the Hill,"
Scott made the most of the opportu"For Once in My Life," and "Day By
nity —All the Way is one of the sexiest,
Day" — rank among Scott's best work.
most stylized vocal albums ever
The accompaniment boasted a few
released. Clearly focused and in touch
stars, including bassist Ron Carter,
with his muse, Scott works his ingepianist Junior Mance, guitarist Eric
nious gifts of phrasing on standards like
Gales, and tenor saxman David
the Gershwins' "Embraceable You" and
"Fathead" Newman on the 1969 sesCole Porter's "Every Time We Say
sions, and drummer Billy Cobham on
Goodbye." The album also contains
the '72 date.
what is, to my ears, the
The final disc of the
single best performance
Savoy set collects the
of Scott's career: his
nine tracks that comprise
measured,
unerring,
Scott's 1975 swan song
soul-stirring
stroll
for the label, originally
through the title tune,
released as Can't We Begin
with Kenny Barron's
Again (Savoy SJL 1183,
superlative cat'n'mouse
now out of print). While
piano managing to push
marred by awkward
the song along while
arrangements and ludistaying tastefully in the
crous instrumental conbackground.
tributions (a flute on "When IFall in
There's also a reprise of the tune
Love"), this album, like the Atlantic
Scott sang at Pomus' funeral, "Somealbums, shows off Scott's voice at what one to Watch Over Me." He changes
was perhaps its peak — anear-perfect the phrasing of the famous refrain
balance of finesse and force.
with each verse, in one pass spinning
After the Atlantic album was pulled,
out a typically elongated bit of the
its follow-up was buried, and the final
phrasing so representative of his art:
reunion with Savoy was over, Scott quit "W00000000n't you tell her please /To
singing and returned home to put on some speeeeed / Foll00000Cleveland. In the mid-'80s Scott
00000w myyyy leeeeeeeead /O0000h
returned to performing, mostly in New
how Ineeeeeeeeeed /Some... one to
York-area dives. He also released aselfwaaaaaaatch
00000000verproduced album, Doesn't Love Mean More rrrrrrr ... me."
(IVCD 001, now out of print), cut with
Critical reaction to All the Way was
his band, the Jazz Expressions, which he
swift, slobberingly positive and, for
plans to reissue sometime in 2001.
Scott, surely very surprising. At long
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last, Jimmy Scott had caught abreak and
was reaping some of the fame he so
richly deserved.
Like all idyllic moments, however,
Scott's victory was fleeting; neither of
the follow-ups to All the Way came close
to equaling that album's success. The
first of these, Dream (Blue Horizon/Sire/
Warner Bros. 45629-2,
1994), was ably produced
by
Mitchell
Froom, who in an interview at the time gave
me the quintessential
quote about Jimmy
Scott: "No one sings a
sad song like Jimmy
Scott. Nobody does
the pain business like
Jimmy." Dream does
have atowering version of"I Cried for
You," arare midtempo tune for balladeer Scott. But after that, while it
meanders along pleasantly enough,
Dream lacks the classic, eminently likable group of tunes, as well as the rich,
round-toned vocal performances, that
made All the Way so special. Worst,
Scott's voice sounds abit strained and
thin throughout. Milt Jackson on vibes
is anice touch, though.
Apparently convinced that aradical
change would do Scott good, Warner
Bros. teamed him with pianist Jacky
Terrasson for what became Scott's finale
for the label, Heaven (Warner Bros.
46211-2, 1996). This very mixed collection features Scott trying to wrap his
unique vocal gifts around such unfamiliar material as the David Byrne/Jerry
Harrison title tune, Curtis Mayfield's
"People Get Ready," and Bob Dylan's
"When He Returns." Determined to be
an equal partner, Terrasson, who is simply not an accompanist by any stretch of
the imagination, refuses to get out of the
way and let Scott sing. His overlong fills
and, at times, impenetrable arrangements handicap the album from its first
notes. His sparse, artsy arrangement of
"Wayfarin' Stranger," for example, simply does not comprehend what Scott
does. While projecting Scott's singular
vocal approach into something other
than standards is an interesting idea, this
is not the way to go about it.
Still, as it has throughout his career,
Scott's heart is impossible to bury, no
matter how weird or wrong the setting.
Though again not in the best of voice
during these sessions, he manages to
pull off several affecting moments —as
in "People Get Ready," where he tugs
tempos and lyrics this way and that like
so much musical taffy.
Stereophile, September 2000

After atwo-year break during which
he toured occasionally, Scott returned to
the studio with a New York-based
indic label. Artists Only! Records didn't
have aproper office or even atelephone
number when they released Holdin' Back
the Years (AOR-11, 1998). Not surprisingly, the album, which can be hard to
find, is hit-and-miss as Scott again tries
to mesh — this time with more success
— with modern tunes, this time by Elvis
Costello, John Lennon, even Prince.
Freed from Terrasson's unsympathetic arrangements and in better voice than
on the last Warners album, Scott turns
in several winning, if less than ace, performances on Holdin' Back, including a
swinging, appropriately cool take of the
title tune (with muted trumpet by
Pamela Fleming), agorgeously slow, sad
version of Prince's "Nothing Compares
to U," and a pleading, almost too
leisurely reading of Elton John and
Bernie Taupin's "Sorry Seems to Be the
Hardest Word." To the credit of producers Gerry McCarthy and Dale Ashley,
Holdin' Back the Years sticks with simple,
unadorned arrangements that leave
Scott plenty of room to thrust and parry.
Fortunately, Scott has returned to
form on his most recent album.
Intelligently produced by Todd Barkan,
Mood Indigo (Milestone MCD-9305-2,
2000) finds Scott back, finally, on an alljazz label for the first time since his
comeback. The disc also features Scott's
best supporting cast since All the Way,
seven of the 10 tracks featuring bassist
George Mraz, pianist Cyrus Chestnut,
and drummer Grady Tate. Guitarist Joe
Beck, alto saxophonist Hank Crawford,
and harmonica player Grégoire Maret
(an odd choice that actually works) provide the solo instrumental voices. The
other three tracks — including arunthrough of "How Deep is the Ocean?," a
standard that's anotable track on Scott's
still-lost Tangerine album, — feature
Scott's working band of pianist Michael
Kanan, bassist/musical director Hilliard
Greene, and drummer Victor Jones.
Scott is on intimately familiar ground
here with songs like "Day By Day,"
"Imagination," and the title tune. His
voice, though thinning and occasionally
abit wobbly, still has astonishing power
and expressiveness at age 75.
Most important, after several records in
which he seemed at times to lose his concentration, on Mood Indigo Scott sounds
committed and content —a state he has
rarely experienced for long in his difficult
yet glorious, precarious yet again thriving
career as one of the most distinctive vocal
stylists in all of popular music
Stereophile, September 2000
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Recording of the Vonth
encounter truths that begin as other than his own.
The album opens with aversion of Hoagy Carmidiael's
"Georgia" that is astonishing—first that Lloyd would
choose it, second that he unfolds previously unrevealed
depths of poignance while staying so close to the melody.
Lloyd's sound, pure and dark, is rich with bright overtones
harles Lloyd has made seven recordings for ECM of connotation, an elevated form of human utterance as
since 1989, and they constitute one of the abiding song. Mehldau announces himself with astatement that is
bodies of work in late-20th-century jazz. They sus- also pristine and elemental, but containing only partial
tain acontinuity of creative inspiration that few albums of nuclei of the melody for reference. Billy Higgins (whom
improvised music reach even for moments, and they we can hear softly grunting in ecstasy), through small gesestablish Lloyd as one of the living masters of the tenor tures with brushes, implies enough energy to float this
music free.
saxophone.
The next piece is the title track, aScottish folk song
It is surprising that the two most recent of these recordings, Voice in the Night (1999) and now The Water is Wide, are from the 18th century or even earlier. Lloyd's tone is like
the strongest of the seven, and yet each introduces new awelling-up from deep ground waters of being, sobs of
sadness and joy. Aberpersonnel. It is surpriscrombie quietly scatters
ing because the quartet /
guitar, and all five playthat made the first five
ers
participate in someECM albums, featurthing beyond time.
ing the great Swedish
If there is acriticism
pianist Bobo Stenson
of The Water is Wide, it is
and drummer Billy
that the album is
Hart, was one of the
sequenced with these
finest small jazz entwo pieces first, and
sembles of its era, and
what comes after inits achievements were
evitably
feels like astep
collective.
down, asubtle breakFor the new album,
ing of the spell. Still,
Lloyd uses two players
that step down is to a
who are essentially
level that, if lower, is
new to him: Brad
still very high. On
Mehldau,
widely
Lloyd's tribute to Duke
regarded as the most
Ellington, "Figure in
promising under-30
Blue," it is revelatory to
pianist in jazz, and a
hear Mehldau encounter
brilliant young bassist,
unfamiliar material. He
Larry Grenadiet Two Placid and at rest here, Charles Lloyd's instrumental voice is always on the verge of
evolves structures that
players return from spontaneous combustion.
sound
predestined,
Voice in the Night: guieven as he moves them in response to Lloyd's shifts of
tarist John Abercrombie and drummer Billy Higgins.
The Water is Wide is made up entirely of ballads —a risky nuance. Lloyd's "The Monk and the Mermaid" is anineprogramming decision. The danger is that the unvarying minute piano-tenor duet that traverses many paths, indislow pace will falter into stasis. Lloyd transcends this poten- vidual and interconnected, slowly escalating in intensity as
tial pitfall because he conducts ajourney, and because his it spirals and climbs. "There is aBalm in Gilead," an old
voice on his reed instrument, even when it whispers, smol- spiritual, also slowly rises — with Lloyd, driven by Higgins,
spilling over and crying out—before it subsides.
ders, always on the edge of breaking into flame.
The Water is Wide is one of the first analog recordings that
Another notable aspect of Water is the presence of so
much material not written by Lloyd. His first six ECM ECM has released since 1984. It was engineered by
albums contained exactly two standards, but only five of Michael C. Ross at Cello Studio in Los Angeles, and its
Water's 12 songs are Lloyd originals. It's as if the move to sonic portrait is so correct, so meticulous in its lucidity, that
new personnel, and the simpler, more stark musical con- it calls no attention to itself. This great music lives and
—Thomas Conrad
texts that the new players provide, inspire Lloyd to breathes.

CHARLES LLOYD: The Water is Wide
Charles Lloyd, tenor saxophone; Brad Mehldau, piano; John Abercrombie,
guitar; Larry Grenadier, Derek Oleszkiewicz (one track), bass; Billy Higgins,
drums
ECM 1734 (CD). 2000. Charles Uoyd, Dorothy Dart prods.; Michael C. Ross,
eng. MD. TT: 68:29
Performance *****
Sonia *****
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SUMMER 2000 SUPER MUSIC SALE!!!
Save on all the latest LP's, CD's, SACD's, and DVD's. Shop our secure
—

point & click webstore at wwvv.elusivedisc.com anytime! Call us

BEST PRODUCTS' BEST PRICE'
BEST SERVICE' GUARANTEED!!

M-F 9-6pm or Sat 11-4pm CST We will match all advertised prices!

Other brands we carry: Alto, Decca, EMI, Verve, Reference, King Super Analogue, Tacet, etc. Don't see it...Call!

GROOVE NOTE RECORDS

JVC

PRESENTS:

< Jacintha/Autumn Leaves:
The Songs of Johnny Mercer
Featuring: "Here's To Life
GRV-1006

0201
0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039
New

fez& or» mile» ex Ord layer SACS!

"Legendary K.C. Bluesman!" >
Jay McShann/What A
Wonderful World
GRV-1005
,•

,
'erg
,

1 „

"Best Album of HIFI 98"
Jacinthe/Here's To Ben
GRV-1001

classic is born!"
Gaines/I Got The
T-Bone Blues GR V-1002

"A Blues
Roy

1st time on CD!
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
Party GRV- 7003

These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivant* Productions 180g Import Ws

$29.99

VPLP001 Al DiMeola /Friday Night in San Fransisco lire!
VPLP002 J.J. Cale /Naturally
VPLP003 The Police /Oudandos D'Amour
VPLP003A Muddy Waters /Folk Singer
*NEW* VPLP005 .'Suzanne Vega /Suzanne Vega The female
pop singer/songwriter's debut album! Outstanding!
*NEW* VPLP006 John Mayall & Eric Clapton IBluesbreakers
"Fleetwood Mac" McVie on bass!
NEW

VPLP007 Astrud Gilberto 'Look To The Rainbow

Spectacular!

EMI U.K MILLENNIUM 180g LPs
EUROM4631
EUROM4691
EUROM4641
EUROM4621
EUROM4651

David Bowie: Alladin Sane
Deep Purple: Book of Taliesyn
John Lennon: Walls and Bridges
Queen: A Doy At the Races
The Bond: Music From Big Pink

$29.99

EUROM4661R.E.M.: Document
EUROM4671 Frank Sinatra: Come Dance With Me
EUROM4701 The Specials: The Specials
EUROM4711 Talking Heads: Stop Making Sense
EUROM4681 Jethro Tull: This Was

EMI
U.S. MILLENNIUM
180g LPs $2247*
EMIM47863 Rolling Stones: Sticky Fingers
EMIM2127.6- REM: Document
EMIM21185 Steve Miller: Fly Like An Eagle
EMIM47864 Rolling Stones: Exile On Main St.'
EMIM21184 Heart: Dreamboat Annie

EMIM99176 Wings: Band On The Run'
EMIM21692 Grand Funk: American Band
EMIM47867 Rolling Stones: Some Girls

SIMPLY
VINYL 180g LP's
l:10..9*$Caill
SW' The Who: Who's Next, Tommy
SVLP* Nirvana: Unplugged, Utero, Nevermind
SVLP Bob Dylan: Blonde, Nashville, Times, more!
SVLP12/50 Eagles: Hotel, Hell Freezes Over
SVLP184 Supertromp: Breakfast In America

SVLP30/46 Steely Dan: Aja, The Royal Scam
SVLP• Free: Free, Fire & Water
SVLP92 Dire Straits: Love Over Gold & More!

SONY MAS7ERSOUND GOLD CD'S $23.99 & u!
All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT!
64405 Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here $50
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death $40
64421 Simon & Garfunkel: Bridge Over $40
53814 Billie Holiday: Lady in Satin $30
57184 ELO: Face the Music $30
64406 Bruce Springsteen: Born to Run $30

—

'S ow On y
$25.99/$36.99

1800 LP's & (hold CD's $22.99 & UP!

celL

2066/1129 Von Halen: Von Halen
2065/1128 Linda Rondstat: Greatest Hits Vol. 2
2060/N.A. Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin' Simon
2059/1126 Jethro Tull: Original Masters'
2058/1125 Al Green: Greatest Hits
2069/1132 Joni Mitchel: Blue
N.A. /1138 Queensryche: Empire
N.A. /1136 Metallica: Ride the Lightning
N.A. /1133 Metallico: Master of Puppets

Sinatra Family CD Releases!

ARZ-I01-2 Frank Sinatra: '57 In Concert
ARZ-102-2 Frank Sinatra: The Summit
ARZ-103-2 Frank Sinatra: Family X-Mas

The following_ DCC_Gplcl_CDiftlegionLnow OUT-OF-PRINTIII $25.00
Many other titles now out of print! Call for complete list befar ethey're gone!
GZS-1031
CCR: Cosmos Factory
GZS -1062
Blondie: Parallel LinesS35
GZS-1056
GZS- I070

Pat Benotar: In The Heat Of The...
CCR- War- X Thy Pon, Boys

GZS-1046
GZS-1063

Coltrane: Soultrone $35
Miles Davis, Workin'

MOBILE FIDELITY is out of business!!!, this is your
absolute last chance to complete your collection!!!
Gold CD's/SACD's: $14.99 & up! CALL for complete list!

featuring John

The voice that brought you the "Girl From impanema!" Sonically

xrcd&xrce

Japanese Imports now available!

XRCD2: Sampler
0045 Ernie Watts: The Long Rood Home
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
0047 Miles Davis Allstors: Walkin'
Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
0048 Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Basic & Peterson: The Time Keepers
0049 Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
0031 Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Miles Davis: Bogs Groove
0050 Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
0044 Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Steve Miller: The Joker
0052 Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
0054 Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
0055 Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird
titles from Bill Evans, Sonny Rollins and Miles Davis now available! Over 20
Three Blind Mice titles available on )132CD/2! Limited stook of Japanese imports!

Order Before The 're Gone!!
64368 Fronk Sinatra: The Voice
VISIT OUR
64423 Tata: Toto IV
WEBSTORE
64404 Meatloof: Bat out of Hell
OR CAL/
64420 Bai Skoggs: Silk Degrees
FOR FULL
57207 Journey: Infinity
LISTIII
64212 Santana: Santana

553
578
572
598
607
684
663
614
624
608
616
642

Eric Clapton: Slowhond
Manhattan Transfer: Extensions
Traffic: Mr. Fantasy
Emerson, Lake, Palmer: Torkus
Getz/Gilberto: Getz/Gilberto
Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs
Neil Young: Old Ways
Rush: Signals
U2: Unforgettable Fire
Eric Clapton: Just One Night
John Mayall: Bluesbreokers
REM: Murmur

625
666
758
755
750
735
729
727
705
748
726
752

Cream: live Vol. I& II
Nirvana: Nevermind
Duke Ellington: Blues In Orbit iSACO)
The Who: Live At Leeds
Counting Crames: Recovering the...
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever
IOCC: Original Soundtrack
Jeff Beck: Blow By Blow
Don Henley: Building the Perfect Beast
Guns 'N Roses: G 'N RLies
James Taylor: Dad Loves His Work
Rob Wasserman: Trios

Anadisq 200g LP's: Most titles available! $22.99 8. Up
202
216
240
249
241

Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
Dove Brubeck: All Together for the first...
Fantasy Film World of Bernard Herrmann
Boston: Boston
G. Mulligan P Desmond Quartet

la.s.s.sit•

Audit, DID

204
236
262
244
Low

3 I 5A n 'arsons: I•o. t
DAD1033 Casino Royale Soundtrack
DAD 1032 Starker Ploys Baker
DAD1031 Ellington/Armstrong: Great Reunion
DADI030 Music By Ernest Bloch
DAD1029 Antill: Corrobree
DAD1028 John Coltrane: Blue Train
DAD1027 Mussorgsky: Picutures at an Exhibition
DAD1026 Lou Donaldson: Lou Takes Off

Alan Parson: Toles of Mystery B....
Bob Morley: Catch A Fire
Peter Frampton: Frampton Comes Alive
Cot Stevens: Teaser & The Firecat
serial numbers available most Hoe

twit' releases! 29. 99/ 46.99
DAD1025 Rave .Works For Orchestra(
DADI 024 Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
DAD1023 Dr. John: Plays Mac Rebenock
DAD1022 C. Adderly: Somethin' Else
DAD1021 Prokofiev: Alexander Nevinski
DAD1020 Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
DAD1019 Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
DAD1018 Slotkin/St. Louis: Gershwin (2 DVD)
DAD1017 Dr. John: Bri htest Smile...

('lassie Records LP/CD Sale! $12.99 and Up!

L 2134 Reiner: Overture! Overture!
C 06009 Strovins y: Petrus o
LSC2285 Walton: Facade Suite
CSCD6012 Rimsky•Korsokov: Tale of Tsar..
LSC2298 Borodin: Symphony #9
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
LSC2400 Ballet Music From The Opera
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Ma Mere L'oye
LSC2405 Sibelius: Sym.#5/Karetio Suite
CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
LSC2419 Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
CSCD6079 Debussy: La Boite A Joujoux
LSC2450 Schuman: Carnival...
CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony #3
PREMONITION RECORDS -CD's: $14.99 /LP's:$29.99
15C2465 Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
15C2398 Kobalevsky: The Comedians 817.99
LSCD2313 Venice: Solt,
NAVE Patricia Barber: Companion
PREM-1919 Patricia Barber: Split (CD only)
LSC2449 Gounod: Foust Ballet $17.141t
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
PREM-737 Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue PREM-741 Patricia Barber: Modern Cool
LSC2456 Lolo: Symphonie Espanole $17.99
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Returns..Holl
201/NA Christy Borran: Steppin 24/96 DVD's: $26.99
I
.1[ Ky I LSC2500 Strauss: Waltzes $17.09
LSPCD1445 Alex North: North of Hollywood
192/NA Lorry Coryell: The Coryells
CD's: $13.99
4 LSC2541 Rochmoninoff: Piano Con. No. /$17199LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
196/NA David Johansen and the Harry Smiths
. ifiSTAP-1111.1ifel Carob KimerfffsecTrIL
LSPCD2527 Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
193/NA The Congo Kings: The Conga Kings
Led Zeppelin, Mile Nelson/Stardust
LSPCD2612 Sonny Rollins: Our Man
189/NA D
Dave's True Story: Unauthorized
Shoon&Godunkel/Bridgo One Troubled Matey LSPCD2712 Sonny Rollins: Meets Hawk
155/177 Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmon Protect
CSN, Heifetz LW.. Mony new 4.5-rptn asets in
VSCD4053 Ello Fitzgerald: Clap Hands...
185/195 Sara K: No Cover
184/194 Chuck Mongione: The Feelings Back
stock! (new LW, net pan of /he $1299 iii.!)
VSCD8358 Johnny Hodges: Blues A Plenty

RDS

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472 e
1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
`"•''
E-MAIL: ElusDisc©ool.com
VISA
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

[

150+pager3" U.S.A. /$5" INTL.
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f

FREE WITH ORDER!!

DOMESTIC SHIPPING: (Average cost based on weight)
UPS Ground/Priority Moil: 1-4 LP/CD: 55 (adtl. LP/CD .50c ea.)
UPS 3-Day Select: 1-3 LP/CD: S9 (add. LP/CD S1.00 each)
UPS 2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: $11 (adtl. LP/CD $1.50 each)
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL, E-MAIL
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!
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Classical
ANONYMOUS 4
1000: AMass for the End of Time
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907224 (CD). 2000. Robina
G. Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DDD. 7: 72:27
Performance ****
Sonics ****

A

COURTESY HARNIONIA MUNI:»

swe approach the end of the
second millennium (all right,
I'm apedant), it is interesting to
compare our situation with that of 1000
years ago. True, we have our share of
millennial weirdness, but it's mild by
comparison. At the end of the first 1000
years following the birth of Jesus, discussion hinged not on the future of
Internet commerce, but on the survival

people of the day may not have known
the exact year, or the texts in Revelation
that supposedly predicted the Second
Coming, but they were acutely aware of
the chaos that appeared to grow swiftly
around them.
Into this political and spiritual vacuum came the Church of Rome, eager to
replace the old Imperial order with one
of its own. Unable to project military
force in the same way as Caesar and his
legions (the Crusades were acentury in
the future), the Church relied instead on
the spiritual power of mystery. Critical
to this was the rapidly evolving Roman
liturgy, with its Latin texts comprehensible only to the learned, and the sublime ethereal music with which it was
accompanied.
While liturgical music would not

Reviews

somewhat mysterious and difficult to
overestimate. Victims of Alzheimer's
disease in its final stages, who have lost
the power to speak or to understand
spoken language, still react pleasurably
to music.
Several of my colleagues have rightly
described the sound of Anonymous 4
as "angelic." Hearing them live this
winter in a beautiful neo-Gothic
church, this cynical agnostic found
himself genuinely transported out of
temporal space. If this can happen to a
modern victim of sensory overload, we
can only guess at its effect on apreliterate, pre-industrial audience whose
only sensory experiences came from
the "natural" world.
Ihave wandered off on this somewhat pleasant historical and psychological discursus because Ican add little to
what Ihave already said about Anonymous 4. Their interpretations of early
medieval music are not only wellfounded in historical research and scholarly practice, they are also apure joy to
hear. Although they have added anew
member since their last recording, the
sound is still gloriously the same: pure,
exact in intonation, and perfectly felt. As
often with these ladies, most of the
singing is in plainchant, with the perfectly judged addition of organum and
early polyphonic styles.
Robina Young and Brad Michel
know by now precisely how to record
performances of this kind, in an equally
pure and unvarnished fashion. The new
millennium is (or will be) getting off to
afine start.
-Les Berkley
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 1-9
Daniel Barenboim, Berlin Staatskapelle,
Deutschen Staatsoper Berlin.
Teldec 3984 27838-2 (6 CDs). 2000.
Classen, Martin Fouqué, prods.;
Sengpiel, Michael Bramman, engs.
6:18:48
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

Chor der
Christoph
Eberhard
DOD. TT:

H

of humankind itself. By the year 1000,
the Carolingian empire, the successor to
the stability and order of Rome, was
falling apart. Without the effective systems of communication and transportation that had existed in classical times, it
had proven impossible to maintain a
true imperial control over alarge and
diverse geopolitical region. Ordinary
Stereophile, September 2000

have been sung (except perhaps privately) by women in this period, the effect
of atrained monastic choir on lay listeners must have been even more extraordinary. Echoing within the great
Romanesque foundations of the early
Church, or in the earliest Gothic structures, it must have sounded truly angelic. The power of music itself is, in fact,

ow is it possible that Daniel
Barenboim waited until now to
record the Beethoven symphonies? Surely, this former child prodigy must've recorded them sometime
before puberty in his native Argentina
—or back in the 1970s, when hardly a
month passed without three new
Barenboim recordings flooding the
market.
Seriously, this set is strangely belated,
considering that Barenboim has been
playing and recording Beethoven's
piano sonatas and concertos longer than
many of us have been alive. And if
145

And now for something very hot to stick in your ears ...

Tube Headphone Amps!
We all know about the difference between tubes and transistors: tubes are laid bock and liquid sounding, but lock
boss control and impact; transistors are punchy with good lows, but can be hard and strident sounding. Besides the
fact the above is agross oversimplification, we find that with headphone amplifiers we have to modify our way of
thinking somewhat. Headphones consume something on the order of 10 mWatts of energy to drive at normal
listening levels. Speakers require more thon 1000 times more energy. Headphones are much easier to drive than
speakers. Consequently headphones bring out far fewer differences between tube and transistor amps. In the
world of headphones, both tube and transistor amps, if well designed, can perform very well, and your expectation
of the differences between tubes and transistors should be less by about a factor of ten.
The worlds best

Wheotheld Rude H192.
S849 stork $899 w/tube upgrade
Our fovorite tube amp Very lush sounding

o,

The Musical Fidelity X-Cans V2

tube headphone

is a real performer at the

amplifier is the

low cost end of the

Cory Audio 300

spectrum. Unlike the

SEI. We don't sell

older version which

them,

if

had a solid state out-

you've
got
$3000+ to drop

but

put stage, the V2 amp
does use a Philips

on one, run to your
nearest Cary dealer,
otherwise read on

JAN6922 tube output
stage. It's avery clean
sounding amplifier,
somewhat lacking in

Our favorite reasonably priced tube headphone amp is
the Wheatfield Audio WU, it is lushly liquid sounding, a
classic tube component. This OTL amp uses o 6SN7 as
it's voltage gain stage and a 6080 as a cathode follower output stage. No negative feedback is used in
the amplifier. Ask about tube set upgrade.

2-,K-Ce/gy 2
mUSICAL FIDELITY

411

•

Musical Fidelity X-Con VP 11169
Cleon and sweet ogood entry
level tube headphone amp

impact compared to the
Wheotfield amps but you won't find a more articulate,
and well balanced headphone amp in it's price range.
word of warning: none of the above amplifiers include
the HeadRoom processor circuit.

Our customers

regularly testify to
ture significantly im-

plifier, the HA'. This

proves the natural-

less "tuby" sounding

iii

amplifier
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The UJheotheld Audio RAI. $529
C/eon hght o strike straight down the middle

the fact that this fea-

also m akes a lower
cost
Wh eh
headphone
a
et
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Audio
am-

ended, class-A gain
stage coupled directly to
a 7044 configured as a

ness of headphone
listening.

We feel

it's particularly important when listening to studio recorded music. We

The HeodRoom Mon $1333 No. the Marls noto
tube headphone amplifier, but it does sound great/

single-ended triode cathode
follower output stage. No negative feedback is used in

opera, choral, chamber, and other types of music that

the amplifier. Because of it's tighter, punchier sound,

are miked at adistance and are rich with ambient infor-

the

HAl

recommend tube amps mainly for listening to classical,

is better for rock and contemporary jazz than

mation. Rock, jazz, and other types of music recorded in

the HA2 which would be better with classical and acous-

a studio environment are better served by HeadRoom
amps that include the processor.

tic music. Both amps perform beyond their costs.

HeadRoom

800 828 8184
PO Box 6549

toll free In the U S
521 East Perish St

www.headphone.com

Bozeman MT Bozeman, MT
59771-6549

59715

Phone (406) 587 9466
Fax (406) 587 9484
30- Day
Sohsfochon Guorontee
For real'
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WILLIAM BURLINGHAM

there's lurking ambivalence toward the
symphonies, or an inability to come out
from the long shadow of his idol, the
late Wilhelm Furtwângler, it's not over:
Though this Beethoven cycle is worth
hearing at every turn, thanks to the personality of the Berlin Staatskapelle
(more on that below), Barenboim's
voice as aBeethoven conductor comes
and goes, particularly in comparison
with the confidently defined approach-

es heard in Beethoven cycles by David
Zinman (Arte Nova), Otto Klemperer
(EMI), and, of course, such giants of the
pre-stereo era as Fun-wangler and
Willem Mengelberg (both heard on any
number of labels).
Barenboim is strongest in the first
three symphonies, becomes more
neutral in the middle symphonies, and
grows heavy-handed in the more
profound later works, particularly
Symphony 9. A recurring pattern is
Barenboim's relishing of delayed
arrivals: In the first movement of
Symphony 1, the arrival of the home
key in the recapitulation has rarely felt
more relieving, though even that is
dwarfed by the ensuing coda, which has
an even more powerfully announced
harmonic resolution. There's special
electricity in the first movement of 8,
when the primary theme group has its
last statement prior to its development.
Final movements, which should always
give asense of arriving at the symphony's summit, tend to be the highlight of
these interpretations, the exception
being the most famous finale of all, the
Ninth's choral outpouring of peace and
brotherhood. That Barenboim pushes
the musical pageantry hard enough to
sound labored suggests that he wasn't
able to arrive at aset of tempos conStereophile, September 2000
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The above pluses and minuses are
vincing to himself (and his listeners) for
this most complex and episodic of all heard in various proportions in
Symphonies 4-7. Two examples: Given
Beethoven finales.
Consistent strengths arc in the least Barenboim's response to the intoxicatpretentious, most straightforward sym- ed high spirits of Symphony 2, it's surphonies. Symphonies I, 2, and 8 are prising he doesn't convey adeeper conamong the best ever interpretations, but nection with 4. Given his great sense of
not necessarily for the same reasons. arrival, the light after the storm of the
Beethoven's first two symphonies are "Pastoral" is particularly gratifying.
often interpreted as proto-Romantic Much of the rest is well-played, with
warmups for the "Eroica." With tempos that are moderate and wellBarenboim, judged — as long as you don't expect
there's nothing Barenboim to adhere to the composer's
"proto" about famously fast metronome markings. At
the
Roman- worst, Barenboim falls into the sort of
ticism, though neither-here-nor-there tempos that
it's rendered make Karl Bilm's Beethoven now
with aclassical sound dated, and this happens particuswiftness that larly in Symphony 9. If ever music
makes
the made acase for its uninterpreted self;
music's gran- it's this; if ever its messages have been
deur all the more broadly spelled out, it's in
more exciting. Barenboim's recording.
Amid such shortcomings, Bareliboim
In what many
never falls into the tricks heard in his
describe as the
comic-opera lesser recordings — such as delivering a
finale of Sym- compelling flourish at the start of a
phony 2, Baren- movement, then slumping into autopiboim's empha- lot. Even when the interpretations are at
sis is on opera, their most neutral, the symphonies
not comedy, always work well as architectural entiand he brings ties. More important —and this is what
the symphony to an unusually substan- keeps me returning to this set—the
Berlin Staatskapelle reflects adistinctive,
tial close.
Barenboim's most Classical moments regional identity thanks to its having
are in Symphony 8: leaner textures, been cloistered for many years behind
Mozartean lightness, tempos with an the Berlin Wall. It has an attractively
almost strict sense of dance, and no dal- astringent string quality — arefreshing
lying to enjoy local color. Whatever change from the more sumptuous
musicological arguments can be made Berlin Philharmonic — with woodyfor or against this approach, it suits the sounding winds played with great character, and timpani with an unusually
music perfectly.
In the "Eroica," one hears from lean but penetrating sound. Most lovBarenboim the beginnings of what able is the orchestra's clearly etched,
more seriously dogs the later sym- purposeful phrasing, which skillfully
phonies: apleading that is all too pas- builds tension as each phrase builds on
sionate. Like so many modern opera what has come before:flues why these
directors, who go to great lengths to recordings always repay close attention:
underscore the obvious, Barenboim The tempos and overall shape of the
seems compelled to tell you — with an interpretation may suggest nothing speextra lingering of a fortissimo or a cial at times, but the details are acomtelling harmonic dissonance —that this pletely different matter.
The engineering is excellent: Though
is music of great gravity. Of course,
such telegraphing of what we already lacking room ambience, the studio
know takes the listener outside the sound gives the orchestra equal meamusic by calling too much attention to sures of bloom and clarity, always alert
the conductor's commentary on it. Still, to the antiphonal, which is not always
his insights of harrowing depth in the brought out in Beethoven's music. One
second-movement funeral march arc wishes this set well for more than artiseffectively projected. And in the final tic reasons: How nice it would be to
movement, where this inky darkness prove to the recording industry that
turns into alighthearted recycling of new Beethoven symphony recordings
Beethoven's Creatures of Prometheus, can still sell.
During arecent visit to Vienna, Ihapthere is (as can be expected) agreat
pened on ashop that specialized exclusense of arrival.
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check out our catalog online at
pizrriciabarberrifollir

PATRICIA BARBER:
COMPANION
After the wild success of both Cate Blue
and Modern Cool (both aR2D4 recording!!), Patricia follows up with a live
recording, 'Companion.' Recorded at
Al Capones hang out, The Green Mill in
July 1999. CD, $9.99. Modern Cool and
Café Blue discs also available. CDs
$14.99. 180g LPs. $29.99.

www.amusiodirecb.com

high-end
accessories
Audio Prism CD Blacklight
Audio Prism Cluietline Filters
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Bedini Ultra Clarifier II
Ask about trade-ins!
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)
Brightstar Little Rock 1
Custom Power Cord Co Model 11
An incredible power cord value
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord
G&D Transforms Mobie
Golden Sound Acoustic Discs (12)

$34.99
$27.50
$599.99
$17.99
$39.99
$59.99
$149.99

$59.99
$149.99
$26999

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do
without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling. One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension. dynamics
and transient response. Music Direct's most
highly recommended accessory. UFO $299.99

$559.99
$249.99
$119.99

iheliappkaa ,

TDS Passive Audiofile Processor
$394 99
Tekna Sonic C-10 Vibration Absorber $99 99
Triphazers
call
Vibrapods
$5 99
XLO TPC wipes (pkg of 10) ...........
$9 99
3M Damping Sheets
.
$4 99 ea

l•

The following domestic and import CDs
are just asampling of what we carry.
Holly Cole (Canadian Pressings)

$1899 ea

Dear Dark Heart. Treasure (limited),
It Happened One Night. Don't Smoke In
Bed. Temptation, Girl Talk
Auto Morena Killer B's (British)
.823.99
Aluminum CDs
$5 99
Blue Note LPs
$17.99
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson
None But The Lonely Heart Maim) $17.99
Audioquest
512.99
Chesky Records
$13.99
Clarity Recording
$14.99
Classic Records DVDs
$29.99
Classic Records Gold CD Sale
$12.99
Classic Records LPs
$12.99/$26.99
DCC LPs
$22.99
Decca LPs
$28.99
Dorian xCDs
$13.99
JVC XRCDs
$2699
Mapleshade
$13.99
Mobile Fidelity Lift Lock jewel cases(5)....$9.99
Pope Sale!
Gold CD
$9.99
Alum CDs
$5.99
Reference Recordings
$13 49
Simply Vinyl LP Sale
$19.99
Call for acomplete list of domestic
and import LPs
Sony Gold CDs
$23 99

à

ea eee tee
Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Wave.
guide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $99.99
Grado SR60 headphones
86299
Highwire Powerwrap
$49.99
Kontak cleaner
$39.99
call
Lightspeed 6401) line conditioner
Mango Audio Orpheaus CD mat
$79.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive .$790
99
back in production!
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center
$53999
MSB Tech Gold Link DAC .
call
MSB Technologies Link DAC
$349.99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39 99
Oprix CD cleaner
$16.99
Philips pronto remote
$39999
Purist Burn-In CD
$119.99
Rega Planet CD Player
call
Rightway Audio Suspendors lea)
$29.99
Ringmat Statmat II
$39.99
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Sennheiser HOMO headphones
Shakti Stone
Shakti On-Lines (pr)
Signet Cleaning Tools Ipkg of 4)
Synergistic AC Master Coupler

.$349.99
.$199 99
$199.99
$99.99
$11.99
all

Monster Cable FITS2000
This new power center by Monster Cable is
receiving rave reviews from Absolute Sound
and other audio publications. Retail $200,
music direct price $179.99

analog
accessories
Music Direct carries the best in
analog accessories.
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
$179 99
Allsop Orbitrac 2
$34 99
Audio Technica 0C9 cartridge
$199.99
Benz Glider cartridge
call
Decca 2+2Record brush.
$17.99
Disc Doctor record brushes
$34.99/Pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Clng Fluid $21.99/pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gray-Glide II
$24.99
HiFi News Test LP
$24 99
Hunt Brush
KAB Speedstrobe
KAB Record Grip
Last Record Preservative

Mobile Fidelity oub of business!!
Choose from the largest inventory
of MoFi gold CDs in the world. Call
for availibility and pricing!!
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$19.99
$84.99
$29.99
.$29.99

Last Stylus Cleaner
Last Stylast .
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
McCormack Phono Drive
Milty Zerostat .
Mobile Fidelity Geodisc Last change!
Monolithic Sound Phono preamp
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
Musical Surroundings Phonomena .
phono amp
Nitty Gritty In record cleaning mach
Record Research Labs LP-9 ..
Rega Planar 25 turntable
Ringmat 330XLR ....
Shure v15VxMR
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
Sumiko Blue Point cartridge
Sumiko Blue Point Special
Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
VPI kies turntable..
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine

$17.99
$24.99
call
$594.99
$59.99
$24.99
$399.99
.call
.$599.99
522899
$24.99
call
579 99
call
$1899
5139 99
523999
52899
call
$439.99

the fine print
We're open Monday thru Friday, 9a -6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p. Central time. For a
catalog, leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a115 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest inventories
of domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,
Decca, Delos, DMP, Donan, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Audioquest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mari'
go, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Solidsteel, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

musicdirect

long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

800.449.8333

318 North Laflin Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fan 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdeamusicdirect.corh
www.amusicdirect.com

secure web ordering!
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sively in the recordings of Herbert von
Karajan, but made an exception for
Barenboim's Beethoven cycle, which
even had aspecial display. That's the
spirit!
-David Patrick Stearns
MOZART
Violin Concertos 1-5
Pamela Frank, violin; David Zinman, Tonhalle
Orchestra Zurich
Arte Nova 74321 72104 2(CD). 2000. Prod and eng.
not listed.; ODD. It: 2:19:28
Performance *****
Sonics ****

T

he world is full of violinists who
can play fine Mozart concertos,
and there's no shortage of
recordings of them. What asurprise,
then, that this budget-priced set stands
easily above the others, thanks to a
number of elements. Collecting all five
together, plus the solo violin movements of the "Haffiier" Serenade, form
arevealing creative progression. All of
these works were written during arelatively short period of time — the catalog numbers span K207-250, which
isn't long in Mozart time—and show that Zinman is the greatest living
the composer emerging from afluent, Mozart conductor, but that judgment is
ingratiating, but rather impersonal best saved for when he records the symrococo style to something less formal, phonies. Ihope that will be soon.
— David Patrick Stearns
more expressive, and much more personal. In other words, one hears
Mozart becoming Mozart, trying out
techniques in one piece, building on
them in the next, and clarifying the
voice that will become familiar in his
ERIC CLAPTON & B.B. KING
mature masterpieces.
Violinist Frank gives the music everyRiding with the King
thing it needs, from technique to intelDuck/Reprise 9 47612-2 (CD). 2000. Eric Clapton,
lect, but the most distinctive perforSimon Climie, prods.; Alan Douglas, eng.; Tom
Sweeney, asst eng. MD?. Tr: 61:21
mance elements come from conductor
Performance ****1/2
Zinman, who has been an outstanding Sonics ****1/2
Mozart conductor since at least 1977,
when Ifirst heard him. All of the graceuperstar summits are almost always
better in theory than in reality.
ful melodic sequences and airy melodies
Often, they're so highly anticipated
one has heard for years in performances
of these pieces take on deeper meanings that even anear-perfect album can't hope
with Zinman, particularly in slow to live up to expectations.
Not this time. B.B. King and Eric
movements, which turn into nothing
short of aconfession, though without Clapton have known each other for
the least distortion of line. For example, more than three decades, having first
when Mozart repeats the same figure in played together on the stage of New
the accompaniment of aslow move- York City's Café Au Go Go in 1967.
ment, Zinman varies it dramatically in Back then, of course, Clapton was still
expressive ways, using the boundaries of God, and King was — well, if Clapton
historically informed performance. In was God, lees just say King was somefact, his style is more crisp and pointed one God knew was worthy of genuine
than that of almost any Mozart special- worship.
Since that time, King has done everyist — but that, too, has ameaning deeper than the mere tidiness one hears in thing in his power to make the appellaperformances by Neville Marriner. tion "King of the Blues" mean someAlso, Zinman is aware of the harmonic thing. He's played countless one-night
tectonic plates in this music, and shows stands — hundreds of them every year
you where they are. I'm tempted to say — and served as the planet's chief
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ambassador to the music he's been playing since he was aMississippi teenager.
Clapton, of course, has suffered numerous ups and downs, both personal and
professional. But no matter how great
his popularity in the world of rock and
pop music, his playing has always been
informed by the blues.
So each performer brings alifetime
of experience to this recording. What's
surprising is that neither has chosen to
merely cruise through what will surely
be abest-selling album. Instead, both
lay everything on the line on every cut.
The song selection is terrific, too,
including classics from the repertoires
of both artists (though mostly King's,
hence the title), but also some material
from the songbooks of current tunesmiths John Hiatt and Doyle Bramhall
II. The album thus feels like the current release that it is, not merely a
museum piece.
Kicking off with astrutting, funkified
version of Hiates "Riding with the
King," the title track, the guitarists'
styles mesh from the start, King's stinging finger vibrato darting around
Clapton's elegant, sustained notes. Their
swagger drips off the vocals, sung in tandem. It's afair warning to strap yourself
in for what's to come.
King takes the lead on the pleading
"Ten Long Years" and the jumping
"Days of Old," while "When My Heart
Beats Like a Hammer" and "Three
O'Clock Blues" feature spectacular
solos by both guitarists.
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Other tunes are more in Clapton's
rock/pop style, particularly the
Brarnhall selections, "Marry You" and "I
Wanna Be." Don't think King can't handle the new stuff, though. After all, he's
the guy who once took a U2 song
("When Love Came to Town") and
made it more B.B. than Bono. It's also
intriguing to hear King play acoustic
guitar—something he rarely does on
his own LPs — on Big Bill Broonzy's
"Key to the Highway" and Maceo
Merriweathe?s "Worried Life Blues."
You could argue that Riding With the
King is alittle slick —it's produced by
Clapton and Simon Climie (Slowhand's collaborator on the disastrous
techno-flavored TD.F. project), and the
backup band consists of seasoned studio
pros Joe Sample (piano), Tim Camion
(organ), Nathan East (bass), and Steve
Gadd (drums). But the playing is never
sterile, and the sound is warm and
detailed. And hell, this is Clapton and
King we're talking about — neither of
them just fell off the turnip truck, so an
uptown version of the blues is what
you'd expect and exactly what you get.
So praise God, and all hail the King.
—Daniel Durchholz

STEVE EAR LE
Transcendental Blues
E-Squared/Artemis 751033-2 (CD). 2000. Steve
Earle, prod.; Ray Kennedy, prod., eng.; Patrick Earle,
asst. eng. MD? 17: 49:56
Performance *****
Sonics ***1/2

I

n a recent interview, Steve Earle
swore to me that he was going to
slow down ... after this album, that
is. Ever since he was released from jail
five years ago, country rock's onetime
whiz kid has maintained the blistering
pace of writing and recording an album
ayear, each then followed by the obligatory press, promotion, and a world-
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wide tour. The fact that Earle has also
managed to grow the uhnun ... transcendence with each new outing makes
his past half-decade's worth of fired
neurons one phenomenal run.
All of which made Transcendental Blues
look, prior to release, like the crossroads
at which the mighty one would fall.
And on first listen, it did sound like the
rushed, sub-par album that would finally end Earle's post-penitentiary creative
geyser. But while TB lacks aknockout
punch on the order of "Hard Core
Troubadour" or "Someday," it creeps up
on you, working its slow magic in the
way of albums that sound better after 10
hearings — like its now-bearded creator,
its charms are more mature, no longer
easy or obvious.
Subtlety, of course, usually spells
ambition, and Transcendental Blues is no
exception. The psychedelic flavors of
the first two tracks — the title tune and
"Everyone's In Love with You" — hint
at Revolver-era Beatles as their model.
The short, rocked-up "Another Town"
is as close to his old restless, self-destructive self as the now seriously adult Earle
ever gets: "Once upon atime Iloved
this house / Now I'm thinkin"bout
burnin' it down /And I'll be long gone
when the fire burns out /On the way
to another town."
That's followed two cuts later by the
grandiose "The Boy Who Never
Cried," in which pilgrims whisper low
"in quatrains dim" —a cherished blues
locution set to an Irish tune; "Steve's
Last Ramble"; and the outright Celtic
"The Galway Girl," complete with pennywhistle and bodhran. Finally, the
same sensitive, alive-to-regret songwriter responsible for "My Old Friend
the Blues" and "Valentine's Day"
returns with two stingingly sad tunes: "I
Don't Want to Lose You Yet," and the
more sad than condemnatory deathpenalty air, "Over Yonder (Jonathan's
Song)." As artistic statements go, Earle
has written and sung his way to another
resonant high.
In the supporting cast, former dBs
drummer Will Rigby adds new energy,
and on "When IFall," three of Ma and
Pa Earle's kids — Patrick, Stacey, and
Steve —all play and/or sing. Sonically,
Earle and co-producer/engineer Ray
Kennedy have applied too much compression which is the album's only
downside.
With abook of poems soon to be
published, aplay about to be produced,
and more recording
in the pipe,
Steve Earle (thankfully) shows no signs
slowing down. Forget about this guy's

The mellowing but still dangerous loe Ely.

chances at recidivism; given the pace of
his creativity, his biggest worry now is
burnout.
-Robert Baird
JOE ELY
Live at Antone's
Rounder 11661-3171-2 (CD). 2000. Joe Ely, prod.;
Charles Ray, Jim Wilson, engs.; limy Gunn, Lorenzo
Meza, asst. engs. MD? IT: 73:29
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

T

he third live album of Joe Ely's
career is a solid set, and better
recorded than the first two.
Trouble is, the previous live albums —
1980's Live Shots (recorded on tour with
the Clash) and 1994's Live at Liberty
Lunch—were alot more than merely
solid. Each was a. white-hot document
that focused on Ely's grab-a-crowd-andwring-'em-out rock side.
Apparently mellowing with age, Ely
now aims for a more introspective
southwestern, flamenco-tinged sound,
as exemplified by flamenco guitarist
Teye. Live Shots guitarist Jesse Taylor
holds down the all-important lead
chair, and while he's got chops and
familiarity a-plenty, he's no match for
the procession of young slingers, like
Ian Moore and David Grissom, who in
recent years have put the teeth into
Ely's bands.
Mellowing aside, this Austin legend is
still one of the most charismatic performers ever to have squeezed into a
pair of too-tight black leather pants. His
singing has never been better, and his
ability to make another writer's heretofore neglected tune his own remains
unparalleled. Here, Tom Russell's
"Gallo del Cielo," Butch Hancock's
Stereophile, September 2000
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"Road Hawg," Utah Phillips' "Rock Salt
and Nails," and Robert Earl Keen's
"The Road Goes On Forever" (which
has become Ely's de facto theme song)
are all Ely-ized to the point where you'd
swear he wrote 'em himself.
Of course, when it comes to writing
songs, Ely can do that too. While it's
debatable whether the world really
needed another recording of his "Me
and Billy the Kid," originals like "Up
On the Ridge" and "All Just to Get to
You" (co-written with Will Sexton) are
definite keepers. Sonically, this is alive
album so while the sound is okay, there
arc the usual less than ideal miking
problems.
Amust for old fans and adecent introduction for new ones, Live at Antone's is
another sure, authentic, if slightly less
edgy step in aglorious career.
-RB
JENNYANYKIND
INeed You
Yep Rock YEP2016 (CO). 2000. Michael Holland,
prod., eng.; Mark Holland, prod. ADD. TT: 52:49
Performance ****
Sonics ***

R

such diverse musical treasures as Let It
Bleed, Hightvay 61 Revisited, and A Love
Supreme, and even as the major-label
door was shutting, the Holland brain
trust was opening wide.
INeed You, then, is part culmination
and part open conversation. Its touchstones are impressive: "Up Early in the
Morning" is agood-timey slide-guitar
shuffle reminiscent of some of Ronnie
Lane's compositions following his
tenure in the Faces; "It's a Wicked
World" takes as its departure point
Gershwin's "Summertime" before
steering decisively onto the aforementioned Hwy. 61; "Acoustic... Ambient,"
an instrumental in which acoustic guitar
meets droning organ, has ameditational, John Fahey vibe; and "In aVillage
Square" 's crunchy, maracas-driven
arrangement and subtle guitar twang
suggest the presence of some Mustvell
Hillbillies fans in the Holland household.
INeed Ifito was initially captured on
half-inch tape courtesy avintage Otari
8-track, then mixed to disc through a
Yamaha 01V digital board. The result
— the distinctive, humming analog
warmth that befits much of today's socalled "Americana" efforts, merged
with acrisp clarity wherein each instrument is never blurred or obscured in
the mix — is of a striking then/now
quality, the kind of perfect blend that
should satisfy both today's digital kidz
and those of the Neil Young "vinyl
sounds better" school.
The set's oddest track is its most
radio-friendly. "We Can Be Happy" is
barely more than arecurring chime of a
riff and the album title repeated over
and over —a not quite shameless variation of the old Stealers Wheel chestnut,
"Stuck in the Middle with You."
Quirky in its simplicity, or maybe just
simple in its quirkiness, it's also an apt
manifesto for acombo that's worked
long and hard to find its own sense of
peace and place in the world. What's
fascinating now is wondering what will
issue forth from this, Jennyanykind's
season of contentment.
-Fred Mills

ock'n'roll has always basked in
the twin art of resurrection and
reinvention. But in the indic
world, such goings-on are largely overlooked as so much amateurish rumblings in the underground.
In the case of Chapel Hill's
Jennyanykind, however, something far
too special to be ignored has been brewing for some time. The group's core has
always been identical siblings Michael
and Mark Holland, and for their seventh record they've opted, at least for
the moment, to operate as acontained
duo, composing, performing, and
recording everything in their basement
studio. This self-reliance stems in part
from what was presumably adispiriting
blink-you-missed-it stint with Elektra
(for 1996's Revelater), and there's probably some of that good ol' womb magicke operating as well. No, they don't let
Ma Holland dress them up in matching
polo shirts and pennyloafers anymore,
but they clearly share amusical sensibilCHRISTY MCVVILSON
ity that can be described only as deeply
empathetic.
The Lucky One
Or maybe it's just that phenomenon
Hightone HCD 8119 (CD). 2000. Dave Alvin, prod.;
known as growing (up) together musiMark Linett, eng. MD? TT: 41:22
cally. Early on, Jennyanykind had a Performanc
Sonics ****
quirky, spaced-out psychedelic sound
that bore the stamp of early Pink Floyd,
spart of Seattle's beloved rootsrock purveyors The Picketts,
with just enough hints of Allman
Christy McWilson has charmed
Brothers-esque blues-jamming to mark
them as Southerners. By the time the more than one drunk off his barstool
ill-fated Elektra deal rolled around, and onto the dance floor with her set of
however, the Hollands had discovered Patsy-Cline-meets-Mary-Chapin -

A
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Carpenter pipes. At the urging of labelmate (and Americana music icon) Dave
Alvin, McWilson went into the studio
with an array of musical talent that
included veteran sessioneers Greg Leisz,
Rick Shea, and Don Heffington,
R.E.M.'s Peter Buck, and even producer
Alvin himself. Despite McWilson's 10year veteran status, the result, The Lucky
One, will be hailed by critics as amusthear newcomer's debut.
Alvin applys adeft producer's touch
that, for a budget-conscious project,
seemingly sprinldes fairy dust in all
directions. Mandolins,
12-strings,
dobros, and pedal steels all have a
sparkling, crystalline quality, as does

Once awicked Pickett, Christy McWilson hasn't
gone to the dogs.

McWilson's voice —and you've never
heard sleigh bells sound quite so joyful
as on the upbeat, gospelish "Weight of
the World." With the players falling
into telepathic grooves, McWilson is left
free to roam.
And roam she does. Against acountry/folk/rock backdrop, she offers tiny
epiphanies about what it means to go
through life with the usual litany of
complaints and regrets, and finding the
strength to not wallow in but learn from
them. Sometimes these lessons come
slowly, as in the Emmylou Harris151
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At Upscale Audio, we dig tubes...
And to prove it we display over 40 different
tube amps, pre-amps, and digital products.
And that's just in tubes, not even counting
solid-state. We

also

have

back

stock

to

go,

because we know you get all wiggly and want to
get it home now. We're the same way.

New CARY CAD-2A3—You should have seen us shakin' and agroovin' when we first
heard these. 15 watts of pure class A using four of the stunning KR 2A3 triodes. Available
as apower amp at $3795 or integrated at $3995.
TUBE Upgrades—The largest selection in North America of rare vintage
tubes. From Amperex to Telefunken. The finest current production too. The
best testing and matching in the industry. Testing including a$21,000 Spectral
Dynamics FFT Analyzer and Tektronix 570 curve tracer.
"My other tube discovery showed, yet again, how much those of us in Tubeland
rely on good, no make that great dealers. I've mentioned Kevin Deal of
Upscale Audio before in this column, and here he's come through again."
—Tom Davis, Positive Feedback Magazine

SONIC FRONTIERS Line Stage pre-amps—Very
slick operation. Absolute top drawer engineering and parts.
Rave reviews. All Sonic Frontiers in stock, and oh, so musical.
BAT VK-30SE—The 6H30 Supertube preamp that will give you agli m pse

of
th
e VK-50SE

performance at aprice that can't be touched.

AUTHORIZED
DEALER:
Audible Illusions,
Balanced Audio
Technology, Cary,
Benz, PSB, Ah!,
Avantgarde, Basis,
Sunfire,Tannoy,
Rega, Anthem,
Sonic Frontiers,
Speakercraft,
Meadowlark, Grado,
Coincident Speaker
Technology, Chang
Lightspeed, B&K,
Nordost Flatline,
Bel Canto, Kimber,
Magnum Dynalab,
Manley, and others
by order.

11111111116 Upscale Audio can have your VK-30, VK-5i,
VK-50, and VK-D5 upgraded to SE status. Call
or go to www.upscaleaudio.com for details.

AH! Tjoeb (Tube) '99 CD Player—$450
6922 TUBE Output Stage with Dedicated Toroidal Power Supply
MARANTZ based, modified in Holland •Finest grade Burr—Brown
op-amp for lowest noise •Quality Teflon insulated wire in signal
paths • Adjustable output level assures perfect system matching

"My mouth is still wide open over the resolution and sheer musicality of
this giant-killer of aCD player."

Ñfflizie

Ur

—Dick Olsher, Enjoy the Music
www.enjoythemusic.com

Upscale Audio exclusive! Order online...
SCALE
AUDIO

rare tubes • highest fidelity

www.upscaleaudio.com
2504 Spring Terrace •Upland, CA 91784
VOCE

[909] 931-9686 •

,
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[909] 985-6968
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wrote more material, then e
was tragically run over by a e
bus in 1977. Lurie some- 1
how "found" the tapes and
decided to release them to
the world, in the process
getting arange of notables
— including Iggy Pop,
Beck, David Bowie, and
Leonard Cohen — to sing
the praises of this forgotten
master.
Lurie's lure worked. I
spun the CD once and was
hooked. Frequent spins
later,
I was
wholly
enthralled by the whimsical, at times goofy lyrics,
the indelible melodies, and
the brilliant layers of sonic
textures, from the marimbas and Casios to the
sparkling female vocal
choirs backing up Pontiac's
growly voice. But the attention to sonic detail was a
dead giveaway — this was
hardly the sound quality of
unearthed tapes, no matter
the advances in restoration
technologies.
Sure enough, a few
Between gettin funky and paying his respects, James Carter's
months before the official
ambitions are building him aformidable legacy.
in-store release, rumors
were leaked that Lurie had
cloaked himself in the disguise of an
alter ego. When the final package
arrived, it was pretty clear, based on the
musicians listed in the liner notes (a full
JAMES CARTER
cast of Lurie's downtown New York
jazz/pop buddies), that John was
MARVIN PONTIAC
Layin' &Chasin'
Marvin and that he had aminor hit on
Layin' In the Cut
The Legendary Marvin
his hands. The music is that good.
James Carter, soprano, tenor, baritone saxes; Jef Lee
Pontiac Greatest Hits
While this 14-track "greatest hits" colJohnson, Marc Ribot, electric guitars; Jamaaladeen
Tacuma, electric bass; Grant Calvin Weston, drums
Strange and Beautiful Music 513-0018 (CD). 2000.
lection runs afew tunes too long — I'd Atlantic
83305-2 (CD). 2000. Yves Beauvais, prod.;
Pat Dillet, prod.; Juan Garcia, Steve Rivitte, engs.
have ditched "Bring Me Rocks" and
Danny Kopelson, cog. DOD? IT: 47:41
AAD? TT: 51:45
Performance
****
"Arms & Legs" — Lurie has come up
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****
Sonics ****1/2
with a winning set list. Highlights
the Gypsy
ttook alittle while for the world to include the dreamy, Afro-pop-ish Chasin'
James Carter, Fmezzo, soprano, tenor, bass saxes;
figure out that the legendary Afro- "Small Car" with its mesmerizing rhythRegina Carter, violin; Jay Berliner, steel-string
acoustic guitar; Romero Lubambo, nylon-string
Judaic bluesman Marvin Pontiac mic flow; the ditty "Now I'm Happy";
acoustic guitar; Charlie Giordano, accordion; Steve
was only afigment of Lounge Lizard the loopy, loping "Power" (fueled by the
Kirby, bass; Joey Barron, drums; Cyro Baptista, percussion
John Lurie's rich imagination, but the odd Casio-clavinet keyboard parts and
83304-2 (CD). 2000. Yves Beauvais, James
hoax was afun ride —much like the sparked by shards of electric guitar); the Atlantic
Carter, prods.; Danny Kopelson, eng.; Danny Kadar,
"Paul is dead" theory of the late '60s. wah-wah funky 'Runnin' Round"; the
mix. MD? TT: 54:30
mid-tempo groove of "Rubin," with Performance ****1/2
When the pre-release CD with the
Sonics ***
blurred photos showed up late last year Angelique Kidjo harmonizing with
Lurie on the chorus; the galloping
ith the simultaneous release
with afull bio detailing Pontiac's bizarre
of Layin' In the Cut and Chasin'
and tragic history, it seemed like yet "Wanna Warm"; and the down-home,
the Gypsy, James Carter has
another lost hero of popular music was Delta-flavored banjo-and-sticks blues of
significantly elevated the creative bar for
"She Ain't Going Home."
about to be resurrected.
So long live Marvin Pontiac in your himself both as asoloist and as abandAccording to the story, Pontiac was a
largely unknown blues/R&B artist CD player. It's been well worth the wait leader, with amatched set of electric
who had afew obscure hits, then went for Lurie to dream this legend into and acoustic sessions on which he
-Dan Ouellette stretches his conceptual chops to satisfyinto a mental institution where he being.

styled, ironically titled "The Lucky
One," in which dashed dreams gather
over time like troublesome lumps in a
mattress. In others, like the honky-tonk
stomper 'Cryin' Out Loud," it's easier
to just gather the wagons around; sings
McWilson, "There's nothing so relieving /As howling at the moon."
At still other times, McWilson suggests, life's terminal cruelty requires a
Zen-like approach. Brian Wilson
seemed to intuit this when he penned
his fragile, slipping-off-the-edge classic
"Tl IDie" for the Beach Boys' great
Sues Up. In her cover here, floating
across the tune's oddly complex
melodic changes like the proverbial
"cork in the ocean" described in the
lyrics (Leisz's weeping pedal steel and
Buck's mandolin are unexpected but
perfect accompaniment), McWilson
sings in avoice so heartrendingly sweet,
yet drenched in such otherworldly sadness, that it practically brings you to
your knees.
•Actually, it does: The closing
moments, when McWilson duets and
harmonizes with herself on the familiar
lines "These things will be /Until I
die," bring crushing home asense of
existential loneliness comparable to
that brief, punched-in-the-stomach
feeling one gets when thinking of a
family member, friend, or lover who
left the earth too soon. Such musical
moments as this eternal tune are to be
savored, and it's to McWilson's extreme
credit that she revives it in all its savory,
memorable glory.
-Fred Mills
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"One of the most important current jazz
reissue programs is JVC's XRCD series.
The sound of each of the recordings is
dramatically superior to any previous
available edition."

extended resolution cd

-THOMAS CONRAD, DOWN BEAT
JVC Disc America
resumption of its

is pleased to announce the
legendary

XRCD

(extended

resolution compact disc) series of classic jazz and
blues recordings. XRCD allows the listener to hear
recordings as the artist and producer intended...to
hear the sound of the original master tape. The gains

listen and compare

in clarity, transparency, dynamics and warmth can
be heard by all, on every CD player, without the need
for any add on converter or additional equipment.
Over eighty great titles are available

NOW

with

new titles being added every other month!

MODERN JAZZ

SHELLY

QUARTET

Shell) Marine & his Unene
modern
peribrmancc ,

DJANGO

MY
FAIR
LADY'

roui

VICJ 60160

MANNE
AND HIS
FRIENDS
MY FAIR LADY

41.

"Django" is John Lewis's best known composition.
This is the premier recording of this hauntingly beautiful
work, a benchmark performance to which all succeeding versions would be compared. Featuring John
Lewis, Milt Jackson, Percy Heath and Kenny Clarke.

WES
1
13:1

Full House

Wes Montgomery
recorded lye at Tsubo Berkeley. Caldorma

VICJ-60216

While Shelly Manne and his Friends—bassist Leroy
Vinnegar and the once and future classical conductor
and pianist Andre Previn had recorded albums together
before this one, "My Fair Lady" was by far its most
popular. It remains atrue classic to this day.
011

MONTGOMERY

RIVOILITION IN

l'aunuoball

UOINOIOLY

CANNONBALL
ADDERLEY
WITH BILL EVANS

FULL HOUSE

KNOW WHAT
IMEAN?

VICJ-60171

VICJ-60243

The incredibly inventive concepts and style of Wes
Montgomery profoundly influenced every jazz guitarist
of his day. This is classic Montgomery at his best,
recorded live with tenor sax great Johnny Griffin and
the acclaimed trio of Wynton Kelly, Paul Chambers and
Jimmy Cobb, then working together as Miles Davis'
rhythm section.

Adderly and Evans had played together for nearly a
year in the 1958 Miles Davis Sextet. This memorable
1962 reunion is completed by the rhythm support half
of the Modern Jazz Quartet, Percy Heath and Connie
Kay. In aremarkable display of their musical range and
sensitivity, Evans and Adderly move to amiddle ground
that shows both to great advantage.

...AND BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND ON XRCD...THREE BLIND MICE AND GML!

0 three blind mice Go«

JVC

www.xrcd.com

Visit www.xrcd.com for new titles.

phone: 770-420-3208

fax:

770-514-9858 e-mail:

info@xrcd.net

JVC Disc America Co., 2750 Barrett Lakes Blvd., Kennesaw, GA 30144

Record
ing new levels, takes on anew and stim- want to back your preamp way off.
Nevertheless, while there are many
ulating cast of collaborators, and, on a
variety of traditional and forgotten moments of visceral excitement on
horns, redefines our expectations of Chasm' the Gypsy, it is Carter's lyric
economy of phrase and conceptual
what constitutes amulti-reed virtuoso.
The electric Layin' In the Cut has all focus that mark this disc as abreakthe spontaneous combustion of aget- through. One might wonder what parting-to-know-you super-session, with allels Carter hears between himself and
heads, vamps, transitions, and thematic the elusive Django Reinhardt, but you
connective tissue emerging out of col- haven't lived until you've heard
lective improvisation. It puts me in "Nuages" on the bass sax, aponderous
mind of New York's late-70s/early-'80s instrument that Carter transforms into
downtown scene, in which punk jazz, something lithe and lyrical through
heavy funk, harmolodics, post-mod- sheer force of will. This is heard to parernism, and the hard blues commingled ticular effect in his exchanges with his
in aheady if ultimately stillborn echo of gifted cousin, violinist Regina Carter,
pre-corporate fusion's elemental, exper- on aloving rendition of "I'll Never Be
imental edge. On the other hand, while the Same." On "Oriental Shuffle"
every note on Chasin' the Gypsy has hair Carter's mature lyric relaxation is paron it, this swinging evocation of ticularly pleasing as he elicits pearpre-World War II cabaret innocence shaped phrases from his ancient F
and Django-logy is meticulously con- mezzo horn, carefully building tension
until exploding with Djangoish comceptualized.
Imust temper my enthusiasm with plexity and mirth.
Still, for all of his mastery of the reed
some audiophile rui-picking. While my
quibbles hardly qualify as deal-breakers, family, the tenor sax is still Carter's meat
they do temper my enjoyment of what, and potatoes. On "Django's Castle" and
in Gypsy, should have been an utterly "Imari's Lullaby," his depth of tone and
triumphant acoustic session. The electric inflection — his sheer weight of authorLayin' In the Cut, recorded live to 24- ity — are compelling.
While Layin' In the Cut is amuch less
bit/96kHz two-track, is robustly satisfying, with apulsing, percussive bottom tightly conceived project, the wellfrom Philly ridd'm kings Calvin Weston balanced live recording offers avisceral
and Jamaaladeen Tacuam (late of close-up of Carter's extraordinary sound
Ornette's Prime Time), the seamless and fury in these loose but appealingly
blend of Jef Lee Johnson's and Marc extended collective improvisations. He
Riboes electric guitars, and the Hendrix- displays true affinity for the accord
cum-Roland Kirk fury of Carter's sax between free jazz, bebop, and hard funk
menagerie. Gypsy employs steel- and that such saxophonists as Archie Shepp
nylon-stringed guitars, bass, drums, per- and Sam Rivers have pursued since the
cussion, accordion, and violin, as Carter '60s, particularly in the title track and
essays fervent yet supremely lyrical vari- "Motown Mash" where the Tacumaations on our old friends, the tenor and Weston rhythm team effectively bridges
soprano saxes, while confounding our the gap between post-Tony Williams
sonic expectations on more obscure, swing and modern R&B. Likewise
ancient horns such as the Fmezzo and "Requiem for Hartford Ave." and
"Terminal B," in which electric guibass saxophones.
But Chasm' the Gypsy was multi- tarists Ribot and Johnson enable Carter
tracked, and while Danny Kopelson's to find ahappy improvisational middle
engineering seems solid enough, I'm ground between John Coltrane and Jimi
quite put off by Danny Kadar's mix. Hendrix. Elsewhere, Carter's wailing
Sure, close-rnilcing acoustic instruments horns evoke the timeless timbres of
with alot of gain can be made to work gospel and blues players as the band
(as violinist Nigel Kennedy proves in his grooves away like awell-oiled machine.
James Carter is one of our most
recent Hendrix recital). However, when
rendered bone-dry without ahint of important new jazz artists. As good as
natural room reverberation, and mixed these two records are, Ilook forward to
with too much bloody level, it's aclassic the day when Atlantic offers him procase of "Hey, if it sounds good on acar duction values commensurate with his
talent. The cheap, boxy, hot-rod sound
radio it'll sound good anywhere."
Wrong. It sounds fat and lively on a evident on most of Carter's Atlantic
cheap car system, but its surfeit of level releases, and so off-putting on the
(particularly in the bass) and paucity of acoustic Chasm' the Gypsy, does Carter
subtle acoustic qualities, room cues, and and his growing legion of fans agreat
-Chip Stern
soundstaging details will make you disservice.
Stereophile, September 2000
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LOUIS HAYES QUINTET
Quintessential Lou
Louis Hayes, drums; Riley Mullins, trumpet; Abraham
Burton, tenor sax; David Hazeltine, piano; Santi
Debriano, bass
TCB 99652 (CD). 1999. Aleardo G. Buzzi, prod.; Lou
Holtzman, eng. DDD. TT: 58:26
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

IN

ekeep hearing cries of the
death of bebop and its evolutionary successor, hard bop,
but folks, it just ain't so. This crackling
new album by drum great Louis Hayes
is further proof of the vitality of the
classic, yes, timeless, music that is a
contemporary outgrowth of what was
first heard in the '40s, '50s, and '60s.
True, I'm adiehard bopper who can't
fathom why more people don't get with
this fabulous genre (and maybe, therefore, am abit deaf to its weaknesses, if
any). But even Iknow that for the music
to really breathe with life so that such
boundaries as period and style are
erased, it must be played with an in-themoment vigor and elán. That certainly
is the case here.
Hayes, a wee lad of 63, provided
essential rhythm-section heat for
Horace Silver, Cannonball Adderley,
Oscar Peterson, and that superior '70s
co-op band with trumpeter Woody
Shaw and tenorman (and Silver sidekick) Junior Cook. Here he's the sparkplug who makes things happen, driving
his band with such force it seems he's
about to careen into asonic wall. But he
never goes that wild, keeping the fire at
just below aboil when pushing, at a
simmer when less impact is called for.
His cohorts more than hold up their
end. Trumpeter Riley Mullins, a
dynamo who should be better known,
coaxes forth a tone that's alternately
warm as hotcakes and sizzles like bacon
in the pan as he issues both straightforward and complex ideas that recall
Clifford Brown or Fats Navarro.
Abraham Burton, often an altoist but
sounding quite at home here on tenor,
delivers frontline contrast with his
Trane-based
modernisms.
David
Hazeltine is atop-call New York City
pianist, and aman for just about any
musical season. And bassist Santi
Debriano plays the kind of wrist-thick
notes and supple beats that go hand-inglove with Hayes.
The material has breadth. Pianist
James Williams is represented by two
compositions: the dulcet, bossa-gliding
"Alter Ego," in which Mullins displays
his knack for finding lyrical notes that fit
just so; and the rapid "Progress Report,"
which finds Hayes dropping brief state155
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"This little wall-wart squelches AC-borne noise right at the outlet, audibly lowering your system's
noise floor. One of the most dramatic and cost effective audio improvements money can buy"
Barry Willis
Bound For Sound 2a94.

WideSereen Review Volume 8, Number 5, Issue 34 (Excerpt from the review)
-Four Quiet-line produced the best noise suppression and the most improvement in sound for the
lowest cost of any of the PLC products that were

(excerpt from the review) At first. Iwasn't
sure Iheard anything. So.
after a few months of
use. Iwent around and
pulled them all out. That
was dramatic. Icouldn't
put them back in fast
enough."
Martin De %Vol! .

tested. The easy-to-use Quiet-Lines are simple and
effective. Going to eight Quiet-Line filters is definitely worth the additional $95 cost. The noise floor
seems to he roughly twice as quiet as with four
Quiet-Lines aith another step up in detail."
Doug Blackburn
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Andrew Marshall
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Record
ments between zesty solos by Mullins,
Burton, and Hazeltine, whose thoughts
can be quite sweet at agallop. The winsome ballad "Tenderly," with amoving
opening cadenza by Burton, is an example of mature storytelling by the band,
while Mullins' "That's the Thing" is a
steady swinger replete with intense
improvisations. Sonny Rollins' "Decision"
and Freddie Hubbard's "Clarence's Place"
are two ace blues, while Joe Zawinul's
"Mystified" has an appealing, undulating groove.
The sound is solid, with good resolution that allows for crisp details from
each instrument. There's accurate placement of the musicians, whose performances are sonically unencumbered as
heard on this more than modest-sized
soundstage.
Why do critics and musicians alike
brand deep music such as this — which
embraces the best of past eras — yet has
fresh, even new ideas to ponder and
digest, as "nostalgic" or "neo-conservative," among other insults? Hayes and
his colleagues offer a dynamic aural
repast that is vital, spirited, and decidedly musical. They and their fellow travelers should be celebrated, not derided.
—Zan Stewart

BILL EVANS
Five Reissues on NC XRCD
Portrait in Jazz
NC VICJ-60139 (CD). 1959/1998. Jack Higgins, eng.
Tr: 52:18
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Explorations
NC VU-60140 (CD). 1961/1998. Bill Stoddard, eng.
Tr: 51:23
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Waltz for Debbie
NC VIC1-60141 (CD). 1961/1998. Dave Jones, eng.
Tr: 65:58
Performance
Sonics ***1/2
Moonbeams
NC V1O-60214 (CD). 1962/1998. Bill Schwartau,
eng. Tr: 39:24
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
How My Heart Sings
NC VIC1-60373 (CD). 1962/1999. Bill Schwartau,
eng. TT: 48:58
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2
All five: Bill Evans, piano; Paul Motian, drums. First
three: Scot LaFaro, bass. Last two: Chuck Israels,
bass.
Orrin Keepnews, prod. AAD.

0

ther great jazz pianists have fans.
Bill Evans has a cult. What
makes Evans' music so important to his audience is not his sublime
voicings, his flawless timing, his metrical
complexity, or even his otherworldly
Stereophile, September 2000

touch on the keys. It is his unprecedented ability to communicate feeling
through sound. Gene Lees best described
the experience of discovering Evans. He
put his first Bill Evans album on his
turntable one night after supper in the
summer of 1959, and was still listening at
4am. "Until then," Lees states, "I had
assumed, albeit unconsciously, that I
alone had the feelings therein expressed."
Bill Evans died in 1980 at the age of
51. On the artistic level, his life was one
of permanent achievement. On the personal level, his life was aslow suicide
through narcotics. He recorded prolifically, but he never made an album with
good sound. That is, not until now.
JVC's XRCD technology pursues
the goal of sonic purity through fanatical, obsessive attention to every step of
the CD mastering and manufacturing
process. In an all-out assault on timebase jitter in the digital datastream,
JVC engineer Akira Taguchi, through
extensive measurements and listening
tests, has optimized every link in the
transfer chain. These links include
equipment, connections, the audio
storage medium (magneto-optical disk
is used instead of U-matic 1630-format
tape or PMCD), AC power regulation,
word-clock distribution, and compactdisc manufacture. The CDs are produced under tightly controlled conditions at JVC's plant in Yokohama. The
outcome is, simply, the sound of the
original master tape.
Bill Evans' early recordings on the
Riverside label contain his most important work, and 10 of those albums have
now been reissued in JVC's XRCD
series, including the five reviewed
here. When these recordings first
appeared on LP in the '60s, and even
when they reappeared on CD in the
'80s, members of the Bill Evans cult
who were also audiophiles assumed
that this sublime music would always
be heard as through a glass, darkly,
because of the limitations of the master
tapes. But now we can actually hear
the original masters, and they are better than we ever dreamed.
For example, "My Foolish Heart,"
the opening track on Waltz for Debby, is
dim and cloudy on the 1986 Riverside
CD reissue. In the XRCD version, the
piano notes have harder, cleaner edges.
Paul Motian's brushes on drum heads
and cymbals have distinct details as
musical elements, rather than as background hiss. Scott LaFaro's bass notes
are plucked on the JVC reissue; on the
Riverside they are an undifferentiated
rumble. It is alive recording, from the
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Record
Village Vanguard, and at 1:37 someone
in the front row coughs. On the JVC, it
is awoman's cough. Each piano note
carries more expressiveness because
more of it is there, and the trio clarifies
into focus in an actual physical space.
Portrait in Jazz, from December 1959,
with its famous cover photo of Evans as
geelc./ascetic, was his third recording for
Riverside, and his first with anew trio.
Evans, LaFaro, and Motian were together for only four recordings. (Three are
included here; the fourth, Sunday at The
Village Vanguard, was released in the
XRCD series two years ago.) They
became one of the legendary ensembles
in the history of jazz, and brought
simultaneous improvisation to new levels. Scott LaFaro, only 23, is an equal
partner. His poetic bass solos, with their
nimble, whirring patterns in his instrument's upper register, conjure a rapt,
inward atmosphere that was this trio's
signature. Portrait in Jazz is where it
began, and from soaring uptempo numbers like "Autumn Leaves" to slow meditations like "Spring is Here," this album
sings. In the miraculously reclaimed
sound of this XRCD reissue, we hear
that singing as never before.
Explorations, from February 1961, is
quieter but luminous, an album of
interactive precision and rare grace.
LaFaro's voice has become so important
that asong like "Nardis" provides only a
brief theme statement by the piano
before flowing directly into a long,
searching bass solo that makes you sit
very still in your chair.
Waltz for Debbie contains half of the
material that was taped at the Village
Vanguard on June 25, 1961. (Sunday at
The Village Vanguard has the other half.)
These arc probably the most famous
live piano-trio recordings in jazz. Even
though they are in apublic place, the
trio sounds as if it is more turned in on
itself than ever, gliding and rising and
receding together in a blossoming of
inspiration. "My Foolish Heart," in
which Evans simply plays Victor
Young's melody, and "Some Other
Time," both melt into eternity. It was
the last time the group ever played
together. Scott LaFaro was killed in acar
accident 10 days later.
Evans did not record or even play
much for several months following
LaFaro's death, but by early 1962 he had
formed anew trio with Chuck Israels
on bass, and in May and June the group
recorded enough material for two
albums. Riverside decided to put all the
ballads on one album, Moonbeams, and
all the uptempo pieces on the other,
Stereophile, September 2000

How My Heart Sings. Such packaging can
be questioned, but Moonbeams, on paper,
should have been aBill Evans album to
die for. Somehow it isn't quite. The program contains perfect Evans vehicles —
such jewels of the American song repertoire as "If You Could See Me Now"
and "It Might As Well Be Spring." But
the uniformly slow pace becomes
somber, and the ecstatic lift that LaFaro
provided is missing. Israels' closely
stepped note choices and unremarkable
solos tether this music in the secular
domain, whereas LaFaro set it free to
find the celestial.
Because Evans' ballads are always
intense at their cores, and because his
more uptempo pieces are always elegiac, How My Heart Sings does not feel
that much faster than Moonbeams. But it
is brighter, more energetic. And in the
JVC versions, both albums are transformed, brought to vivid new life.
JVCs rescue of Bill Evans' early recordings is asupreme example of technology
in the service of art..
—Thomas Conrad
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old Paul Nabor and 57-year-old Junk
Aranda, both of Belize, and 60-year-old
Jursino Cayetano, of Guatemala. All
three are singer-songwriters who
accompany themselves on guitar, backed
by wooden Garifuna drums and other
percussion. Also featured are Dale
Guzman, who performs material by 94year-old Gabaga Williams; and percussionist Lugua Centeno, who sings a

Etc.

couple of songs by his late father,
Honduran parandero Teofilo Centeno.
Rounding out the collection are 27year-old Aurelio Martinez, the young
VARIOUS ARTISTS
hope of paranda, and punta-rock star
Parando: Africa in Central America
Andy Palacio, who first brought the
Detour 3984-27303-2 (CD). 2000. Gil Abarbanel,
genre to the attention of the producers.
prod., eng.; Ivan Duran, prod. MD? IT: 53:06
The driving, buoyant music has a
Performance ****1/2
Sonia ****1/2
pan-Caribbean feel that variously suggests Cuban son, Dominican bachata,
he Garifuna people are descendants of enslaved Africans who Trinidadian calypso, American blues,
and the Bahamian stylings of the late
escaped from ashipwreck off the
Caribbean island of St. Vincent. They Joseph Spence. But the intricate
rhythms, while similar to Puerto Rican
lived on the island for several generabomba or Dominican merengue, are
tions, evolving their own language out
unique to the Garifuna. The melodies
of African and indigenous Indian
are sweet, but the singing is often harsh
dialects, before the British forcibly reloand nasal, with distinctly African infleccated them to Central America. Today
tions. The lyrics, translated in the CD
the Garifuna are scattered along the
booklet, include such memorable stanGulf of Honduras, a small minority
zas as "When your woman doesn't
among the populations of Honduras,
think that your fart stinks /You are free
Guatemala, and Belize.
to do with her as you please /But when
The Garifuna have had a musical
it starts to stink, one little whiff and out
impact out of proportion to their numbers; "punta-rock," amodern adaptation you go" (from Aranda's "Mingigili").
Among other highlights are Nabor's
of traditional Garifuna punta music, is
"Náguya Nei," with its Bo Diddleynow the national pop style of Belize.
style lead guitar; Guzman's "Tuagu
But an older folk idiom, paranda, now
performed mainly by a few elderly Bigidran," with its Polynesian-like vocal
harmonies; and Aranda's "Dondo,"
men, is dying out. In 1997, Ivan Duran
which rides the same bass line as the
and Gil Abarbanel of Belize's Stonetree
Chantays' surf-music classic, "Pipeline."
Records began researching their
"Paranda Project," seeking out aging Curiously, this bass line powers most of
the tunes on the album, and though it
paranderos in coastal villages. The resulting album could be described as a becomes abit monotonous, it adds a
delicious if unintentional twist of irony.
Garifuna Buena Vista Social Club.
— Larry Birnbaum
Paranda presents tracks by 72-year-

T
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Manufacturers'
Krell FPB 350Mc
Editor:
Krell Industries, Inc. would like to thank
Jonathan Scull for his comprehensive
review of our Full Power Balanced 350Mc
amplifier in August. In explaining our
CAST technology, Jonathan's discussion
of cables illustrates the effect that traditional voltage cables have on the sonic signature of an audio system. That is precisely why Ideveloped CAST — to remove
the effects capacitance, resistance, and
inductance have on cables operating in the
voltage domain. Conventional balanced
cables, as Scull suggests, provide the listener with amechanism for fine-tuning asystem to his taste; CAST transmits the signal
in afundamentally unaltered state.
A comment is in order regarding John
Atkinson's measurements. Atkinson stated
that there was a"hint of overshoot" on the
leading edge of a 10kHz squarewave.
Attached are copies of both the 10kHz
and 20kHz waves, taken from our test
bench. These figures indicate the precise
accuracy that the Full Power Balanced
350Mc amplifier exhibits on our laboratory bench. Please note that the artifacts on
the horizontal portion of the signal readout are caused by the digital oscilloscope
that we use, the Fluke PM3382A.
Dan D'Agostino
CEO, Krell Industries
We have not reproduced the Krell-supplied
squarewaves here, but Ican confirm that they are
excellent. It turns out that the Heath digital
'scope Iused had not been correctly calibrated and
was exhibiting avery slight overshoot on highfrequeecy waves that should have been squaremmered. Ihave since recalibrated it.
—JA
Music Hall MMF-5
Editor:
Ifs not Michael Fremer's lack of praise for
the Music Hall MMF-5 turntable ("Analog
Corner," July 2000) that spurs me to pen
and paper, it's his lack of superlatives.
What happened to words like "earthshattering, fantastic, amazing, incredible,
unbelievable"?
What about phrases like:
"How can Roy give you so much for
only $499?"?
"You have to be crazy not to buy this
package."
Stereophile, September 2000

Comments

"... most music ever for the money ... "
"I can't believe Ispent $10,000 on my
[fill in the blank] when Icould have bought
aMusic Hall MMF-5 turntable."
"If my wife finds out about the Music
Hall MMF-5, I'm dead meat."
Instead, MF says, "it delivered surprisingly good detail and pleasantly quiet
backgrounds," and that "the sound it made
was really satisfying."
The sound of Tupperware closing is
really satisfying.
Where's the passion, the fervor? Some of
the above would have sounded much better.
Ireckon the 'table is too keenly priced.
Maybe if Iincreased the price to, say,
$1000, praise would come easier. Should I
do that? Put ashiny finish on it, up the
price, and make lots more money? Hey,
that's not abad idea.
An extra 500 smackeroos on each one,
plus glowing praise from Michael Fremer.
Then Myles Astor of Ultimate Audio would
have to review it, because it would finally
be expensive enough for him to take it seriously. Jonathan Scull would be next. He
would re-review it, add some Shun Mook
whatever to it, and tell the world that it
sounds better than my xpt at 120mph.
Then The Absohne Sound, and then, and
then ... ?Ah ... the mind boggles.
But Idigress. I'll just leave the MMF-5 at
$499 and give the public areally good deal.
My advice to you, Michael: Next time,
don't let the inexpensive price restrain
you. Don't hold back — express what you
really fed.
It will do both of us aworld of good.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
van den Hul Colibri
Editor:
We of van den Hul are delighted at the experience of Michael Fremer in evaluating our
latest premium moving-coil phono cartridge,
the Colibri ("Analog Cornet" August 2000).
He very quickly grasped our radical
approach to adesign of minimalist mass and
output We believe that the degree of our approach in this direction has no parallel In fact,
we at first questioned its fundamental compatibility with many modern tonearms. The
Rockport arm was the only state-of-the-art
arm whose published specifications would
accommodate acartridge of 3grn weight.

Happily, in discussion with several
tonearm designers about the process of
their assumptions and the basis of their
specifications, we found that, indeed, the
vdH Colibri was compatible with more
designs than we had previously assumed.
During our evaluation of Colibri prototypes, our auditioning told us that such arms
of medium mass as Linn and SME are eminently suitable. Somewhat heavier arms,
such as the Graham, La Luce, and Triplanet
have also been appropriate. And damped
unipivots such as the Inunedia and Well
Tempered are best served with minimal use
of their type of mechanical compensation.
You rightly indicate the appropriateness
of the Morch series, and we look forward
to the forthcoming lighter arrntubes for
the VPI JMW. However, arms of high
horizontal mass are unfortunately precluded. This in no way invalidates the
principles of their design. It simply notes
that these arms are not as compatible with
adesign as mechanically lithe as ours.
We have long held that our high compliance and modest mass can optimize LP
tracking under the extremely variable conditions of playback, given ubiquitous warps
and myriad cutting systems. In fact, our
designs have become progressively lighter
over the years. You'll note that our current
Grasshopper IV GLA is about 30% lighter
than our Series III. The Colibri is about
75% lighter in comparison.
To address MFs comments regarding
output level, we'd like to resurrect the old
theoretical saw that the ideal phono cartridge would be the one with the lowest
output. That statement is somewhat facile
because it is made in an electrical vacuum. In other words, all well and good, but
which element is going to do the amplifying in the chain?
We appreciate Michael's historical perspective on older phono sections, such as
that of the Audio Research SP11 is their current Reference Phono Preamplifier, which
he used in his review. It may be worth
reflecting on the fact that many premium
phono sections of even adecade ago were
designed with the higher-output cartridges
of the time, or were intended to be paired
with separate step-up transformers. In fact,
ARC incorporates such acombination in
this design, which we hold in high esteem.
However, for those individuals whose other
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high-quality phono sections have more
modest gain (no implication that lower gain
correlates with lower quality) we offer other
premium designs, such as the Grasshopper.
We are grateful for the opportunity to
reply to your review, about which we are
simply thrilled. The Colibri, after all, is the
first premium van den Hul design MF has
auditioned (although we did give him ahint
of what was to come with our MC-10
Special acouple of years back). It is fair to say
that sweet anticipation has been obtained.
Our simple mission at vdH has long been
Eithfulness to the arsion of perfonnance (emphasis ours). How dose have we come with the
Colibri? Why, just ask Michael Fremer!
George Stanwick
Stanalog Audio Imports

under $500." We offer additional value by
backing all Cambridge Audio products
with athree-year parts and labor warranty.
As for the repeated comments of
Cambridge Audio products being assembled in "The People's Republic of China,"
let's eschew obfuscation and consider two
points: First, all Cambridge products are
assembled in ISO 9002—certified plants.
This international manufacturing standard
has made national quality differences
things of the past. Second, products from
NAD, Marantz, and Rotel are also made
in Asian assembly plants. Quality is quality, no matter where it's manufactured.
We are very happy Sam has reached the
same conclusion we have the Cambridge Audio A500 integrated amp and
the D500 CD player reward the conPS: We're corilident MF will eventually audition
sumer's hard-earned money with amusithe musical canon of earlier centuries _from his
cal performance that's hard to beat for the
voluminous LP collection.
price. A plain exterior? For sure. We want
to impress your ears, not your eyes. Solid
Cambridge Audio D500 & A500
musical reproduction that involves the lisEditor:
tener? We both agree on that.
While we're always happy to have our CamA slight but important clarification as to
bridge Audio products recognized in aposthe A500's power rating: This integrated
itive light, we are especially proud to have our
amp differs from the European version in
electronics said to combine such high sonic
that it has amore robust 65W power output
performance and excellent purchase value.
into 8ohms, not 50W, as Sam mentions. A
Sam Tellig writes that, although he feels
rating of 85W is printed in our product
the $450 suggested retail price of the
brochure, as 6-ohm speaker designs seem to
D500 CD player and our A500 integrated
dominate European stores these days.
amplifier represents excellent value, and
Both the A500 and the D500 are shipped
that both products] are well worth the
with IEC component AC cables. This
asking price, you can purchase the 220V
allows the enthusiast the chance to substiversions of these same products in aUK- tute some of the better-sounding afterbased retail store named Richer Sounds
market power cords for increased fidelity.
for nearly $150 less. This is true, as Richer
The D500 has amodular DAC design to
Sounds is the parent corporation that
facilitate future upgrades and protect our
owns Cambridge Audio, Mordaunt-Short
customers' purchases against obsolescence.
loudspeakers, Ariston, and other respected
We would like to thank Sam for listenBritish hi-fi brands. Cutting out two dising to our products and coming to the
tribution layers along the road from mateconclusion so many other people have
rials cost to end-user ownership certainly
come to: Cambridge Audio offers the
does reduce the selling price.
audiophile tremendous sonic performance
Before we all slap our knees and say "I
and exceptional purchase value. Keep up
told you so," please consider the added
the great work, Sam your column is still
value the consumer gets for those dollars.
the first one Igo to each month, and has
Cambridge Audio maintains afull-service
been for over 10 years. Bravo.
center here in New York, as well as acadre
John Bevier
of professional audio retailers nationwide
Audio Plus Services
ready to assist the audio enthusiast. The
expertise and responsive nature of these
Ah! Tjoeb 99
additional services cost money to maintain.
Editor:
Would you buy aGerman car, no matter
Thanks to Sam and the folks at Storophile for a
how well made, if you had to ship it back
great review. There are bright, dark, and neuto Europe for an oil change? Doubtful.
tral products in both the solid-state and tube
Even after factoring in the support costs
categories of preamps and power amps. Statisinherent in our own North American
tically, about half the customers who buy the
operation and distribution network, Sam
Tjoeb have tubes somewhere in their system.
agrees that Cambridge Audio products repThe Tjoeb can be fine-tuned to any sysresent exceptional value as he writes, "Even
tem via tube changes something Iknow
at full ticket, the D500 offers outstanding
that Sam likes to fiddle with. You can get a
value. Ihave not heard abetter player for
smoother or more extended top end, a
Stereophile, September

2000

loudspeaker business?
A: Start tvith alarge finnine, then introduce
horn speakers to high-end audio!
Okay, I'm just kidding! But, after all,
it's "common knowledge" that horn
speakers can't possibly be any good in
serious music systems.
That's what my partner, Bill, and I
always said. Then we heard the Avantgardes, and it was arevelation. These
horns didn't sound anything like those
we'd heard before. But were we passionate enough to challenge the preconceived notions of other audiophiles just
like us?
Then we thought about other "common knowledge" mileposts in audio
history. Remember the '70s, when
Audio Research Corporation, Mark
Levinson, Fulton, Linn, and Magnepan
defined new segments of audio? Until
each of them appeared, it was "common
knowledge" that:
•"Vacuum tubes are outdated. Transistors measure better, so they must
sound better." (ARC)
•"No one will buy apreamp without
tone controls." (Mark Levinson)
•"All turntables sound alike. Direct
drive is high-tech." (Linn)
•"All cables sound alike. Lamp cord is
all you need." (Fulton)
•"Panel speakers are just afad. They'll
never be taken seriously." (Magnepan)
All these products were "tweaky" and
"way out" of the mainstream when they
were introduced. Each introduced a180°
shift in direction for the high-end audio
industry. They were radical ideas, and
"common knowledge" didn't accept
them at all. Iknow, because /was there.
And now we're introducing the
Avantgarde Hornspeakers. Will they be
the next milestones? Many are already
saying Yes, but could the Avantgardes
really change audio history? We honestly don't know. We do know that these
speakers deserve to be heard.
So what to make of this review?
Although it must be considered a"rave"
(Robert Deutsch bought the review
pair), we want to strongly encourage
music lovers to listen for themselves.
Please, be sure the Avantgardes speak to
you emotionally. If not, then we've
missed the mark.
Robert commented on the realism
and extraordinary emotional involvement he experienced. That's precisely
what happened to us! But u/here does this
emotional involvement come front?
Music is an extraordinary gift. It's an
amazing "attitude adjuster." ComAvantgarde Acoustic Ono
posers and performers pluck our emoEditor:
tional heartstrings with several tools, but
Q: How do ru make asmall Jo-mine in the

rounder or more dynamic, taut bass. Up to
you. After they have figured out their overall tonal balance, customers can upgrade
the tubes later to any 6922/7308/6DJ8
type (most use new old stock from
Amperex, Siemens, etc.) to help get that
last 10% of the system just so. It's plugand-play with no adjustments, and most
find "tube rolling" is ahoot. If they need
advice or tubes, they can contact us.
The faint mechanical click you hear is
there by design, and, for clarity, does not
come through the speakers. Most every
CD player, with the exception of the most
expensive models, will use atransistorized
muting circuit. The problem is, they can
degrade sound, as they are never really out
of the signal path. That circuit is disabled
on the Tjoeb and replaced with arelay,
which is switched out of the circuit during
music. More expensive to do, but worth it.
The drawer itself is indeed plastic. The
drawer and the Philips CDM 123 transport
(now trplaced with the new Philips VAM
series, which plays CDRs) is used in CD
players that cost thousands. This workhorse
is used in most high-end products and is easy
to identify. The Tjoeb does not have aheavy
case? He it's $450. But we are happy to
show the insides, and do so to let people
know what they get for their money —and
not many manufacturers want to "take their
tops off'' for under $500.
When we at Upscale Audio brought in
the Tjoeb, we wanted to make it as affordable as possible. In Europe, it sells for about
the same as products that, when imported
to the US, sell for $800. Rather than mark
it up and set up sales reps and dealers, we
sell direct to make it affordable for more
people and an easy buying decision. Given
the choice of ahigher price for all or a
lower price with arestock fee (the refiind
period is 14 days, by the way), we opted for
the latter. You can't have both, and we feel
we made the right decision. It is something
that we may revisit and change at some
point. That info would be on our website.
Sam mentioned our ads stating that the
Tjoeb is the best $1500 CD player.
Perhaps aclarification is needed. The ad
refers to statements to that effect made by
another respected reviewer, and our ad is
an invitation for acopy of that review.
While we arc proud of that, Idon't say
that any product is "the best," as everyone
has different tastes and needs.
Thanks again for the great write-up and
the job you folks do.
Kevin Deal
Upscale Audio
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the most effective involve musical dynamics. These dynamic shifts are often very
subtle (microdynamics), but it's here
that the music takes on life and breath.
Ever notice how you feel at aconcert
as apiece of music ends? Guess what?
The composer/perfomters wanted you to feel
that way. Did the piece end very gently, or
with arousing flourish? Either way, you
just got an emotional message from the
musical dynamics. Why shouldn't we get
that emotional involvement at home?
Another way of looking at the value
of dynamics is to consider how we can
absolutely know that music coming
from anearby room is live music. It
doesn't have to be loud. It can be a
chamber group or ajazz trio. We know
before we get in that room that it's
"live." Although the rhythmic quality
and the musical timbres have some
effect, it's the dynamics (even on soft
music) that idente it as live.
RD's comparison of abig-voiced singer
to effortless dynamics was especially apt.
Why? Because he's asinge4 RD regularly (and personally) experiences the vital
musical difference between pushing hard
and eortlessly projecting.
Stereophile, September 2000
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Another thing Bob appreciated was
that —although the speakers were extraordinarily revealing— they didn't "bite" on
lesser-quality recordings. To his delight,
he discovered new treasures in old recordings
he had thought were unlistenabk
Why do we audiophiles accept the
"common knowledge" that, as we
spend more, our systems become so "revealing" that only afew recordings will
really sound good enough to today? Who
wants to spend more and enjoy it less?
If the end result were that, after spending all that money, you'd ratherjust watch
TV because listening to music isn't pleasurable, why would you continue inflicting pain on yourself? Could this be the
very idea that's contributing to the widely reported "death of high-end audio"?
Finally, I
just want to acknowledge the
efforts of these reviewers in providing us
with such interesting and informative
reviews. We don't always think about it,
but Ican tell you, from watching Bob
Deutsch wrestle heavy components
around, the reviewer's job isn't exactly
glamorous. Thanks for all the hard work!
Jim Smith
Avantgarde-USA

Harmonic Technologies Pro-9 Plus
Editor:

First, let me thank you, Shannon Dickson, and your editors, for including both
our Truth-Link interconnects and Pro-9
Plus loudspeaker cables in the April 2000
"Recommended Components" fisting.
As proud as we are of that fact, imagine
our chagrin when we noted that there was a
misprint in the price of the Pro-9 Plus. The
erroneous price listed on p.135 [of the April
issue] is "$475/8ft pair." Though that is the
correct price for our Pro-11 Plus 8' cable set,
the Pro-9 Plus 8' set retails for $860.
We would hope that you could find the
space to make such acorrection so that
people understand that it was just amisprint. We know our products have been
lauded for their affordability, but we want
readers to be apprised of the correct price.
Once again, let me express our great
pleasure at having received this gracious
and distinguished recognition. Harmonic
Technology, Inc. strives to bring audioand videophiles the highest-quality cables
money can buy.
Greg Weaver
Design Team Leader
Harmonic Technology
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Courteous Service and Expert Advice

•Audio Research •Bills Bags
CAL •Chiro •Definithe Technologs
I Dunlass •Grado •Krell •Lexicon
Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable
•NHT •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite
•ProAc •Rega •Runco •Sanos
•Ssnergistic Research •Thiel
•Velodsne •VPI •Wilson Audio
•Wade •Zoethecus •Z-Ssstems

New on display!
N°383 Integrated Amplifier
N°360S Digital Processor
N°39 CD ProcessorfTransport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

311/11M.
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Authorized dealer for the finest audio & video brands:
ADA

Grado

M I

Haller

Niles

Atlantic Technology

Hales Design

Nitty Gritty

Audible Illusions

MSB

Group

Wrest Flatline

Audio Control

Harman Cardon

Pioneer Side

Audio Power

Harmonic

Audioguest

Technology

Rega

Bag End

Infinity

Sharp

Balanced Audio

Jamo

Sonance

ProAc

Bright Star

JBL Synthesis

Sony

Bryston

Jolida

Spectre',

Cal Audio Labs

KEF

Straightwire

Celestion

Kumber Kable

Target

Cinepro

Magnum Dynalab

Thorens

Citation

Tice

Creek

Meridian

Denon

M II

Townshend

Epos

Mission

VPI

Toshiba

Fanfare

Mitsubishi

XI 0

and more

18214 Dalton Ave., Dept. SP
Gardena, CA 90248
e-mail: rav@reference-ay.com
www.reference-ay.com
so.cal.310.517.17Wefax310.51T1732

AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS
,11Pe

. COMPLETE SYSTEMS DESIGNED
AND INSTALLED FOR LESS!

FRONT &REAR PROJECTION PLASMA* RECEIVERS
AMPS PROCESSORS DVD SPEAKERS.. AND MORE!!

ALL MAJOR BRANDS.

A

Z

•

NATIONWIDE CUSTOM INSTALL GROUP
TRAINED HDTV EXPERTS

*CEDIA CERTIFIED INSTALLERS *
*LIFETIME INSTALL GUARANTEE*
•FREE IN HOME CONSULTATIONS
cours -FECUJS SEIRAel4CE

DESIGN &INSTALL SURROUND SOUND SPECIALISTS

iOR 4UARANTiED LOWEST COST...CALI

1-800-889-5845

WEB: WWW.AMSOUND.COM
LOWESTPRICES@AMSOUND.COM
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Where
US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio &Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-66%

San Bernardino
Videomart
(909) 885-3191

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
Ewilson Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-04A1

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1030
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo .4 Company
(323) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1703
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd.
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900

Stereophile,

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112
South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 693-2882

to
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Stereophile

Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434

Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200

Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500

MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture LIC
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Margate
Good Sounds
(954) 969-2550
Miami
Audio Artisan
(305) 253-4433
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(727) 521-3011
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Au Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Coralville
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Urbandale
Audio Video logic
(515) 727-2279
KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd
(913) 341-2222
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Dish Outlet (The)
(606) 335-1644

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500

Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625

Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

ILLINOIS
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
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Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen &Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage &Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight &Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
Omaha
4Tech Electronics
(402) 334-9119
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 743-7762
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

NEW JERSEY
Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(973) 575-8264
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Montclair
Cohen's
(973) 744-2399
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6155
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
SG
-Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra
(718) 461-4848
Fort Washington
TD Electronics
(516) 625-0100
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi-Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Bues Electronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
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A truly
breathtaking
performance which must be

D2D-1 SAMPLE RATE
CW1111311E11

experienced!

*SPECIAL!
Buy our

fISSEMBLRGE

• Up-smiles from as low as 32 kHz to 96 kHz,
• kIle11101aleS Word Lengths from 16-bit to 24-bit,
• State-of-the-Art liter Attenuator -Begins at 10 Hz with
Intrinsic Jitter less than 2ps (pico-seconds),
•
Transassion Format Converter •5Digital
Inputs (4-S/PDIF ;1-AES/EBU) into 5concurrent Digital
Outputs (2-S/PDIF; AES/EBU; I
2
S(Audio Alchemy type); and
1
2 8. enhanced).

Ee

small monitor with the potency
of a behemoth."
(K.R.,Stereophile Mar. '98)

Our complete HOME
THEATER system is
now available
Gershman Acoustics
www.gershmanacoustics.com

(905) 669-5994
FAX (905) 669-1941
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fISSEMBIRGE

DAC-2.6 or
DAC-3.0

ORDER
NOW!

For more Information on these fine products, please visit our web site at www partsconnection.on ca

THE PARTS
CONNECTION

"The GA-P 520-X seems to
combine the precision of

D2D-1 Sample
Rate Converter
and SAVE $100
on the purchase
of either our

AI

—7

OD

2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada 1.6H 574
Telephone 1905)829 5858 Facsoble (90518245388
Toll Free Order L. 1-800 T640747 (U S 8. Canada only)
EMol TPCOlgartsconnect..on ca

loo million Locations.
24 hours.
7days aweek.
One second away.
www AuploGoN con)
Introducing AudioGon. You'll find us wherever there's acomputer. Here, you can see the greatest brands
in audio. Find unbelievable prices. Put your own equipment up for bid. And it's all just aclick away.
HIGH

END

AUDIO

MALL
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Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 7578381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lincoln Plaza News
(212) 598-0618
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091

Raleigh

Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Uptown Audio Video
(503) 643-9904
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby's Sound 8Vision
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop

(717) 374-9220

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove

Soundez
(215) 659-8815

Cleveland
Bank News
(216) 281-8777
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(440) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play 0Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hofhan's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
lamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton

Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Br
afr
o 's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

WASHINGTON
Bellevue

Bell Tek Intergrated Systems
(425) 882-3200
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Demo Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141

South Charleston

AUSTRALIA

National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
61 73368 3566

BRAZIL
Blumenau Sc

Sound Image
55 47 3260676

BULGARIA
Sofia
Audio Consult
359 255 4069

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231

FINLAND
Turku
Hill Mesta Oy
358 22504 888
HONG KONG
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2849 7339

IRELAND
County Dublin
Cloney Audio
353 12888477

NETHERLANDS

National Distributor

Benelux
De Hifistudio
31 0591611111
De Hifnvinkel
31 0402113388

Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

De Hifiwinkel
31 0246842091

Jackson

WISCONSIN

Durob Audio BV (Dept DC Pub))
31 0735112555

Johnson City

Appleton
Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464

New Wave Electronics
(901) 668-6711

Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139

TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582-7777

UTAH

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
Springville
AO Cellular 8Electronics
(801) 491-7698

VERMONT
Essex Junction

Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
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47 55 25 6214

Audio

Euiddio
svaaneset
Media
A

PORTUGAL
Amadora

Aiasom
351 214748709

Music By Design
65 3343981

CANADA

Kempton Park
lowen Freight Ltd
27 11 396 1113

National Distributor

Edmonton
Audio 5I
(780) 432-3232

Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
34 96 3510798

SVETLANA
MOLLARD
AMPEREX

Since 194

TEL: 818-997-6279
FAX: 818-997-6158

EMAIL:4423©worldnetattnet
7110 De Cells Pl.. Van Nuys, CA 91406

"brivlCevii '?tome"
Krix has been designing and building professional cinema speakers for over 25 years.

ts.

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND
Geneva

Hiti Portier
41 22 7840050

Now you can enioy the fruits of their labor in
your own home. Introducing the
Krix Digital Xperience
Home Theater Series (KDX).
Y

0

U

R

E

THERE

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866

TURKEY
Nisantasi Istanbul
Rkd Muzik
90 212 2413411

Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002

Kent

Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
(519) 979-7740

00,000 TUBES IN STOCK SYLVANIA
VISA/MC CARD
TESLA

SOUTH AFRICA

ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
(403) 244-8111

(416) 665-0749

PHILIPS

WORLD WIDE SHIPPING

SINGAPORE

San Juan
Stardust OVO Distributors
(787) 274-0146

Brampton
Canadian Sound
(905) 453-0444
Concord
Audio One

KT88
E341
EL34
6CA7
6805
6L6WG13
6L6GC
211
845
3008 T
3008 WE
5881
G.E.

RUSSIA

Ala Electronics Pte Ltd
65 3379883

ONTARIO

MATCHED SETS
6550A
SELECTED •AGED 6550 WC
LAB TESTED

KST OK
7095 007 2865474

Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

(703) 818-8000

Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800

PUERTO RICO

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Centreville
Gifted listener

National Distributor

Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

N.O.S.
5AR4
504G13
5R4
60J8
6FLI7
6S17GT
GSN7GT
6X4
12AT7
12A117
12AX7A
128H7A
5751
6922
7199
RUSSIAN
GERMAN
CHINA
W.E.
TUNG-SOL

NORWAY

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818

Caguas

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444

AUDIOPHILE TUBES

UNITED KINGDOM

Stereophile -United Kingdom
44 181 2891571
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio —UK
44 115 9284147

LOUDSPEAKERS

Audition

now

the
Smind
System

at:

3201 Highway 27
Franklin Park, NJ 08823

732.821.7822
www.knx.com.au
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Roksan, Creek, Rega, Epos, ReVoic,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
unvw.generubinaudiecom.
ATTENTION
QUAD,
KORA,
ROKSAN,
SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales
and/or service for Quad, !Cora, Roksan, Spendor, and
Gradient. New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63
panels, updates, stands, and subwoofers available!
Contact Randy or Mike, QSGD, (540) 372-3711,Ax (540)
372-3713. E-mail: qsandd@aolcom. Web: uninv.qsandd.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-8577 Sentie.
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott, Inner
Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan,
Furutech. Private auditions. (504) 866-1730,
wunkaudiokinesis.com.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Sterrophile-recommended (April 2000) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at uninviintfitrecom.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
WV/W.AUDIOWEB.COM —The largest high-end
audio site on the Web. Best, safest, free, classified ads,
and auctions. Internet's only audio shopping mall.
Access equipment reviews from the entire Web. Great
discussion groups. Most comprehensive company and
product directory.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode, 1 Old
Cotant Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
wwwvinnode.com, virtualmode@tvorldnetattnn.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in aunique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with SACD. Front
$1000. No-risk 30-day in-system trial. Toll-free, (888)
765-3330, ntore details at www.plateneaudio.com.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vandersteen, Jeff Rowland,
Classe, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioArtUSA@aol.com.
PRESTIGIOUS A/V FIRM DEMO BLOWOUT!
Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier, Stenophile Class A
(V0121 No.5); JMIab Grande Utopia loudspeakers,
Stereophile Class A (Unrestricted Low Frequency) (Vol.19
No.5); '(BA 2 preamplifier, and many more. All items
absolutely mint, low hours, and exposed only to perfect
conditions. Call for pricing and availability. (760) 438-1299.
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MUSICAL CONCEPTS — highly regarded modifications since 1979. Awesome Platinum series with
exotic Platinum resistors. Ultra-natural Signature
Mods with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps, more.
Add Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, Dyna tubes, and Haller! Single-ended PA-3
front-end boards for Haller amps —comparable to
today's best! 24/96k DVD players with 24/96k digital
output from $795. Musical Concepts, 49 Jason C.ourt, St.
Charles, MO 63304, (636)447-0040, latest newsletter at
uneternericakoncepts.rom.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Anthem,
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon
Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder. Cabassc, Cary,
Chang, Conrad-Johnson, EAR, Electrocompaniet,
Fanfare, Graaf, Graham, Hovland, JPS, Koetsu, Kuzma,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, Musical
Design, Muse, Nagra, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, XLO, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407,51x (303) 922-0522,
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.

OVERSTOCK, ODD PIECE, AND DEMO EVENT!
Conrad-Johnson: D/A-2b tube processor, ($2000)
$995; D/A-3 processor, black, ($1300) 1695; DR-1
transport, ($1900) $995. PSB: Bronze-i, $750; Silver-i,
$1250. Bryston: 5BTELX, $1795; 3BST, $1295; 4BST,
$1795. Aerial: Sevens; SR3, $2095; Tens, $5095.
Meridian: 561; DSP5000; 506/24; 508/24, $2895.
Classé: CA151, CA101, CAP151, CAP101. Audio
Associate, (601) 898-3727

OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL Audio Physic, EAD, Iminedia, Audio Refinement,
Vibrapods, Lyra, Wircworld, PSE, Castle, ASC,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, !dyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Sumiko, ART, Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard
Gray's Power Co., Audio-Technica, REL, Harmonic
Technology, '(BA, Sanus, LAST, Bybee Technologies,
VPI, Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Nitty Gritty, and
more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome.
Omer Audio, (503)643-7512, e-mailjtveber@conteraudiecont,
tinviecomeraudiatom.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alón, Art
Audio, ASL, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note, Audio
Refinement, Basis, BDR, Benz Micro, Cary, Chang,
Citation, Clcaraudio, Gocrtz, Graham, Harmonic
Technology, Knchel, Loth X, Magnum Dynalab,
Marchand, Oracle, QS&D, Reference 3A, Silverlinc,
Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration, Wavac, YBA,
and morel (510) 732-1204, uninvicsoundgallerycom.
PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, Rel-Cap, SCR, Black Gate, Elna, Nichicon,
Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, Kiwamc, etc. capacitors,
resistors. All types of connectors, wires, Alps, Noble,
TK13 Hetcfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Defier panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools, accessories. Free catalog
online or by post. Michael Peny, Box 526, Inverness, Cl
94937, (415) 669-7181,Jivc (415)669-7558, mpeny@sormet,
unenv.bairdnidgentepertyaudio.

RATES:
Private,
$1.50
per
word;
Commercial, $4.75 per word, $190 minimum
on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with aspace, dash, or
slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order, either by
check or credit card: MasterCard or Visa.
MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad
Department, Nerissa Dominguez Vales,
emap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New
York, NY 10011. PAX: (212) 886-2809.
ONLINE:
classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance
of the issue in which your ad will appear. For
example, if you want your ad to run in the
November 2000 Stereophile, you must submit
it by September 1, 2000. Please Note:
Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan on
faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

WE CAN HELP YOU choose excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi, KEF,
Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276, rbs@charlestonnet.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Developed by Steve
McComiack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades arc available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and
ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or e-mail SMcAudio@aol.com.
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
AURIC ILLUMINATOlt provides enhanced resolution of CDs and DVDs. Optical media are experienced
through aveil of jitter that no re-clocking buffer can
fully eliminate. Make digital sound analog! Try Auric
Illuminator, money-back guarantee. Treats 300 discs!
$39.95. (800) 565-4390, unenv.audience-ancom.
CARY: USED 300SE-LX20, $3600; 805C, latest,
$6400; 2A3SE; Volksamp Aleph 30, Aleph 60M; custom
vertical-array 98dB speakers, $5800. (801)226-1018.
BLUE CIRCLE LINE PREAMP, ($3300) $1750;
Clays 13a Capo cartridge, ($1895) $950; RoomTune
bass traps, $90. (859) 581-3763.
SOTA TURNTABLE availability includes new and
refurbished turntables, trade-in options, upgrades,
modifications, parts, and accessories. Toncami and cartridge setups. Call SOTA Sales &Service, (708)246-9815,
fax (708) 246-9778, e-mail sotatunitables@kwom.com or
visit uninesotatunnables.cont.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. 24-bit upgrade
card for DA-10 — sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Solid-1/Solid-2 upgrades, outperform Aragon 8008BB
for less than $700!! Convert SA12/100/20/220 into
completely new amps! Counterpoint's designer Michael
Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760) 945-0356.
Sfr uninvahavistaaudiounn.
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LARGE STOCK ON SPECIALS OF THE YEAR on
new demo: dCS, Pass, Krell, Bryston, Oracle, Classe,
Meridian, Legend, '(BA. Metronome, Cardas, Harmonic
Technology, Nordost, Siltech, JMIab, B&W, Gershman,
Totem, Dunlavy, ProAc, Dynaudio ... much more! Call
(888) 427-8124, e-mail beskyileal@aol.corn.
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDMON with warranty: Audio Physic, 13&W, Canary, CAT, Clearaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Gerslunan, Krell, Levinson, mbl, MIT,
NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, Wilson, and
many more high-end audio and video components. Call
for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166
Street, Flushing NY 11358. (718) 961-8842, fax (718) 8869530, e-mail uysound@aol.rom, He End Audio.
DUNLAVY SC-VI speakers, ($23,900 new) sell for
$13,900 — the best you can have for that price.
(770) 506-0080.
THIEL 2.3s, cherry finish, used only 20 hours, $3100;
Goldmund SRM monoblocks, mint condition, S2950.
(509) 326-0566.
NAKED BOUNTIFUL GIRLS are great, but check
out these assets: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Audion, Audio
Refinement, Audio Research, CAL, Cary, J.A.
Michell, JMIab, Nordost, ProAc, QuickSilver, Wavac,
Wilson Benesch, Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi,
(480) 921-9961, unetiktuheaudio.com.
HARMAN/ICARDON CITATION 7.0 surround
preamp-controller, mint with manual, ($3900) $1500.
(816) 770-2313.
AVALON El DOLONS, absolute mint condition, with
crates, manual. Apex coupler spikes, premium walnut.
burl finish, 3 months old, ($23,900) $15,000. Serious
inquiries only. (212) 744-7939, PKurtzl@aol.amt.
PASS ALEPH 0 MONOBLOCKS, ($8000) $3500;
MIT Reference phono, 1.5m, ($2100) $850; Nakamichi
CDPZA, ($600) $175; Dual CS2110 turntable with
Grado, excellent, ($300) $100. Keith, (503)266-6301 PST
138:W MATRIX 800 speakers, rosewood, modified
for active biamping, electronic crossover; 1 Krell
KBX: 2 Krell KBL preamps; 2 Krell bass-alignment
filters; 4Krell MDA-300 mono power amps; 1Krell
MD-10 transcription CD turntable; 1 Krell digital
SBP-64X signal processor; Cardas Golden 5Hexlink
cables. Call (718) 356-6168.
SOTA STAR SAPPHIRE TURNTABLE (Brazilian
Rosewood) with pump, line conditioner, and Premier
PT-3 tonearm, $700; VTL all-robe phono prearnp,
$400; Legacy 2+ oak loudspeakers with Lovan Stands,
custom upgrades, $500. (904) 409-3674.
RARE EK EAGLE 7B AMPLIFIER. $8000; and 2000
preamp, $600; built by Jon Iverson. &rot; (270)443-5403,
fix2sb@airce.net.
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME CHANCE: Wilson XI/Grand SLAMM Mk2, ($75,900) $29,999/pair;
Dunlavy SC-V, mint, demo with 5-year warranty,
($15,000) $9999/pair. Call for prices on other 1)unlavy
models, demos or new. Pass X-350 demo, mint, full
warranty, call; VPI Aries with JMW-I0 arm and vdH
Frog, used only 20 hours, ($7320) $4499/set. MIT
Oracle 2networked speaker cable, 30' pair, used only
20 hours, ($10,000) $4999; Synergistic Designer's
Reference interconnect, 4m pair, XLR, ($8000) $3999.
Audio Video Lggic, (515) 727-2279.

VISIT www.audiophile-lp-cd.de collection.
WWW.DISCBUYERS.COM is the Web arm of
the Compact Disc Exchange. Paying more for CD
collections of all sizes since 1986, we are now buying DVDs as well. (716) 272-7370, fax (716) 2721370, e-mail info@discbuyemcom.
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Wanted

•Accuphase
•Air Tight
•Art Audio
•Atma-Sphere
•Audio Refinement
•Audiocraft
•Basis
•Benz Micro
•conrad-johnson
•Custom Power Cord
Company
•Disc Doctor
•E.A.R.
•Gallo Acoustics
•Graaf
•Grado
•J.A. Michell

TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Leo, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405) 737331Z fax (405) 737-3355, e-mail SonnySound@aol.com.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Kimber Kable, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase
Technology, Sherbourne, SunFire, Toshiba. Suns,Trading
Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road, fenkinknen, PA
19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171. Winne
catalog: wunetsto.com. E-mail: tuo@tsto.com.
WANTED —ESPECIALLY
MONO
TUBE
McIntosh, Marantz, Western Electric, single Tannoy.
Altec, etc. Also Krell, Levinson, ARC, Sequerra FM-1,
etc. Call (718) 384-4667 or (718) 781-9524, regardless if
you're selling or not.

•Koetsu
•McComack
•Meadowlark Audio
•Nordost Flatline
•Odeon
•Pass Labs
•PIPEDREAMS
•Rega
•SME
•Sitverline
•Sonus faber
•Sound Images
Cables
•Sound Lab
•Spectron
*Transfiguration
•Verity Audio

Pre-Owned Equipment Available
Trade-Ins Considered

CLASSÉ CA-301 amplifier, new/used. (949) 455-3303,
execmktitg@earthlink.net

1100 Main Road
Westport, MA 02790
Tel. 508.636.3400
FAX 508.636.3738
www.Noundimagesinccom

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on ash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

e-mail: soundimagesim@worldnef.ati.nei

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, 81.50 per word; Commercial, $4.75 per word; $190 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: &strophe. Classified Ad
Department, Nerissa Dominguez Vales, emap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or
FAX (212) 886-2809. or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com. (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc
credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the November
2000 Stenvphile, you must submit it with payment by September I, 2000. Ad material that reaches us after
deadline will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

7 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophik.
7 Iprefer to pay by 7 Visa 7 MasterCard
My card # is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

21 General

21 CDs/LPs/Tapes

7 Wanted

rà Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

VAN DERSTEEN 2Ce SIGNATURES with
stands, oak, under 100 hours, as new, ($1625)
$1150; XL0 Signature 4.1 digital, 0.5m, ($325)
$125. (303) 918-8229.
TARA LABS MASTER GENERATION 2: 5', like
new, $250. (920) 235-0693.

CDs, LPs, Tapes

Name

HIGHEST PRICE PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Ls/fonts«
OToole, PO. Box 138, Hearsville, NY 12409. Tii/fax:
(914) 688-7163.

Street
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City
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Winner Of The Gold Disc Award, Japan
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SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME

g;

V.

ir

Audiophile CD produced by Joe Harley
"SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME is indispensable.
Pass it by and you'll be the poorer for it." -Stereophile

enja
www kochentertaInment.corn • www enjarecords corn
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Advertiser

Advertising published in Sternehile h accepted
on the premise that the rileander and services as offered are Kew-eels' described and arc
available to customers at the advertised price.
Advertising that does not eontonn to these
stindods or that is deceptive or misleadinit, is
never knowingly accepted II von encounter
noncompliance with these standards please
write to John B. Gourb.y, map .4 inc.,
110 Fifth Avevue„ New York, NY 10011.

Acoustic Sounds
Acoustics First
Adcom/KEF
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
American Theater Systems
Analog Shop
ARS Electronics
Artech Electronics
Atlantis Power
Audio Advisor
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

142
164
16
84
173
166
158
169
128
96
94, 96, 163

Connection
Line Source
Nexus
Outlet

156
93
158
134

Audio Plus (Y13A)
Audio Video Salon
Audio-Video Logic
Audiogon

26
160
166
168

Audiophile Systems
AudioPrism
AudioQuest
AudioWaves
Avantgarde
B&W Loudspeakers

14
156
176
141
68-69
25

Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
JVC

Blue Circle Audio
Boltz USA
Bryston
Cable Company
Cambridge
Cary Audio

172
102
62
108
164
36, 66

Koch Jazz
Krell
LAT International
Legacy Audio
Magnum Dynalab

Classic Records
Coincidence Speakers
CSA Audio
Davidson-Whitehall
Denon America
Dunlavy Audio Labs
Dynaudio
EggelstonWorks
Elusive Disc
Gershman Acoustics
Goodwin's High End
Harmonic Technology
HCM Audio
HeadRoom

160
164
162
173
50-53
15
40
84
112, 144
168
120
59
114
146

Hi-Fi Farm
Infinity
Integra
JA. Mitchell Engineering
James Loudspeaker

141
28
4-5
128
92

Kenwood
Kimber Kable

Marantz
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
Meridian
Mirage
Monitor Audio
Moondance Imports
Music Direct
Mytyad
Needle Doctor
New Sensor
NHT/Recoton Home Audio

Index
23
107
166
154
21
48
172
2
133
104
86

72
11
74
32, 38
60
169
148
128
122-123
165
35

Nordost
NovaAudio
Paradigm
Parts Connection

78
86
8
168

Parts Express
Pass Laboratories

162
82

Per Madsen Design
Perpetual Technologies
PipeDreams

173
46
165

Polk Audio
PS Audio
PSB
Red Rose Music
Reference Audio Video
Revel
Rotel

58
78
31
100
166
13
43

Silver Audio
Sim Audio
Soliloquy
Sonic Frontiers

172
90
63
27

Sound by Singer
Sound Images
Sound Station
Soundex

106
171
132
126

Star Sound Technologies
Stereo Exchange
Tact Audio
Talon Audio
Thiel

164
136
82
76
44

Tice Audio
Totem Acoustic
Toys From the Attic

23
90
124

Tube Store
Upscale Audio
Velodyn
Verity Audio
Wadia Digital
WBT-USA

96
152
64
80
173
80

Wireworld

92

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

^-4 •
11111111B
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STORAdisc
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves &non-slip surface that hold
asingle CD upright. Solid Hardwood Finishes
and Custom Sizes available. For further
information visit us at www.Storadisc.com
or call 800-848-9811

DAVIDSON.WHITEHALL
290 M. L. King Jr. Dr. S.E. •Atlanta, GA 30312
404-524-4534 •Fax 404-659-5041
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The RACKIT

System

loclular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
T icase mention mereophtle ,
Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, C.A 94188
www.rackittm.com

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

As• ..s•

•

ACOUSTICS • Ai DIS • ARCAM • ARCICI
B&K •BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS •
BOW •UASSE •CLEARAU010 •CRESTRON •DRAPER
• DUNLAVY • REVEL • ELAN • ECIUkTECH • ESP
•FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF
ROWLAND. KIMBER SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ
•MERIDIAN • MYFIYAD •PHILIPS • PIONEER ELITE
•POLY CRYI•PROCEED •PSB •REL •REGA •SONANCE
•SONIC FR
ERS •STEWART •SUMIKO •THETA DIGITAL
•TRANSP
T • VIBRAPLANE
• VIDIKFION
•WHEATON TRIPLANAR •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Moie-fri 10-7 Set 10 -5:30
2337 Rum% Rd. Ste. 6. Bel Air. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
information &large selection of prc-owned elecfromvs

Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

L

Scull

ast month Idelved into avoiding
reflective, parallel-wall slap echoes
from ruining your audiophile day.
But I've since learned of aperfectly useful
workaround that's much less costly and
involved than horsing around the
Sheetrock. Much to my chagrin, the info
came from the same source, George
Cardas. When he told me about it, I
slapped my forehead so hard I'm sure they
heard it in Brooklyn. One caveat: This
tweak works best with big, juicy collections of LPs. It could work with CDs...
but we'll come to that.
Say, like most people, you have arectangular listening room. With any luck,
your speakers sit athird or more of the
room's depth from the back wall and well
away from the side walls. Maybe there's a
nice, comfy listening chair with another
chair perched behind. If you're asweetspot guy or gal, ya gotta be between the
speakers to Feel the Thrill.
Here's what you do. It's so simple, given
that slap echoes build up between parallel
surfaces. Build or have built relatively
thick shelves on the side walls adjacent to
the speakers. (Best case: Build 'em for all
three walls facing the listening position.)
Taper the depth of the shelves as you
move back toward the listening position.
Make something sturdy — from ahardwood, perhaps — with plenty of bracing
to avoid droopy-drawer shelves and resonating members. And while you're at it,
router in nice French curves of non-similar radiuses on the sides facing the room.
Now pile your LPs in the shelves, fire
up the stereo, and clean your stylus.
Playing familiar recordings, you can tune
the room by pulling forward or pushing
back the records in the surrounding
shelves! Combining this with slightly
repositioning your speakers can pay big
dividends for those languorous Saturdaynight listening sessions.
Of course, you can do the same with a
big CD collection, but the flat plastic
spines of CD boxes facing the room are
harder and much less absorbent than LPs.
However, as detailed in past "Fine Tunes,"
the point is to avoid standing waves at all
the wrong places — like your listening
position. Given CDs' more live, bouncy,
and reflective case acoustic, you'll have to
work harder to find and adjust the sweet
174

spot by manipulating reflections and
standing waves.
If LPs you have not — Philistine! —and
so must go the way of the jewelbox, you
might consider purchasing ETF 5.x from
Acoustisoft (reviewed by ¡(al Rubinson in
VoI21 No.7). This impulse-response measurement software ("ETF" stands for
"Energy Time Frequency") costs $149
(calibrated mike and preamp extra) and
works with most PCs, and now even with
game cards. I've got the latest version and
amodern laptop; all Ihave to do is install
the software and "ping" my room. Try
their informative website: www.etf
acoustic.com/index.htm.

minum, high- and low-density fiberboard,
ridged foam in the center, and amirror
image of the aluminum-and-fiberboard
sandwich on the bottom. My big Mark
Levinson amp sits in a50-lb sandbox that
couples to the floor with large PolyCrystal
cones. Iattached two aluminum plates, a
3/
4"HDF plate, and a3/
4"LDF plate with
3M high-strength adhesive, set on a
480/400 by 8size tube mounted in the
sandbox. I got the tube (15" outside
diameter) in the Garden department of
Home Depot.
"The top plate has boards on the sides
to hide the tube, allowing a1/
2"
gap when
the tube is inflated. Iattached asmall section of white plastic ruler overlapping the
gap for reference. Somehow, almost rupturing myself, Imanaged to get the +100You don't want to see me
lb amp to the top of the shelf. (I certainly
blush. It's ugly.
wouldn't want to be areviewer!) The amp
sits on Black Diamond cones; to help load
the tube and facilitate balancing, Iadded
Now an e-mail from enthusiastic
two 25-lb weightlifter weights, atrick I
twealcer Martin Thomas (Martinlhomas
learned from the guys at Arcici. It does
M@aol.com): "Jonathan, Ihave been a make adifference. The rest of my compofollower of your audio reviews for many
nents are mounted on an Ardci Air
years. In fact, Ihave alist of many of your
Suspension Rack using Black Diamond,
reviews, including your Loft article, that I PolyCrystal, and Bright Star products —
use as a Tweak Bible. No reviewer
and, oh yes, lots of weightlifter weights.
includes as much setup information in a The guys at the Sporting Goods store can't
review as you do. And once again, my
believe how Ican have puny muscles with
man, your 'Fine Tunes' column has plantall the weights I've purchased!
ed aseed in my brain that has grown into
"The amp stand is very effective, and
avery successful DIY project."
cost alittle over asong and adance. I've
You don't want to see me blush.
painted it black; when my local hi-fi dealIt's ugly.
er stopped by to hear the system, he
"In this case Imust give equal credit to
thought the stand was apurchased prodyour reader Leif Christensen. Recently,
uct. The 200W Levinson sounds like
I've been toying with the idea of duplicat300W on steroids!
ing aSymposium Ultra Shelf to mount
"Jonathan, keep up the excellent work
my amplifier on. They use layers of alu— you remain my favorite reviewer. On a
scale of one to ten, you are J-10."
He's too kind. (Hey, don't agree so fast!)
r2000 by enup usa, inc.-14123 No.9. Stprembir 2000,
lane Number 248 Sterrophile (ISSN #0585-2544) is
Another attractive and easy-to-implepublished Iltonthly, S19.94 per earjàr US residenis (Gmada
ment tweak comes to us from the great
add S13; all teen add $15) by Oath,
inc., 6420 ltilshire
Bled, Los AueIes, C-1 90048. Periodicals puke paid al Los
Pacific Northwest. Kylie Gardner, underAneelc, CA and additional
Gmada and GS7:
standing wife and soulmate of Positive
tre no. R12468-3855-1337920. POSTMASTER: Send
Feedback assistant editor and audio reviewajdrms champ to Stereophile, PO. Box 53117 amide, CO
80322-3117 Mailing Lists: From time to rinw lye make our
er Rich Gardner, uses glass blocks to sus.subsaiber list asuilablelounspanies that sdlettYIS and service by
pend speaker cables above the floor. She
tua: UY 'Ohre
t!!" imarst io our ruddy. 1) .
uvuld rather no nrein. such mailine, plane said pur aimni
stands them on end, two or three in arow,
»killing label, or an evaa ,on, to: Stercophile, Mail Pnlenrne
to support the Jena Labs cables
Service, PO, Box 53117 Boulder, Co 80322-3117
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OBSESSIVE
COMPULSIVES
NEVER HAD
IT

sO GOOD.

We should know. It has taken us more than
ten years of, shall we say, repeated and focused
inquiry, to arrive at aspeaker that satisfies our
every exacting and unreasonable requirement.
Machined magnesium-alloy cones. Baffles
one-third foot thick. Drivers matched
to

3/ loo

dB. You know, stuff like that.

The Transcendence Eight is our
finest effort. A speaker so coherent
that you won't be—after listening.

SLI:IOUS LOUDSPLAKLRS
FOR SERIOUS LISTENERS.''

pi/0.Es
16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 92647
yoke: 714 841 6884

Fax 714 841 2427

www.halesdesigngroup.com
0 1991 HALES DESIGN GROUP

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

THE NOT SO NAKEr

.

TRUTH

Gorgeous "clothing and wonderful specs don't prove anything. You will have to listen for yourself
to really appreciate the ability of these cables to present you with the musical truth.

Metal

Features

Gauge/Sq. mm

Flat

Long Grain Copper

SST, SSCP

16 /1 22

F-14

Long Grain Copper

SST, Hyperlitz

16/ 123

Type 2

Long Grain Copper

SST, UUCL3

17/ 1.06

Long Grain Copper

SST, UUCL3

15/ 1.56

CV-4

Perfect Surface Copper

SST, UUCL3

15/ 1.56

KE-4

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, UUCL3

15 /1.56

F-40

Quad Helix Hyperlitz

Type 4

Jacket

«NIA

Choice of Spade, PSC Bendable Pin, or BFA/Banana Termination

Construction

Model

AA

/

A A

Circular Helix Hyperlitz

SBW

12 /3.19

PSC & LGC

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

Perfect Surface Copper

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

PSC+ & PSC

SST, SBW

12 /3.19

PSC+ & PSC

SST, SBW

9/5.94

Perfect Surface Copper+

SST, SBW

9/5.94

Kilimanjaro

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, SBW

12 /3.49

Everest

Perfect Surface Silver

SST, SBW

9/ 5.94

Slate

Long Grain Copper

Bedrock

Double Quad Helix Hyperlitz

Granite

-

Gibraltar

Counter Spiraling
Circular Helix Hyperlitz

VCoallcdaenrao

SST: vultiple Conductor sizes improve neutralitf

SBW: Also ideal for Single Cable Biwire

SST,

ULiCL3: Rated for in-wail use

SSCP: Semi-Solid Concentric Packing

Construction

Metal

Insulation

Connector

Symmetrical Coax

Long Grain Copper

Polyvinyl Chloride

Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Polyvinyl Chloride

Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Gold RCA

Perfect Surface Copper

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Perfect Surface Copper+

Foam Polyethylene

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Perfect Surface Copper+

Polyethylene Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Anaconda

Perfect Surface Copper+

Teflon & PE Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Amazon

Perfect Surface Silver

Teflon & PE Tubes

Welded Silver RCA/XLR

Model
Sidewinder
Copperhead

See

Jacket
'

Double Balanced
Diamondback

Triple Balanced

Coral
Viper

‘
e
'We• •
•;:,'

YI

Y R.

Python

Triple Balanced

FOR THE WHOLE TRI
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